
                                                Tuesday, November 10, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. 
 

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AGENDA 
1. ROLL CALL 
 
2. CONSIDERATION OF MEETING MINUTES 

a. Meeting Minutes of October 27, 2020 
 
3. CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS AND PUBLIC HEARING 

a. Public Hearing and Consideration of an Amendment to Westminster Municipal Code, Title 11, Chapter 
11: Sign Regulations 
 
Prepared by: David German, Senior Planner 

 
4. OLD BUSINESS 

 
5. MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS  

 
6. ADJOURNMENT 

PLEASE NOTE 
The following are the procedures used by the Planning Commission for in-person meetings.  

For virtual participation guidelines please visit www.cityofwestminster.us/pc 

1. Staff will present agenda items.  The Developer may present after Staff. 

2. Those in attendance who favor the proposed development may address the Commission, followed by 
those who do not favor the proposed development.  The Chair may impose time limits on speakers.  
PLEASE SIGN THE SHEET IN THE FRONT OF THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS WHEN YOU SPEAK. 

3. All questions shall be addressed to the Chair of the Planning Commission.  The Chair will call on Staff to 
address questions at the end of the hearing. Planning Commission reserves the right to question anyone at 
any time during the Public Hearing. 

4. The Commission is charged with the review of Comprehensive Plan Amendments, Rezonings, Preliminary 
Development Plans, Amended Preliminary Development Plans, Official Development Plans, Amended 
Official Development Plans, Preliminary Plats and Amended Preliminary Plats that are not approved 
administratively by the City Manager. 

5. There are two different procedures involved in the review of applications for development plan approval 
and the procedure depends on the type of plan under consideration: 

a. After review and a public hearing, the Planning Commission may recommend approval of an 
application, approval subject to specified conditions, or denial of an application.  The Planning 
Commission is not the final authority on these applications.  The City Council is the final decision maker. 

b. On applications for Official Development Plans and Amended Official Development Plans, the Planning 
Commission does make the final decision, unless the decision of the Planning Commission is appealed 
to the City Council within 10 days of the Planning Commission decision by a “party-in-interest,” as 
described in Section 11-5-13(B.1) of the Westminster Municipal Code.  If a decision of the Planning 
Commission is properly appealed to the City Council, the City Council will schedule the item for 
consideration at one of their upcoming meetings and, after holding a public hearing, make a final 
decision on the application. 

If you need further information regarding this process, or any other matter related to the City’s development 
review process, please contact the City Planning Division at 303-658-2092.  

NOTE: Persons needing an accommodation must notify the Planning Aide no later than noon on the 
Thursday prior to the scheduled Planning Commission hearing to allow adequate time to make 
arrangements. Please call 303-658-2092/TTY711 or State Relay or email jbaden@cityofwestminster.us to make 
a reasonable accommodation request.  

mailto:jbaden@cityofwestminster.us


 
 

CITY OF WESTMINSTER 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

Meeting Minutes 
October 27, 2020 

 
1. ROLL CALL 

The regular meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm by Chair James Boschert.  Present were 
Commissioners Vice-Chair Joe McConnell, Dave Carpenter, Tracy Colling, Chennou Xiong and 
Elisa Torrez. Commissioners Lawrence Dunn and Richard Mayo were excused from attendance.  
Also present: Staff members,  Dave Downing, Community Development Director, Rita 
McConnell, Planning Manager,  John McConnell, Principal Planner, Nathan Lawrence, Senior 
Planner , Jacob Kasza, Planner, Jennifer Baden, Planning Aide, Kristin Decker, Deputy City 
Attorney, David German, Senior Planner, Chase Evans, Real Estate and Development 
Coordinator, Jenni Grafton, Economic, Policy and Development Manager, Heath Klein, Traffic 
Engineer, Mikele Wright, Principal Engineer, Nicole Ankeney, Senior Landscape Architect, Sarah 
Borgers, Water Resources and Quality Manager, Andrew Spurgin, Principal Planner, and Aaron 
Kirchner, Engineer.  With the roll called, Chairperson Boschert stated that alternates would be 
voting.  
 

2. CONSIDERATION OF MINUTES 
Meeting Minutes from October 13, 2020. 
Commissioner Tomecek made a motion to accept the minutes from the October 13, 2020 
Planning Commission meeting. Commissioner Xiong seconded the motion.  The minutes were 
unanimously accepted (7-0). 
 

3. CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS AND PUBLIC HEARINGS 
Presentation of Proposed Revised Oil and Gas Land Use Ordinance  

 
a) Jacob Kasza, Planner, gave a presentation on Proposed Revised Oil and Gas 

Land Use Ordinance 
 
Chairperson Boschert opened the floor for discussion and questions from the Commissioners to 
the Staff. 
 
Chairperson Boschert stated he appreciated staff’s presentation and would like to see the City 
coordinate with COGCC with setbacks and standards throughout the state.  
 
Commissioners Carpenter thanked the staff for the presentation and stated that he believes 
these regulations are mostly unnecessary due to the limited number of wells that exist in 
Westminster. He also disagrees with raising the review fees, and feels the notification radius is 
not large enough for this project and other projects, does not agree with the setbacks, and does 
not agree with containment pond draining protection zone. Commissioner Colling stated the 
likelihood of oil and gas development in Westminster is low and with the approval of SB 181 and 
with the COGCC moving forward with regulations that are extremely robust and not yet 
complete, the City is well protected by those regulations and does not feel staff should spend 
hours or money on regulations when the COGCC has already implemented regulations.  
 

b) Public Hearing and Action on rezoning from C1 Commercial District to 
Planned Unit Development for Harris Park Block 43 Senior Housing totaling 6.60 
acres. Public Hearing and Action on a Preliminary Development Plan for Harris 
Park Block 43 Senior Housing.   
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Nathan Lawrence, Senior Planner, entered into the record the agenda 
memorandum, attachments, property postings, proof of applicant mailing and 
public notice affidavit of publication from the Westminster Window on October 
15, 2020. Mr. Lawrence narrated a PowerPoint presentation for the proposal to: 

 
a. Hold a public hearing. 

 
b. Recommend approval on rezoning from C1 Commercial District to Planned 

Unit Development for Harris Park Block 43 Senior Housing totaling 6.60 
acres.  
 

c. Recommend approval on a Preliminary Development Plan for Harris Park 
Block 43 Senior Housing.   
 

 
The applicant, The City of Westminster’s Economic Development Department, represented by 
Economic, Policy and Development Manager, Jenni Grafton, Community Resources and 
Housing Development Corporation (CRHDC), represented by Executive Director Arturo 
Alvarado, and Studio Completiva, represented by Senior Associate Project Manager, Gabe 
Bergeron, gave a presentation. 
 
Chairperson Boschert opened the floor for discussion and questions from the Commissioners to 
the Staff and applicant.   
 
Chairperson Boschert asked the applicant when the project would break ground.  Jenni Grafton 
responded that they foresee this being a 2021 project.    
 
Commissioner Torrez asked the applicant if more details on the landscaping in regards to an 
enclosed building would be provided and if pets would be allowed. Arturo Alvarado responded 
that it was early in the planning stages and that had not been determined.  
 
Vice-Chair McConnell asked the applicant about the proposal to reduce covered parking from 
one-third spaces to no spaces. He stated that since this is proposed to be senior housing it 
makes sense to include some covered parking.  Gabe Bergeron responded that the scale of 
parking lots is small, the site is close to public transportation and what is seen throughout the 
neighborhood is no covered parking.  
 
Commissioner Carpenter stated he understands about giving minimum spaces but is 
concerned about not having covered parking for a senior housing facility.  He also expressed 
concern about access from a one-way alley as the primary access for the site.  The alley is not an 
easy alley to drive down and seniors utilizing the alley increases the possibility for accidents.  He 
also stated he does not feel the site is near enough to the commuter rail station for seniors who 
are public transit dependent.  Another concern was storm-water drainage and lack of space for 
storm-water management and detention on the site, citing concerns with possible 
contamination from a previous gas station at the site.  Mr. Carpenter stated that he is 
concerned about the setback reductions and the site line is difficult to see and increased traffic 
issues.  Heath Klein addressed the site visibility and alley concerns by stating that although the 
alley way is narrow it is properly signed and carries two-way traffic north of the post office past 
the subject property. He also stated that the site triangle at 73rd & Lowell Blvd will be 
maintained with the development of any future project and is a signalized intersection.  Gabe 
Bergeron also spoke in regards to the sight line and stated that the edge of the proposed 
building and the setback is in alignment with the buildings that are to the north of 73rd Avenue.  
Heath Klein also stated this site is less than an acre and thus below the threshold for requiring 
on-site detention however the developer is exploring water quality improvements to direct 
stormwater from the parking lots or roof drains into landscaped areas so that any of the 
pollutants settle in to the landscaped areas.  Commissioner Carpenter reiterated his concern for 
the narrow alley and asked that when the applicant moves into design development to 
consider widening the alley to provide for easier passing for the residents of the proposed new 
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development. Commissioner Colling stated she is not concerned about the lack of covered 
parking due to the proposed design. She has parked her car in surface lots and not had an issue 
with snow removal.  
 
Chairperson Boschert opened the public hearing at 8:09 pm.   
 
Gary Shea stated that the location of the proposed project is not a desirable location for the 
local residents. Mr. Shea also expressed health concerns at the site due to the gasoline plume 
created by the leaking underground petroleum tanks at 7305 Lowell Boulevard, that the 
contamination monitoring is ongoing and may continue into the public right-of-way after the 
site is developed and asked for a recommendation of denial of the project.  Mr. Shea asked staff 
if they were shown the document that details the size and shape of the plume. Jenni Grafton 
responded while the document is public information it was not included in this application 
because this application is for the rezoning and the document has been provided in other areas 
and will factor into future development processes. Mr. Shea asked staff how many remediation 
and monitoring wells are on the property. Chairperson Boschert asked Mr. Shea to give all of his 
comments and questions and then staff and applicant would answer once he has finished. Mr. 
Shea asked how many of the wells will be confined within the site and expose seniors to 
potential health hazards. Mr. Shea asked if current pictures of the property were provided. Mr. 
Shea referenced page five, criteria number two of the agenda memo, stating this application 
does not meet sound planning principles due to the health risk hazards. Mr. Shea again 
reference criteria number two, stating there is no compact, urban form in the neighborhood 
and the proposal does not match any of the context in the neighborhood. Mr. Shea requested 
an example of the aligned setbacks that other buildings in the neighborhood have.  Mr. Shea 
expressed concerns about the lack of covered parking. Mr. Shea cited concerns about the 
access points to the property and asked if any other senior housing in the city have parking 
access only through the alley. Mr. Shea asked if the alley is now or in the future, will be 
maintained for snow removal.  Nathan Lawrence responded that examples of zero lot line 
setbacks can be seen by utilizing an aerial photo of the neighborhood and referenced multiple 
examples. Mr. Lawrence stated that all of the other multi-family buildings in the immediate 
area, that were referenced in the packet, lack covered parking.  Mr. Lawrence cited that there 
are other apartments in the area that are accessible by alley only and gave multiple examples.  
He stated that alley access is positive for the site layout to this project to help maintain the 
consistency of the street wall as this is a gateway property and to minimize curb cuts and 
achieve a walkable community.  Mr. Lawrence stated any single project alone cannot revitalize 
the neighborhood, but this project will certainly contribute to the revitalization the entire area. 
Jenni Grafton responded that the number of wells on the site, approximately ten, that are 
within the property boundaries, will be removed prior to construction. The wells are monitoring 
wells, and the State is using them to access and test the plume and are unable to do testing 
once the building has been constructed and will then establish different locations for the 
monitoring to take place.  Ms. Grafton stated there would no monitoring wells within the walls 
of the building. Pat Lee, Environmental Engineer with Strategic Environmental Management, 
LLC, stated that there were approximately twenty wells drilled on the property and that all of 
them were for temporary use. Mr. Lee stated moving forward most of the wells should be 
removed and the monitoring wells will also be removed or plugged and new monitoring wells 
will be drilled on site but not where the building will be constructed. Mr. Lee stated that the Oil 
Public Safety and Colorado Department of Public Health will work together to ensure that type 
of work that will be done to eliminate the impacts of gasoline plumes is completed properly.  
He also stated that the Colorado Department of Public Health Environment will implement a 
strict soil mitigation plan for the site. Commissioner Boschert asked the applicant if the 
remediation is already underway and if so when it is anticipated to be completed.  Pat Lee 
responded that the remediation has not been completed but will begin once excavation of the 
site begins. Vice-Chair McConnell asked Mr. Lee if this was a retail/commercial site, would all of 
the monitoring or remediation be the same.  Mr. Lee responded that is correct. Ms. Grafton 
spoke to the condition of the property. She stated that there is an environmental review process 
that Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires where federal funds are involved.  The 
City has not been allowed to demolish the building until clearance from HUD is received. She 
went on to state that there were a number of environmental reports that needed to be 
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provided to HUD and recently the City received the verbal authorization but is still waiting for 
the formal written authorization to proceed with demolition, which is anticipated to be any day.  
As soon as authorization is received, the City is prepared to put the project out for bid so that 
demolition can begin as soon as possible. Heath Klein responded to the alley concern by stating 
that if the project was to move forward, the City will be looking at improvements to the 
alleyway and the possibility of widening the alley on the development side for ease of access. 
Regarding snow removal, Mr. Klein stated he would check the City’s policy on snow removal but 
generally alleyways are not part of snow removal. 
 
Chairperson Boschert closed the public hearing at 8:36 p.m. and opened the floor to discussion 
from the Commissioners. 
 
Chairperson Boschert stated that City staff and applicant panelists were very informative and he 
was thankful that all questions were able to be answered.  
 
After discussion, Chairperson Boschert called the question and asked for the first of two 
motions.  
Commissioner Colling motioned that the Planning Commission recommend to the City Council 
the approval of the rezoning from C1 Commercial District to Planned Unit Development for 
Harris Park Block 43 Senior Housing totaling 0.60 acres. This is based on the finding that the 
rezoning generally complies with the criteria in W.M.C. Section 11-5-14 (A). 
Vice-Chair McConnell seconded the motion. The motion was passed (4-3). 
 
Commissioner Carpenter was not in favor stating the project does not meet sound planning 
principles.  Chairperson Boschert stated he felt staff had adequately addressed concerns. 
Commissioner Xiong thanked staff for their presentation and stated he was not in favor because 
the project does not meet criteria numbers two and three. Commissioner Tomecek was not in 
favor and stated the project does not meet criteria numbers two and seven, and that the drive 
alley is especially concerning.   
 
Chairperson Boschert asked for the second motion.  
Commissioner Colling motioned that the Planning Commission recommend to the City Council 
the approval of the Preliminary Development Plan for Harris Park Block 43 Senior Housing. This 
is based on the finding that the proposed plan generally complies with the criteria in W.M.C. 
Section 11-5-14 (A). 
Vice-Chair McConnell seconded the motion.  The motion failed (3-4). 
 
Commissioner Carpenter was not in favor stating the project does not meet sound planning 
principals.  Commissioner Xiong was not in favor and stated the project does not meet criteria 
numbers two and three.  Commissioner Tomecek was not in favor and stated the project does 
not meet criteria numbers two and seven, and that the drive alley is especially concerning.  
Vice-Chair McConnell was not in favor and stated the project does not meet criteria numbers 
two and three but that he was in favor of the rezoning as it met the City’s approval criteria.  
 
A full recording of the meeting has been posted on The City of Westminster website. 
 

4. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:50 p.m. 
 
THE WESTMINSTER PLANNING COMMISSION 
 
___________________________________________ 
James Boschert, Chairperson 



 

Agenda Memorandum                       

          Agenda Item: 3a 

 

Planning Commission Meeting 

November 10, 2020 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

SUBJECT: Public Hearing and Consideration of Amendment to Westminster Municipal Code, Title 

11, Chapter 11: Sign Regulations  
 

PREPARED BY: David German, AICP, Senior Planner 
 

 

RECOMMENDED PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION: 

 

1. Hold a public hearing. 

 

2. Recommend Approval to City Council of the proposed amendment to the Westminster Municipal Code, 

which revises and replaces Title 11, Chapter 11: Sign Regulations 

 

SUMMARY STATEMENT: 

 

• In response to the 2015 Reed v. Town of Gilbert, Arizona United States Supreme Court decision (Reed 
v. Gilbert), and to better meet the needs of the City’s businesses, residents, and visitors, Staff initiated 
an update of Title 11, Chapter 11: Sign Regulations of the Westminster Municipal Code (W.M.C.) in 
December of 2017; 
 

• To assist with the update of the Sign Code, City Council approved funding for consultant assistance 
through CAO18-00342, Agreement to Furnish Professional Services to the City of Westminster for the 
Westminster Sign Code Update, on May 14, 2018. White & Smith, LLC was awarded this contract, and 
is partnered with Winter & Company, and Kendig Keast Collaborative on this project; 

 

• Staff has led and managed a transparent and thorough update process that has included a 

comprehensive input-gathering component, research, internal and external collaboration, and has 

partnered with the consultant team to create a complete, balanced, and legally compliant Sign Code. 

The current draft of this new Sign Code is offered for consideration and adoption at this time. 



 

 

FISCAL IMPACT: 

$0 in expenditures. 

 

SOURCE OF FUNDS: 

Not applicable. 

 

POLICY ISSUE(S): 

Should Planning Commission recommend approval to City Council of the proposed amendment to the 

Westminster Municipal Code, which revises and replaces Title 11, Chapter 11: Sign Regulations (Sign Code)? 

 

ALTERNATIVE(S): 

1) Planning Commission could choose not to recommend approval of the proposed amendment to the Sign 

Code. Staff does not recommend this option because the City would be left with a Sign Code that is 

outdated and not legally compliant with Reed v. Gilbert. 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

The Sign Code Update Process and Timeline:  

In June of 2015, The United States Supreme Court issued its opinion in the case of Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 

Arizona (Reed v. Gilbert). This opinion significantly altered the landscape related to what local, state and 

federal governments may and may not regulate through sign codes. Updating the Sign Code was added as a 

2018 Action Item to the City’s Strategic Plan in July of 2016.  In light of this new Strategic Plan item and the 

Reed opinion, representatives from both Planning and the City Attorney’s Office began attending seminars and 

trainings to better understand Reed v. Gilbert and current sign industry best practices. 

 

The initial planning and layout of the update process began in December of 2017. Goals and timetables were 

created, and some early logistical hurdles were tackled. The following goals were established for the new Sign 

Code: 

• Make it easier to read and understand, and be highly visual in nature;  

• Use tables, charts, definitions and graphics to promote ease of understanding for all sign types; 

• Improving the wording of the document to eliminate any inconsistencies or contradictions; 

• Assure that it is compliant with the Reed v. Gilbert decision, and enforceable; 

• Create it utilizing a straightforward, transparent process; 

• Make sure it fairly balances the needs of sign users and the City’s business community with the needs of 
the community at-large. 

• Include a variation of standards based on different neighborhood contexts rather than a “one size fits all” 
approach.   

 

It was during this timeframe that the City decided to tap into the strong wealth of expertise and experience 

available in the marketplace by hiring a consultant to support Staff with the update project. To this end, work 

began on the development of a Request for Proposals (RFP) for a consultant in January 2018.  



In April 2018, a consultant contract was awarded to White & Smith, LLC, who partnered with Winter & 

Company and Kendig Keast Collaborative. The three firms are, collectively, experts in the field of sign code 

development. White & Smith focuses on the legal aspects of the code. Winter & Company focuses on public 

outreach and research. Kendig Keast Collaborative focuses research. All three companies have worked 

together to manage the project under Planning Staff’s direction and have collaborated to draft the new version 

of the Sign Code.  

It was determined that the update process would consist of two phases: Public Outreach and Feedback (Phase 

1) and Policy Decisions, Drafting, Public Review and Adoption (Phase 2). Phase 1 officially began on June 11, 

2018. Following are details of the Phase 1 public outreach efforts:  

• One-on-one interviews: Staff and the consultant team conducted in-depth interviews with both internal and 

external stakeholders including city leadership, key members of various city departments and divisions, 

and local business owners. Staff developed a list of important external opinion leaders, community leaders, 

business owners, sign manufacturers, and others, and helped the consultants interview these people, as 

well. 

• Open house: Staff and the consultant team hosted an open house on July 18, 2018. The project was 

introduced to those in attendance, and a Visual Preference Survey was introduced and explained. 

• Social Media and Electronic Outreach: The City established a Sign Code Update webpage, and the 

Community Outreach Division repeatedly provided links to both the webpage and the Visual Preference 

Survey on Twitter, Facebook, Nextdoor, and Instagram. The Sign Code was also introduced in the City 

Edition (which is sent to all businesses and homes in the City), and has been regularly featured in both 

Westminster Weekly and the City Manager’s Notes. 

• Public appearances: Staff met with the Chamber of Commerce on July 24, 2018, the Keller Williams 

Preferred Realty Group on August 20, 2018, disseminated information at the City Council Community 

Meeting at the MAC on September 26, 2018, and met with the 710 Rotary Group on November 21, 2018. 

• Webpage: The sign code has its own webpage on the City’s website, which includes information about the 

update effort, the overall process, a timeline of events, frequently asked questions (FAQs), contact 

information, survey results, and a place to leave comments and questions. The webpage continues to 

receive traffic from users ranging from interested citizens to sign manufacturers to business owners and 

property managers. While it was open, visitors also took the Visual Preference Survey (see Attachment 1 

for Survey Design and Summary Results, and Attachment 2 for Detailed Results and Analytics). Those 

users who posted questions and left their contact information have received personal responses from Staff. 

To date, Staff has received and responded to more than 30 comments and questions received on the 

webpage. The webpage received 2,053 visits through November 2018. Of these, 1,558 visits were from 

unique users. 

Other efforts undertaken by Staff and the consultant team in Phase I included: 

• Analysis of the City’s current Sign Code; 

• Research of best practices in sign code design, both in Colorado and nationally; 

• Research of sign codes in neighboring jurisdictions: Seven regional localities (Arvada, Boulder, Broomfield, 

Centennial, Denver, Lakewood, and Thornton) were used for benchmark comparisons during the research 

effort. These localities were selected on the basis of proximity and influence, similar characteristics in 

physical built environment, and population / demographic similarities. Staff also consulted with code 

enforcement officers from Arvada, Aurora, Boulder, Broomfield, Denver, Federal Heights, Longmont, 

Northglenn, and Thornton about Electronic Message Center Signs; 

• Identification of key issues to be addressed and resolved; 

• Summarization and analysis of all public input received, as well as input from other City Divisions and 

Departments. 

Phase 2 of the project got underway on December 3, 2018. A Sign Code Steering Committee (comprised of 

Staff representatives from Planning and Economic Development) was established to summarize all of the 

feedback and input received, and to help guide the process moving forward.  The results of the completed 



research, comments received, Visual Preference Survey results, best practice recommendations, and other 

data collected were synthesized into guidance comments that would be sent to the consultant team to help 

form the basis of a first draft of the new sign code. Once the initial draft was received, the Steering Committee 

carefully read and reviewed it, and provided comments for the next draft.  This process was completed several 

more times to arrive at the draft which is before you this evening. 

Below is a timeline of selected highlights of the overall Sign Code Update process. 
 
Phase 1: 

• December 2017 - Initial discussions begin: Sign Code Update                                                        

• May 14, 2018 - Consultant contract approved by City Council                                                      

• June 11, 2018 - Official kickoff of Sign Code Update                                                          

• June 11, 2018 - Phase 1 (Public Outreach and Feedback) begins                                              

• July 18, 2018 - Public Open House #1                                                                        

• July 24, 2018 - Sign Code Update webpage opens on City’s website                                                

• August 8, 2018 - Visual Preference Survey added to website                                                      

• November 15, 2018 - Visual Preference Survey completed and closed                                                   

• November 29, 2018 - Phase 1 ends 
 

Phase 2: 

• December 3, 2018 - Phase 2 (Policy Decisions, Drafting, Public Review and Adoption) begins                                

• May 28, 2019 - First draft of new Sign Code delivered by consultant                                                 

• September 3, 2019 - Second draft of new Sign Code delivered by consultant                                              

• October 21, 2019 - City Council Study Session 

• December 10, 2019 - Proposed changes shown to Chamber of Commerce                                                                                                             

• December 2019 through July 2020 - Additional research based upon City Council and Chamber of 
Commerce feedback                                                

• September 3, 2020 - Follow-up meeting with Chamber of Commerce 

• October 5, 2020 - Public comment period begins on fourth draft 

• October 29, 2020 - Final follow-up meeting with Chamber of Commerce  

• November 2, 2020 - City Council Study Session 

• November 10, 2020 - Planning Commission Meeting / Public Hearing 
 
Projected: 

• November 30, 2020 - Public comment period ends 

• December 14, 2020 - City Council Meeting / Public Hearing 

• December 28, 2020 - City Council Second Reading (Formal Adoption of New Sign Code) 
 

At its Study Session held November 2, 2020, City Council was provided with written endorsements of the 

Westminster Chamber of Commerce, former Mayor Pro Tem Alberto Garcia, and the Colorado Sign 

Association.  City Council expressed enthusiastic support of the new Sign Code draft. 

 

SUMMARY OF CHANGES FOUND IN THE NEW SIGN CODE: 

The proposed new sign code will completely replace the existing sign code. Selected text passages and some 

regulatory items may be carried over, but even these have been updated and checked for errors.  The new 

code may be expected to have the following changes throughout: 

• Added table of contents 

• Added diagrams, color photographs and illustrations to improve comprehension 

• Added color coded charts and tables to aid in quick reference and understanding 

• Added and updated definitions 



• Checked to ensure mutually exclusive number ranges are used in describing minimum and maximum 

allowances 

• Checked and corrected spelling, grammar, and typographical errors 

• Removed all regulations and restrictions that were based on sign content to ensure compliance with the 

Reed v. Gilbert decision. 

In addition, there are key changes proposed for several sign types.  The most significant changes are as 

follows: 

• Electronic Message Center (EMC) Signs: This sign type is now permissible in most commercial settings. In 
most instances, EMCs may represent a portion of a stand-alone monument sign, except in the Westminster 
Station and Downtown Westminster areas, where monument signs are prohibited. In these two areas (and 
only these two) EMCs may be used as wall signs. EMCs will be regulated in the following areas: minimum 
duration onscreen of each message, use of movement, animation, or video messages, brightness, and 
screen resolution. 

• Franchise Architecture: The use of buildings as signs is not regulated in the new Sign Code, but has been 
carefully considered and will continue to be addressed in the City’s Retail/Commercial Design Standards. 

• Defining Rooflines: To allow for more artistic expression, the use of signs at or above the defined roofline of 
a building will be allowed in Specific Planning Districts; this is not allowed in the current sign ordinance. 

• Multistory Buildings, Part I: New allowances were created for first-floor wall signs for tenants above the first 
floor in multi-story buildings. 

• Multistory Buildings, Part II: A new sign type category (“Skyline Signs”) was created to allow signs near the 
roof line of a multi-story building. Typically, a building will be named after a major tenant within the building, 
but it does not have to be. 

• Allowable Types and Uses of Temporary Signs: To provide sign users and merchants with more flexible 
temporary signage options, new temporary sign types—including the sandwich board—have been 
introduced into the new Sign Code. 

• Freestanding Monument Signs: Increased the allowable number of signs, and the area for each sign face; 
completely removed the limitation on number of tenants allowed on each sign face. 

• New Types of Wall Signs: Added new types of wall and projecting signs, including painted, awning, 
marquee, and others. Increased quantity and area allowances for wall signs. 

• Preservation of “Historic” or “Ghost” Signs: Regulations were added for the (optional) preservation of 
historic signs and sign structures. 

• Prohibited Signs: Updated and clarified the Prohibited Signs section of the Sign Code, accounting for 
content neutrality requirements, and also allowing several previously prohibited signs to now be 
permissible with the new Sign Code. 

• Sticker Permitting System: Added new sticker permitting system for temporary signs. 
 
A summary of the major changes may be found in the attached Sign Code Summary of Changes / Comparison 

Document (see Attachment 3). This document compares the new Sign Code (shown as Draft 4 in the table) to 

the existing Sign Code, and also to a list of changes proposed by the Westminster Chamber of Commerce in 

April of 2018, many of which were ultimately included in whole or in part in the new code draft. Furthermore, 

this document offers the Visual Preference Survey result for each sign type, and the average allowances of the 

seven localities that were used as benchmarks during the course of the Update project. The proposed new 

Sign Code is also included in its entirety for review with this agenda memorandum (see Attachment 4). 

 

STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS: 

The City’s Strategic Plan goal of Visionary Leadership, Effective Governance, and Proactive Collaboration has 

been met by the new Sign Code. The update effort itself has been highly collaborative, and the City is striving 

to arrive at a code that fairly balances the needs of its citizens, businesses, and others that interact with signs 

in the City. The Vibrant, Inclusive, and Engaged Community goal was achieved with an engaged citizenry and 

business community providing a wealth of input and feedback, making the new Sign Code more responsive to, 

and more supportive of, the needs of more people within the City. The Beautiful, Desirable, Safe, and 



Environmentally Responsible City goal is met by the new Sign Code, which properly regulates signs within the 

community and creates an environment where signs can be effective, while minimizing visual and character 

degradation. Finally, the Dynamic, Diverse Economy goal is well served, as signs are important tools used by 

businesses and others within our community on a continual basis. Great care has been taken to craft balanced 

regulations that fairly meet the needs of the City’s businesses to help them be as successful as possible, while 

still being respectful of the City’s longstanding heritage of a quality aesthetic environment. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

Rita McConnell, AICP 

Planning Manager 

 

ATTACHMENTS: 

1) Visual Preference Survey: Survey Design and Summary Results 
2) Visual Preference Survey: Detailed Results and Analytics 
3) Sign Code Summary of Changes/Comparison Document 
4) Full Sign Code Draft 



Westminster Sign Code 

Visual Preference Survey Results

The Westminster Visual Preference Survey for the Sign Code Update was made available via 
the City’s website on August 9, 2018 and closed on November 15, 2018. The survey received 614 
responses. Although not everyone responded to each question and there were a handful of repeat 
respondendents (approximately 10), each question in the survey had an average of 446 responses. 

In the results summary that follows, a summary of responses to each question is provided. A full 
list of responses to open-ended questions is attached to the back of the summary pages. 

The responses collected during this survey will be used in the creation of Westminster’s updated 
sign code.  

dgerman
Planning Review
ATTACHMENT 1
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What is the purpose of a sign?
The first survey question asked participants to note the purpose of signs, to which 494 people 
respondended. The word cloud below highlights the most common responses. The full list of 
responses can be found at the end of the summary.
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A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

Frequent Comments 

A: Awning Signs

• Importance of maintaining the awning, as 
they show their age and can get damaged 
easily by weather 

• Size and the amount of text on the awning 
are important factors that should be 
limited

• They can appear to be outdated, are often 
designed poorly, and are uninviting

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 36 43 68 132 215 3.9

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 34 36 53 121 252 4.1

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 21 23 44 90 316 4.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 29 34 43 123 266 4.1

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 37 41 60 114 242 4.0
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B11

B12

B13

B14

B15

B: Banner Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Important to limit the size of the banner
• Importance of maintenance as they can 

easily be damaged by weather
• Consider restricting banners to temporary 

or limited uses
• Consider the use of colored banners - 

using it to brand an area of town, and 
restricting too many colors so they don’t 
look chaotic 

• Placement is key - on a building 
to highlight or avoid obstructing 
architectural features; along a pedestrian 
or vehicular way to be out of the way and 
not distracting

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 18 39 42 132 246 4.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 149 107 46 94 82 2.7

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 26 42 47 119 246 4.1

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 16 18 31 123 291 4.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 61 34 57 121 205 3.8
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C17

C18

C19

C20

C21

C: Canopy Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Limit the size and scale to the building 

so they don’t extend too far into public 
spaces, but so they’re still legible when 
passing by 

• Originally to provide shelter from the 
elements, adding text may be appropriate 
if designed well and scaled appropriately

• Clean and professional looking

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 45 41 57 123 199 3.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 81 75 50 100 160 3.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 8 6 13 92 346 4.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 8 12 27 104 316 4.5

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 39 41 64 119 202 3.9
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D23

D24

D25

D26

D27

D: Directory Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Should be designed simply with one 

overarching style for everything included, 
should not look cluttered

• Too many businesses on one sign can look 
chaotic and be confusing

• Directory signs should not be lit, especially 
internally 

• Can be difficult to read, especially for 
vehicles, which may cause accidents 

• Color and material make a big difference 
in the quality of these signs 

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 32 40 47 97 246 4.0

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 5 14 44 84 314 4.5

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 36 32 69 118 204 3.9

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 33 37 87 110 191 3.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 16 19 38 101 286 4.4
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E29

E30

E31

E32

E33

E: Electronic Message Board Signs

Frequent Comments 
• General consensus - these are 

inappropriate for Westminster
• Animated electronic signs that change 

frequently should not be allowed 
• The brightness of the sign should be 

carefully configured to be sure not to 
detract from driving

• Size should be limited
• Limit to informational and safety 

messages, not advertising 
• (from those that mentioned they’re in the 

sign industry) this type of sign is where 
the sign field is moving; Westminster is 
behind the times in not allowing these, 
and it may prevent future business owners 

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 120 93 55 99 88 2.9

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 133 74 63 107 81 2.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 229 86 34 51 56 2.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 130 67 62 100 98 2.9

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 169 82 62 77 67 2.5
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I35

I36

I37

I38

I39

I: Illuminated Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Size, text, brightness and number of 

illuminated signs should be limited
• Illuminated signs help with wayfinding 

at night, but should be designed with the 
minimum so that dark skies are saved

• Amount of permitted illumination should 
be determined by context - residential vs. 
commercial

• Avoid illuminated signs that blink
• Neon received mixed responses, with 

some saying neon is tacky and creates 
light pollution and others wanting to see 
small, neon signs where appropriate 

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 4 6 25 117 300 4.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 65 45 64 94 181 3.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 14 23 50 116 250 4.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 60 76 74 102 141 3.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 113 80 48 92 119 3.1
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Ma41 Ma44

Ma45Ma42

Ma43

H: Marquee Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Should be designed in a modern way, #41 

and #42 were generally well received
• The “historic” and “vintage” feel 

provided by signs #43-45 were generally 
appreciated, but also noted that they’re 
only appropriate in certain contexts and 
for certain purposes

• Context is important to determine 
whether this sign type is appropriate 

• Should be designed with an appropriate 
size and scale; should be well-lit

• Avoid marquee signs that intrude on the 
public way, unless they’re historic 

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 7 6 14 107 313 4.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 88 83 55 106 114 3.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 11 22 25 116 273 4.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 59 62 45 116 164 3.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 74 76 60 101 137 3.3
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Mo47 Mo50

Mo51Mo48

Mo49

I: Monument Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Limit the height to make sure they don’t 

distract from the business or obstruct 
sight lines 

• Importance of using good materials that 
look professional and are more durable 

• Modern designs that limit interchangable 
letters are preferred 

• Should be used as a way to identify a 
business, not to advertise; logos and 
business names should be prominent

• Design and compatibility with the 
building should be considered

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 19 15 47 118 245 4.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 127 95 59 73 88 2.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 10 6 33 110 284 4.5

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 109 86 53 81 110 3.0

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 73 75 78 96 123 3.3
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Mu53 Mu56

Mu57Mu54

Mu55

J: Mural Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Great way to add artistic and creative flare
• Potential of using these in an arts district
• The location on the building matters 

as well - limit on the front of a building, 
permit on side and rear elevations

• Need guidelines to ensure the size 
remains appropriate; for example, #55 
is appropriate for a large city, but not 
Westminster

• Allowed uses and content for murals 
should be specified 

• An exciting way to showcase creativity of 
local artists

• Need to be maintained as they age

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 88 75 47 122 108 3.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 37 26 40 107 232 4.1

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 82 47 44 131 137 3.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 168 68 43 75 86 2.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 84 49 44 119 146 3.4
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Po59 Po62

Po63Po60

Po61

K: Pole Mounted and Billboard Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Most are too large, too high and too 

obtrustive to the streetscape
• If allowed, should have a size restriction
• Fine along a highway, but not in a city

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 269 67 32 31 39 1.9

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 133 101 58 77 74 2.7

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 22 35 54 144 183 4.0

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 138 70 66 82 85 2.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 156 83 57 69 77 2.6
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Pr65 Pr68

Pr69Pr66

Pr67

L: Projecting Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Great way to bring creativity to a building 

and business
• Creates a “village” feel 
• Should be scaled to the building and 

should not project too far into the public 
way 

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 75 76 63 123 98 3.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 31 37 49 134 187 3.9

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 46 42 55 138 158 3.7

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 16 17 37 119 245 4.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 12 14 34 133 245 4.3
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R71 R74

R75R72

R73

M: Roof Signs

Frequent Comments 
• General dislike for this sign type, 

comments that it’s not appropriate 
for Westminster’s scale and types of 
businesses

• Signs need to be in scale with the building
• Roof signs are inappropriate for 

Westminster, especially as there are often 
more appropriate sign types

• Important to keep the skyline as low as 
possible, therefore roof signs become a 
distraction and obstruction

• Springhill Suites sign is a wall sign not 
a roof sign, and is generally regarded as 
appropriate

• #74 is completely inappropriate for 
Westminster

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 90 51 69 96 129 3.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 307 61 24 17 27 1.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 81 64 63 90 138 3.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 6 7 30 118 275 4.5

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 71 64 47 123 128 3.4
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S77 S80

S81S78

S79

N: Sculptural Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Should be scaled to the building and kept 

small 
• Great way to bring some artistic flare to 

the community
• About a quarter of commentors want this 

sign type to be prohibited 
• Emphasis again on prohibiting billboards, 

like #80

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 68 53 66 125 119 3.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 202 80 34 56 59 2.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 92 68 45 125 100 3.2

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 33 24 37 138 199 4.0

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 68 53 68 123 120 3.4
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T83 T86

T87T84

T85

O: Temporary/Portable/Sandwich 

Frequent Comments 
• This sign type is okay as long as they’re 

temporary
• Size, materials and quantity limitations 

should be considered 
• Great way for small businesses to advertise 

short term; should be kept available as 
they’re affordable

• Paper temporary signs, like #84, do not 
look professional and may not withstand 
weather

• Can make a street look too cluttered
• Importance of enforcing “temporary”

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 104 62 61 112 91 3.1

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 102 56 81 101 88 3.0

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 194 76 44 69 46 2.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 60 42 69 150 109 3.5

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 74 47 85 134 88 3.3
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U89 U92

U93U90

U91

P: Under Canopy Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Great way to add some creativity 
• Most of those shown have a clean, modern 

look
• Can become too cluttered (like #91) if 

regulations don’t specify required distance 
• Size, proportion and overhead clearance 

are key considerations
• Ensure they don’t look “touristy”

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 9 6 29 79 305 4.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 12 12 29 102 271 4.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 9 10 25 86 297 4.5

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 16 25 23 116 248 4.3

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 30 37 50 109 201 4.0
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Wa95 Wa98

Wa99Wa96

Wa97

Q: Wall Signs

Frequent Comments 
• Important to be in scale with the building
• Materials that will withstand weathering 

are key
• Where it’s possible to incorporate the sign 

into the architecture, as seen on #99, this 
should be promoted 

• Consider the context
• Encourage creativity

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 48 55 62 121 137 3.6

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 42 51 42 114 174 3.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 7 9 45 120 240 4.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 12 15 25 123 237 4.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 3 2 15 82 321 4.7
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Wi101 Wi104

Wi105Wi102

Wi103

R: Window Signs

Frequent Comments 
• The allowable area for a window sign 

should be limited so that it’s still easy to 
see through the window into the business 

• Professional design is important 
• Consider limiting the number of window 

signs

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 2 3 8 61 347 4.8

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 30 36 53 90 213 4.0

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 81 56 48 77 158 3.4

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 21 33 53 109 207 4.1

Ratings

1 2 3 4 5 Avg Rating

# of Votes 17 18 40 88 258 4.3
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Top 10 Signs Voted “Appropriate”

C18 Avg Rating: 4.6 R73 Avg Rating: 4.5

C19 Avg Rating: 4.5 U89 Avg Rating: 4.6

D26 Avg Rating: 4.5 U90 Avg Rating: 4.5

I35 Avg Rating: 4.6 Wa99 Avg Rating: 4.7

Ma41 Avg Rating: 4.6 Wi101 Avg Rating: 4.6
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Top 10 Signs Voted “Inappropriate”

B14 Avg Rating: 2.7 Po62 Avg Rating: 2.7

E30 Avg Rating: 2.2 Po63 Avg Rating: 2.6

E33 Avg Rating: 2.5 R74 Avg Rating: 1.6

Mu55 Avg Rating: 2.6 S80 Avg Rating: 2.3

Po59 Avg Rating: 1.9 T84 Avg Rating: 2.3



Q4 In your mind, what is the purpose of a sign? For instance, is it to
identify businesses, provide wayfinding, etc.

Answered: 494 Skipped: 119

# RESPONSES DATE

1 wayfinding, traffic safety and identify businesses 11/15/2018 9:37 PM

2 Information 11/15/2018 7:58 PM

3 information - directions, identification, help 11/15/2018 6:41 PM

4 Wayfinding 11/15/2018 6:11 PM

5 There are many purposes for a sign but one of the Main purposes would be to grab a passerby's
attention and draw them into your place of business.

11/15/2018 4:07 PM

6 Label business, promote services 11/15/2018 3:53 PM

7 Identify and Brand 11/15/2018 3:17 PM

8 Identify and Brand 11/15/2018 3:02 PM

9 Multiple purposes including identifying businesses and wayfinding, branding of businesses,
continuity of their branding, etc.

11/15/2018 2:54 PM

10 Identification of location 11/15/2018 2:43 PM

11 To help travelers find their way, including business locations, parks, and other endeavors. Signs
should provide navigation service as well as being functional, aesthetically pleasing, and as
unobtrusive as possible. Left unregulated, signs can be a blight on the city.

11/15/2018 9:07 AM

12 Identify a business 11/14/2018 10:23 PM

13 Provide information 11/14/2018 9:21 PM

14 Provide directions. Alert me to where something is. 11/14/2018 9:08 PM

15 To promote and inform people of about a business. 11/14/2018 7:35 PM

16 Identify business, help with direction & confirmation of destination 11/14/2018 6:13 PM

17 To find or guide you to what your looking for. 11/14/2018 5:50 PM

18 Way finding for consumers, and to identify/promote a business 11/14/2018 2:18 PM

19 To identify a business 11/14/2018 1:04 PM

20 Clear wayfinding 11/14/2018 12:58 PM

21 Promotion and information 11/14/2018 12:21 PM

22 Information and location 11/14/2018 12:08 PM

23 Easily identify business 11/14/2018 12:08 PM

24 All of the above 11/14/2018 12:06 PM

25 Both 11/14/2018 12:05 PM

26 provide wayfinding 11/14/2018 11:46 AM

27 Provide information 11/14/2018 11:40 AM

28 The purpose of a sign is to direct our attention to something of interest, assist in navigating in a
safe and orderly manner.

11/13/2018 7:42 AM

29 depends on the sign type. they're either to identify a space/use or direct to a destination 11/12/2018 12:04 PM
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30 Yes, I think that signage is both useful for identifying business as well as to provide wayfinding. In
a large metro area such as ours, with multiple cities and towns abutting each other, street signage
can also help identify what city you are in.

11/12/2018 11:15 AM

31 Identification 11/10/2018 5:30 PM

32 To let me know where I am, where I am going, and warn me of any problem situations. 11/9/2018 9:38 PM

33 provide clear directions and wayfinding and not to look too menacing 11/9/2018 8:58 AM

34 Share info 11/8/2018 9:38 PM

35 To help Direct traffic in a format that is easy for all to understand and in a way that is uniformly
understood.

11/8/2018 7:50 PM

36 Way finding 11/8/2018 7:30 PM

37 So someone can find a location with ease. 11/8/2018 3:08 PM

38 To identify a business and to let me know where I am (street signs) 11/3/2018 1:38 PM

39 Provide information visually 11/3/2018 11:50 AM

40 ID business, create an impression, can be for wayfinding, 11/3/2018 9:38 AM

41 Convey information to people 11/3/2018 8:13 AM

42 To provide information; businesses, locations, road closures if necessary, alternate routes, way
findings.

11/3/2018 7:51 AM

43 Identify a business, identify the type of business and can be artistic, decorative, fun, creative and
should catch the eye of the passer by.

11/2/2018 11:04 PM

44 Identify businesses, showcase what the business sells,. It could also just be an outside wall art
mural

11/2/2018 10:46 PM

45 Provide wayfinding 11/2/2018 1:44 PM

46 information on location, business, signal danger, precuations 11/2/2018 12:28 PM

47 Identify businesses and wayfinding 11/2/2018 8:00 AM

48 Traffic signs - make traffic to be safe. 11/2/2018 6:38 AM

49 Identification and notification 11/2/2018 6:29 AM

50 Identify 11/1/2018 8:54 PM

51 Identify businesses, solicit business, advertise, promote business, events; identify locations, 11/1/2018 7:31 PM

52 give direction, identify routes 11/1/2018 7:27 PM

53 Identify businesses 11/1/2018 7:10 PM

54 To inform and provide direction. A sign needs to be helpful in some way. 11/1/2018 5:40 PM

55 Provide information, help with locating establishments, and to attract customers, provide directions 11/1/2018 4:37 PM

56 Safety, Directional purposes. 11/1/2018 2:58 PM

57 To identify places, routes or provide information. 11/1/2018 2:38 PM

58 Instant Information 11/1/2018 2:15 PM

59 To identify and attract business. 11/1/2018 1:54 PM

60 Accessibility, wayfinding, informational, business identity 11/1/2018 11:28 AM

61 To provide clear information, whether street names, businesses, directions, or warnings 11/1/2018 10:33 AM

62 identify businesses 11/1/2018 10:08 AM

63 Identify businesses 11/1/2018 5:21 AM

64 Identify businesses, advertising, Selling, campaigning 10/31/2018 8:46 PM

65 provide directions, advertise shops, 10/30/2018 8:07 PM

66 Directions alerts to changes like lane closures/construction identify locations 10/30/2018 5:47 PM
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67 Identify where you are, whether that is a street or business 10/30/2018 3:30 PM

68 Directions, Businesses 10/30/2018 3:04 PM

69 Both identify businesses and provide location information. 10/30/2018 10:18 AM

70 Way finding, information 10/29/2018 8:05 PM

71 Names and locations of businesses and other services. 10/29/2018 7:50 PM

72 Way finding, identification 10/29/2018 7:42 PM

73 To provide information to help someone find something 10/29/2018 4:29 PM

74 Identify businesses 10/29/2018 4:23 PM

75 To Identify 10/29/2018 11:10 AM

76 Both identifying and wayfinding. I need to actually see a sign and the store itself to find it. 10/29/2018 10:50 AM

77 Identify a business. 10/29/2018 10:33 AM

78 Identify businesses and attract potential customers. 10/29/2018 7:29 AM

79 Give information 10/28/2018 5:40 PM

80 Highlight a business 10/28/2018 11:38 AM

81 identify location 10/27/2018 10:09 AM

82 Provide information to residents in a quick and easy to read format. 10/27/2018 9:35 AM

83 wayfinding and identification 10/27/2018 9:21 AM

84 To inform 10/27/2018 7:46 AM

85 Indicates location and information about a business 10/27/2018 7:20 AM

86 Providing information, directions, identification, etc. 10/26/2018 5:36 PM

87 Provide information 10/26/2018 5:16 PM

88 Clear location information, large enough to read easily 10/26/2018 1:45 PM

89 Directions, such as street signs 10/26/2018 11:44 AM

90 varies-way finding, ID businesses, speed limits, location of emergency places, etc 10/26/2018 10:06 AM

91 To provide information 10/26/2018 5:56 AM

92 Yes, at least those things. 10/25/2018 9:51 PM

93 Provide Information 10/25/2018 8:23 PM

94 Signage is to convey information to a target audience in a format that is appropriate, easily
understood and is not misleading or creating false expectations for any audience.

10/25/2018 7:58 PM

95 To describe directions, places, instructions, warnings, identify 10/25/2018 7:16 PM

96 Clearly iidentify a building, landmark or street. 10/25/2018 6:26 PM

97 Concisely provide information 10/25/2018 5:56 PM

98 Wayfinding, safety information, regulatory information 10/25/2018 4:22 PM

99 provide directions, provide information, identify businesses 10/25/2018 3:13 PM

100 information, it should NOT be advertising. 10/25/2018 2:36 PM

101 For directions. 10/25/2018 2:26 PM

102 Communicate Information 10/25/2018 1:16 PM

103 To inform 10/25/2018 12:54 PM

104 This is really a question? A sign marks locations, instructions, and is an avenue for any type of
communication the sign maker wants.

10/25/2018 12:20 PM

105 To help people find a location, provide instructions (road signs) and direct people to/away from
something

10/25/2018 11:07 AM
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106 Provide information to ease navigation 10/25/2018 10:48 AM

107 To provide clear and concise information about the immediate general area. 10/25/2018 9:43 AM

108 To give information 10/25/2018 8:54 AM

109 any information that may seem needed 10/25/2018 8:47 AM

110 Provide information 10/25/2018 8:41 AM

111 Easy ID of place of interest, direction, or important info 10/25/2018 8:32 AM

112 To provide Information ... and to define for whom. 10/25/2018 8:31 AM

113 necessary information 10/25/2018 8:28 AM

114 business identification, street name identification 10/25/2018 8:24 AM

115 Informational for businesses, transportation and events. 10/25/2018 8:21 AM

116 Tell the name of what something is 10/25/2018 7:59 AM

117 All of the above, a sign is just a collection of letters for a purpose. 10/25/2018 7:55 AM

118 Communication 10/25/2018 7:54 AM

119 To provide knowledge and communicate direction 10/25/2018 7:45 AM

120 Provide information of what is at that spot 10/25/2018 7:25 AM

121 provide wayfinding 10/25/2018 7:09 AM

122 provide direction to a person passing by 10/25/2018 7:02 AM

123 identify business, direction 10/25/2018 6:29 AM

124 The purpose of signs is to provide information. 10/25/2018 5:50 AM

125 Inform & direct 10/25/2018 4:06 AM

126 1. To help people find what they’re looking for as they navigate the city. 2. To project a visual
identity that vommunicate’s the city’s brand.

10/24/2018 9:44 PM

127 Identity 10/24/2018 8:39 PM

128 To provide visual information as to the name of a business, a street name, direction to a local or
location.

10/24/2018 8:34 PM

129 identify, wayfinding, information, regulatory 10/24/2018 8:21 PM

130 Give information, provide way finding and instruction 10/24/2018 8:08 PM

131 Identify streets, businesses, housing developments etc. 10/24/2018 7:43 PM

132 Designate ones location Draw attention to business Inform individual of law, rule, etc 10/24/2018 7:37 PM

133 information and direction 10/24/2018 7:19 PM

134 PRovide wayfindibg 10/24/2018 7:18 PM

135 businesses, labeling streets, directing to hospitals/police 10/24/2018 7:11 PM

136 Both identity and wayfinding 10/24/2018 6:55 PM

137 identifying streets first and businesses second 10/24/2018 6:34 PM

138 Information 10/24/2018 6:33 PM

139 Used to locate a business or location, express a political view or support for a candidate. 10/24/2018 6:28 PM

140 I was thinking street signs and sinage showing public awareness of buildings 10/24/2018 6:12 PM

141 Provide wayfinding, identify businesses and to provide information about current conditions (traffic,
weather, etc)

10/24/2018 5:57 PM

142 Identify places, business, churches, provide wayfinding 10/24/2018 5:28 PM

143 provide information 10/24/2018 5:28 PM

144 Terrible question. Signs are used for literally thousands of purposes. 10/24/2018 5:23 PM
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145 Identify businesses or streets 10/24/2018 5:19 PM

146 To convey information 10/24/2018 5:14 PM

147 Providing information or entertainment 10/24/2018 5:05 PM

148 Give direction 10/24/2018 4:58 PM

149 Information purposes 10/24/2018 4:50 PM

150 Provide driving info/directions 10/24/2018 4:45 PM

151 Communicate information. 10/24/2018 4:41 PM

152 Provide information 10/24/2018 4:28 PM

153 identify businesses, wayfinding, can also be used as "brand" for a city, to wit: Steamboat Springs
signs

10/24/2018 4:08 PM

154 Identify a place of business, School, community center etc. also provides information for location
and directions to get to locations

10/24/2018 4:04 PM

155 business identification, street sign 10/24/2018 4:00 PM

156 Business and wayfinding 10/24/2018 3:59 PM

157 To identify location or direction in such a way that it stands out. 10/24/2018 3:50 PM

158 Signs should provide helpful info for drivers 10/24/2018 3:48 PM

159 Display necessary information as determined by sign maker 10/24/2018 3:48 PM

160 signs are primarily for business identification and navigation during transit (driving, biking, walking,
etc)

10/24/2018 3:39 PM

161 Directions, identity 10/24/2018 3:36 PM

162 Provide direction 10/24/2018 3:35 PM

163 At it's most basic, it's purpose is to provide information, such as a business name, locations,
directions, etc...

10/24/2018 3:22 PM

164 To provide an important message for public 10/24/2018 3:21 PM

165 Provide information 10/24/2018 3:20 PM

166 Provide information. 10/24/2018 3:17 PM

167 Identify businesses, safety purposes, provide wayfinding 10/24/2018 3:14 PM

168 Find my way. 10/24/2018 3:13 PM

169 multiple. Business, directions, for sale, warnings, political, announcements 10/24/2018 3:12 PM

170 Wayfinding, businesses 10/24/2018 3:05 PM

171 Provide a method of indentifacion of business 10/24/2018 3:04 PM

172 To provide information in a simple and easy manner 10/24/2018 2:54 PM

173 Easily show content 10/24/2018 2:54 PM

174 Point out location while driving, identify business locations 10/24/2018 2:53 PM

175 Convey information 10/24/2018 2:53 PM

176 Identify the location of a business 10/24/2018 2:53 PM

177 Reference for location 10/24/2018 2:51 PM

178 communication 10/24/2018 2:50 PM

179 provide information 10/23/2018 5:32 AM

180 Give information and directions 10/22/2018 4:43 PM

181 Information 10/22/2018 10:09 AM

182 Identifies streets, speed limits, road restrictions, road conditions, and identifies businesses 10/22/2018 7:36 AM
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183 A Sign is communication. So it is identification as well as wayfinding. 10/22/2018 6:09 AM

184 Provide information and wayfinding 10/21/2018 7:12 PM

185 To provide information 10/21/2018 7:04 PM

186 Information. 10/21/2018 7:03 PM

187 Both 10/21/2018 6:58 PM

188 Identify a business 10/21/2018 6:49 PM

189 signs are for everything. Silly question. 10/21/2018 6:30 PM

190 To tell people about something important. 10/21/2018 6:08 PM

191 Identify business 10/20/2018 3:18 PM

192 Depends on the type of sign. Street signs are used for wayfinding where commercial signs are for
identifying businesses. Other signs are needed to ensure safety and provide drivers, walkers,
runners, cyclists, etc of hazards.

10/20/2018 2:08 PM

193 Both identify businesses and wayfinding 10/20/2018 2:05 PM

194 Necessary for Commerce. 10/20/2018 6:21 AM

195 Inform people about rules and identify streets/places. 10/19/2018 10:33 PM

196 Wayfinding 10/19/2018 9:40 PM

197 Identify something 10/19/2018 7:00 PM

198 Identify a business or recreation locaty 10/19/2018 4:37 PM

199 Business - To identify the business. City - To show the way or identify the service(s). 10/19/2018 3:55 PM

200 Identify a business 10/19/2018 3:23 PM

201 To inform, instruct or direct 10/19/2018 2:48 PM

202 To identify and relay important/useful information 10/19/2018 2:25 PM

203 Information 10/19/2018 11:33 AM

204 For businesses: Advertising, location marking. Households: garage sales, homes for sale, vehicles
for sale

10/19/2018 10:13 AM

205 Identification and direction 10/19/2018 9:17 AM

206 Identity something 10/19/2018 8:55 AM

207 identify business, provide directions 10/19/2018 8:04 AM

208 It is to identify businesses and provides wait to find a way around. 10/19/2018 5:11 AM

209 To provide important information. 10/19/2018 5:07 AM

210 Wayfinding 10/19/2018 1:49 AM

211 Identify business 10/18/2018 10:59 PM

212 Informational 10/18/2018 9:45 PM

213 Identify a business and wayfinding 10/18/2018 8:26 PM

214 Identify business 10/18/2018 7:45 PM

215 Identity busu 10/18/2018 7:44 PM

216 Directions, business locale 10/18/2018 7:35 PM

217 Mostly to provide important information in a simple and visually pleasing manner. 10/18/2018 7:03 PM

218 Provides information 10/18/2018 6:56 PM

219 Notices/identification 10/18/2018 6:32 PM

220 Identify a place of business 10/18/2018 6:01 PM

221 Provide wayfinding 10/18/2018 5:19 PM
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222 Information 10/18/2018 5:08 PM

223 Business identification, up coming streets, notice of leagues, garage sales, yard sales,
candidates, support for issues.

10/18/2018 4:57 PM

224 Business, politics, warning 10/18/2018 4:42 PM

225 Location and or Direction 10/18/2018 4:42 PM

226 Provide needed information related to a business, wayfinding, contact inf, etc. 10/18/2018 4:39 PM

227 Advertise business, political support, anything else for a certain period of time 10/18/2018 4:27 PM

228 To inform 10/18/2018 4:23 PM

229 To identify something that needs to be identified, a business, street or something 10/18/2018 4:08 PM

230 All of the above. 10/18/2018 3:06 PM

231 wayfinding 10/18/2018 1:18 PM

232 Primary function of a business sign is to drive(pull) consumers to the business. 10/18/2018 1:09 PM

233 Wayfinding, information, historical markers 10/18/2018 12:22 PM

234 Identify business or give guidance or directions 10/18/2018 12:20 PM

235 both 10/18/2018 12:13 PM

236 Identify a business or activity on a particular site 10/16/2018 8:23 PM

237 Promote goods, products and services offered by national, regional and local businesses. 10/12/2018 9:34 AM

238 Identify business or landmark, provide way finding, advertise, provide other information (time,
temp, road conditions)

10/10/2018 8:24 PM

239 Provide identifying information in a visually pleasing and clear way 10/7/2018 11:27 AM

240 identify businesses 10/6/2018 7:48 PM

241 Provide awareness 10/5/2018 4:52 PM

242 to identify 10/4/2018 3:57 PM

243 Identify businesses, except for street signs which help one know where they are in the city. 9/30/2018 6:49 AM

244 To identify a business to the general public 9/29/2018 1:33 AM

245 To inform 9/27/2018 5:07 PM

246 Identify business and provide wayfinding 9/27/2018 7:19 AM

247 Promotion, information 9/26/2018 6:50 PM

248 Wayfinding, directional, regulations, and business ID 9/25/2018 5:04 PM

249 Inform 9/22/2018 7:55 AM

250 Identify and locate businesses 9/22/2018 7:03 AM

251 To instruct/direct/inform 9/20/2018 5:18 PM

252 To give information/direct 9/20/2018 5:15 PM

253 To provide information, driver info, commercial info. 9/20/2018 9:18 AM

254 Inform people of businesses and directions 9/20/2018 6:37 AM

255 Identify businesses, directions/way finding, etc 9/19/2018 11:32 PM

256 Display of text and/or graphics for commercial (business sign, street side advertisement), personal
(garage sale, election), or informational (traffic, hospital, event) purposes

9/19/2018 11:19 PM

257 Identify location of self and/or building 9/19/2018 9:28 PM

258 Identify a business 9/19/2018 9:26 PM

259 Provide necessar guidance 9/17/2018 12:22 PM

260 Market the business and the city 9/16/2018 10:33 AM
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261 Provide essential information 9/15/2018 8:01 PM

262 To provide clear directions for motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians in order to enhance safety and
efficiency.

9/15/2018 7:40 PM

263 Tell me where a business is located 9/15/2018 7:23 PM

264 Help us navigate our town and point out landmarks 9/14/2018 9:05 PM

265 Signs are multi-purpose - they can provide direction, wayfinding, rules, identify businesses, parks,
streets, cities/towns, etc.

9/10/2018 4:02 PM

266 As you said, identify businesses, give you directions, identify where you are. 9/6/2018 9:58 AM

267 Directive, guidance and information. 9/4/2018 1:04 PM

268 Information 9/4/2018 8:12 AM

269 Signs are to inform people where they are going, identify businesses, get peoples attention and
make them aware.

9/4/2018 6:11 AM

270 Find a business or street 9/3/2018 9:23 PM

271 It all depends on the context. There is no global "purpose of a sign"; rather, signs are installed for a
purpose and that purpose differs. What is the purpose of the internet? A knife? A box? etc. - same
answer. I don't see how this question is helpful.

9/3/2018 9:18 PM

272 To help identify ones location 9/3/2018 9:14 PM

273 Provide ease in wayfinding, identify change in location/locale 9/3/2018 8:26 PM

274 Yes -- all that, plus more. Signs help us organize our lives, travels, recreation, shopping, etc. They
also provide a level of safety, alerting, and organization -- especially on the roadways.

9/3/2018 6:11 PM

275 Information - street names, business names, general information (trails, etc) 9/3/2018 10:46 AM

276 give directions and information 9/2/2018 8:16 PM

277 Identify businesses, directions, and advertise sales/special. 9/2/2018 3:26 PM

278 Wayfinding 8/31/2018 11:01 AM

279 Identify a business 8/31/2018 4:25 AM

280 To provide information 8/30/2018 7:37 PM

281 Clarity. 8/30/2018 7:15 PM

282 To communicate information of interest to people passing by. 8/30/2018 7:14 PM

283 Clarity. 8/30/2018 7:10 PM

284 identify/promote businesses, create landmarks 8/30/2018 4:50 PM

285 To provide branding for and to identify businesses 8/30/2018 6:19 AM

286 Visual identifier 8/29/2018 10:12 PM

287 To inform the public of a service, product, event, business, wayfinding, danger (caution), or
educational/historical.

8/29/2018 10:20 AM

288 Directional and location information 8/25/2018 5:33 PM

289 Identify a business 8/25/2018 1:24 PM

290 to provide directions and to be able to recognize a place of business 8/25/2018 8:48 AM

291 provide clear direction 8/24/2018 9:14 PM

292 To inform citizens who view the sign of a event, regulation, enterprise, direction, etc. important to
acknowledge.

8/24/2018 3:12 PM

293 Depends on what “sign” you are talking about—street signs identify streets, business signs identify
businesses.

8/24/2018 2:58 PM

294 Identify a business, street,direction 8/23/2018 6:22 PM

295 Identify where you are and provide wayfinding 8/23/2018 4:35 PM
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296 Signs are for identification and wayfinding. They also convey something about the character of a
locale.

8/23/2018 3:28 PM

297 Identify locations, streets, public and private buildings, including post offices, hospitals, police
stations, courts, recreation centers, golf courses, and businesses. Also, signs that indicate road
work, road detours, rough roads and road closures. Signs to let drivers know to expect speed
limits, and other traffic issues such as exits on highways, mile markers, school zones and
pedestrian walkways.

8/23/2018 3:15 PM

298 Identify business, streets, areas 8/23/2018 2:50 PM

299 Directional - to help you find and identify a location 8/23/2018 2:42 PM

300 Provide wayfinding 8/23/2018 2:15 PM

301 To help the everyday citizen around Westminster. 8/23/2018 12:36 PM

302 Identify places 8/23/2018 12:13 PM

303 Identify businesses, streets, landmarks, and legal (parking, etc) 8/23/2018 11:56 AM

304 Education, way finding, business identification, warnings 8/23/2018 11:45 AM

305 Identification, direction, warnings 8/23/2018 11:36 AM

306 To make people aware of something 8/23/2018 11:19 AM

307 To inform someone of an event, business, or location 8/23/2018 11:03 AM

308 Provide street names you can see while in a moving car 8/23/2018 10:54 AM

309 Notification of and Way finding for my signs for Open Houses 8/22/2018 4:18 PM

310 Identify business, provide way finding, serves residents in the city 8/21/2018 6:28 PM

311 Identify businesses and events, provide direction 8/21/2018 6:13 PM

312 to provide relevant information to people moving around the city 8/21/2018 1:50 PM

313 Identify businesses 8/20/2018 3:52 PM

314 To find something that directs to a area that is being advertised. 8/20/2018 3:51 PM

315 I use signage to quickly find a business, day or night, as I am traveling in my car 8/20/2018 6:37 AM

316 provide safe and clear directions 8/19/2018 4:43 PM

317 Help you find streets, public parks & facilities, & businesses. Inform you of traffic rules. Inform you
that a business exists.

8/18/2018 7:45 PM

318 Wayfinding 8/18/2018 1:33 PM

319 Primarily providing wayfinding, then identifying places 8/18/2018 5:44 AM

320 provide information on a business or roads 8/17/2018 8:59 PM

321 Provide information or direction 8/17/2018 7:52 PM

322 Both 8/17/2018 3:37 PM

323 way finding 8/17/2018 1:20 PM

324 wayfinding 8/17/2018 12:32 PM

325 wayfinding 8/17/2018 10:25 AM

326 wayfinding 8/17/2018 10:04 AM

327 way finding 8/17/2018 7:38 AM

328 Provide street name guidance, provide route instructions, identify businesses and other points of
interest

8/17/2018 1:15 AM

329 Directions, identify businesses, advertise promotional offers and community events. 8/16/2018 5:57 PM

330 Provide information,speed limits, city boundaries,school areas, and other important info. 8/16/2018 5:39 PM

331 Provide location info 8/16/2018 5:08 PM
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332 Clear communication regarding the environment around you 8/16/2018 4:31 PM

333 Identify a business's location and very basic information like hours of operation. 8/16/2018 3:53 PM

334 Identify an establishment 8/16/2018 3:07 PM

335 wayfinding 8/16/2018 12:39 PM

336 To find what I'm looking for, provide a sense of place 8/16/2018 11:44 AM

337 Quick identification of directions, roads, business names, and other similar useful information. 8/16/2018 7:38 AM

338 To advertise to the public that a business is available to serve them and to provide an easy way
for them to find a business when driving or walking in the area.

8/15/2018 10:14 AM

339 To communicate a maessage 8/15/2018 6:08 AM

340 Identify businesses, provide wayfinding, and not be obnoxious. 8/14/2018 12:05 PM

341 The purpose of a sign is whatever the business owner wants it to be. It certainly can identify the
business (or type of business), provide an easy way to locate how to reach the business
(especially from a car), and provide whatever logo or advertising that the owner sees fit to provide.

8/14/2018 9:52 AM

342 wayfinding, identity 8/14/2018 9:40 AM

343 Identify a business and/or directions 8/13/2018 6:54 PM

344 provide me information 8/13/2018 6:05 PM

345 It is to identify landmarks (i.e. a business) or communicate information (i.e. traffic hazards or
construction).

8/13/2018 3:26 PM

346 To instruct, provide information 8/13/2018 2:02 PM

347 identify, advertise, and navigation 8/12/2018 1:27 PM

348 both and identify services such as medical facilities. 8/12/2018 6:45 AM

349 Identity businesses and help people locate them 8/12/2018 3:23 AM

350 To inform 8/11/2018 8:31 PM

351 Identify a business but not in a garish way. The signs need not be overly large or electronic which
look tacky

8/11/2018 8:12 PM

352 wayfinding, identify business, safety 8/11/2018 7:55 PM

353 To communicate the name and nature of the business and give direction 8/11/2018 7:17 PM

354 Information & Regulation 8/11/2018 6:17 PM

355 Identify roads and landmarks 8/11/2018 5:59 PM

356 To tell you what the business is and what they serve/provide. 8/11/2018 5:55 PM

357 Indicating 8/11/2018 3:44 PM

358 Identify businesses, Neighborhoods and streets 8/11/2018 3:12 PM

359 to provide wayfinding first and foremost. signs must be big and visible and readable. 8/11/2018 2:44 PM

360 To identify business, park, events 8/11/2018 2:22 PM

361 directions and instructions 8/11/2018 10:01 AM

362 To provide a clear, concise direction or instruction. 8/11/2018 6:54 AM

363 Make it easier to get around and find the things you are looking for 8/11/2018 4:58 AM

364 Identify a location 8/11/2018 4:56 AM

365 A nonverbal method of conveying information 8/10/2018 9:29 PM

366 Provide clear traffic, pedestrian, and informational instruction for public safety and convenience. 8/10/2018 8:01 PM

367 Quickly provide information in a clear and concise way. Provides consistent direction with
affordances and signifiers that are easy to interpret and use standard language.

8/10/2018 7:40 PM

368 identify businesses provide clear signs of street.road names 8/10/2018 6:50 PM
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369 Identify businesses, assist with locations knowledge and inform 8/10/2018 6:31 PM

370 Signs exist for many reasons and convey informational intent. If it's for advertising then describing
that purpose becomes more complex - it simultaneously informs and persuades. A warning sign
should unmistakeably inform one of a potential hazard, a traffic sign should clearly provide traffic
instructions or provide wayfinding information in a timely way such that users can respond safely,
and so forth. One important feature is that the information provided should be unequivocal and not
be confusing or presented in a distracting or harmful way.

8/10/2018 6:17 PM

371 Signs are to identify business locations and hours, identify property uses, state political
preferences, as well as traffic information.

8/10/2018 5:50 PM

372 Signs, at the top end of a continuum of needs/requirements/desires/reasons, provide information
for drivers, walkers, shoppers, tourists, etc., to conform to laws and rules. For, instance speed
limits, crosswalks, traffic movement rules, private property, dangers, etc. These should be
succinct, unambiguous, clearly readable at distances that provide for maximum safety and
preparation. In the middle layers, signs should/could provide information to locate things; identify
places, sights, stores, offices, and public buildings; direct travelers to destinations; and general
safety concerns. At the low end, signs may offer commercial, sales opportunities, inducements
and/or operational details that may be of specific or general information, but are of optional value
to passersby. At the very lowest level, signs may offer personal information, advertisements,
protest and irreverent opinions, and political sponsorship or support, all of which are of primary
benefit mainly to the sign placer/owner. All of these have a place in our social system and each
has a value to individuals, groups, businesses, and social order, however each group should have
certain clearly acceptable boundaries that support a city-wide system of rules and violations.

8/10/2018 4:04 PM

373 To identify a business. But it must be no more than one and the size must be just be big enough to
see from 20 feet and must to be a 10 foot flag and not in the public right of way.

8/10/2018 3:55 PM

374 To provide information 8/10/2018 3:50 PM

375 Identity 8/10/2018 3:43 PM

376 Identify, Location 8/10/2018 2:55 PM

377 Identify businesses clearly, give directions 8/10/2018 2:46 PM

378 identifying schools, businesses, parks, recreation areas, dog parks 8/10/2018 2:37 PM

379 convey information quickly and clearly 8/10/2018 2:28 PM

380 Identify a business. 8/10/2018 2:06 PM

381 ID business 8/10/2018 12:31 PM

382 To identify businesses and buildings. Street signs help drivers navigate to their destination. 8/10/2018 11:48 AM

383 identification of location 8/10/2018 11:06 AM

384 Communication. It's a form of speech, and it's protected by the First Amendment. 8/10/2018 10:59 AM

385 information 8/10/2018 10:53 AM

386 wayfinding 8/10/2018 10:18 AM

387 Identify businesses, mark streets, indicate traffic changes and upcoming route modifications 8/10/2018 9:39 AM

388 Information 8/10/2018 9:32 AM

389 Direction 8/10/2018 9:27 AM

390 Yes to those two things, plus advertising 8/10/2018 9:25 AM

391 Identify businesses; navigate 8/10/2018 9:22 AM

392 Directions, street ID, upcoming intersections, business and shopping center names 8/10/2018 9:16 AM

393 Mark streets and trafficways 8/10/2018 9:02 AM

394 Identity and info 8/10/2018 7:44 AM

395 Directional/way finding 8/10/2018 7:17 AM

396 Quick clear information 8/10/2018 6:23 AM
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397 Provide way finding easily which means big legible signs that appear soon enough to move easily
through traffic

8/10/2018 6:17 AM

398 Identify something 8/10/2018 6:10 AM

399 provide immediate information 8/10/2018 6:03 AM

400 Dumb. Should offer choices. Signs can provide location information, consumer information, points
of interest, traffic control, suggestions for behavior (Jesus saves), etc.

8/9/2018 10:19 PM

401 Information Transfer 8/9/2018 10:09 PM

402 Instructional and informative 8/9/2018 9:38 PM

403 Directions 8/9/2018 9:13 PM

404 Provide information 8/9/2018 9:06 PM

405 Business i.d., wayfinding -- some marketing angle. 8/9/2018 9:00 PM

406 Provide direction and identify roads etc. 8/9/2018 8:55 PM

407 Wayfinding, information 8/9/2018 8:45 PM

408 Identify businesses and provide wayfinding. Also guiding traffic. 8/9/2018 8:44 PM

409 Identify/locate business, advertising, information sharing 8/9/2018 8:33 PM

410 For easily seeing important information. 8/9/2018 8:28 PM

411 Identifying businesses 8/9/2018 7:47 PM

412 To guide people and provide useful information concisely. 8/9/2018 7:23 PM

413 Identification, wayfinding, or to provide instructions in unusual conditions or circumstances. 8/9/2018 7:09 PM

414 Provide information. Varies depending on the sign. 8/9/2018 6:51 PM

415 To provide information. 8/9/2018 6:51 PM

416 Identifying business, street names and rules, speed limits ..and notices. 8/9/2018 6:46 PM

417 provide information 8/9/2018 6:44 PM

418 Landmark recognition - to find places, whether business, homes or streets. Also informational -
directional, legal, etc.

8/9/2018 6:23 PM

419 to pass on information 8/9/2018 6:07 PM

420 provide guidance either on how to get somewhere or what the rules are 8/9/2018 6:04 PM

421 Identify business and if done well, create a sense of place 8/9/2018 5:59 PM

422 Provide information about traffic flow, navigation and businesses 8/9/2018 5:56 PM

423 Primarily to help find a business or other organization. Secondarily to help me navigate the streets
and trails en route to my destination.

8/9/2018 5:36 PM

424 To help me know where I am. 8/9/2018 5:36 PM

425 Provide geographic information such as street names and directions, identify businesses in a
succinct way

8/9/2018 5:15 PM

426 Provide information pertinent to the sign poster. For instance, the city posts traffic signs, a
business posts signs for their potential customers.

8/9/2018 5:01 PM

427 Provide information, direction, and alerts 8/9/2018 4:51 PM

428 Identify points of interest for either identifying stop points or navigating. 8/9/2018 4:39 PM

429 Information whether that be wayfinding, identifying a business or providing other pertinent
information to those who pass by.

8/9/2018 4:25 PM

430 Provide information 8/9/2018 4:19 PM

431 To give instructions or to identify something 8/9/2018 4:17 PM

432 Quickly communicate important information 8/9/2018 4:13 PM
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433 Identify locations or routes 8/9/2018 4:06 PM

434 Identify the location of a business 8/9/2018 4:03 PM

435 Signs serve many different purposes. 8/9/2018 4:00 PM

436 If you're asking about street signs, their purpose is for traffic control, etc. If you mean business
signs, the sign would be to advise drivers or pedestrians where a certain business is located.

8/9/2018 3:59 PM

437 Communicate information quickly and clearly 8/9/2018 3:46 PM

438 identify traffic routes, businesses, upcoming warnings 8/9/2018 3:44 PM

439 Provide useful concise information 8/9/2018 3:33 PM

440 Directions and identification 8/9/2018 3:33 PM

441 Confirm identity of business 8/9/2018 3:29 PM

442 To provide information 8/9/2018 3:24 PM

443 To give information 8/9/2018 3:21 PM

444 Provide driving instructions or cautions, provide wayfinding, identify businesses or streets 8/9/2018 3:19 PM

445 Identify a business or other site such as a park, provide way finding, help direct to special venues
such as waterworld or something

8/9/2018 3:16 PM

446 To provide information including the 2 reasons mentioned in the question. It's also to gain
attention. All of these need to be balanced against other needs like safety, not blocking views, and
being good neighbors.

8/9/2018 3:12 PM

447 Provide information 8/9/2018 3:10 PM

448 Provide information and help in navigation. Speed limits, codes, street names, parks, highways,
etc.

8/9/2018 3:08 PM

449 Identify location and direction 8/9/2018 3:08 PM

450 Identify business Identify name of the street or name of a place like - Park or city hall or lake or
bridge etc

8/9/2018 3:02 PM

451 convey information 8/9/2018 3:02 PM

452 For businesses and directions 8/9/2018 3:00 PM

453 Provide information and add beauty. 8/9/2018 2:57 PM

454 Advertising, directions 8/9/2018 2:50 PM

455 Visual benefits and to identify where things are located 8/9/2018 2:49 PM

456 Identify and give information 8/9/2018 2:46 PM

457 Find destinations 8/9/2018 2:46 PM

458 To find things or know where to go 8/9/2018 2:38 PM

459 To identify businesses and roads 8/9/2018 2:37 PM

460 identify businesses 8/9/2018 2:37 PM

461 in my mind, the purpose of a sign is to clearly provide information regarding a location (street, city,
count), business, or other geographically relevant feature.

8/9/2018 2:36 PM

462 Identify business, help you navigate through a city or to a location. 8/9/2018 2:34 PM

463 Direct people, promote businesses 8/9/2018 2:34 PM

464 Signs provide a means to find a specific business in this proposal. This is my understanding of the
survey.

8/9/2018 2:30 PM

465 Business and locate parks or facilities 8/9/2018 2:30 PM

466 way finding and locations 8/9/2018 2:30 PM

467 marketing 8/9/2018 2:28 PM

468 both of the above 8/9/2018 2:28 PM
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469 Primarily to provide wayfinding. 8/9/2018 2:28 PM

470 Provide wayfinding, businesses, 8/9/2018 2:28 PM

471 Information for people to get around the city 8/9/2018 2:27 PM

472 identify a business, give directions or information 8/9/2018 2:27 PM

473 Wayfinding and identifiying a place of business or gathering (I.eplaces of worship) 8/9/2018 2:25 PM

474 provide direction 8/9/2018 2:21 PM

475 Directions, identification, point out things of note 8/9/2018 2:21 PM

476 To provide information about a nearby place, direction, warning (deaf child), traffic restriction
(speed limit 35), and services (24 case Budweiser, $12.99).

8/9/2018 2:20 PM

477 TO PROVIDE CLEAR COMMUNICATION, WHETHER IT'S IDENTIFICATION OR DIRECTIONAL. 8/9/2018 2:20 PM

478 Identify businesses, provide wayfinding 8/9/2018 2:18 PM

479 Tell somebody WHAT something is, WHERE something is, and sometimes even what KIND of
establishment or location it is.

8/9/2018 2:18 PM

480 Convey information 8/9/2018 2:17 PM

481 wayfinding allowed or prohibited actions caution areas speed limits 8/9/2018 2:17 PM

482 To find businesses and help businesses promote their location 8/9/2018 2:17 PM

483 To communicate effectively 8/9/2018 2:16 PM

484 Relay critical/important information 8/9/2018 2:13 PM

485 Depends on the sign. On a building: identify business. On a street side or shopping entrance:
wayfinding

8/9/2018 2:13 PM

486 way finding and identification 8/9/2018 2:12 PM

487 Provide information, wayfinding. 8/9/2018 2:12 PM

488 Identify and wayfind. Advertise! After being at our location for 8 years we still have people say “we
had no idea you were here and we drove by every day!”

8/9/2018 10:17 AM

489 To identify businesses and provide wayfinding. Not for advertising of goods and services. 8/2/2018 7:58 AM

490 To crush the Rebels! 8/2/2018 7:29 AM

491 Identify a business and advertise 8/2/2018 7:09 AM

492 To identify, to direct, and to inform 8/2/2018 6:46 AM

493 Corporate branding and identification 8/2/2018 6:40 AM

494 Communicate (examples: to express an opinion, advertise, provide directions or warnings, or to
provide notices)

8/1/2018 4:04 PM
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Q10 Do you have any additional comments to add for Awning Signs? 
Answered: 121 Skipped: 492

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Na 11/15/2018 8:00 PM

2 None 11/15/2018 6:12 PM

3 I think awnings had a nice touch to the fascia of a building. When designed right they can really
brighten an area and make it have more curb appeal

11/15/2018 4:10 PM

4 Awning signs have a short life in appearance compared to other more permanent types of signs.
They become very worn and faded looking very quickly and generally look bad in a very short time.

11/15/2018 3:03 PM

5 They need to be kept in nice condition. Nothing worse than a ratty, faded sign. 11/14/2018 1:05 PM

6 Include req for maintaining awnings- nothing obviously shabby 11/14/2018 1:00 PM

7 Limit awning size and text size 11/14/2018 12:10 PM

8 Colors should be kept within reason for the area. Match building tones/colors and not be too
disruptive visually.

11/14/2018 12:07 PM

9 internally illuminated awning signs do not wear well and shouldn't be an allowed sign type 11/12/2018 12:07 PM

10 They should be tasteful, not "in your face." 11/9/2018 9:41 PM

11 Awnings signs are nice and add character so long as the primary information is the Name and/or
title of the Business and not for temporary promotional ads.

11/8/2018 7:54 PM

12 np 11/3/2018 9:39 AM

13 Nope, a business owner should have the option to display any of these. 11/2/2018 11:06 PM

14 n/a 11/2/2018 6:40 AM

15 Size of the awning needs to be considered 11/1/2018 5:43 PM

16 color is a good thing! livens it up. Bland is BORING 11/1/2018 2:17 PM

17 Not a fan of awnings overall, but unless they are banned, they can be around. 11/1/2018 10:36 AM

18 Awning Signs seem to look more dated and less contemporary 10/30/2018 3:05 PM

19 Helpful to have descriptions of what is available, especially for foreign visitors 10/29/2018 7:46 PM

20 They should all be uniform in size and style and location on the building 10/27/2018 7:24 AM

21 Awning signs are visually unappealing and awkward. 10/26/2018 5:41 PM

22 Some of those are dated. Keep a modern look 10/26/2018 5:58 AM

23 From neighborhoods to shopping malls and small strip malls, the signage and awnings must be
tasteful and reflect if not enhance the existing architecture. The multi colored stripped awning to
grab attention for no other reason than say 'here I am, look at me, look at me' must be surrounded
by other tacky awnings of the same colors to give a multi unit sales area some semblance
structure and organization. Mixing and matching different awning types in the same area is akin to
saying the clowns are in charge and the circus is located here.

10/25/2018 8:07 PM

24 no 10/25/2018 6:28 PM

25 they need to be well maintained and not falling apart! 10/25/2018 2:48 PM

26 Some are just too big and tacky looking 10/25/2018 12:58 PM

27 They should be maintained in decent condition. Ripped and faded awnings are an eyesore. 10/25/2018 12:22 PM

28 N/A 10/25/2018 9:44 AM

29 provides info and for whom, works well 10/25/2018 8:35 AM
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30 Awnings of different colors should be allowed 10/25/2018 5:52 AM

31 No, but would prefer signs would not be CHEAP looking 10/24/2018 8:10 PM

32 I personally don't prefer awnings, so I'm likely to be more neutral. #6: the design does not aid in
easy-finding. The placement of information is very poor.

10/24/2018 7:41 PM

33 Some are just too big 10/24/2018 6:57 PM

34 Businesses are entitled to list their business and should not be interferred with by the government. 10/24/2018 6:29 PM

35 All seemed ok just number 2 was hard to read 10/24/2018 6:14 PM

36 I seldom find any reason to object to them. 10/24/2018 5:09 PM

37 Less is more 10/24/2018 4:09 PM

38 A consistent look and feel on a strip mall is important. 10/24/2018 4:01 PM

39 I like the variety of awning signs shown. It would be boring if all of them were the same style. Plus
having different styles of awnings makes it easier to find businesses.

10/24/2018 3:27 PM

40 Awning signs look cheap and tourists like. 10/24/2018 3:19 PM

41 It's a function of proportions: the ratio of text and graphics to the business frontage and distance
off the street.

10/24/2018 3:17 PM

42 No 10/24/2018 3:16 PM

43 They look trashy. 10/24/2018 3:15 PM

44 Make words on sign large enough so they can be read from street or locations they cover 10/24/2018 3:07 PM

45 My concern is wind damaging the signs. 10/24/2018 2:55 PM

46 Look Aesthetically pleasing 10/21/2018 7:06 PM

47 Similar visual appearance for strip malls or same development 10/21/2018 6:50 PM

48 They all look good to me. 10/21/2018 6:31 PM

49 No 10/20/2018 6:22 AM

50 I prefer awnings to be an addition to the business location, not the advertising medium. A place to
provide the business name should be located in an alternate location.

10/19/2018 2:52 PM

51 Cannot see why there would be a problem with any awning sign 10/19/2018 2:28 PM

52 Must be legible. No torns or damages fabric. 10/19/2018 10:14 AM

53 No 10/19/2018 5:13 AM

54 They are all fine. Its the creativity of each business on how they use their sign. 10/19/2018 5:09 AM

55 The awnings can be more neutral...don’t need to be such bright colors! 10/18/2018 7:47 PM

56 The first one is just too gaudy and tacky. 10/18/2018 7:05 PM

57 No 10/18/2018 4:58 PM

58 Unnecessary 10/18/2018 4:44 PM

59 No 10/18/2018 4:29 PM

60 The business should be the primary determiner of the type of sign. 10/18/2018 1:10 PM

61 why do people do these? So ugly 10/16/2018 8:24 PM

62 my only concern is hail damage 10/7/2018 11:30 AM

63 The Panera Bread awning sign is well done but the large sign above does not compliment the
awning.

9/27/2018 5:13 PM

64 Awning signs tend to fade or tear, and look awful at that point in their life 9/25/2018 5:06 PM

65 Has the city considered a "length of use" or condition limit for these types of signs? Awning signs
tend to wear out fairly quickly and look bad in a short time period compared to a "hard" sign.

9/19/2018 9:29 PM

66 I don’t tend to prefer the types that jut out from the building. 9/3/2018 9:15 PM
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67 Be careful about clearance height (for pedestrians, vehicles. etc.), and extension distance from the
building face.

9/3/2018 6:14 PM

68 Some materials in awnings need to be maintained. They seem to weather and wear more. 9/3/2018 10:50 AM

69 It would be nicer to have an architectural awning than a vinyl one that is subject to deterioration
and discoloration.

8/30/2018 6:21 AM

70 Size and utility are the most important factors for me. An awning should have a purpose besides
just being a sign and a maximum size should be enforced.

8/29/2018 10:25 AM

71 no 8/25/2018 1:27 PM

72 No bold or bright obnoxious color please 8/24/2018 9:17 PM

73 The context (e.g its complementary to other signage in its physical space) is essential for both
regulatory management and economic stability.

8/24/2018 3:19 PM

74 They age quickly and look ratty 8/23/2018 6:24 PM

75 The quality and size of the graphics matter to me. The first sign shown, Mr Goodcents, seemed
bad even though it was not larger than other signs, it was perhaps amateurish in design and
unattractive. I think that woudd be hard to wire into the code but I reacted strongly and negetively
to that sign.

8/23/2018 3:31 PM

76 I don't think these awnings would be appropriate for tattoo parlors or marijuana stores or vape and
cigarette stores.

8/23/2018 3:18 PM

77 No 8/23/2018 11:46 AM

78 no 8/20/2018 3:53 PM

79 #6 hard to read if driving by 8/18/2018 1:34 PM

80 size matters 8/17/2018 9:01 PM

81 If its on their property and has no objectionable info, I think its fine. 8/17/2018 7:54 PM

82 no 8/17/2018 3:38 PM

83 I prefer those with simple colors vs those with pattern as those that are simpler and more neutral
in design get me the information I need without being gaudy and distracting.

8/17/2018 1:22 AM

84 No 8/16/2018 5:42 PM

85 Awning signs are cheap and often get ripped by high winds. 8/16/2018 3:55 PM

86 Very hard to do well. 8/16/2018 11:46 AM

87 Awning signs either look really modern or really outdated. 8/16/2018 7:41 AM

88 They are an effective and colorful way to show citizens a vibrant and colorful city with a variety of
offerings.

8/15/2018 10:37 AM

89 Are there defined sizes of awnings that are allowed? Just so that one business isn't "covering"
another business' sign. Keep it standard, keeping it fair to all.

8/14/2018 9:43 AM

90 With hail, I’m not sure awning signs made of a cloth material would be appropriate for our climate.
If the signs are damaged and not quickly replaced, it would be unsightly.

8/12/2018 3:27 AM

91 Don’t allow them. We don’t have them now which looks great. 8/11/2018 8:14 PM

92 The name and nature of the business need to be visible. 8/11/2018 7:19 PM

93 They look cheap in most areas. 8/11/2018 6:22 PM

94 I presume awning signs have NO special illumination 8/11/2018 2:24 PM

95 I wish addresses for businesses were more visible. 8/11/2018 6:57 AM

96 All but the first style are quite obnoxious. 8/10/2018 8:03 PM

97 There should be a rule to define the maximum area covered by an awning sign compared to the
size of the face of the building, with an overall mazimum size no matter the area of the building
wall. Does there need to be a rule for which awning signs are lighted (electronic sign board, back-
lit, external-lit) and where the light shines (i.e. into someone's bedroom) ??

8/10/2018 4:10 PM
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98 These will not hold up in this climate and who will in force the replacement when they start to look
worn

8/10/2018 3:59 PM

99 If the intention is to provide shade, then they should extend out far enough from the building to do
so.

8/10/2018 11:09 AM

100 They need to be large enough to see from a car driving by without having to have its own
spotlights. That has as much to do with contrast (color of letters vs color of background) as it does
size

8/10/2018 9:29 AM

101 Dumb category. Why are awning signs an issue? 8/9/2018 10:22 PM

102 Keep them small and unobtrusive colors 8/9/2018 10:11 PM

103 No 8/9/2018 9:02 PM

104 Many of these might be easily damaged by high wind, might get blown away in pieces, causing
hazards.

8/9/2018 8:46 PM

105 Nice as long as awnings are not dirty, faded or torn. 8/9/2018 8:46 PM

106 In general, these are not very durable for this part of the country because of hail, the intensity of
the sun and extreme temperatures.

8/9/2018 6:19 PM

107 Signs that are a continuation of the brand should be avoided. 8/9/2018 6:02 PM

108 Color and size need to be compatible with the surroundings and with the overall character of the
neighborhood that it is sited in.

8/9/2018 5:43 PM

109 I'm not crazy about the signs with the very large print. 8/9/2018 4:02 PM

110 They are fine as long as they are kept clean and in good condition. 8/9/2018 3:10 PM

111 Adds some dimension/detail-I like it! 8/9/2018 3:03 PM

112 Too.big too city like 8/9/2018 2:48 PM

113 Generally good, as long as content is appropriate 8/9/2018 2:29 PM

114 No 8/9/2018 2:26 PM

115 Awning signs do not reflect a quality community. There is no reason to allow a mix of awning and
individual lighted signs.

8/9/2018 2:23 PM

116 Prefer those with no text on the awning itself. 8/9/2018 2:20 PM

117 If the business wants any of the above designs, it should be their choice. 8/9/2018 10:18 AM

118 Some of the signs provide character to the building and the business. Some of the signs are tacky,
too large, and look out of context.

8/2/2018 7:11 AM

119 Lettering and spacing should be sized correctly for a proportional fit on the awning 8/2/2018 6:48 AM

120 na 8/1/2018 8:07 PM

121 Consider durability and building context 8/1/2018 4:07 PM
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Q16 Do you have any additional comments to add for Banner Signs?
Answered: 92 Skipped: 521

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Banners are normally ok for a temporary time but not for permanent signs such as the example of
the restaurant.

11/15/2018 3:07 PM

2 Again, kept nice. Nothing big. I don’t want to see crap hanging on the parking garage 11/14/2018 1:06 PM

3 Do not allow larger, also this style turns shabby quickly 11/14/2018 1:04 PM

4 Limit visual clutter. Limit size of banner and te t and number of banners 11/14/2018 12:11 PM

5 Large graphics on the outside of buildings may be ok for temporary placement for an event, but
not long term or media space.

11/14/2018 12:08 PM

6 banners should be temporary or limited use 11/12/2018 12:09 PM

7 Need more colors in this city 11/10/2018 5:32 PM

8 I am not in favor of huge signs anywhere for any reason. 11/9/2018 9:43 PM

9 Flag style banners using paper, cloth banners are tacky and too busy. In cases where a city park
or center is being displayed in a SMALL flag banner is the best use of this type of banner. NOT for
businesses!

11/8/2018 7:56 PM

10 This looks to be easily changed when a new shoppe moves in without leaving holes in building. 11/8/2018 3:15 PM

11 no 11/3/2018 9:39 AM

12 Banners catch the eye, we should be able to do this like other cities. 11/2/2018 11:07 PM

13 Again size needs to be considered. Keep it smaller rather than large. 11/1/2018 5:45 PM

14 Common sense should prevail. 11/1/2018 3:03 PM

15 I like Hilton Head, where signs are minimal so nature can be enjoyed. I think banners are an
eyesore.

11/1/2018 10:38 AM

16 should be easy to read 10/30/2018 5:52 PM

17 Depending on size, banner signs can be appropriate 10/30/2018 3:06 PM

18 Please avoid excessively large garish advertising, and include adequate lighting for evening
viewing

10/29/2018 7:50 PM

19 I appreciate being able to easily locate the place I'm looking for, but for banners to be
commensurate for my ideals of Westminster, I'd appreciate seeing one color of banner for an area
with different logo's of varying color/s to retain a cohesive atmosphere for Westminster but
allowing me to identify what shop or area I'm headed to easily.

10/25/2018 8:12 PM

20 no 10/25/2018 6:29 PM

21 when the banners are worn they will need to be replaced or removed! 10/25/2018 2:51 PM

22 N/A 10/25/2018 9:44 AM

23 none 10/25/2018 8:38 AM

24 No, but definitely DO NOT LIKE top to bottom building signs 10/24/2018 8:11 PM

25 Banner signs can be distracting if they are placed too close to the roadways. 10/24/2018 6:41 PM

26 Leave businesses alone, the government should follow the direction of the US Supreme Court and
stay out of infringing on their rights.

10/24/2018 6:31 PM

27 Number 1 hard to read 10/24/2018 6:15 PM

28 #14 depends on size and location. 10/24/2018 5:22 PM

29 My main objection to some of the signs is the large size of some 10/24/2018 4:45 PM
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30 All had a nice clean look to them 10/24/2018 3:28 PM

31 Banner signs are OK as long as they are kept in good conditions, torn or flopping in wind signs are
hard to impossible to read and distracting

10/24/2018 3:10 PM

32 My concern is wind damaging the signs. 10/24/2018 2:55 PM

33 If upkept they’re fine, if the city can do it so should residents/businesses 10/21/2018 6:52 PM

34 Elvis rocks. 10/21/2018 6:32 PM

35 Size matters... bigger isn't better 10/20/2018 3:21 PM

36 No 10/20/2018 6:22 AM

37 I don't think the banner signs are as easy to read for customers and should be discouraged. They
are appropriate, but not appreciated.

10/19/2018 10:37 PM

38 Hard to read 10/19/2018 7:04 PM

39 I prefer banner signs to be locally targeted. Balance that with location and they can reach a very
wide audience.

10/19/2018 2:53 PM

40 #13--too large and not identifying the landmark. 10/19/2018 9:01 AM

41 No 10/19/2018 5:14 AM

42 Same comment as before. The downtown banner is a nice touch. 10/19/2018 5:10 AM

43 No. 15 is very nice and communicates the modern, forward moving feel of Westminster. 10/18/2018 7:08 PM

44 No 10/18/2018 4:58 PM

45 No 10/18/2018 4:29 PM

46 As long as they are kept in nice condition, banners are not a problem. 10/18/2018 4:26 PM

47 # 14 is too much in my opinion. #15 is bordering on too much 10/7/2018 11:31 AM

48 Should be to scale of building, not overwhelming 9/30/2018 6:52 AM

49 Again, longevity is a concern. Must be a very robust material 9/25/2018 5:07 PM

50 14 too big 9/20/2018 6:39 AM

51 Size matters here obviously 9/19/2018 11:20 PM

52 Some of the banners are harder to read than others. 9/6/2018 10:02 AM

53 Banner signs are sometimes harder to read or are eye sores depending on how large they are. 9/4/2018 6:13 AM

54 no 9/3/2018 6:15 PM

55 Depending on materials used, need to be maintained due to weather and wear. 9/3/2018 10:51 AM

56 Is the material sustainably sourced &/or recyclable? 8/30/2018 7:42 PM

57 12 and 13 were very hard to read 8/25/2018 1:28 PM

58 Banner signs depend upon the context--as referenced earlier. 8/24/2018 3:23 PM

59 A large banner sign's appropriateness may be enhanced if it is temporary. The large elvis sign is
unattractive but important in it's context. A sign of that size would seem okay if it is there for a
limited time period.

8/23/2018 3:33 PM

60 No 8/23/2018 11:47 AM

61 no 8/20/2018 3:54 PM

62 again--size matters. Too big is obtrusive 8/17/2018 9:01 PM

63 If they are on private property and are not inappropriate, I am not objecting 8/17/2018 7:56 PM

64 no 8/17/2018 3:39 PM

65 good in downtown 8/17/2018 12:32 PM

66 No 8/16/2018 5:46 PM
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67 Banner signs also are easily dammaged by wind and weather. They seem temporary. 8/16/2018 3:56 PM

68 Westminster has many different types of neighborhoods and these may work for some, but not
others. These look to be more of a downtown type sign, not something you would see on most
streets.

8/12/2018 3:31 AM

69 They tend to look cheap and can be hard to read. They are also not very durable and fade more
quickly than other sign materials.

8/11/2018 8:17 PM

70 Elvis signs are always appropriate! 8/11/2018 6:28 PM

71 should be moderately sized and in 1 piece. 8/11/2018 2:45 PM

72 Legibility should be considered. In the example where the banner advertised "Haircuts", trying to
read it was difficult and distracting

8/10/2018 6:24 PM

73 Maximum size of banner and number of banners per size of building should be specified. The
distance extending from a wall or pole should be regulated depending on height above ground,
type of supporting structure, and obscurring visibility to adjacent things. I would worry about wind
damage to and from these types of signs.

8/10/2018 4:15 PM

74 You need to drive around and look at these type of banners that have been up for a few years and
see how bad they look

8/10/2018 4:01 PM

75 Fabric Banner signs may not hold up with our weather, hail, etc and begin to seem more worn
sooner

8/10/2018 3:47 PM

76 Banner signs should be high enough not to interfere with walking. They should also be secured so
they don't come loose.

8/10/2018 11:10 AM

77 I think a banner the size of the Elvis banner, if it were done in very bright/neon colors, would be an
eyesore

8/10/2018 9:32 AM

78 Not wild about these -- they look temporary; not certain of materials -- fading/weather-torn/seem to
be subject to becoming tattered

8/9/2018 9:06 PM

79 These can all easily catch in the wind, except 14. If they get damaged by high wind, they'll either
be useless or fall apart & cause hazards.

8/9/2018 8:48 PM

80 Nice as long as banners are not dirty, faded or torn. 8/9/2018 8:47 PM

81 Size matters. The size of an entire multi-story building is really no different than a billboard. Too
huge for Westminster!

8/9/2018 6:31 PM

82 These are less likely to be damaged by hail and are more easily replaced when they fade or are
otherwise damaged.

8/9/2018 6:21 PM

83 Size matters. The Elvis example is no different from a billboard in my opinion. 8/9/2018 5:47 PM

84 Banner signs blocking views of someone other than the owner/user of the sign need to be
considered.

8/9/2018 4:08 PM

85 If the sign is temporary, the Elvis sign is okay. 8/9/2018 4:03 PM

86 Banners on side of buildings like the one on the garage are tacky 8/9/2018 3:11 PM

87 Best if attached to the business they are advertising 8/9/2018 2:32 PM

88 No 8/9/2018 2:27 PM

89 If a business wants any of the designs above, they should have the right to do it. 8/9/2018 10:19 AM

90 Code should specifiy secure fastening / mounting, and also address wear/tear/condition (no
torn/tattered banners)

8/2/2018 6:50 AM

91 The last image shown was inappropriate because of design 8/2/2018 6:42 AM

92 Prohibit banners that obscure architectural features 8/1/2018 4:08 PM
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Q22 Do you have any additional comments to add for Canopy Signs?
Answered: 61 Skipped: 552

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:02 PM

2 In all of these cases, if they are permanent "dimensional letter" signs and not just vinyl, they would
be appropriate to the frontage of the building

11/15/2018 3:09 PM

3 Nice signs that aren’t overpowering 11/14/2018 1:07 PM

4 These extend too far into public space 11/14/2018 1:04 PM

5 Limit or standardize appearance of canopy size 11/14/2018 12:13 PM

6 Nothing over the street/walkway. 11/14/2018 12:09 PM

7 Need more color in the city 11/10/2018 5:33 PM

8 Should not be huge, but should be readable when driving by 11/9/2018 9:44 PM

9 These are excellent, professional and "clean" looking banner styles. Great for business, city
centers and parks.

11/8/2018 7:58 PM

10 #18 looks scary 11/8/2018 3:18 PM

11 no 11/3/2018 9:40 AM

12 These are expensive, but we should have the option of having these. 11/2/2018 11:08 PM

13 Suited best for big cities. 11/1/2018 3:04 PM

14 Readability needs to be determined by font size and distance of reader 11/1/2018 11:31 AM

15 Must be kept in good repair and prevent fading, tearing, hail damage that degrade the quality
quickly

10/29/2018 7:53 PM

16 no 10/25/2018 6:30 PM

17 N/A 10/25/2018 9:45 AM

18 In all cases, a canopy is designed to protect the entrance or excessive inclement weather
conditions, having appropriate writing on them works well, nothing was added for signage!

10/25/2018 8:40 AM

19 Leave businesses alone. 10/24/2018 6:31 PM

20 Some are unattractive and hard to read 10/24/2018 6:16 PM

21 #20 and 21 I don't think they should stick out onto sidewalks. If it's a restaurant where it's their
own sidewalk fine.

10/24/2018 5:24 PM

22 I like the variety of styles 10/24/2018 3:29 PM

23 Signs with print too small to see from street can lead to accidents. Foliage that covers a sign is like
foliage that blocks sight to intersecting streets or stop signs etc.

10/24/2018 3:13 PM

24 My concern is wind damaging the signs. 10/24/2018 2:55 PM

25 If same/similar for strip malls/developments 10/21/2018 6:53 PM

26 No 10/20/2018 6:23 AM

27 If the signs are consistent between businesses it makes it prettier, but in #21 the business names
are too long and aren't easy to read.

10/19/2018 10:39 PM

28 Most canopy signs are very welcome in rainy and snowy conditions as I'm entering a place of
business. Wish they all had them.

10/19/2018 2:30 PM

29 Same comment as I put in the first section. 10/19/2018 5:11 AM

30 Westminster needs a contemporary and modern feel. 10/18/2018 7:09 PM
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31 No 10/18/2018 4:59 PM

32 No 10/18/2018 4:29 PM

33 There were no pictures 10/18/2018 12:26 PM

34 Should be to scale of building, nothing overwhelming 9/30/2018 6:53 AM

35 probably the biggest consideration is the proportion of the sign to the building, pole, or other
attachment scheme. Clear limits are necessary.

9/3/2018 6:16 PM

36 16 seemed to out there 8/25/2018 1:30 PM

37 The advertising context is crucial for its appropriateness. 8/24/2018 3:24 PM

38 I don't 'like' the office depot sign but it is likely helpful for wayfinding in the context shown. 8/23/2018 3:34 PM

39 no 8/23/2018 11:48 AM

40 no 8/20/2018 3:55 PM

41 size matters--not too big 8/17/2018 9:02 PM

42 All are on private businesses to point to their location, I think they are fine. 8/17/2018 7:57 PM

43 no 8/17/2018 3:41 PM

44 No 8/16/2018 5:50 PM

45 I don't like the canopy that extends over the sidewalk to the street (Office Depot). 8/16/2018 3:58 PM

46 In general, if the canopy is not specifically build for a sign, and its size is proportionate to the
canopy face (and perhaps wall dimensions), these are appropriate.

8/10/2018 4:19 PM

47 Canopy signs should also be large enough to provide shade and/or protection from the elements.
Otherwise they are primarily useless.

8/10/2018 11:17 AM

48 They convey permanence -- sturdy; easy to discern. 8/9/2018 9:07 PM

49 17, 20 & 21 can get caught in high winds, may fall apart & cause hazards. 8/9/2018 8:50 PM

50 Practical considerations - the bigger the canopy sign, the more likely for damage and wear - and
unless maintained meticulously, these signs will make Westminster look worn down - signs you
walk below are more noticible!

8/9/2018 6:33 PM

51 I'm not sure about #20's durability. 8/9/2018 6:23 PM

52 The lettering on signs should be large enough to be able to see from a distance. It is distracting
when one is drivinng and you have to look more than once to find a business because the font is
too small or difficult to read.

8/9/2018 4:21 PM

53 The printing is too large on the first sign. The second is fine as long as is's for a corner location. 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

54 The picture in 21 - if there is uniformity on all signs , then it is Ok 8/9/2018 3:06 PM

55 any sign on a business property is appropriate 8/9/2018 3:04 PM

56 No 8/9/2018 2:28 PM

57 If the business likes the above signs, they should be able to utilize any of those designs. 8/9/2018 10:20 AM

58 Most of theses signs would look better attached directly to the building. the first sign seems too
large and might be look better if it were smaller.

8/2/2018 7:15 AM

59 Size / proportion are important 8/2/2018 6:51 AM

60 The last sign was not designed well 8/2/2018 6:43 AM

61 Building design is more important than the sign itself 8/1/2018 4:10 PM
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Q28 Do you have any additional comments to add for Directory Signs?
Answered: 84 Skipped: 529

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:03 PM

2 The Dino's sign is very poorly designed, however businesses should be able to use their logos for
their branding along with their name

11/15/2018 3:11 PM

3 I want quaint. Nothing trashy 11/14/2018 1:08 PM

4 Huge monuments, esp internal lit, are distracting and ugly 11/14/2018 1:05 PM

5 Pick one style and use it everywhere 11/14/2018 12:14 PM

6 Tasteful, brief, easy to read, not "showy" 11/9/2018 9:46 PM

7 Directory banners need to be appropriate for the area. Mall Directories are usually too crowded
and look bad visually, like a Kindergarten mosaic. Directories with less 5 or less listings need to
draw on the curb appeal of the area and need to fit in to the surroundings and materials utilized
from that area.

11/8/2018 8:02 PM

8 #23 might be kinda hard to see 11/8/2018 3:20 PM

9 no 11/3/2018 9:41 AM

10 Why would any of these be inappropriate? This survey is crazy. 11/2/2018 11:10 PM

11 like it a little more formal like the last one 11/1/2018 2:20 PM

12 A homogenous look is classy! Te rest looks loud and cluttered. 11/1/2018 10:40 AM

13 lettering should be easy to read if driving by so as not to be a distraction. 10/30/2018 5:55 PM

14 I find these helpful and appropriate 10/30/2018 3:07 PM

15 Need to have highly contrasting colors, ability to recognize logos, and sufficient information 10/29/2018 7:57 PM

16 Smaller, more subtle signs are my preference 10/27/2018 7:28 AM

17 These are some crappy choices. I don't appreciate any area being lit up like a Christmas tree and
I'm not fond of the hillbilly nature of wood signs no mater how you paint them. Take a closer look at
European signage instead of your own back yard, and especially don't look to the common strip
malls with well lit, poor taste designs like what you'd expect from Los Angeles.

10/25/2018 8:18 PM

18 no 10/25/2018 6:31 PM

19 wood signs, will look nice when 1st installed but wear quickly. 10/25/2018 2:54 PM

20 Make them more uniform - hence my preference towards #23 and #28 10/25/2018 11:10 AM

21 N/A 10/25/2018 9:45 AM

22 None of these examples had poor/conflicting contexts, and were of the right sizes for the space. 10/25/2018 8:41 AM

23 Rather have multiple business signs than many individual signs 10/24/2018 7:23 PM

24 Top 3 are hideous 10/24/2018 6:17 PM

25 Mixing logos in such close proximity just looks like a mess. Cleaner is classier. I know branding is
important, but they could have their branded logo on the actual storefront.

10/24/2018 6:12 PM

26 #24 we should take into account we're in Colorado and should blend with the environment more. 10/24/2018 5:25 PM

27 'Directory' style signs tend to be harder to read, especially when trying to read the sign while
driving.

10/24/2018 3:33 PM

28 Font is too small and difficult to read 10/24/2018 3:16 PM

29 Same problems with illustrations, partially covered with trees or wording too small to read unless
one is walking near the sign

10/24/2018 3:14 PM
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30 Unfortunately they look cluttered and hard to read could cause potential traffic slow down/accidents 10/24/2018 2:57 PM

31 Make sure the print is big enough and well lit so it can be read from the road, 10/22/2018 10:15 AM

32 Materials need to be weather resistant and text needs sufficient contrast to be read...the wood
signs in the first picture are challenging on these fronts.

10/22/2018 6:15 AM

33 If upkept and in good condition 10/21/2018 6:54 PM

34 Sign sign everywhere a sign... 10/21/2018 6:33 PM

35 O 10/20/2018 6:24 AM

36 Not accurate at times 10/19/2018 7:05 PM

37 All of the examples have issues. The consideration should be who is consuming the Direction. Is
the user already 'there' or do we need to draw them 'there'? That will determine the type. The
answer may be Yes to both.

10/19/2018 2:57 PM

38 Directory signs are incredibly useful when trying to find a business I've never been to before 10/19/2018 2:32 PM

39 While all signs are fine, the first one is the most creative. #24 is so common today. 10/19/2018 5:13 AM

40 Signage like this should be more uniform in design. Definitely needs a simple modern flair. 10/18/2018 7:11 PM

41 No 10/18/2018 4:59 PM

42 No 10/18/2018 4:30 PM

43 The city shouldn't, as they currently do, dictate the number of businesses listed on a directory
sign/monument. If the number fo listings renders the listing unreadable based on their placement
then shame on the business who's wasting their own money.

10/18/2018 1:13 PM

44 I really like the home town feel of # 23, 26, 27. #25 is too confusing 10/7/2018 11:35 AM

45 Really not feeling it with these examples 9/27/2018 5:21 PM

46 Importance of standalone directory signs is too not have too many in an area. 9/19/2018 11:22 PM

47 Helpful to have businesses listed, that are located in that area. 9/6/2018 10:04 AM

48 Too many items on these signs can make it confusing if the business itself doesn't stand out or
stand alone in the area.

9/4/2018 6:15 AM

49 I like the signs that are set to one theme / color scheme 9/3/2018 9:18 PM

50 Proportional size to the setting is important, as well as set-back distances for some signs near
streets and walkways.

9/3/2018 6:17 PM

51 All of these have their place. It would be dependent on the type, size, and location of business. 9/3/2018 10:53 AM

52 no 8/25/2018 1:31 PM

53 keep it classy 8/24/2018 9:21 PM

54 Again, the context within which the signage is proposed is crucial to its appropriateness. 8/24/2018 3:27 PM

55 I dislike the look of signs like number 24 but they may be helpful for wayfinding. 8/23/2018 3:37 PM

56 no 8/23/2018 11:49 AM

57 no 8/20/2018 3:55 PM

58 #24 I'm just supposed to evaluate the physical structure, which I don't like anyway. Really dislike
#24. I find this style very confusing,probably because the fonts are all different,different colors, not
alphabetical & not parallel to the road. You can't take it all in/find the business you're looking for,
when driving by

8/18/2018 8:06 PM

59 They all seem OK to me. 8/17/2018 8:09 PM

60 no 8/17/2018 3:42 PM

61 No 8/16/2018 5:53 PM

62 The directory sign for Broomfield Corners is ugly and very common in our area. It looks like all of
the retailers are temporary and the sign is easy to change because so many retailers come and
go.

8/16/2018 4:00 PM
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63 Materials make a big difference as do colors. 8/16/2018 11:48 AM

64 I think different types are appropriate in different areas of the city. If things are made to match the
surroundings of the area of town, it looks nicer and adds character to the town

8/12/2018 3:35 AM

65 Please limit the number of tenant identification signs to the current 6. Signs will more tend to be
unreadable, especially if they use smaller letters.

8/11/2018 8:22 PM

66 should be big, and clear. some of these are too small and decorative for business visibilty 8/11/2018 2:47 PM

67 These are all helpful and appropriate in size and style. 8/10/2018 4:21 PM

68 I find directory signs can be distracting as they often have too many names and information to be
comprehended easily when traveling down the road. Consequently they can become a traffic
hazard

8/10/2018 11:17 AM

69 The view of the first sign is obscured by the tree; it's either a bad place for the sign or a bad place
for the tree

8/10/2018 9:35 AM

70 These signs can become too lengthy and are hard to discern when dealing with traffic -- fine to
confirm the location of a business, but I look past them -- they just add to the visual confusion.

8/9/2018 9:10 PM

71 23 This sign is too close to foliage that will grow & obscure it. 8/9/2018 8:52 PM

72 Does the legal directive include mandatory maintenance of signs? Directory signs that aren’t kept
current, or have lights out or are damaged really affect one’s impression of the entire area

8/9/2018 6:36 PM

73 #23 doesn't look like anything else in Westminster but I like the sign type. #26 would not be useful
if it's supposed to be used as identification from the street. It's too small.

8/9/2018 6:25 PM

74 The context in which all of these signs are used, I believe, are appropriate for Westminster. 8/9/2018 5:27 PM

75 On sign 23, the sign is fine, but tree in front of it makes it difficult to read. 8/9/2018 5:20 PM

76 Most of these signs are too small to read from a distance and distracting if you are trying to find
something while driving.

8/9/2018 4:23 PM

77 Consider the safety aspect of drivers looking through a directory sign that is too crowded and might
divert their attention away from the road, traffic, pedestrians, etc.

8/9/2018 4:03 PM

78 Should ideally be easy to read from a distance 8/9/2018 2:35 PM

79 the sign and number one may be inappropriate if it impedes my view of oncoming traffic. 8/9/2018 2:33 PM

80 All of timbres directory signs are a great idea, if the business seems necessary and likes it. 8/9/2018 10:21 AM

81 directory signs should be appropriately scaled for context 8/2/2018 8:03 AM

82 Directory signs are okay depending on their placement with the property. They should be internal
to the site and only used outside of the direct entrance if the property is large and confusing to
navigate.

8/2/2018 7:17 AM

83 For stand-alone signs, a substantial base (rather than a pole base) is much more palatable 8/2/2018 6:54 AM

84 Need to be folded into broader structural categories and items of information requirements 8/1/2018 4:11 PM
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Q34 Do you have any additional comments to add for Electronic Message
Board Signs?

Answered: 119 Skipped: 494

# RESPONSES DATE

1 To large & busy looking! 11/15/2018 8:06 PM

2 Being in the sign field and doing work for clients all over the Denver Metro Area I can tell you the
new of signs is through electronic message boards. The City of Westminster is way behind the
times when it comes to signage. All of the surrounding cities allow EMC Boards and if we want to
grow with the State we need to as well or we will lose out on future business owners who chose to
open in Arvada so they can have the signage they want.

11/15/2018 4:17 PM

3 Electronic message centers are an integral part of today's signage for business. It is an unfair
advantage for businesses in cities surrounding Westminster to be allowed EMCs but not
businesses in Westminster. Proper usage of them can be determined, however they should not be
disallowed.

11/15/2018 3:15 PM

4 Animated electonic signs are much worse than static signs. Some of these signs might be okay if
they only changed once a day. Overly bright signs are also bad.

11/14/2018 9:43 PM

5 Just no 11/14/2018 1:09 PM

6 No lit marquees to flashing signs. This is predom residential community, not Times Sq 11/14/2018 1:06 PM

7 Ban these 11/14/2018 12:15 PM

8 Electronic can be distracting 11/14/2018 11:44 AM

9 We should encourage more technology based signs 11/10/2018 5:34 PM

10 The ones with LEDs are hard to read, especially when they're very bright and it's very dark out. 11/9/2018 9:49 PM

11 Electronic signs are excellent for businesses and city centers but NOT for congested malls. Leave
"Times Square" for New York and keep Westminster signs limited to ONE per business per "plot".

11/8/2018 8:07 PM

12 ugg 11/8/2018 3:21 PM

13 no 11/3/2018 9:42 AM

14 Again, very expensive but we should have this option. 11/2/2018 11:11 PM

15 No electronic message board signs 11/1/2018 5:49 PM

16 Large electronic signs close to roadways are very distracting for drivers. They are bright at night,
sometimes blinding. They are also a nuisance to folks who live near them and want to sleep with
windows open, but in the dark

11/1/2018 4:42 PM

17 it is the quickest and most informative of information. 11/1/2018 2:21 PM

18 These are often so bright that they make driving difficult at night. Too much light pollution in
general.

11/1/2018 10:42 AM

19 Once again it depends on sizing, but if appropriate size seem okay 10/30/2018 3:07 PM

20 I don't generally like them. 10/29/2018 7:53 PM

21 Less is more 10/29/2018 4:31 PM

22 I'm okay with electronic for ticket/show info and time/temp 10/29/2018 10:57 AM

23 Too flashy, bright and create a showdown appearance 10/27/2018 7:29 AM

24 These are bright and distracting at night while driving, occasionally to the point of impairing vision.
No thank you.

10/26/2018 5:48 PM
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25 Color, tone and brightness should reflect the desires of the community and not of the retailer. I
believe this section is addressing the night environment along with the day, so I feel that a
subdued, non flashing or moving light with a subdued tone and lower level of ambiance will convey
the market advertised without disturbing my calm. Signage during the day, if done appropriately,
shouldn't be lit and the context can appear to be lit but that is merely by using contrasting colors.

10/25/2018 8:26 PM

26 no 10/25/2018 6:32 PM

27 should be informational... not advertising! 10/25/2018 2:55 PM

28 Electronic boards shouldn’t be allowed, especially with bright LED lighting. I’ve lived in cities
where they’re everywhere and night isn’t dark. One of the things I love about Westminster is that
the night sky still kind of exists and I’m not blinded by advertising.

10/25/2018 12:25 PM

29 I personally don't like Electronic Signs, however, they are appropriate for Theatres 10/25/2018 11:11 AM

30 Moreso than any other sign, electronic signs should be used in moderation as they can quickly
become visual noise that disrupts the area.

10/25/2018 9:47 AM

31 In this day and age of technology, it is to be expected, and can benefit the consumer greatly. 10/25/2018 8:44 AM

32 they can be distracting if driving 10/25/2018 8:32 AM

33 Too bright 10/25/2018 8:02 AM

34 I think the distraction to drivers 10/24/2018 6:25 PM

35 Top ones are awful 10/24/2018 6:19 PM

36 As you can tell, I'm not a fan of electronic signs. Distracting to drivers, and generally obnoxious 10/24/2018 4:49 PM

37 Please, no big neon signs everywhere! 10/24/2018 4:04 PM

38 I do no like these, they tend to be garish and quite frankly are hard to read because of the harsh
illumination they have.

10/24/2018 3:34 PM

39 Electonic signs are rarely attractive- 10/24/2018 3:22 PM

40 message signs should be on the building not in a location that covers several businesses. 10/24/2018 3:16 PM

41 My concern is wind damaging the signs. 10/24/2018 2:56 PM

42 These are eyesores and actual difficult to read. 10/22/2018 6:16 AM

43 Regarding electronic signs, the same rules should apply for city and businesses 10/21/2018 6:55 PM

44 The 24th sign picture was the best one, a close tie to the 47th sign picture. 10/21/2018 6:34 PM

45 There appears to be different qualities of electronic signs. Those that look like monitors are
acceptable, those that are like dot matrix are not.

10/20/2018 6:27 AM

46 Feels like visual pollution. Takes too much time to read for people passing by. 10/19/2018 10:41 PM

47 I'm not a fan of scrawling electronic message board signs 10/19/2018 2:42 PM

48 Don’t like electronic message boards at all! 10/18/2018 7:50 PM

49 Some are so tacky. This isn’t Times Square. 10/18/2018 7:12 PM

50 No 10/18/2018 5:00 PM

51 Let’s not junk out our neighborhood 10/18/2018 4:48 PM

52 No 10/18/2018 4:30 PM

53 LED and messaging technology can add value to a business and /or the property owner. If the
buying public finds the sign garish or unappealing then the business will be self regulated.

10/18/2018 1:15 PM

54 Is City Council's vision for "most sustainable" city accounting for the incredible amount of energy
needed to power these signs?

10/16/2018 8:30 PM

55 I think electronic message boards are not appropriate for TV like ads 10/10/2018 8:30 PM

56 #30 is too much visual stimulation- like NYC or Las Vegas # 33 in my opinion cheapens the look of
the business

10/7/2018 11:38 AM

57 Electronic signs are fins are lng as they are static. Signs with motion are a distraction. 10/5/2018 4:57 PM
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58 Consistently tacky, too Las Vegas 9/30/2018 6:55 AM

59 Size matters! There are some signs in this category in the Westminster and Broomfield that I
believe are appropriate

9/27/2018 5:25 PM

60 30 too much like NYC 9/20/2018 6:41 AM

61 Mainly depends on how distracting the sign is. Scrolling/updating info good; Times Square bad 9/19/2018 11:23 PM

62 Some of these signs (like 33) almost appear to be "temporary" in nature. Not appropriate for a
"permanent" sign.

9/19/2018 9:32 PM

63 These signs can be extremely distracting. Westminster isn't a large enough City to need such
signs.

9/4/2018 6:20 AM

64 Preference for higher-resolution displays. The single color, dot-based signs (often scrolling) look
dated.

9/3/2018 9:25 PM

65 My strong feeling is that electronic signs should be reserved for information, safety, directions,
notices and the like, and be prohibited for advertising. Because these signs have the ability to
change frequently, what they are used for, what they say, and how they convery messages needs
to be closely regulated.

9/3/2018 6:20 PM

66 Appropriateness depends on size, lumens, and message 9/3/2018 10:55 AM

67 Do they contribute to distracted driving accidents? 8/30/2018 7:46 PM

68 I think Electronic Signs look cheap and shouldn't be allowed in our City. 8/30/2018 7:18 PM

69 They are distracting for drivers and have little to no visual appeal 8/30/2018 6:25 AM

70 Not a fan of electronic signs because they are not aesthetically pleasing and are a distraction to
drivers. However, if done appropriately, it could be okay.

8/29/2018 10:31 AM

71 30 is too busy and could cause traffic problems 8/25/2018 1:32 PM

72 Westminster is Not Las Vegas 8/24/2018 9:22 PM

73 These are ugly and distracting 8/23/2018 6:28 PM

74 I strongly dislike eletronic message board signs for anything other than traffic or public service
notices. I find them distracting when driving and think they require attention not unlike texting to
understand. I also find several that are near and along I-25 to be so bright at night that they
interfere with being able to see well while driving. The most distracting electronic signs I havev
seen in the area are on 104th just west of I-25 and along I-25 from 104th south towards Denver.

8/23/2018 3:40 PM

75 I am not fond of Electronic Message Board Signs because they can be very distracting, especially
if driving. I have driven by churches and schools that have these signs and I find them dangerous
when driving.

8/23/2018 3:25 PM

76 no 8/23/2018 11:50 AM

77 I am trying to evaluate solely on the physical structure. I strongly dislike electronic signs where the
message is always changing.

8/18/2018 8:10 PM

78 These are lokely appropriate but I think they are tacky, not what I want for Westminster 8/18/2018 1:36 PM

79 big and loud--most of these are too much! 8/17/2018 9:03 PM

80 Especially if you're driving they are rather distracting 8/17/2018 8:11 PM

81 no 8/17/2018 3:43 PM

82 I don’t like electronic signs. I find them distracting, which makes driving in areas with electronic
signs more of a risk.

8/17/2018 1:26 AM

83 No 8/16/2018 5:56 PM

84 Electronic billboards are obnoxious because they are too bright and distracting to cars driving by
(expically at night). The graphics displayed are often amaturish because the staff creating the
content for the board aren't design professionals.

8/16/2018 4:03 PM

85 Must be very high quality 8/16/2018 11:49 AM

86 Need more context on electronic signs. I'm okay with these in downtown Westy, but not city wide. 8/14/2018 9:47 AM
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87 Appropriate for certain businesses (Broomfield Center for example). 8/12/2018 3:36 AM

88 These are a blight on the streetscape and cheapen the looks of cities where they are allowed.
Keep Westminster beautiful and don’t allow these.

8/11/2018 8:24 PM

89 Electronic signs are too distracting while driving. 8/11/2018 6:34 PM

90 These designs are too bright. 8/10/2018 8:06 PM

91 Many digital signs become distracting and hard to read in bad weather. A "crawler" is the worst
culprit for distraction - a message should be sent in packets and not hold the viewer hostage while
a slowly drawn out message unfolds.

8/10/2018 6:28 PM

92 My concern for sign 30 is that moving signs with words can be distracting for drivers. 8/10/2018 6:10 PM

93 It is too hard to control (provide rules for ) this type of sign beyond resonable sizing and proportion
to the mountng location. All electronic signs should have a maximum lumen/sq ft emited light rule,
and be required to be dimmed to about 60% of that maximum from dusk to sunrise.

8/10/2018 4:27 PM

94 Electronic message boards could be inappropriate if they are too bright 8/10/2018 11:50 AM

95 i think the messages should be "up" long enough to be read at least twice, otherwise i find them a
major distraction.

8/10/2018 11:19 AM

96 Lighted signs have to be high and muted enough to prevent glare into oncoming drivers' eyes 8/10/2018 9:37 AM

97 Really do not like electronic message boards -- if the message flows it takes one's attention from
the road in order to ready then entire message. The flashing, moving message and graphics
added, if any, are visually distracting -- great for NYC -- not Westminster!

8/9/2018 9:13 PM

98 Signs with moving or changing text or images distract drivers. Signs that wrap around corners
aren't effective.

8/9/2018 8:54 PM

99 Electronic signs are good if the info changes slowly and it can be dimmed at night for easy reading
(like Unser on 36/I270/I25) but can be awful and useless like that super bright Denver Mart sign on
I25.

8/9/2018 8:48 PM

100 Some are incredibly bright and I’ve had my vision affected by several along I-25 at night. Also -
moving words on signage is very distracting to drivers.

8/9/2018 6:39 PM

101 Westminster doesn't have these types of signs in general. There are few areas of the city in which
it's likely that neighbors would appreciate such bright signs.

8/9/2018 6:26 PM

102 I am NOT a fan of large message boards especially those which don’t automatically dim with the
natural light. They create glare and visual clutter especially at night.

8/9/2018 5:55 PM

103 Number 29 is totally inappropriate for Westminster. The others might be okay if they are sized
right and if they are in perfect working condition; i.e., no lights burned out, no outdated info, not
flashing like a casino, etc.

8/9/2018 5:35 PM

104 Electronic signs are frequently over-bright and distracting, especially while driving. Additionally,
they are high in power useage.

8/9/2018 5:22 PM

105 Again, font is too small 8/9/2018 4:24 PM

106 Video displays on message boards can be distracting to safe navigation, etc. Please regulate fast
motion, quick and repetitive changes in contrast like flashing, bright intensity particularly in the
dark.

8/9/2018 4:19 PM

107 These types of message board signs aren’t safe because they take attention of drivers away from
the road. The signs that scroll through a message rather than show the entire message at once
are particularly concerning.

8/9/2018 4:05 PM

108 Electronic signs that replicate the behavior of traditional signs seem appropriate, but electronic
signs that use the electronics to capture additional attention (for example through motion or
brightness) seem inappropriate.

8/9/2018 3:42 PM

109 Bright light that change can be a problem or trigger for migraines or seizures. 8/9/2018 3:14 PM

110 The sign similar to 30 or 31 is a distraction for driving 8/9/2018 3:08 PM

111 This isn't New York 8/9/2018 3:08 PM

112 Too city like 8/9/2018 2:50 PM
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113 distracting and dangerous, especially at night 8/9/2018 2:42 PM

114 Preferably only to the extent that consumers desire to see changing messages 8/9/2018 2:37 PM

115 If the business wants to utilize this kind of messaging, they should be allowed to do so. 8/9/2018 10:22 AM

116 Inappropriate as content cannot be regulated 8/2/2018 8:03 AM

117 EMB should only be placed within certain entertainment districts 8/2/2018 7:19 AM

118 EMCs should generally be stand alone signs, although limited applications for scrolling marquee
(wall) signs may be appropriate in some applications

8/2/2018 6:57 AM

119 The current restrictions should be liberalized with standards for illumination intensity and design 8/1/2018 4:12 PM
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Q40 Do you have any additional comments to add for Illuminated Signs?
Answered: 75 Skipped: 538

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Old school neon signs 11/15/2018 8:07 PM

2 Maintaining continuity in an area is fine, but for a certain type of illuminated sign to not be allowed
is not a good policy. It should depend on the context and the surrounding buildings, usage, etc.

11/15/2018 3:18 PM

3 Illuminated signs are less appropriate when they shine into someone's bedroom window. 11/14/2018 9:46 PM

4 Fun not trashy 11/14/2018 1:09 PM

5 Do not allow light pollution! Limit illumination. 11/14/2018 1:08 PM

6 Limit size, amount of text, and number of signs per business 11/14/2018 12:16 PM

7 They cheapen the neighborhood. Light pollution. 11/9/2018 9:50 PM

8 Large NEON signs are tacky and have a "cheap" and "dated" look to them. SMALL Neon signs are
okay, but, they have to be SMALL!

11/8/2018 8:09 PM

9 how about soft neon colors 11/8/2018 3:23 PM

10 no 11/3/2018 9:42 AM

11 Really? Is illuminating your sign against city code too? We need more Neon!!!! 11/2/2018 11:12 PM

12 Any illuminated signs need to be obscure 11/1/2018 5:54 PM

13 seeing a place from a distance will make me get into the correct driving lane prior to the last
minute

11/1/2018 2:22 PM

14 The first example is great. It feels warm and neighborly. Neon is too much. 11/1/2018 10:43 AM

15 perhaps time restrictions, not flashing 10/30/2018 8:12 PM

16 The higher the sins are located when not attached to a building, the less skyline I can enjoy. #39 is
super tacky.

10/25/2018 8:28 PM

17 no 10/25/2018 6:33 PM

18 this is westminster not las vegas 10/25/2018 2:56 PM

19 N/A 10/25/2018 9:48 AM

20 #35, it appears there is a banner over an old sign text ... on a temp basis, 30 days or less
appropriate.

10/25/2018 8:46 AM

21 Some of these are really bright, reminds me of Las Vegas 10/25/2018 8:03 AM

22 the larger the size, the more towards inappropriate for me. 10/24/2018 4:51 PM

23 If you can read it, its a good sign 10/24/2018 3:17 PM

24 Neon signs need to be appropriate for the business, for example 50 diners 10/21/2018 6:57 PM

25 The more the merrier 10/21/2018 6:34 PM

26 No 10/20/2018 6:28 AM

27 Sure helps when it's dark! 10/19/2018 2:42 PM

28 Don’t like illuminated signs 10/18/2018 7:51 PM

29 The feel of Westminster’s community vibe isn’t communicated in these types of signs. 10/18/2018 7:13 PM

30 These signs ruin views for residents 10/18/2018 6:06 PM

31 No 10/18/2018 5:00 PM

32 No 10/18/2018 4:31 PM
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33 Business doesn't cease at sundown illumination is critical. In regards to illumination business
districts/street exp. Bradburn should be allowed overhead lighting(stings of bulbs) similar the
Larmer Street in Denver.

10/18/2018 1:17 PM

34 Neon is ugly and gaudy 9/30/2018 6:56 AM

35 A lot of these signs may have historical significance as the last photo may have and if they are
nostalgic then that should be considered.

9/27/2018 5:29 PM

36 Large illuminated signs create light pollution and look tacky 9/27/2018 7:24 AM

37 Neon sign is a nice change from digital/electronic signs 9/6/2018 10:07 AM

38 All depends on location. 9/3/2018 9:26 PM

39 Level of light emitted (both total lumens and lumens per area of sign needs to have limits -- both
low and high. A dim sign is distracting, and a bright sign is a bother in many cases to neighbors,
drivers, etc.

9/3/2018 6:23 PM

40 Signs like these are appropriate as long as content, lumens and size are not excessive. Electronic
and illuminated signs themselves are not necessarily inappropriate.

9/3/2018 10:57 AM

41 What are the ordinances for light pollution? How much does that impact the health of the
community?

8/30/2018 7:48 PM

42 #39 has an aesthetic that looks like the area is stuck in a bygone area. It doesn't speak to a
dynamic, forward-looking community.

8/30/2018 6:27 AM

43 37 maybe a little to bright and distracting 8/25/2018 1:33 PM

44 Represent the community appropriately, please 8/24/2018 9:24 PM

45 Illuminated signs can be very helpful for wayfinding at night and I have found some to be important
in areas that are not well lit. However, I woudl like the city to consider keeping lighting to a
thoughtful minimum as promoted by programs such as "save our night skies" and "saving our
stars."

8/23/2018 3:44 PM

46 They can be helpful at night to find your destination, but they are not appropriate if they intrude on
the residents in the neighborhood.

8/23/2018 3:27 PM

47 no 8/23/2018 11:50 AM

48 As long as they are not too distracting. 8/17/2018 8:12 PM

49 no 8/17/2018 3:44 PM

50 Subtle, understated, avoid neon and garish colors and color combinations 8/17/2018 1:29 AM

51 No 8/16/2018 5:58 PM

52 I like neon (or led) as long as it's not too animated and distracting. 8/16/2018 4:04 PM

53 Depends... electronic signs are especially helpful at night (and for folks that need a back lit sign).
Would need more context on this and how it will be executed.

8/14/2018 9:49 AM

54 In my opinion a brightly lit sign doesn’t look as nice 8/12/2018 3:39 AM

55 What is wrong with the current sign code which generally requires that freestanding signs be on
lower scale monument signs? Please don’t allow tacky larger freestanding signs.

8/11/2018 8:26 PM

56 Gaudy 8/11/2018 6:35 PM

57 Depends upon the neighborhood - bright lights only in commercial areas 8/11/2018 2:28 PM

58 Size limitations are required. External illumination should not direct light at unwanted areas
(someone's house or in the eyes of drivers, for instance).

8/10/2018 4:29 PM

59 Illuminated signs could be inappropriate for Westminster if they are too bright. 8/10/2018 11:52 AM

60 Not a big fan of looking across the city at night and seeing neon 8/10/2018 9:39 AM

61 No 8/9/2018 9:13 PM

62 37's color is hard on eyes at night. If 39 blinks, it is inappropriate. If it doesn't, it might be okay but
doesn't fit with current standard imo. 38 just looks obnoxious.

8/9/2018 8:57 PM

63 Avoid those that blink. Be sure lights are maintained appropriately (no missing bulbs/letters/words) 8/9/2018 8:49 PM
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64 On buildings is fine, as long as they aren’t too glaringly bright. Free-standing illuminated signs of
over a certain height should belong to truck stops or along highways - but not in city shopping
centers.

8/9/2018 6:41 PM

65 #39 is questionable because Westminster doesn't have much large neon signage and it conveys a
retro feel that isn't found many places in the city.

8/9/2018 6:27 PM

66 Once again, size matters and so does the brightness of the sign relative to its surroundings. 8/9/2018 5:57 PM

67 The first sign has very subtle lighting, the King Soopers sign is a bit large but I guess we're all
used to King Soopers signs, and the rest a gaudy.

8/9/2018 5:38 PM

68 verticle sign is too hard to read 8/9/2018 4:25 PM

69 Strongly illuminated signs can interfere with or impair the vision of drivers, particularly in the dark. 8/9/2018 4:06 PM

70 If the sign emits light, there should be some limit on the brightness to minimize light pollution. 8/9/2018 3:46 PM

71 It's hard to complain about "loud" illuminated signs because if they're not noticeable at night, from
a fast-moving car, they don't work.

8/9/2018 2:26 PM

72 If the business would like to utilize any of the above illumination techniques, they should be
allowed to.

8/9/2018 10:23 AM

73 N/A 8/2/2018 6:58 AM

74 I love neon but design standards would be needed to wrangle the use 8/2/2018 6:45 AM

75 External illumination is preferred but internal illumination should be allowed subject to standards 8/1/2018 4:13 PM
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Q46 Do you have any additional comments to add for Marquee Signs?
Answered: 62 Skipped: 551

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:08 PM

2 Jmost of these are historic. .you have to grandfather these but no new ones of similar. Proportions
and intensit/

11/15/2018 5:29 PM

3 Old time not aged 11/14/2018 1:10 PM

4 If it has historic significance, then possible, but don’t introduce large signs that intrude on public
way

11/14/2018 1:10 PM

5 OK in Capitol Hill, not in a suburb like Westminster. 11/9/2018 9:52 PM

6 Marquee signs are great but there should be a size limitation based on the overall size of the
building and space. Signs that appear bigger than the building or space are UGLY!

11/8/2018 8:10 PM

7 #41 is pretty cool looking 11/8/2018 3:25 PM

8 no 11/3/2018 9:43 AM

9 We need a lot more of these! There should be a grant to do these! 11/2/2018 11:13 PM

10 needs to be of a modern style or even and older 50's style to it. 11/1/2018 2:24 PM

11 If a sign and/or building is vintage, the retro design is okay. If it fits with the whole area, also ok. If
everything is new, it doesn’t look good.

11/1/2018 10:46 AM

12 41, 42 are nicer to look at but illumination is necessary 10/29/2018 8:03 PM

13 no 10/25/2018 6:33 PM

14 N/A 10/25/2018 9:48 AM

15 #'s 43 & 44 would be appropriate for the "historical building" rules and regs, only. 10/25/2018 8:48 AM

16 A lot of these look trashy 10/25/2018 8:03 AM

17 Do not like OLD 50’s, 60’s signs; need to be updated 10/24/2018 8:14 PM

18 Charming 10/24/2018 6:20 PM

19 All of these seem so big. 10/24/2018 5:27 PM

20 These types of signs tend to have an 'old world' feel to them and always look nice in downtown
areas

10/24/2018 3:36 PM

21 Only appropriate messages should be displayed on marquee 10/21/2018 6:58 PM

22 BERKLEY SUCKS. 10/21/2018 6:35 PM

23 No 10/20/2018 6:29 AM

24 Don't like vertical signs. 10/19/2018 10:42 PM

25 I think marquee signs add character and creativity to any downtown. 10/19/2018 2:59 PM

26 Most of these don’t communicate Westminster’s forward thinking vibe. 10/18/2018 7:14 PM

27 No 10/18/2018 5:01 PM

28 No 10/18/2018 4:31 PM

29 Signs with the home town feel #41,42, are more characteristic of Westminster in my opinion 10/7/2018 11:42 AM

30 Again, if they are well done and have a history then it must be considered appropriate. 9/27/2018 5:31 PM

31 Clearance height is important, but more so is the poportion to the building front and adjacent
streetscape -- meaning the form and fit in a row of buildings or open spaces.

9/3/2018 6:25 PM
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32 These signs could increase light pollution and disrupt views. 8/30/2018 7:20 PM

33 no 8/25/2018 1:34 PM

34 All New signs should have standards & restrictions 8/24/2018 9:26 PM

35 Context is crucial to this sign's appropriateness. 8/24/2018 3:32 PM

36 I would consider the signs in 44, 44 and 45 to be appropriate only in a context of a 'historic' or local
'cultural' icon. I think there should be rules about preservation of historic signs of that type but I
woudl not like to see new signs of that type in the area.

8/23/2018 3:46 PM

37 Marquee signs should fit into the surroundings and not be a allowed in some settings. 8/23/2018 3:29 PM

38 no 8/23/2018 11:51 AM

39 Depends on the business they are highlighting. 8/17/2018 8:13 PM

40 no 8/17/2018 3:45 PM

41 No 8/16/2018 6:02 PM

42 Surprised myself liking the Sporting Goods sign - signs like that, if designed well, are pretty cool 8/16/2018 11:50 AM

43 Marquee signs add character to areas and should be allowed. 8/14/2018 9:55 AM

44 These types of signs presents a type of artistic flare and history. I'm okay with this. 8/14/2018 9:50 AM

45 Size & scale should not be too in your face! 8/11/2018 6:37 PM

46 marquee signs should have good lighting 8/11/2018 2:51 PM

47 I like Nostalgia 8/11/2018 10:10 AM

48 Needs size and proportionality rules. 8/10/2018 4:31 PM

49 I appreciate preserving signs as part of preserving historic storefronts for that 'old town' look. But
the 2nd one strikes me like graffiti; something added later that doesn't look good

8/10/2018 9:43 AM

50 Must be maintained to high standards 8/10/2018 6:31 AM

51 Love the vintage feel! 8/9/2018 9:14 PM

52 45 might get damaged by wind, causing hazards. The paint would have to be redone every few
years so it looks like new, not ravaged by time.

8/9/2018 8:59 PM

53 Avoid missing or misused letters/characters 8/9/2018 8:50 PM

54 Height and brightness matter - in neighborhoods they should be lower and less bright 8/9/2018 6:42 PM

55 Signs 43-45 convey a retro feel that isn't found in many places in Westminster. 8/9/2018 6:29 PM

56 41 and 42 are nice in the context in which they are used, 43 is too large for us, 44 and 45 are old
style and both look unkempt.

8/9/2018 5:43 PM

57 White lettering is hard to read 8/9/2018 4:26 PM

58 Watch out for flashing causing distractions and impacting safety. 8/9/2018 4:22 PM

59 Marquee signs should be used by anyone who wants too. 8/9/2018 10:24 AM

60 N/A 8/2/2018 6:59 AM

61 I love iconic marquee signs, but location plays a big part in their affectiveness 8/2/2018 6:46 AM

62 The building design should be a higher consideration than the sign itself 8/1/2018 4:15 PM
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Q52 Do you have any additional comments to add for Monument Signs?
Answered: 67 Skipped: 546

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Fantastic Sams too big for such a business 11/15/2018 8:10 PM

2 The Dairy Queen sign is a prime example of where an electronic message board would come into
play.

11/15/2018 4:19 PM

3 except in a historic district or building, marquee letter signs are a thing of the past and most of the
time are not maintained properly. There could be exceptions for historical consideration, but
generally, should not be allowed.

11/15/2018 3:23 PM

4 Large and/or internally lit monument signs are ugly 11/14/2018 1:11 PM

5 Again, not trashy 11/14/2018 1:11 PM

6 Limit these 11/14/2018 12:18 PM

7 Avoid signs that look like the 1950s. They cheapen our neighborhood. 11/9/2018 9:53 PM

8 Monument signs are great but the use of white board and cheap Office letters looks CHEAP!
Monument signs should have a contemporary and sophisticated look, NOT cheap!

11/8/2018 8:12 PM

9 Remember we don't want to take up whole corner. 11/8/2018 3:26 PM

10 no 11/3/2018 9:43 AM

11 Why would these be inappropriate? 11/2/2018 11:15 PM

12 Lower is better, less distracting from businesses themselves and our beautiful surroundings. 11/1/2018 10:47 AM

13 I prefer signs that reduce visual pollution 10/27/2018 7:33 AM

14 no 10/25/2018 6:34 PM

15 monument signs should not be made from wood. 10/25/2018 3:03 PM

16 Make them uniform throughout the city 10/25/2018 11:13 AM

17 N/A 10/25/2018 9:48 AM

18 As long as there is NO blockage for traffic view, they're good 10/25/2018 8:49 AM

19 Size matters with monument signs. They should not be out of proportion with the surroundings. 10/25/2018 8:37 AM

20 We don't need huge signs. 10/24/2018 5:28 PM

21 Look white trashy 10/24/2018 3:10 PM

22 Size shouldn’t be too large 10/21/2018 6:59 PM

23 9 bucks to cut my kids hair. Nice! 10/21/2018 6:36 PM

24 I'm not big on the signs where letters must be inserted. 10/20/2018 6:30 AM

25 #49--sign does not appear to be near to the business 10/19/2018 9:09 AM

26 Impedes visibility 10/19/2018 5:19 AM

27 All would be fine, as long as it fits the overall style that particular area of the city. 10/19/2018 5:16 AM

28 Too old fashioned. Westminster design should be simple, minimalistic and modern. 10/18/2018 7:16 PM

29 No 10/18/2018 5:01 PM

30 Signs signs every where a sign 10/18/2018 4:50 PM

31 #51 I'm not sure I like the idea of advertising in a sign 10/7/2018 11:44 AM

32 Again, nothing oversized or gaudy 9/30/2018 6:58 AM
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33 Size and landscaping make a difference. 9/27/2018 5:32 PM

34 Less appropriate are signs located away from business that can be distracting and overly
cluttering.

9/19/2018 11:25 PM

35 If you list individual businesses, make sure they're big enough to read. Also address and name of
"shopping center" helps.

9/6/2018 10:11 AM

36 Biggest potential problem with monuments is the sight lines that could be obscurred or impact
negatively resulting in a safety problem for drivers.

9/3/2018 6:27 PM

37 These manual type signs are too inviting to vandalism and inappropriate messaging. Electronic
signs would be preferred.

9/3/2018 10:59 AM

38 49 is not just being utilized as a monument sign but also as a type of directory, thus the ‘may be
inappropriate’.

8/30/2018 7:28 PM

39 All of these signs should be banned in our City. 8/30/2018 7:20 PM

40 All of these monument signs (except #48) are horrible examples of monument signs! 8/30/2018 6:29 AM

41 #49 is displeasing to the eye and too monstrous. 8/29/2018 10:35 AM

42 no 8/25/2018 1:35 PM

43 Other than Logo, neutral & tasteful color please 8/24/2018 9:28 PM

44 Essential to the context is will other enterprises occupying the same geography have opportunity
to participate on this style of signage?

8/24/2018 3:35 PM

45 I can see that my opinions are all over the place but particularly in this context. I think such signs
can be helpful for wayfinding but I woudl prefer to see some uniformity of design.

8/23/2018 3:48 PM

46 no 8/23/2018 11:52 AM

47 The sign shouldn't be bigger than the need to identify the business 8/17/2018 8:15 PM

48 no 8/17/2018 3:46 PM

49 No 8/16/2018 6:04 PM

50 The signs with the messages created with individual plastic letters seem cheap and unattractive. 8/16/2018 4:06 PM

51 sign litter 8/11/2018 6:38 PM

52 Please raise the height restrictions on monument signs 8/11/2018 3:18 PM

53 Not a fan of the marquee style where letters are accessible and can be easily messed with or
stolen to display inappropriate info.

8/10/2018 6:41 PM

54 Setback requirements are necessary with this type of sign so that dirver sight lines are not
adversely affected for traffic safety rules. Size restrictions sould be in place, especially height
rules. You showed no electronic signs in this category, I wonder why. However, I would say that
electronic, brightly lit signs of this type are the most inappropriate.

8/10/2018 4:36 PM

55 Great if simple and logos are prominent -- easy to spot and access quickly. Not wild about the sign
promoting prices -- cluttered. Now: the Blizzard flavor is necessary.

8/9/2018 9:17 PM

56 49 is in disrepair, might sustain wind damage & cause hazards. 8/9/2018 9:00 PM

57 Avoid missing/ misused letters or characters 8/9/2018 8:51 PM

58 Again, maintenance requirements are essential in these types of signs, as I repaired damage
really affects the impression of the area

8/9/2018 6:44 PM

59 #51 is kind of shoddy looking but it is not out of character with other signs in the city. 8/9/2018 6:29 PM

60 Signs 47, 50 and 51could be okay but only if the city is getting paid a large sum from the
advertiser. 48 is too big for what it's advertising and 49 is ugly and unkempt but if it's a different
color and the advertisers are willing pay for it, I guess it could be okay.

8/9/2018 5:48 PM

61 font in some of these is too narrow- difficult to read, some signs are too busy. Short, readable is
better.

8/9/2018 4:28 PM
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62 Care needs to be taken to not obstruct views of those who don't own/use the sign. Additionally, if
the sign are blocking entrances or exits into or out of a roadway, the sign size should be restricted
so as to allow for safe entrances and exits.

8/9/2018 4:24 PM

63 Monument signs are great if the business desires to utilize any of these examples. 8/9/2018 10:25 AM

64 A lot of these signs look like their for individual business and do not combine names onto one sign.
This could become very cluttered.

8/2/2018 7:23 AM

65 Prefer solid base that meets the bottom of the sign face 8/2/2018 7:01 AM

66 Monument signs need appropriate designt o be affective 8/2/2018 6:48 AM

67 Consider design and compatibility with buildings onsite 8/1/2018 4:15 PM
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Q58 Do you have any additional comments to add for Mural Signs?
Answered: 88 Skipped: 525

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Like local art 11/15/2018 8:12 PM

2 Perhaps okay in "art" district, however not in most districts 11/15/2018 3:24 PM

3 Must be maintained and “beautify” streetscape. Don’t be ugly just to make a statement. 11/14/2018 1:13 PM

4 Fun, like the yellow wall in Denver. Nice place for pictures. 11/14/2018 1:12 PM

5 Encourage the arts 11/10/2018 5:36 PM

6 They look awful! No "in your face" signs. Be tasteful! 11/9/2018 9:53 PM

7 Murals are amazing, more, more, more! 11/8/2018 9:52 PM

8 Murals, so long as they do NOT depict Extreme Political biases or offensive material are
wonderful. Murals are a great way to add an artistic and creative flare to the city and would make
for a wonderful addition to Westminster so long as there are some clear guidelines for the content
to not offend the majority of residents.

11/8/2018 8:15 PM

9 #57 toooo busy 11/8/2018 3:28 PM

10 no 11/3/2018 9:44 AM

11 Thanks for shutting down my mural...in the ARTS DISTRICT!!! 11/2/2018 11:16 PM

12 I would love to see more mural signs on businesses. Especially in the historic Westminster arts
district

11/2/2018 10:53 PM

13 As long as the mural has some artistic content/quality and isn't too huge. 11/1/2018 4:45 PM

14 done with class and friendly expression makes it artsy 11/1/2018 2:26 PM

15 No a huge fan of murals, but I know studies show they increase positivity in an area. It would
depend on the context and maintenance.

11/1/2018 10:49 AM

16 Murals that are smaller seem okay, but larger murals can become an eye sore 10/30/2018 3:10 PM

17 I actually quite like these, though I realize not everyone would. 10/29/2018 7:56 PM

18 Art should have to be approved and needs to enhance less visually appealing areas. 10/29/2018 7:40 AM

19 Most large scale mural signage I've encountered around the world are located in 'lower class'
neighborhoods.

10/25/2018 8:33 PM

20 no 10/25/2018 6:35 PM

21 this is westminster and NOT NYC 10/25/2018 3:04 PM

22 The success of #55 depends entirely on creativity and execution. While I'm not opposed to such
blatant signage, I have doubts as to how many companies can pull off a successful campaign like
the one in the photo.

10/25/2018 9:50 AM

23 The context will likely play a large role on Mural signage in how appropriate or not it is. 10/25/2018 8:51 AM

24 can be very attractive and looks upscale 10/25/2018 8:35 AM

25 Do not think ‘graffiti’ signage looks good at all in our city; cheapens city and makes it look grungy 10/24/2018 8:17 PM

26 I like a bit of creativity in a sea of big box SAME SAME SAME stores. Similar to Keep Austin
Weird, you might Make Westminster a Little More Interesting :D

10/24/2018 6:22 PM

27 We should showcase the creativity of our local artists. 10/24/2018 5:29 PM

28 Love mural signs, but they too can get too big. 10/24/2018 4:53 PM

29 When done by a professional artists [aka done well] these give an energy to the area. 10/24/2018 3:40 PM
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30 Looks trashy and wears terribly 10/24/2018 3:18 PM

31 No problem with them as long as they don't get graffittied 10/24/2018 2:59 PM

32 Mural signs can be wonderful; depends on color scheme and quality of mural artist. 10/22/2018 6:20 AM

33 Size matters... bigger isn't better 10/20/2018 3:28 PM

34 No 10/20/2018 6:30 AM

35 I like murals but, maybe downtown Westminster should hold up on this idea until there is a reason
to express something artistically on such a vast scale.

10/19/2018 3:01 PM

36 Mural signs are better than graffiti though, so if they prevent graffiti, then I'm all for them 10/19/2018 2:42 PM

37 Love, love, love the mural art in the city. Any additions make a positive vibe for the city. 10/19/2018 5:17 AM

38 Don’t like murals 10/18/2018 7:53 PM

39 Subtle colors and designs are better for Westminster. 10/18/2018 7:17 PM

40 These should be encouraged and not penalized. They limited sign area should not apply to
creative designs that create visual interest. A design review process should review these (not just
one planner at his/her desk)

10/16/2018 8:35 PM

41 I'm not a fan of murals on public buildings 10/7/2018 11:46 AM

42 Occasionally these signs can be artful, but usually ugly 9/30/2018 6:59 AM

43 Size and quality of artwork make all the difference. 9/27/2018 5:34 PM

44 54, 55 - too urban or big city 9/20/2018 6:43 AM

45 The more art you can incorporate art into design and layout, the better! 9/6/2018 10:15 AM

46 Murals as signs (not dsplays of art) have the greated risk of abuse. However, when used in specific
areas they can important. These signs over a certain size (your problem to state) should be
affirmed by a neighborhood, and not left to the owner of a property, so that it fits with the decorum
of the immediate vicinty of the mural. Care should be taken to remove blatant advertising from
murals, limiting the wording to just titles or names.

9/3/2018 6:32 PM

47 I don't like these signs at all. Again look very cheap. 8/30/2018 7:21 PM

48 More public art please! 8/29/2018 10:36 AM

49 55 is just too much 8/25/2018 1:36 PM

50 Nothing outlandish please- it's Distracting 8/24/2018 9:29 PM

51 Context, context, context! 8/24/2018 3:36 PM

52 Mostly looks like graffiti 8/23/2018 6:31 PM

53 I do not object to murals as art to beautify or make a statement about an area. I do not have a
great appreciation for mural signs used to identify businesses. These types of signs seem to
deteriorate quickly and become eyesores.

8/23/2018 3:52 PM

54 I am not a fan of mural signs. 8/23/2018 3:31 PM

55 no 8/23/2018 11:53 AM

56 like to see mor of this. 8/20/2018 3:58 PM

57 I love the pop and art vibe of mural signs 8/18/2018 1:39 PM

58 I love wall art even if its advertising, it really dresses up the street. 8/17/2018 8:16 PM

59 no 8/17/2018 3:47 PM

60 No 8/16/2018 6:06 PM

61 These signs are very artistic and unique. 8/16/2018 4:07 PM

62 Love the artistic flare with these murals. I'm 100 percent okay with this around the city. We,
frankly, need more.

8/14/2018 9:51 AM

63 These are appropriate in a downtown area or other area with art culture 8/12/2018 3:41 AM
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64 "My God" 8/11/2018 6:39 PM

65 westminster should utilize local artists for more public art and murals 8/11/2018 2:52 PM

66 Location dependent - can change character of neighborhood 8/11/2018 2:31 PM

67 I do not like murals 8/11/2018 10:13 AM

68 Context matters, however I really do LIKE the creativity some of those display! 8/10/2018 6:31 PM

69 Street Art (aka mural signs) are becoming more common -- just look at RiNo in Denver! If it is 'art' it
should be allowed in specified places. If it is grafitti (tagging) it should be outlawed everywhere.
However the key to making this work is to encourage it in designated areas (where the majority of
owners are in favor of it) and exclude it in other areas. It should not be allowed, for example, on
your next door neighbor's garage door. I don't think rules should stifle someone's creativity, but
there is a difference on where such creative expressions fit the neighboring standards. Then too, if
it is infact ART -- street art, outdoor art, etc., is has a place. If it is purely a sign with commercial,
business, or informational information, I think that is innappropriate for Westminster today.

8/10/2018 4:47 PM

70 i would much rather see mural signs than graffiti so if they help, go for it 8/10/2018 11:24 AM

71 These would be great for the 'artsy' section of our city, and I hope that section can be revitalized
enough to have buildings like these

8/10/2018 9:46 AM

72 Who decides between trash graffiti and true art? Who determines the quality? Could end up
having painted walls everywhere, even ugly inappropriate paintings.

8/10/2018 6:34 AM

73 Nice! Arty; convey business flavor and i.d. very creatively. Easy to remember and locate. 8/9/2018 9:18 PM

74 55 looks like it has vehicles in the parking lot painted to match. Those spaces are now unusable by
the public: it's too much.

8/9/2018 9:02 PM

75 Maybe in the art district but not for general Westminster 8/9/2018 8:52 PM

76 No thank you to murals! 8/9/2018 6:52 PM

77 As advertising they are inappropriate. As signs to delineate a business, they’re more appropriate,
but can’t look like billboards. As art, anything goes.

8/9/2018 6:46 PM

78 #53 and 54 could work in the art area of Westminster but not elsewhere. 8/9/2018 6:31 PM

79 I love the idea of the murals but if they get "graffitied", that would be totally unacceptable and
Westminster would have to control the content as well.

8/9/2018 5:50 PM

80 Murals add to the culture and beauty of our city. 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

81 Mural signs generally seem appropriate as long as content is not offensive and maintained in good
condition.

8/9/2018 3:54 PM

82 I love colorful artwork on walls-seems to be the trendy thing now 8/9/2018 3:13 PM

83 More art than ad 8/9/2018 2:40 PM

84 Murals are not signs! They're art, and they're usually wonderful, as these examples demonstrate. 8/9/2018 2:29 PM

85 We need more murals in Westminster, take away any limits in these. 8/9/2018 10:25 AM

86 Love the randomness of the mural to add a "splash of color." I think it's important to define the
edges of the mural, visually speaking.

8/2/2018 7:03 AM

87 Murals are a great space filler and can bring life to an area if done right 8/2/2018 6:49 AM

88 Allow on side and rear elevations, with limits on front elevations 8/1/2018 4:17 PM
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Q64 Do you have any additional comments to add for Pole/Billboard
Signs?

Answered: 81 Skipped: 532

# RESPONSES DATE

1 large sign on 63 too close to power lines 11/15/2018 9:56 PM

2 Billboards in general look trashy 11/15/2018 8:13 PM

3 #59 - near a highway only 11/15/2018 6:51 PM

4 There are a few billboards in Westminter and that's okay; I would not want many more. 11/14/2018 9:49 PM

5 Most loo large and internal lit- obtrusive to streetscape 11/14/2018 1:14 PM

6 It’s our downtown, not a gas stop off the interstate 11/14/2018 1:12 PM

7 Too darn big! OK for Interstate highways, not Westminster. 11/9/2018 9:55 PM

8 Billboards are great but there should be a size restriction to not overpower the street. In addition,
classic Billboards should look modern and of high quality materials, specifically the frame and
metal construction. These signs can add value to the advertiser and business and to the
community so long as they are NOT overwhelming in size!

11/8/2018 8:17 PM

9 #61 is best out of pole signs 11/8/2018 3:30 PM

10 no 11/3/2018 9:45 AM

11 Finally one I don't like. I really don't think we should have those huge billboards with random
advertisements. They do not benefit local business.

11/2/2018 11:18 PM

12 too billboard like 11/1/2018 2:27 PM

13 Don’t go high, and please don’t go big!! It makes an area look so run down and messy. We are not
a highway town that relies on interstate traffic, please don’t make us look like one :)

11/1/2018 10:51 AM

14 these billboards are not as contemporary and can be too large 10/30/2018 3:11 PM

15 Don't generally like the big ones. 10/29/2018 7:56 PM

16 Pole/billboard signs a necessary evil but I prefer they be shorter and smaller. 10/29/2018 11:03 AM

17 NO on the large signs - make the city look cheap 10/26/2018 1:52 PM

18 4 signs for the highway and 1 set of signs that wont convey enough information for anybody to
understand. Again, look outside your state/country for something with taste please.

10/25/2018 8:37 PM

19 no 10/25/2018 6:35 PM

20 The first image is large, obnoxious, typically blocks views, and is generally an eyesore. 10/25/2018 12:29 PM

21 N/A 10/25/2018 9:51 AM

22 #'s 59, 61, & 63 signs, in most cases I would not want to see these on normal traffic streets,
limited to HWYs and such.

10/25/2018 8:55 AM

23 can be overwhelming 10/25/2018 8:36 AM

24 Pole signs and billboards are less aestetically pleasing especially in the city. They are probably
fine along a highway

10/24/2018 6:59 PM

25 We have a pole billboard sign in our neighborhood it is neglected terribly and makes neighborhood
look trashy

10/24/2018 6:23 PM

26 Hate all of the pole / billboard signs. Way too ostentatious 10/24/2018 5:30 PM

27 I don't see our city as having billboard signs to bulky and cluttered 10/24/2018 3:00 PM
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28 These are hideous eyesores that are only good along stretches of highway needing to get travelers
in

10/22/2018 6:21 AM

29 All depends on size and business, I don’t like the gas sign 10/21/2018 7:01 PM

30 What's not to like about signs... 10/21/2018 6:38 PM

31 Aesthetics... pleasing to the eye, in keeping with the architectural design of the area 10/20/2018 3:30 PM

32 No 10/20/2018 6:31 AM

33 #59--is Westminster Promenade---Developer had the City in his pocket so this crap could happen 10/19/2018 9:17 AM

34 Subtle signage better communicates Westminster’s cool vibe and cool community. 10/18/2018 7:19 PM

35 Large billboard signs would be acceptable along I-25 10/18/2018 1:19 PM

36 Location, location, location! 9/27/2018 5:36 PM

37 No billboards - they block the view 9/20/2018 6:44 AM

38 Too tall is not good 9/6/2018 10:16 AM

39 Too Tall 9/4/2018 8:20 AM

40 Size in relation to the setting is important. The Gas Station sign near a freeway may be fine, but
not in the New Downtown or a mostly residential area. The height of these signs is also not
appropriate in residential areas, or even in smaller strip mall scenarios. Somehow the area of
signage needs limits.

9/3/2018 6:35 PM

41 Are there regulations for size and height? 8/30/2018 7:52 PM

42 These actively detract from the visual landscape and should be limited 8/30/2018 6:32 AM

43 Most of these are way to large for Westminster. Billboards are unnecessary and, in my opinion,
send a industrial message that is unlike Westminster.

8/29/2018 10:39 AM

44 59 is just too big for most of Westminster 8/25/2018 1:38 PM

45 figure out how to regulate tasteful signs - city covenants? 8/24/2018 9:32 PM

46 Large scale billboard signs such as 59 and 63 seem to be larger than necessary for Westminster. I
would only allow signs such as 61 when they are historic or of cultural significance for an area;
otherwise, and for new billboard signs, I woudl prefer to see some unifiormity of design. The
Texaco sign borders on appearing to be larger than necessary in our community since most area
speed limits do not require that one see a sign from very far away. It is generally neutral but I think
it could be incorprated in to a possible uniform design style for the city.

8/23/2018 3:57 PM

47 I think before approving Pole/ Billboard signs the powers that be have to carefully consider where it
will be placed.

8/23/2018 3:33 PM

48 no 8/23/2018 11:54 AM

49 Business signs do not need to be bigger than is necessary to identify the establishment 8/17/2018 8:18 PM

50 no 8/17/2018 3:48 PM

51 Do not like overly large signs 8/17/2018 1:33 AM

52 No 8/16/2018 6:08 PM

53 These are old-fashoned and ugly. It's like they are meant to be noticed by passing traffic from a
great distance.

8/16/2018 4:08 PM

54 Generally, these don't belong in Westminster 8/16/2018 11:52 AM

55 Large billboard signs should be limited to major roadways. 8/15/2018 11:02 AM

56 Tall signs are easier to see from a distance, making the business easier to find, especially when
near an interstate highway.

8/11/2018 7:26 PM

57 OK for strip malls! 8/11/2018 6:41 PM

58 Don't care for those signs 8/11/2018 10:14 AM

59 Basic rectangle design appropriate only off highways. 8/10/2018 6:42 PM
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60 Some areas of Westminster should NOT display Billboards. We have a number of panoramic and
strikng vistas and viewing points. A clear line of sight to the beauty of the mountains and foothills is
a selling point for what makes our community so attractive!!

8/10/2018 6:34 PM

61 Billboard signs have a long history, and have been rarely addressed by rules, it appears. Besides
overall size rules that depend on location, the appropriate/inappropriate mix has more to do about
what the sign is blocking or obscuring that what it does as a sign. Setbacks are required (sixe
dependent), open space encompassing the sign, and "by neighborhood" rules should be in place.
In an urban context, most billboard signs are inappropriate and that applies to most of
Westminster.

8/10/2018 5:01 PM

62 I am not a fan of big billboard signs. To me, they are for attracting interstate highway travelers 8/10/2018 9:49 AM

63 Size makes a difference. Big enough to help someone locate a business, but not so big that the
entire purpose is advertising - see me - buy me.

8/10/2018 6:36 AM

64 Appropriate when serving to i.d. the business location -- not just a random billboard. 8/9/2018 9:20 PM

65 62 is showing signs of wear; if it's kept cleaner & maintained, it's ok. 59's type is totally
unacceptable.

8/9/2018 9:06 PM

66 Do not allow empty or damaged pole signs to remain standing like those on Federal around 92nd. 8/9/2018 8:54 PM

67 SIZE matters. So does brightness. 8/9/2018 6:47 PM

68 In general, these signs are kind of shoddy looking and don't increase the city's image. 8/9/2018 6:32 PM

69 Don't use video boards with billboards. Billboards should avoid blocking views for others (think
mountains, etc.)

8/9/2018 6:30 PM

70 Number 60 is nicely done. The others are all too high for our city. 8/9/2018 5:52 PM

71 I don't like the electronic ones where the ad changes. I find them distracting, especially while
driving.

8/9/2018 5:24 PM

72 Some of these are just ugly. 8/9/2018 4:30 PM

73 These are unattractive, particularly when there are too many in an area. 8/9/2018 4:09 PM

74 The size of pole signs should be limited in height & size in most residential/retail areas. 8/9/2018 3:58 PM

75 These kind of signs are awfully big 8/9/2018 3:14 PM

76 I've lived in no-billboards cities twice, and it really adds to the quality of life. 8/9/2018 2:31 PM

77 If pole signs work for the location and business, let them use it. 8/9/2018 10:26 AM

78 The promenade has pole signs that have signs and some that just have art. The picture is
misleading.

8/2/2018 8:06 AM

79 The only place we should allow pole signs are tall signs for highway-adjacent applications--and
even there, we must be cognizant of what is around the sign area (e.g., don't want to tower over
someone's back yard)

8/2/2018 7:06 AM

80 Pole signs and billboard signs do not fit the design elements of Westminster 8/2/2018 6:50 AM

81 Depends on context 8/1/2018 4:18 PM
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Q70 Do you have any additional comments to add for Projecting Signs?
Answered: 60 Skipped: 553

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Extra large signs should be on a large building in on a large lot 11/15/2018 8:16 PM

2 Fun not boring 11/14/2018 1:21 PM

3 Needs to be scaled to building, not too big and in public space 11/14/2018 1:15 PM

4 Keep them down to a sensible size, be tasteful. 11/9/2018 9:56 PM

5 Projecting signs are creative and interesting and are great so long as they are not too large. Size
restrictions please!

11/8/2018 8:19 PM

6 no 11/3/2018 9:45 AM

7 There should be more of these. 11/2/2018 11:20 PM

8 They just cannot be too large 11/1/2018 4:47 PM

9 very nice expressions 11/1/2018 2:28 PM

10 These signs have a “village” feel about them, it feels warm & homey. 11/1/2018 10:52 AM

11 no 10/25/2018 6:36 PM

12 N/A 10/25/2018 9:51 AM

13 I am placing all of these in a "neutral" position ... I believe they are appropriate with the right SIZE
and content.

10/25/2018 8:57 AM

14 can be overwhelming 10/25/2018 8:37 AM

15 Lovely 10/24/2018 6:24 PM

16 Signs should be artistic and classy, not too commercial. This is not Vegas. 10/24/2018 5:31 PM

17 These are lovely in a downtown type area 10/24/2018 3:41 PM

18 Where's the Batman sign? 10/21/2018 6:38 PM

19 I find the permanent structures much more pleasing to the eye than the LETTERING announcing
events and dates... those are hideous

10/20/2018 3:33 PM

20 No 10/20/2018 6:32 AM

21 Same comment as marquee signs 10/19/2018 3:02 PM

22 View to the sky should be unrestricted, most of these are eye sores 10/19/2018 9:20 AM

23 Like “artistic” projecting signs 10/18/2018 7:54 PM

24 These communicate a nice cozy community feeling. 10/18/2018 7:20 PM

25 Brings character to a bland cityscape. 10/18/2018 1:20 PM

26 Home town style is important. I don't like the type face advertisement on #65. 10/7/2018 11:48 AM

27 Ok only if artful 9/30/2018 7:01 AM

28 Size and location matter. 9/27/2018 5:38 PM

29 Proportion to the building, walkway, and adjacent buildings is the key to getting it right. 9/3/2018 6:36 PM

30 Good for nature, less is more? 8/30/2018 7:35 PM

31 It may be difficult to find a balance regarding appropriate size. #68 seems like it has too much
volume, try to limit the depth/volume of projecting signs

8/30/2018 6:33 AM

32 no 8/25/2018 1:38 PM
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33 Westminster is not a resort destination - stress community 8/24/2018 9:33 PM

34 The projecting signs that I am less opposed to have less lighting than the ones I find to be likely
inappropriate. I think such signs can add character to an area. While lighting would be needed at
night, I would prefer minimal lighting or an non-illumiated projecting sign, unless the sign had
historic or cultural importance to a neighborhood.

8/23/2018 4:00 PM

35 no 8/23/2018 11:55 AM

36 Cute, artistic signs add to the environment. 8/17/2018 8:19 PM

37 no 8/17/2018 3:49 PM

38 No 8/16/2018 6:10 PM

39 These signs are unique, attractive, and they look expensive. Classy! 8/16/2018 4:09 PM

40 These could all work in Westminster, but some are better than others. 8/16/2018 11:53 AM

41 OK 8/11/2018 6:43 PM

42 Difficult to distinguish the difference from some other types. 8/11/2018 2:32 PM

43 Easier to see 8/11/2018 10:15 AM

44 The projection distance needs to be defined in relationship to the building size, proximity to
streets, walkways, trees, streetlights, etc. need to be defined. Proportionality to building or wall
size should be a consideration.

8/10/2018 5:01 PM

45 i think projecting signs should be subtle 8/10/2018 11:26 AM

46 Depends on the amount of light, as previously mentioned 8/10/2018 9:50 AM

47 Must be well designed and attractive to the eye. Helpful to locate a place as you are driving down
the street.

8/10/2018 6:37 AM

48 All examples great, 8/9/2018 9:21 PM

49 High winds can cause damage to signs, resulting in hazards. 8/9/2018 9:06 PM

50 Creativity allows a business to stand out and be noticed 8/9/2018 8:55 PM

51 Size is important - and again, maintenance requirements 8/9/2018 6:48 PM

52 These are generally classy looking, although they can look pretty retro. 8/9/2018 6:33 PM

53 Numbers 66 and 68 are too large. 8/9/2018 5:54 PM

54 They’re nice 8/9/2018 3:16 PM

55 Projecting signs are often charming, as these examples show. 8/9/2018 2:32 PM

56 Projecting signs are beautiful and should absolutely be utilized by anyone desiring to do so. 8/9/2018 10:27 AM

57 Context of where they are going 8/2/2018 8:07 AM

58 N/A 8/2/2018 7:07 AM

59 The first image had an appropriate design and structure but I did not like the removable lettering
message board

8/2/2018 6:51 AM

60 Allow in any urban context 8/1/2018 4:18 PM
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Q76 Do you have any additional comments to add for Roof Signs?
Answered: 57 Skipped: 556

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:17 PM

2 #74 - near a highway only 11/15/2018 6:52 PM

3 The Springhill Suites sign is not a roof sign. It is on the wall below the roofline of the building. The
Gibson sign is also not a "roof" sign in the traditional sense. It is a wall sign that extends above the
roofline of the building. Most cities do not allow a sign on the roof or above the roofline.

11/15/2018 3:32 PM

4 I don't think it makes sense to treat billboards on roofs differently than stand-alone billboards. 11/14/2018 9:51 PM

5 No billboards 11/14/2018 1:21 PM

6 Lady Bird Johnson worked hard to clear away ugly billboards, don’t allow back. Their signs need to
be in scale with bldg.

11/14/2018 1:17 PM

7 The springhill suites sign wouldn't be considered a roof sign. Unless the purpose is to restore a
historic roof sign, roof signs seem unnecessary when there are other potential, more appropriate
locations for sign mounting

11/12/2018 12:20 PM

8 They should be clear, brief, not "in your face." 11/9/2018 9:58 PM

9 Billboard roof banners do NOT belong anywhere in Westminster - they are too large and UGLY!
Westminster is NOT Old Detroit! Other roof banners are great so long as they are size restricted -
NOT too large!

11/8/2018 8:20 PM

10 no 11/3/2018 9:46 AM

11 Again, giant billboards with random advertisements don't help local business. 11/2/2018 11:21 PM

12 Not a fan, they go too high. Keep our skyline as low as possible for our great views. 11/1/2018 10:54 AM

13 No billboards at all 10/27/2018 7:53 AM

14 NO billboards 10/26/2018 1:53 PM

15 no 10/25/2018 6:37 PM

16 N/A 10/25/2018 9:52 AM

17 An extension above the roof becomes an addition, that distracts from the building itself, to me not
acceptable.

10/25/2018 8:59 AM

18 Some are way too big 10/25/2018 8:06 AM

19 They are fine if they are advertising a business. Maybe less so if they were promoting some
message or agenda

10/24/2018 7:02 PM

20 Ugly signage such as billboard types are just eye sores. They look temporary and do not fit the
architectural style of the buildings they are mounted on

10/20/2018 3:35 PM

21 No 10/20/2018 6:32 AM

22 Don’t like roof signs at all..eyesore 10/18/2018 7:55 PM

23 Clean simple modern design is most effective and blends well with the feel of Westminster. 10/18/2018 7:21 PM

24 No bill boards please! #74 10/7/2018 11:50 AM

25 Not a fan of large billboards 9/27/2018 5:41 PM

26 74 - no billboards, even on roofs 9/20/2018 6:46 AM

27 Straight up billboards on a roof definitely not for Westminster 9/19/2018 11:28 PM

28 Mostly ugly and not a fit for Westminster 9/3/2018 6:37 PM
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29 While #75 seems to be incorporated well into the building design, allowing this type of sign could
lead to all signs along a street to look like this, which would be unacceptable as a whole. I think a
main take away would be to have variety in sign types

8/30/2018 6:36 AM

30 I like the signs that identify the business bot not those are just advertising. 8/29/2018 2:10 PM

31 Regulate the aesthetic appearance of our city 8/24/2018 9:35 PM

32 The roof signs that I find inappropriate are very large--74 is a billboard, which seems totally
inappropriate for Westminster. I object to 75 due to size and the lighting. I understand that lighting
is important for night visibility but I am interested in preserving night skies and so would like
brightness to be regulated. 72 seems to e larger than necessary for our area. 71 is unattractive
and reminds me that I would like to see some level of uniformity required of signage.

8/23/2018 4:05 PM

33 no 8/23/2018 11:56 AM

34 Gauche, over the top signs add noting to the local decor 8/17/2018 8:20 PM

35 no 8/17/2018 3:50 PM

36 No 8/16/2018 6:12 PM

37 No billboards please! 8/16/2018 4:10 PM

38 I don’t think these have the right character for the city 8/12/2018 3:44 AM

39 Limits on density for this type of sign should be considered. Too many becomes a visual jumble
and blocks the natural view.

8/10/2018 6:37 PM

40 Those not truly on the roof should be lumped into other categories -- #72 (marquee), #73 & #75
(wall signs). All signs mounted on the roof or eave edge are inappropriate for Westminister.

8/10/2018 5:01 PM

41 roof signs should be limited in size 8/10/2018 11:27 AM

42 I'm not in favor of signs that add height to a building, obscuring the skyline view 8/10/2018 9:52 AM

43 How can you not look at these signs without looking at 'readability' as that is what signs are all
about

8/10/2018 7:52 AM

44 Please stay away from the appearance of big road signs like billboards. 8/10/2018 6:39 AM

45 No 8/9/2018 9:22 PM

46 72, 73, 75 look sturdy enough to withstand high winds & remain intact. 74's type is totally
unacceptable.

8/9/2018 9:07 PM

47 Do they have to be so HUGE? 8/9/2018 6:49 PM

48 Billboards on top of roofs are probably not appropriate. 8/9/2018 6:32 PM

49 72 is too big even for a "superstore". 74 is a billboard and is too old style. 75 is a little too large and
has too many different styled words

8/9/2018 5:59 PM

50 Billboards make the area seem run down 8/9/2018 3:17 PM

51 Should refer to the business in the building 8/9/2018 2:42 PM

52 I think roof signs are VERY hard to do well, and the Springhill Suites example isn't really a roof
sign, which is why I like it best.

8/9/2018 2:33 PM

53 #74 is flat out ugly. Should not be utilized. 8/9/2018 10:28 AM

54 Some of these are already allowed under code. May be necessary to explain that to people now. 8/2/2018 8:09 AM

55 Do not like "above roof line," but okay if backed by wall or parapet 8/2/2018 7:09 AM

56 Roof signs are difficult to allow AND achieve an appropriate design. 8/2/2018 6:52 AM

57 Allowance depends more on design than context 8/1/2018 4:19 PM
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Q82 Do you have any additional comments to add for Sculptural Signs?
Answered: 52 Skipped: 561

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:18 PM

2 Adding a sculptural element to it doesn't make it not a billboard. 11/14/2018 9:52 PM

3 Fun is better. Don’t really like the North Face one. 11/14/2018 1:22 PM

4 No billboards! Again, keep other signage in scale with bldg and scape (larger towards roads,
smaller towards pedestrians)

11/14/2018 1:19 PM

5 Be tasteful, no huge signs sticking out. 11/9/2018 9:59 PM

6 Sculptural signs are wonderful but they need to be SMALL to MEDIUM in size - NOT GIANT signs
with HUGE UGLY NOSES painted across an ENTIRE city corner! Keep the size down and all is
good!

11/8/2018 8:22 PM

7 over doing it 11/8/2018 3:33 PM

8 no 11/3/2018 9:47 AM

9 These are great! Businesses should be able to do this! 11/2/2018 11:23 PM

10 They should not be 3D sculptures of objects protruding from buildings. 11/1/2018 4:49 PM

11 Size matter. Too big is ugly. 11/1/2018 10:55 AM

12 size perimeters would be necessary 10/30/2018 3:13 PM

13 NO large signs 10/26/2018 1:54 PM

14 no 10/25/2018 6:37 PM

15 N/A 10/25/2018 9:52 AM

16 Again, size of signage would make it appropriate or not 10/25/2018 9:00 AM

17 adds character 10/25/2018 8:39 AM

18 Hahahaaa 80 10/24/2018 6:28 PM

19 You lost me 50 signs ago 10/21/2018 6:39 PM

20 They should be only used to distinguish a business that exists in the vicinity. Not commentary. 10/20/2018 3:38 PM

21 No 10/20/2018 6:33 AM

22 Artistic signage is great for Westminster. Communicates our unique community. 10/18/2018 7:22 PM

23 Sculptural is fin as long as it is not too big or obnoxious as #80 10/7/2018 11:51 AM

24 80 - Westminster is not Denver 9/20/2018 6:47 AM

25 Confusing bunch of signs -- not all what I would consider sculptural. Do they announce, direct, etc.,
or are they art. We don't need these, so liminate them.

9/3/2018 6:39 PM

26 Too overwhelming for our City. 8/30/2018 7:23 PM

27 nothing obnoxious Or TRENDY, please 8/24/2018 9:36 PM

28 Unless they are of historic or cultural significance for a particular area, I am not in favor of most
sculpted signs. However, the smaller, simpler signs such as 81 and 79 are less objectional to me.
The 'park' sign, 78, is just dated.

8/23/2018 4:08 PM

29 no 8/23/2018 11:57 AM

30 Small cute signs are great, overbearing, in your face and over the top are just gauche and
Westmisnter is too small for them.

8/17/2018 8:22 PM
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31 no 8/17/2018 3:51 PM

32 No 8/16/2018 6:14 PM

33 Some of the examples are ugly and very specific to the business. They can be interesting though. 8/16/2018 4:12 PM

34 Where these are placed is as important as their design. 8/16/2018 11:55 AM

35 Size? 8/11/2018 6:45 PM

36 Not big and gawdy 8/11/2018 10:17 AM

37 Couldn't we put that nose sculpture on City Hall and NOT provide an explanation? 8/10/2018 6:38 PM

38 Mostly just ugly. No accounting for taste. 8/10/2018 5:03 PM

39 I like whimsical and artsy, but I downgraded signs due to size 8/10/2018 9:54 AM

40 If a name of a business can be displayed in a large one dimensional sign, I would prefer that type
of advertising.

8/10/2018 6:41 AM

41 80: Signs with text that wraps around corners are distracting to drivers. 79 may not be sturdy
enough to stay intact in high winds.

8/9/2018 9:08 PM

42 Would be nice to see more 8/9/2018 8:57 PM

43 Size, space it projects and where it is located should all be considered. Maybe approval on a case
by case basis?

8/9/2018 6:50 PM

44 Please preserve views of folks that are not the sign owner/user. 8/9/2018 6:33 PM

45 Number 78-neon signs went out of style long time ago. 80 and 81 are too large. 8/9/2018 6:02 PM

46 Non-traditional signs (murals, projecting, sculptural, etc) add character. 8/9/2018 4:02 PM

47 Should refer to the business in the building 8/9/2018 2:43 PM

48 Some of these could be put in the Projecting Signs category. 8/9/2018 2:35 PM

49 Who defines "sculptural"? 8/2/2018 8:10 AM

50 Scale is important--sign should "fit" in a given space without overpowering it 8/2/2018 7:11 AM

51 I love sculptural signs. They not only advertise but are memorable. 8/2/2018 6:53 AM

52 Encourage 8/1/2018 4:20 PM
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Q88 Do you have any additional comments to add for
Temporary/Portable/Sandwich Boards Signs?

Answered: 76 Skipped: 537

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:19 PM

2 All banners, flags, tents and yard signs should be based on a short term, temporary basis and not
allowed to be permanently placed.

11/15/2018 3:35 PM

3 There has to be time limits on portable signs otherwise they are just permanent signs. Too hard to
police, so becareful allowing these.

11/14/2018 6:22 PM

4 As long as they are temporary 11/14/2018 1:23 PM

5 No shabby temporary signage. Banners okay for temp business (holiday shop) but nothing
cluttering sidewalks and roadways.

11/14/2018 1:20 PM

6 size and quantity limitations may be a good idea 11/12/2018 12:22 PM

7 Temporary only, no multiple signs for same place 11/9/2018 10:01 PM

8 Paper and Cloth advertising on grass and sides of buildings are CHEAP AND UGLY! They do
NOTHING positive to add visual appeal and are an ineffective form of advertising. Virtually ALL the
examples on this page are NOT acceptable in Westminster!

11/8/2018 8:25 PM

9 no 11/3/2018 9:47 AM

10 These kind of signs help small businesses a lot. If they are against sign code then too bad, I'm
breaking the law!

11/2/2018 11:24 PM

11 get rid of banners!!!!!!!!! 11/1/2018 2:29 PM

12 Proximity to the thing advertised matter. On sidewalks next to the road - not okay. 11/1/2018 10:56 AM

13 timing restrictions on how long they can stay up 10/30/2018 8:16 PM

14 generally speaking i don't care for them, but sometimes can be necessary/ 10/30/2018 6:07 PM

15 They look junky 10/26/2018 1:54 PM

16 no 10/25/2018 6:38 PM

17 most of these type signs look cheap! not for westminster 10/25/2018 3:09 PM

18 N/A 10/25/2018 9:52 AM

19 none 10/25/2018 9:03 AM

20 86: Redundant ...all the rest, temporary is okay...small businesses need affordable signage 10/24/2018 6:31 PM

21 Small businesses use these a lot because they are affordable and a good way to advertise short
term. We should encourage and support our small businesses by allowing these.

10/24/2018 5:34 PM

22 Key thing here is temporary. The one I labeled inappropriate seemed like it would be there all the
time.

10/24/2018 4:58 PM

23 The style of sign 84 have a tendency to look like trash on the streets and they are not easy to read
while driving. You see these types of signs all over the place and they tend to advertise 'sketchy'
businesses so I don't have good associations with this type of sign.

10/24/2018 3:47 PM

24 Difficult to read/distracting to drivers 10/24/2018 3:21 PM

25 Trashy 10/24/2018 3:14 PM

26 Keep them to a min/max in crowded grassy locations 10/24/2018 3:02 PM

27 My concern is wind damaging the signs. 10/24/2018 3:00 PM
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28 The city does this, businesses should be able to. As long as these don’t (unreasonably) hinder
sidewalk access and come in each night, I’m okay with these

10/21/2018 7:04 PM

29 Where is the sign that says this survey is over? 10/21/2018 6:40 PM

30 There should be more latitude if a sign is truly temporary. Political signs for instance. 10/20/2018 6:35 AM

31 The signs that say they will buy your ugly home, etc are annoying! Signs for school fundraisers,
yard sales, etc. are fine though.

10/19/2018 5:22 AM

32 Tacky 10/18/2018 7:57 PM

33 This type of signage makes the street/neighborhood look too cluttered and communicates a sense
of chaos. It is not at all welcoming. It’s really just visual garbage.

10/18/2018 7:24 PM

34 Temporary banners should be just that temporary. Sandwich boards located at the business
location are appropriate.

10/18/2018 1:22 PM

35 Who relies on these signs? With the internet and so many other ways to draw attention does
anyone actual see one of these and feel prompted to go to the business?

10/16/2018 8:39 PM

36 Temporary signs should be just that. Too often they become fixtures. 9/27/2018 5:46 PM

37 The temporary signs look like trash and a lot of them wind up in the open space as trash when the
wind blows.

9/20/2018 6:48 AM

38 Temp signs are horrible around here, please step up enforcement/removal! 9/19/2018 11:29 PM

39 Temporary signs need to be just that - temporary. 7 day limit? 9/19/2018 9:38 PM

40 This is a tough one- hard to keep temporary signs looking classy 9/3/2018 9:23 PM

41 Must be on private property -- not sidewalks, along roadway, etc. 9/3/2018 6:40 PM

42 Temporary signs need to have time frames allowed and numbers of signs allowed that have the
same message within a specific distance/area.

9/3/2018 11:06 AM

43 All of these types of signs are inappropriate and litter our City. Please ban them if at all possible. Or
restrict size and the amount of time they can be displayed. If they are not taken care of, citations
should be given to owners.

8/30/2018 7:25 PM

44 The biggest problem with temporary signs is how to enforce their lifespan. 8/30/2018 6:42 AM

45 Stay clear of Cheap-looking signs (no "Food Truck nite") 8/24/2018 9:38 PM

46 Signs of this type that that are historic or culturally significant would likely be appropriate (I can
imagine 85 possibly being of that type). I think it is important that such signs only be used where
they do not obstruct traffic. I like to see daily specials on sandwich chalk boards at eateries;
however the use of 83, along the roadway seems inappropriate. 84 is awful but could perhaps be
permitted a few days before a special event but would have to be taken down immediately after
the event. 87 is problematic. It is obviously temporary but it is unattractive and seems mostly
inappropriate to me. The use of flags such as number 86 can be okay in some contexts but the
context shown seems inappropriate because of the large overhead sign nearby. I have appreciated
flags at some locations where the entry to the business area dose not have a directory. I think they
can be helpful in some contexts and just clutter in other contexts. I would not want to be tasked
with writing the regulattions.

8/23/2018 4:20 PM

47 no 8/23/2018 11:58 AM

48 Temporary signs should be allowed as both directional and informational and for a limited time. 8/17/2018 8:24 PM

49 no 8/17/2018 3:52 PM

50 No 8/16/2018 6:17 PM

51 I hope you can crack down on temporary signs around our city. 8/16/2018 4:13 PM

52 I like sandwich boards as long as they don't block a walkway - the give a great sense of place 8/16/2018 11:56 AM

53 The first example could have been moved over a bit further from the sidewalk. The second
example looked sloppy and could have been placed more neatly and, perhaps with a little more
spaced out.

8/11/2018 7:29 PM

54 They get in the way when walking past, litter! 8/11/2018 6:47 PM
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55 Temporary often stay beyond their time, blow around, look cheap. 8/11/2018 2:34 PM

56 Need to be time limits and location limits. Should not block traffic views (corners, too close to
sidewalks etc...), not impede foot traffic.

8/10/2018 6:46 PM

57 Timeliness matters along with weather considerations. Temporary signage can't blow into the stree
and become a traffic hazard, and "wire signage" (especially including electioneering materials)
must be picked up after a stated due-date..

8/10/2018 6:42 PM

58 Must be on private property(owned by the sign placer), not sidewalks, roadways, parks, street and
road easements (curbs), or driveways.

8/10/2018 5:06 PM

59 These temporary signs and billboards are often placed on the public right of way and sometimes
more than a dozen

8/10/2018 4:10 PM

60 can not block sideways and/or entrances and exits of buildings 8/10/2018 11:29 AM

61 These are all things that can blow over in the wind and hurt somebody or become trash 8/10/2018 9:56 AM

62 Maintenance, plus removal of temporary signs either at night or once the event is over. 8/10/2018 6:42 AM

63 Rarely pay attention to them while driving. Fine when walking down street or up to a business
when used to promote details of an event, menu, clever saying. Pretty much ignore the waving flag
things -- too many around anymore.

8/9/2018 9:24 PM

64 These can all easily be blown over/down by high winds, causing hazards. 8/9/2018 9:09 PM

65 These tend to be over-used and create a littered appearance at busy intersections but is suppose
the provide some value at a low cost

8/9/2018 8:59 PM

66 Can “temporary” be defined with the amount of time it is allowed to be displayed? A month, only
during open hours, only to advertise special events, etc

8/9/2018 6:52 PM

67 These aren't ideal but they are likely necessary on occasion and should be allowed with
restrictions, perhaps.

8/9/2018 6:35 PM

68 Temporary is temporary. If you are putting out the same sign repeatedly in the same place, that's
not temporary. Yard signs and similar are probably best for specific purpose or season (like
elections) then need to be taken down. The campaign advocated for should be some responsibility
for their removal/disposal.

8/9/2018 6:35 PM

69 IMO, temporary signs should have dates on them and only be standing for a very short while.
Some of these can be "take in at night" so to speak but they would not be considered temporary.

8/9/2018 6:06 PM

70 The signs should be placed in locations that do not impede walkways or prevent access for those
with disabilities

8/9/2018 5:28 PM

71 My main complaints with temp signs are having multiple (either same sign or different signs) in the
same area.

8/9/2018 4:05 PM

72 Westminster is windy. Portable signs should be heavy. 8/9/2018 2:47 PM

73 No feather signs. Gross!! They are usually left up as a permanent sign. Need more enforcement if
these are allowed.

8/2/2018 8:11 AM

74 Should not block ADA/Pedestrian/Cyclist/Vehicle travel lanes 8/2/2018 7:13 AM

75 I like sandwich board signs, but the top image was hard to choose because of the context shown.
Should we also show projection signs that are projected on the sidewalk?

8/2/2018 6:55 AM

76 Limit number, spacing and vary by context 8/1/2018 4:21 PM
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Q94 Do you have any additional comments to add for Under Canopy
Signs?

Answered: 32 Skipped: 581

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Clean looking 11/15/2018 8:20 PM

2 Some were OK for tourist towns, not our suburbs. 11/9/2018 10:02 PM

3 These type of signs are usually small and creative. All looks good here. 11/8/2018 8:25 PM

4 no 11/3/2018 9:48 AM

5 Nothing wrong with these. 11/2/2018 11:25 PM

6 look well done and informative 11/1/2018 2:30 PM

7 Again - size is important. Too big is not attractive. 11/1/2018 10:57 AM

8 no 10/25/2018 6:39 PM

9 N/A 10/25/2018 9:53 AM

10 none 10/25/2018 9:04 AM

11 Just make sure they do not pose a hazard 10/25/2018 8:07 AM

12 should be well lit and easy to read from the road 10/22/2018 10:26 AM

13 No 10/20/2018 6:36 AM

14 Businesses can use signage but it needs to conform to Westminster’s clean modern look. 10/18/2018 7:26 PM

15 In image 91, you hav to have a minimum distance betwee n these signs or they are not legible 9/25/2018 5:26 PM

16 These signs are helpful, at a glance you can see what is where 9/6/2018 10:21 AM

17 Okay but give a cluttered look. 9/3/2018 6:41 PM

18 No 'Screaming" signs - regulate Size & Color 8/24/2018 9:40 PM

19 I do not object to this type of sign. 91 with so many signs however would only be appropriate in
some areas.

8/23/2018 4:22 PM

20 no 8/23/2018 11:58 AM

21 Signs that show us what is where and those tastefully done should be allowed, big overpowering
signs aren't very tasteful.

8/17/2018 8:25 PM

22 no 8/17/2018 3:53 PM

23 No 8/16/2018 6:19 PM

24 These aren't very attractive and really don't help the business much. I don't know why a business
would want this.

8/16/2018 4:14 PM

25 Overall size and proportionality are key considerations, as well as overhead clearances must be
specified.

8/10/2018 5:08 PM

26 The last one looks like it could fall down, and lighting looks low-quality 8/10/2018 9:58 AM

27 Anything that can be caught by high winds can cause hazards. 8/9/2018 9:10 PM

28 91-Too many signs, too big, too close together. 93-too big. 8/9/2018 7:26 PM

29 These are nice. They stand out and make it easy to see the business. 8/9/2018 6:36 PM

30 Scale is important--must ensure not over- or under-sized. Also, must ensure adequate (and
comfortable) clearance for persons walking underneath

8/2/2018 7:15 AM
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31 Under canopy signs are great when incldued in a walking environment. The last sign did not have
the best design. maybe I shouldn't have chosen that one.

8/2/2018 6:56 AM

32 These are nearly always appropriate - of course, with clearance requirements 8/1/2018 4:22 PM
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Q100 Do you have any additional comments to add for Wall Signs?
Answered: 33 Skipped: 580

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:21 PM

2 Has to look classy 11/14/2018 1:24 PM

3 Keep in scale with the building, not huge. 11/9/2018 10:03 PM

4 Small and Creative artistic wall signs welcome. NO large or GIGANTIC signs covering up an
ENTIRE wall! Size restrictions please!

11/8/2018 8:27 PM

5 no 11/3/2018 9:48 AM

6 How could there possibly be anything wrong with these. 11/2/2018 11:26 PM

7 Again with the size thing :) 11/1/2018 10:58 AM

8 no 10/25/2018 6:39 PM

9 N/A 10/25/2018 9:53 AM

10 none 10/25/2018 9:05 AM

11 These are tough because some look like billboards which I dislike, yet some are very tasteful 10/21/2018 7:05 PM

12 No 10/20/2018 6:36 AM

13 Visual beauty is what Westminster’s signage should communicate. Within the limitations and
guidelines of Westminster clean and modern design.

10/18/2018 7:27 PM

14 The Ice House sign works in Denver but I don’t see it working in Westminster. 9/27/2018 5:50 PM

15 Proportion to the wall size is important. 9/3/2018 6:41 PM

16 Size and materials used (due to weathering) should be somewhat regulated. 9/3/2018 11:08 AM

17 it's very nice house #99 is incorporated into the building's architecture. The city should strive for
this type of sign.

8/30/2018 7:59 AM

18 Avoid Tacky-looking signs - size & color 8/24/2018 9:42 PM

19 The appropriateness of wall signs depends upon their size and context. Once again, I woudl
stretch my idea of appropriate for historic or cultural significance and also for how the look blends
with the neighborhood. I generally think 98 is too large but it is tasteful, not garish and unobtrusive
and so may fit in some neighborhoods. I am less fond of 96 evne though it is not garish or
obtrusive; it woudl depend upon context. I don't find 97 appealing but it's not garish or obtrusive. 95
is just ugly and looks like it is the best you would find in a declining neighborhood.

8/23/2018 4:27 PM

20 no 8/23/2018 11:59 AM

21 All could be OK depending on presentation. 8/17/2018 8:26 PM

22 no 8/17/2018 3:54 PM

23 No 8/16/2018 6:20 PM

24 should not cover windows/doors 8/11/2018 2:56 PM

25 Some limitations on color brightness and color combinations along with print size may be
beneficial.

8/10/2018 6:44 PM

26 Who will determine if the permanent painting on a large brick wall is of quality workmanship and
appropriate? Don’t walls to look like graffiti that is ugly and trashy.

8/10/2018 6:45 AM

27 97 might trap wind behind it, making it unstable & hazardous. 8/9/2018 9:11 PM

28 95-too big for the windows below it and too flat against the wall. 8/9/2018 7:29 PM

29 Size needs to be appropriate to the wall location 8/9/2018 6:53 PM
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30 Preferably simple 8/9/2018 2:48 PM

31 Scale in relation to wall space is critical; should compliment wall design 8/2/2018 7:17 AM

32 The first two signs were bad design. 8/2/2018 6:57 AM

33 Consider building context and encourage creativity 8/1/2018 4:23 PM
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Q106 Do you have any additional comments to add for Window Signs?
Answered: 35 Skipped: 578

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 11/15/2018 8:22 PM

2 Too much paint/signs on windows cheapens the place 11/9/2018 10:04 PM

3 Window signs are fine so long as they are NOT the size of the ENTIRE wall or Large Glass area.
Size restrictions please! (are you getting the common theme here yet?)

11/8/2018 8:28 PM

4 no 11/3/2018 9:49 AM

5 If these are against city code I'm moving to Arvada. 11/2/2018 11:27 PM

6 Most look junky 10/26/2018 1:55 PM

7 no 10/25/2018 6:40 PM

8 N/A 10/25/2018 9:54 AM

9 none 10/25/2018 9:05 AM

10 No 10/20/2018 6:37 AM

11 It’s so necessary to have professionally designed signage. Visual beauty should be the goal. 10/18/2018 7:29 PM

12 Size and quality of Artwork matter 9/27/2018 5:53 PM

13 Make sure the sign in the window looks professional. 9/6/2018 10:23 AM

14 Pretty much leave this to the owners' tastes. 9/3/2018 6:42 PM

15 Window signs should not reduce the openness and welcomeness of the businesses. 9/3/2018 11:09 AM

16 Limit distracting/confusing signs - Keep it Simple 8/24/2018 9:43 PM

17 shouldn't cover view through door into store or out 8/23/2018 5:01 PM

18 Window signs should not obscure the entire window as 102 and 103 do. 104 and 105 are a bit
large for the windows they are on but they are neatly rendered.

8/23/2018 4:29 PM

19 no 8/23/2018 12:00 PM

20 If its on a private window it should be allowed. 8/17/2018 8:28 PM

21 no 8/17/2018 3:55 PM

22 No 8/16/2018 6:22 PM

23 I don't like the temporary window painting that some business do that changes frequently. Any
window sign sould be permanent.

8/16/2018 4:15 PM

24 # 103, 104 and 105 had no picture to look at. Most window signs are fine if painted on the glass.
Might have to think about illuminated window signs, as they could be problematic.

8/10/2018 5:11 PM

25 Window signs should still allow you to see inside the building easily 8/10/2018 11:32 AM

26 102 is too long & space in the middle is too wide. 8/9/2018 9:11 PM

27 101, 104 and 105 are tastefully done; 102 is awful; 103 doesn't go with the rest of the window. 8/9/2018 7:32 PM

28 Again, some of these aren't ideal but in some contexts, like #105, they work ok and don't put an
undue burden on the business.

8/9/2018 6:38 PM

29 Sized sign relative to building is concern with first image. 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

30 Window signs are great. 8/9/2018 2:39 PM

31 There should be a size limit. Some of these are too big. 8/9/2018 2:35 PM

32 Maybe we needed more variety. One with lots of window clutter. The liquor store clutter kind! 8/2/2018 8:14 AM
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33 Very hard to enforce--can be put up and taken down so easily. A percentage coverage is a good
approach--but will only come into play for enforcement

8/2/2018 7:19 AM

34 The old addage for window signs is percentage covered, but we shouldn't restrict creativity. 8/2/2018 6:58 AM

35 Limit percent of window covered by window signs and perhaps the number 8/1/2018 4:25 PM
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Q1 Name (Optional)
Answered: 88 Skipped: 173

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Scott Lupo 8/29/2018 11:17 AM

2 Mike Conde 8/25/2018 6:32 PM

3 Melody Toineeta 8/25/2018 2:23 PM

4 Craig Piernot 8/24/2018 4:09 PM

5 Cheryl Atencio 8/23/2018 4:08 PM

6 Heather Schuchmann 8/23/2018 12:54 PM

7 Ed McAuliffe 8/23/2018 12:44 PM

8 Janet Brides 8/23/2018 11:54 AM

9 Drew 8/21/2018 2:49 PM

10 Donna 8/20/2018 4:52 PM

11 Aleta 8/17/2018 8:52 PM

12 Marcia Klopf 8/17/2018 2:20 PM

13 Marcia Klopf (W&Co) 8/17/2018 1:32 PM

14 Marcia Klopf (W&Co) 8/17/2018 11:04 AM

15 Marcia Klopf 8/17/2018 8:38 AM

16 Dolores Franco 8/16/2018 6:56 PM

17 David 8/16/2018 6:36 PM

18 Bob Farnes 8/16/2018 6:07 PM

19 Brian Shuyler 8/16/2018 4:52 PM

20 Marcia Klopf (W&Co) 8/16/2018 2:07 PM

21 Marcia Klopf (W&Co) 8/16/2018 1:39 PM

22 Rachael 8/15/2018 7:08 AM

23 Jennifer 8/14/2018 1:05 PM

24 adam 8/13/2018 7:05 PM

25 Jan Squires 8/13/2018 3:02 PM

26 Byron Walker 8/12/2018 7:44 AM

27 Heidi Casler 8/11/2018 4:11 PM

28 Liz 8/11/2018 3:43 PM

29 Tamara Loggan 8/11/2018 11:01 AM

30 Linda V Lymber 8/11/2018 7:52 AM

31 Rebeccah 8/11/2018 5:56 AM

32 Rick Rose 8/10/2018 8:59 PM

33 elaine rametta 8/10/2018 8:22 PM

34 Stacey Ramon 8/10/2018 7:30 PM

35 Mike Walker 8/10/2018 6:45 PM
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36 John Jurchck 8/10/2018 4:38 PM

37 Lewis Crouch 8/10/2018 3:05 PM

38 Frank Beard 8/10/2018 1:30 PM

39 Sherlyn Keilin 8/10/2018 11:53 AM

40 Shannon Hunter 8/10/2018 10:38 AM

41 Dan Gardner 8/10/2018 10:21 AM

42 Jim Deal 8/10/2018 10:01 AM

43 Brenda 8/10/2018 8:43 AM

44 Rich Cadwallader 8/10/2018 8:36 AM

45 Kristen 8/10/2018 8:17 AM

46 Kathy H 8/10/2018 7:37 AM

47 Philip 8/10/2018 7:22 AM

48 Sheryl 8/10/2018 7:01 AM

49 nicole croy 8/9/2018 10:38 PM

50 Wes 8/9/2018 10:28 PM

51 Nancy 8/9/2018 10:13 PM

52 Cate 8/9/2018 9:43 PM

53 Kristine 8/9/2018 8:07 PM

54 Heidi Van Woensel 8/9/2018 7:51 PM

55 Alyssa Ericksen 8/9/2018 7:22 PM

56 Josh Sattler 8/9/2018 7:07 PM

57 JoAnn Vondracek 8/9/2018 7:03 PM

58 Anne Lane 8/9/2018 6:58 PM

59 John 8/9/2018 6:56 PM

60 Mark Krudwig 8/9/2018 6:29 PM

61 Bill Hobler 8/9/2018 5:59 PM

62 Barbara Slayman 8/9/2018 5:51 PM

63 Mike 8/9/2018 5:19 PM

64 Jessica Hoyt 8/9/2018 4:59 PM

65 Sally Olsen 8/9/2018 4:56 PM

66 Kathleen 8/9/2018 4:32 PM

67 Lily 8/9/2018 4:21 PM

68 nick pickrell 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

69 Kristi Jensen 8/9/2018 4:07 PM

70 Hari 8/9/2018 4:00 PM

71 B 8/9/2018 3:37 PM

72 Deborah Del Hierro 8/9/2018 3:34 PM

73 cindy cohagen 8/9/2018 3:29 PM

74 Jenny Maresca 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

75 Jonathon Carlson 8/9/2018 3:24 PM

76 Jennifer Strauss 8/9/2018 3:21 PM
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77 Vanessa 8/9/2018 3:20 PM

78 ALICIA 8/9/2018 3:18 PM

79 Tiffani Harris 8/9/2018 3:16 PM

80 Mary 8/9/2018 3:12 PM

81 Zack 8/9/2018 3:12 PM

82 Jacob Kasza 8/2/2018 8:57 AM

83 Darth 8/2/2018 8:29 AM

84 Stephanie Ashmann 8/2/2018 8:08 AM

85 David German 8/2/2018 7:45 AM

86 Sean 8/2/2018 7:39 AM

87 stephanie 8/1/2018 9:06 PM

88 Mark White 8/1/2018 5:03 PM
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Q2 Email (Optional)(Email addresses will be used to inform participants
of project updates and upcoming participation opportunities.)

Answered: 71 Skipped: 190

# RESPONSES DATE

1 slupo@aol.com 8/29/2018 11:17 AM

2 mtoineeta@msn.com 8/25/2018 2:23 PM

3 capiernot@hotmail.com 8/24/2018 4:09 PM

4 atencioc@msn.com 8/23/2018 4:08 PM

5 rw10839@comcast.net 8/23/2018 3:50 PM

6 hdaskal@gmail.com 8/23/2018 12:54 PM

7 edward.mcauliffe44@gmail.com 8/23/2018 12:44 PM

8 pepecharbonnier@msn.com 8/20/2018 4:52 PM

9 jill.lewis@comcast.net 8/18/2018 8:39 PM

10 akazdi@gmail.com 8/17/2018 8:52 PM

11 marcia@winterandcompany.net 8/17/2018 2:20 PM

12 marcia@winterandcompany.net 8/17/2018 1:32 PM

13 marcia@winterandcompany.net 8/17/2018 11:04 AM

14 marcia@winterandcompany.net 8/17/2018 8:38 AM

15 Jmdfranco@hotmail.com 8/16/2018 6:56 PM

16 Robert.j.farnes@gmAil.com 8/16/2018 6:07 PM

17 brian.shuyler@gmail.com 8/16/2018 4:52 PM

18 marcia@winterandcompany.net 8/16/2018 2:07 PM

19 marcia@winterandcompany.net 8/16/2018 1:39 PM

20 penlandg@hotmail.com 8/15/2018 2:56 PM

21 jlbarrett@pobox.com 8/14/2018 1:05 PM

22 heyreyprod@msn.com 8/13/2018 7:05 PM

23 jan.squires@gmail.com 8/13/2018 3:02 PM

24 barry-walker@comcast.net 8/12/2018 7:44 AM

25 winickjr@gmail.com 8/11/2018 3:21 PM

26 lvlymber@yahoo.com 8/11/2018 7:52 AM

27 rebeccah.kersteen@gmail.com 8/11/2018 5:56 AM

28 ricktig1965@gmail.com 8/10/2018 8:59 PM

29 babykayramon@yahoo.com 8/10/2018 7:30 PM

30 mengelji@outlook.com 8/10/2018 7:10 PM

31 mike@mdcw.us 8/10/2018 6:45 PM

32 cigoehring78@gmail.com 8/10/2018 4:50 PM

33 john@jurchecks.com 8/10/2018 4:38 PM

34 lewiscrouch@gmail.com 8/10/2018 3:05 PM
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35 frankbeard71@gmail.com 8/10/2018 1:30 PM

36 sherlyn.keiilng@gmail.com 8/10/2018 11:53 AM

37 Wrenchwench@gmail.com 8/10/2018 10:38 AM

38 aspentree2008@gmail.com 8/10/2018 10:25 AM

39 dkgardner1@comcast.net 8/10/2018 10:21 AM

40 Tdee1993@yahoo.com 8/10/2018 8:17 AM

41 mdempsey77@gmail.com 8/10/2018 7:22 AM

42 Jgarrison2251@hotmail.com 8/10/2018 7:10 AM

43 sem26435@aol.com 8/10/2018 7:01 AM

44 croy922@msn.com 8/9/2018 10:38 PM

45 revnan44@gmail.com 8/9/2018 10:13 PM

46 k8mouse42@comcast.net 8/9/2018 9:43 PM

47 heidimvw@gmail.com 8/9/2018 7:51 PM

48 alyssa.ericksen@gmail.com 8/9/2018 7:22 PM

49 jkvondracek@gmail.com 8/9/2018 7:03 PM

50 oduibhir4365@gmail.com 8/9/2018 6:56 PM

51 Giwdurkm@gmail.com 8/9/2018 6:29 PM

52 aftazip@gmail.com 8/9/2018 5:59 PM

53 bslayman@hotmail.com 8/9/2018 5:51 PM

54 sallyeolsen@me.com 8/9/2018 4:56 PM

55 lilymoonmaddux@icloud.com 8/9/2018 4:21 PM

56 Pickrellnicholas@gmail.com 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

57 lazcorum@yahoo.com 8/9/2018 3:37 PM

58 deb.delhierro@gmail.com 8/9/2018 3:34 PM

59 cindycohagen@gmail.com 8/9/2018 3:29 PM

60 jlm3194@aol.com 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

61 jonnygogo@gmail.com 8/9/2018 3:24 PM

62 straussmomma@gmail.com 8/9/2018 3:21 PM

63 ALICIA.M.ECKMAN@GMAIL.COM 8/9/2018 3:18 PM

64 mary@chez-oswell.org 8/9/2018 3:12 PM

65 colorado_pyles@yahoo.com 8/9/2018 3:12 PM

66 jpkasza@cityofwestminster.us 8/2/2018 8:57 AM

67 Vader@Empire.gov 8/2/2018 8:29 AM

68 dgerman@cityofwestminster.us 8/2/2018 7:45 AM

69 smccartn@cityofwestminster.us 8/2/2018 7:39 AM

70 s 8/1/2018 9:06 PM

71 mwhite@planningandlaw.com 8/1/2018 5:03 PM
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88.12% 230

6.90% 18

0.38% 1

0.77% 2

3.07% 8

6.90% 18

Q3 Are you a: (Please check all that apply)
Answered: 261 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 261  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Realtor 8/22/2018 5:17 PM

2 Realtor 8/21/2018 7:27 PM

3 Realtor 8/21/2018 7:12 PM

4 W&CO 8/17/2018 2:20 PM

5 W&Co 8/17/2018 1:32 PM

6 W&Co 8/17/2018 11:25 AM

7 W&Co 8/17/2018 11:04 AM

8 W&CO 8/17/2018 8:38 AM

9 Westminster Employee 8/16/2018 4:52 PM

Westminster
resident

Westminster
business owner

Sign creator

Developer

Prefer Not To
Specify

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Westminster resident

Westminster business owner

Sign creator

Developer

Prefer Not To Specify

Other (please specify)
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10 W&Co 8/16/2018 2:53 PM

11 W&Co 8/16/2018 2:07 PM

12 W&Co 8/16/2018 1:39 PM

13 Former Westminster dignitary 8/9/2018 3:18 PM

14 WCO 8/6/2018 3:52 PM

15 Regulator and concerned visitor. Interesting their is no category for people who just work in the
City but don't live here, own a business, create signs, or develop. Maybe we need one of those.

8/2/2018 8:57 AM

16 City employee 8/2/2018 7:39 AM

17 on sign code team - testing 8/1/2018 9:06 PM

18 Consultant 8/1/2018 5:03 PM
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Q4 In your mind, what is the purpose of a sign? For instance, is it to
identify businesses, provide wayfinding, etc.

Answered: 208 Skipped: 53

# RESPONSES DATE

1 To inform the public of a service, product, event, business, wayfinding, danger (caution), or
educational/historical.

8/29/2018 11:20 AM

2 Directional and location information 8/25/2018 6:33 PM

3 Identify a business 8/25/2018 2:24 PM

4 to provide directions and to be able to recognize a place of business 8/25/2018 9:48 AM

5 provide clear direction 8/24/2018 10:14 PM

6 To inform citizens who view the sign of a event, regulation, enterprise, direction, etc. important to
acknowledge.

8/24/2018 4:12 PM

7 Depends on what “sign” you are talking about—street signs identify streets, business signs identify
businesses.

8/24/2018 3:58 PM

8 Identify a business, street,direction 8/23/2018 7:22 PM

9 Identify where you are and provide wayfinding 8/23/2018 5:35 PM

10 Signs are for identification and wayfinding. They also convey something about the character of a
locale.

8/23/2018 4:28 PM

11 Identify locations, streets, public and private buildings, including post offices, hospitals, police
stations, courts, recreation centers, golf courses, and businesses. Also, signs that indicate road
work, road detours, rough roads and road closures. Signs to let drivers know to expect speed
limits, and other traffic issues such as exits on highways, mile markers, school zones and
pedestrian walkways.

8/23/2018 4:15 PM

12 Identify business, streets, areas 8/23/2018 3:50 PM

13 Directional - to help you find and identify a location 8/23/2018 3:42 PM

14 Provide wayfinding 8/23/2018 3:15 PM

15 To help the everyday citizen around Westminster. 8/23/2018 1:36 PM

16 Identify places 8/23/2018 1:13 PM

17 Identify businesses, streets, landmarks, and legal (parking, etc) 8/23/2018 12:56 PM

18 Education, way finding, business identification, warnings 8/23/2018 12:45 PM

19 Identification, direction, warnings 8/23/2018 12:36 PM

20 To make people aware of something 8/23/2018 12:19 PM

21 To inform someone of an event, business, or location 8/23/2018 12:03 PM

22 Provide street names you can see while in a moving car 8/23/2018 11:54 AM

23 Notification of and Way finding for my signs for Open Houses 8/22/2018 5:18 PM

24 Identify business, provide way finding, serves residents in the city 8/21/2018 7:28 PM

25 Identify businesses and events, provide direction 8/21/2018 7:13 PM

26 to provide relevant information to people moving around the city 8/21/2018 2:50 PM

27 Identify businesses 8/20/2018 4:52 PM

28 To find something that directs to a area that is being advertised. 8/20/2018 4:51 PM

29 I use signage to quickly find a business, day or night, as I am traveling in my car 8/20/2018 7:37 AM
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30 provide safe and clear directions 8/19/2018 5:43 PM

31 Help you find streets, public parks & facilities, & businesses. Inform you of traffic rules. Inform you
that a business exists.

8/18/2018 8:45 PM

32 Wayfinding 8/18/2018 2:33 PM

33 Primarily providing wayfinding, then identifying places 8/18/2018 6:44 AM

34 provide information on a business or roads 8/17/2018 9:59 PM

35 Provide information or direction 8/17/2018 8:52 PM

36 Both 8/17/2018 4:37 PM

37 way finding 8/17/2018 2:20 PM

38 wayfinding 8/17/2018 1:32 PM

39 wayfinding 8/17/2018 11:25 AM

40 wayfinding 8/17/2018 11:04 AM

41 way finding 8/17/2018 8:38 AM

42 Provide street name guidance, provide route instructions, identify businesses and other points of
interest

8/17/2018 2:15 AM

43 Directions, identify businesses, advertise promotional offers and community events. 8/16/2018 6:57 PM

44 Provide information,speed limits, city boundaries,school areas, and other important info. 8/16/2018 6:39 PM

45 Provide location info 8/16/2018 6:08 PM

46 Clear communication regarding the environment around you 8/16/2018 5:31 PM

47 Identify a business's location and very basic information like hours of operation. 8/16/2018 4:53 PM

48 Identify an establishment 8/16/2018 4:07 PM

49 wayfinding 8/16/2018 1:39 PM

50 To find what I'm looking for, provide a sense of place 8/16/2018 12:44 PM

51 Quick identification of directions, roads, business names, and other similar useful information. 8/16/2018 8:38 AM

52 To advertise to the public that a business is available to serve them and to provide an easy way
for them to find a business when driving or walking in the area.

8/15/2018 11:14 AM

53 To communicate a maessage 8/15/2018 7:08 AM

54 Identify businesses, provide wayfinding, and not be obnoxious. 8/14/2018 1:05 PM

55 The purpose of a sign is whatever the business owner wants it to be. It certainly can identify the
business (or type of business), provide an easy way to locate how to reach the business
(especially from a car), and provide whatever logo or advertising that the owner sees fit to provide.

8/14/2018 10:52 AM

56 wayfinding, identity 8/14/2018 10:40 AM

57 Identify a business and/or directions 8/13/2018 7:54 PM

58 provide me information 8/13/2018 7:05 PM

59 It is to identify landmarks (i.e. a business) or communicate information (i.e. traffic hazards or
construction).

8/13/2018 4:26 PM

60 To instruct, provide information 8/13/2018 3:02 PM

61 identify, advertise, and navigation 8/12/2018 2:27 PM

62 both and identify services such as medical facilities. 8/12/2018 7:45 AM

63 Identity businesses and help people locate them 8/12/2018 4:23 AM

64 To inform 8/11/2018 9:31 PM

65 Identify a business but not in a garish way. The signs need not be overly large or electronic which
look tacky

8/11/2018 9:12 PM
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66 wayfinding, identify business, safety 8/11/2018 8:55 PM

67 To communicate the name and nature of the business and give direction 8/11/2018 8:17 PM

68 Information & Regulation 8/11/2018 7:17 PM

69 Identify roads and landmarks 8/11/2018 6:59 PM

70 To tell you what the business is and what they serve/provide. 8/11/2018 6:55 PM

71 Indicating 8/11/2018 4:44 PM

72 Identify businesses, Neighborhoods and streets 8/11/2018 4:12 PM

73 to provide wayfinding first and foremost. signs must be big and visible and readable. 8/11/2018 3:44 PM

74 To identify business, park, events 8/11/2018 3:22 PM

75 directions and instructions 8/11/2018 11:01 AM

76 To provide a clear, concise direction or instruction. 8/11/2018 7:54 AM

77 Make it easier to get around and find the things you are looking for 8/11/2018 5:58 AM

78 Identify a location 8/11/2018 5:56 AM

79 A nonverbal method of conveying information 8/10/2018 10:29 PM

80 Provide clear traffic, pedestrian, and informational instruction for public safety and convenience. 8/10/2018 9:01 PM

81 Quickly provide information in a clear and concise way. Provides consistent direction with
affordances and signifiers that are easy to interpret and use standard language.

8/10/2018 8:40 PM

82 identify businesses provide clear signs of street.road names 8/10/2018 7:50 PM

83 Identify businesses, assist with locations knowledge and inform 8/10/2018 7:31 PM

84 Signs exist for many reasons and convey informational intent. If it's for advertising then describing
that purpose becomes more complex - it simultaneously informs and persuades. A warning sign
should unmistakeably inform one of a potential hazard, a traffic sign should clearly provide traffic
instructions or provide wayfinding information in a timely way such that users can respond safely,
and so forth. One important feature is that the information provided should be unequivocal and not
be confusing or presented in a distracting or harmful way.

8/10/2018 7:17 PM

85 Signs are to identify business locations and hours, identify property uses, state political
preferences, as well as traffic information.

8/10/2018 6:50 PM

86 Signs, at the top end of a continuum of needs/requirements/desires/reasons, provide information
for drivers, walkers, shoppers, tourists, etc., to conform to laws and rules. For, instance speed
limits, crosswalks, traffic movement rules, private property, dangers, etc. These should be
succinct, unambiguous, clearly readable at distances that provide for maximum safety and
preparation. In the middle layers, signs should/could provide information to locate things; identify
places, sights, stores, offices, and public buildings; direct travelers to destinations; and general
safety concerns. At the low end, signs may offer commercial, sales opportunities, inducements
and/or operational details that may be of specific or general information, but are of optional value
to passersby. At the very lowest level, signs may offer personal information, advertisements,
protest and irreverent opinions, and political sponsorship or support, all of which are of primary
benefit mainly to the sign placer/owner. All of these have a place in our social system and each
has a value to individuals, groups, businesses, and social order, however each group should have
certain clearly acceptable boundaries that support a city-wide system of rules and violations.

8/10/2018 5:04 PM

87 To identify a business. But it must be no more than one and the size must be just be big enough to
see from 20 feet and must to be a 10 foot flag and not in the public right of way.

8/10/2018 4:55 PM

88 To provide information 8/10/2018 4:50 PM

89 Identity 8/10/2018 4:43 PM

90 Identify, Location 8/10/2018 3:55 PM

91 Identify businesses clearly, give directions 8/10/2018 3:46 PM

92 identifying schools, businesses, parks, recreation areas, dog parks 8/10/2018 3:37 PM

93 convey information quickly and clearly 8/10/2018 3:28 PM
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94 Identify a business. 8/10/2018 3:06 PM

95 ID business 8/10/2018 1:31 PM

96 To identify businesses and buildings. Street signs help drivers navigate to their destination. 8/10/2018 12:48 PM

97 identification of location 8/10/2018 12:06 PM

98 Communication. It's a form of speech, and it's protected by the First Amendment. 8/10/2018 11:59 AM

99 information 8/10/2018 11:53 AM

100 wayfinding 8/10/2018 11:18 AM

101 Identify businesses, mark streets, indicate traffic changes and upcoming route modifications 8/10/2018 10:39 AM

102 Information 8/10/2018 10:32 AM

103 Direction 8/10/2018 10:27 AM

104 Yes to those two things, plus advertising 8/10/2018 10:25 AM

105 Identify businesses; navigate 8/10/2018 10:22 AM

106 Directions, street ID, upcoming intersections, business and shopping center names 8/10/2018 10:16 AM

107 Mark streets and trafficways 8/10/2018 10:02 AM

108 Identity and info 8/10/2018 8:44 AM

109 Directional/way finding 8/10/2018 8:17 AM

110 Quick clear information 8/10/2018 7:23 AM

111 Provide way finding easily which means big legible signs that appear soon enough to move easily
through traffic

8/10/2018 7:17 AM

112 Identify something 8/10/2018 7:10 AM

113 provide immediate information 8/10/2018 7:03 AM

114 Dumb. Should offer choices. Signs can provide location information, consumer information, points
of interest, traffic control, suggestions for behavior (Jesus saves), etc.

8/9/2018 11:19 PM

115 Information Transfer 8/9/2018 11:09 PM

116 Instructional and informative 8/9/2018 10:38 PM

117 Directions 8/9/2018 10:13 PM

118 Provide information 8/9/2018 10:06 PM

119 Business i.d., wayfinding -- some marketing angle. 8/9/2018 10:00 PM

120 Provide direction and identify roads etc. 8/9/2018 9:55 PM

121 Wayfinding, information 8/9/2018 9:45 PM

122 Identify businesses and provide wayfinding. Also guiding traffic. 8/9/2018 9:44 PM

123 Identify/locate business, advertising, information sharing 8/9/2018 9:33 PM

124 For easily seeing important information. 8/9/2018 9:28 PM

125 Identifying businesses 8/9/2018 8:47 PM

126 To guide people and provide useful information concisely. 8/9/2018 8:23 PM

127 Identification, wayfinding, or to provide instructions in unusual conditions or circumstances. 8/9/2018 8:09 PM

128 Provide information. Varies depending on the sign. 8/9/2018 7:51 PM

129 To provide information. 8/9/2018 7:51 PM

130 Identifying business, street names and rules, speed limits ..and notices. 8/9/2018 7:46 PM

131 provide information 8/9/2018 7:44 PM

132 Landmark recognition - to find places, whether business, homes or streets. Also informational -
directional, legal, etc.

8/9/2018 7:23 PM
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133 to pass on information 8/9/2018 7:07 PM

134 provide guidance either on how to get somewhere or what the rules are 8/9/2018 7:04 PM

135 Identify business and if done well, create a sense of place 8/9/2018 6:59 PM

136 Provide information about traffic flow, navigation and businesses 8/9/2018 6:56 PM

137 Primarily to help find a business or other organization. Secondarily to help me navigate the streets
and trails en route to my destination.

8/9/2018 6:36 PM

138 To help me know where I am. 8/9/2018 6:36 PM

139 Provide geographic information such as street names and directions, identify businesses in a
succinct way

8/9/2018 6:15 PM

140 Provide information pertinent to the sign poster. For instance, the city posts traffic signs, a
business posts signs for their potential customers.

8/9/2018 6:01 PM

141 Provide information, direction, and alerts 8/9/2018 5:51 PM

142 Identify points of interest for either identifying stop points or navigating. 8/9/2018 5:39 PM

143 Information whether that be wayfinding, identifying a business or providing other pertinent
information to those who pass by.

8/9/2018 5:25 PM

144 Provide information 8/9/2018 5:19 PM

145 To give instructions or to identify something 8/9/2018 5:17 PM

146 Quickly communicate important information 8/9/2018 5:13 PM

147 Identify locations or routes 8/9/2018 5:06 PM

148 Identify the location of a business 8/9/2018 5:03 PM

149 Signs serve many different purposes. 8/9/2018 5:00 PM

150 If you're asking about street signs, their purpose is for traffic control, etc. If you mean business
signs, the sign would be to advise drivers or pedestrians where a certain business is located.

8/9/2018 4:59 PM

151 Communicate information quickly and clearly 8/9/2018 4:46 PM

152 identify traffic routes, businesses, upcoming warnings 8/9/2018 4:44 PM

153 Provide useful concise information 8/9/2018 4:33 PM

154 Directions and identification 8/9/2018 4:33 PM

155 Confirm identity of business 8/9/2018 4:29 PM

156 To provide information 8/9/2018 4:24 PM

157 To give information 8/9/2018 4:21 PM

158 Provide driving instructions or cautions, provide wayfinding, identify businesses or streets 8/9/2018 4:19 PM

159 Identify a business or other site such as a park, provide way finding, help direct to special venues
such as waterworld or something

8/9/2018 4:16 PM

160 To provide information including the 2 reasons mentioned in the question. It's also to gain
attention. All of these need to be balanced against other needs like safety, not blocking views, and
being good neighbors.

8/9/2018 4:12 PM

161 Provide information 8/9/2018 4:10 PM

162 Provide information and help in navigation. Speed limits, codes, street names, parks, highways,
etc.

8/9/2018 4:08 PM

163 Identify location and direction 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

164 Identify business Identify name of the street or name of a place like - Park or city hall or lake or
bridge etc

8/9/2018 4:02 PM

165 convey information 8/9/2018 4:02 PM

166 For businesses and directions 8/9/2018 4:00 PM
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167 Provide information and add beauty. 8/9/2018 3:57 PM

168 Advertising, directions 8/9/2018 3:50 PM

169 Visual benefits and to identify where things are located 8/9/2018 3:49 PM

170 Identify and give information 8/9/2018 3:46 PM

171 Find destinations 8/9/2018 3:46 PM

172 To find things or know where to go 8/9/2018 3:38 PM

173 To identify businesses and roads 8/9/2018 3:37 PM

174 identify businesses 8/9/2018 3:37 PM

175 in my mind, the purpose of a sign is to clearly provide information regarding a location (street, city,
count), business, or other geographically relevant feature.

8/9/2018 3:36 PM

176 Identify business, help you navigate through a city or to a location. 8/9/2018 3:34 PM

177 Direct people, promote businesses 8/9/2018 3:34 PM

178 Signs provide a means to find a specific business in this proposal. This is my understanding of the
survey.

8/9/2018 3:30 PM

179 Business and locate parks or facilities 8/9/2018 3:30 PM

180 way finding and locations 8/9/2018 3:30 PM

181 marketing 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

182 both of the above 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

183 Primarily to provide wayfinding. 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

184 Provide wayfinding, businesses, 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

185 Information for people to get around the city 8/9/2018 3:27 PM

186 identify a business, give directions or information 8/9/2018 3:27 PM

187 Wayfinding and identifiying a place of business or gathering (I.eplaces of worship) 8/9/2018 3:25 PM

188 provide direction 8/9/2018 3:21 PM

189 Directions, identification, point out things of note 8/9/2018 3:21 PM

190 To provide information about a nearby place, direction, warning (deaf child), traffic restriction
(speed limit 35), and services (24 case Budweiser, $12.99).

8/9/2018 3:20 PM

191 TO PROVIDE CLEAR COMMUNICATION, WHETHER IT'S IDENTIFICATION OR DIRECTIONAL. 8/9/2018 3:20 PM

192 Identify businesses, provide wayfinding 8/9/2018 3:18 PM

193 Tell somebody WHAT something is, WHERE something is, and sometimes even what KIND of
establishment or location it is.

8/9/2018 3:18 PM

194 Convey information 8/9/2018 3:17 PM

195 wayfinding allowed or prohibited actions caution areas speed limits 8/9/2018 3:17 PM

196 To find businesses and help businesses promote their location 8/9/2018 3:17 PM

197 To communicate effectively 8/9/2018 3:16 PM

198 Relay critical/important information 8/9/2018 3:13 PM

199 Depends on the sign. On a building: identify business. On a street side or shopping entrance:
wayfinding

8/9/2018 3:13 PM

200 way finding and identification 8/9/2018 3:12 PM

201 Provide information, wayfinding. 8/9/2018 3:12 PM

202 Identify and wayfind. Advertise! After being at our location for 8 years we still have people say “we
had no idea you were here and we drove by every day!”

8/9/2018 11:17 AM

203 To identify businesses and provide wayfinding. Not for advertising of goods and services. 8/2/2018 8:58 AM
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204 To crush the Rebels! 8/2/2018 8:29 AM

205 Identify a business and advertise 8/2/2018 8:09 AM

206 To identify, to direct, and to inform 8/2/2018 7:46 AM

207 Corporate branding and identification 8/2/2018 7:40 AM

208 Communicate (examples: to express an opinion, advertise, provide directions or warnings, or to
provide notices)

8/1/2018 5:04 PM
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6.90% 14

9.36% 19

15.27% 31

24.14% 49

44.33% 90

Q5 Is the awning sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 203 Skipped: 58

TOTAL 203

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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2.46% 5

5.42% 11

9.85% 20

17.73% 36

64.53% 131

Q6 Is the awning sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 203 Skipped: 58

TOTAL 203

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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7.35% 15

4.90% 10

7.84% 16

23.04% 47

56.86% 116

Q7 Is the awning sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 204 Skipped: 57

TOTAL 204

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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5.85% 12

6.34% 13

13.66% 28

24.39% 50

49.76% 102

Q8 Is the awning sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 205 Skipped: 56

TOTAL 205

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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8.74% 18

8.74% 18

13.11% 27

20.39% 42

49.03% 101

Q9 Is the awning sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 206 Skipped: 55

TOTAL 206

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster
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Q10 Do you have any additional comments to add for Awning Signs? 
Answered: 52 Skipped: 209

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Size and utility are the most important factors for me. An awning should have a purpose besides
just being a sign and a maximum size should be enforced.

8/29/2018 11:25 AM

2 no 8/25/2018 2:27 PM

3 No bold or bright obnoxious color please 8/24/2018 10:17 PM

4 The context (e.g its complementary to other signage in its physical space) is essential for both
regulatory management and economic stability.

8/24/2018 4:19 PM

5 They age quickly and look ratty 8/23/2018 7:24 PM

6 The quality and size of the graphics matter to me. The first sign shown, Mr Goodcents, seemed
bad even though it was not larger than other signs, it was perhaps amateurish in design and
unattractive. I think that woudd be hard to wire into the code but I reacted strongly and negetively
to that sign.

8/23/2018 4:31 PM

7 I don't think these awnings would be appropriate for tattoo parlors or marijuana stores or vape and
cigarette stores.

8/23/2018 4:18 PM

8 No 8/23/2018 12:46 PM

9 no 8/20/2018 4:53 PM

10 #6 hard to read if driving by 8/18/2018 2:34 PM

11 size matters 8/17/2018 10:01 PM

12 If its on their property and has no objectionable info, I think its fine. 8/17/2018 8:54 PM

13 no 8/17/2018 4:38 PM

14 I prefer those with simple colors vs those with pattern as those that are simpler and more neutral
in design get me the information I need without being gaudy and distracting.

8/17/2018 2:22 AM

15 No 8/16/2018 6:42 PM

16 Awning signs are cheap and often get ripped by high winds. 8/16/2018 4:55 PM

17 Very hard to do well. 8/16/2018 12:46 PM

18 Awning signs either look really modern or really outdated. 8/16/2018 8:41 AM

19 They are an effective and colorful way to show citizens a vibrant and colorful city with a variety of
offerings.

8/15/2018 11:37 AM

20 Are there defined sizes of awnings that are allowed? Just so that one business isn't "covering"
another business' sign. Keep it standard, keeping it fair to all.

8/14/2018 10:43 AM

21 With hail, I’m not sure awning signs made of a cloth material would be appropriate for our climate.
If the signs are damaged and not quickly replaced, it would be unsightly.

8/12/2018 4:27 AM

22 Don’t allow them. We don’t have them now which looks great. 8/11/2018 9:14 PM

23 The name and nature of the business need to be visible. 8/11/2018 8:19 PM

24 They look cheap in most areas. 8/11/2018 7:22 PM

25 I presume awning signs have NO special illumination 8/11/2018 3:24 PM

26 I wish addresses for businesses were more visible. 8/11/2018 7:57 AM

27 All but the first style are quite obnoxious. 8/10/2018 9:03 PM
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28 There should be a rule to define the maximum area covered by an awning sign compared to the
size of the face of the building, with an overall mazimum size no matter the area of the building
wall. Does there need to be a rule for which awning signs are lighted (electronic sign board, back-
lit, external-lit) and where the light shines (i.e. into someone's bedroom) ??

8/10/2018 5:10 PM

29 These will not hold up in this climate and who will in force the replacement when they start to look
worn

8/10/2018 4:59 PM

30 If the intention is to provide shade, then they should extend out far enough from the building to do
so.

8/10/2018 12:09 PM

31 They need to be large enough to see from a car driving by without having to have its own
spotlights. That has as much to do with contrast (color of letters vs color of background) as it does
size

8/10/2018 10:29 AM

32 Dumb category. Why are awning signs an issue? 8/9/2018 11:22 PM

33 Keep them small and unobtrusive colors 8/9/2018 11:11 PM

34 No 8/9/2018 10:02 PM

35 Many of these might be easily damaged by high wind, might get blown away in pieces, causing
hazards.

8/9/2018 9:46 PM

36 Nice as long as awnings are not dirty, faded or torn. 8/9/2018 9:46 PM

37 In general, these are not very durable for this part of the country because of hail, the intensity of
the sun and extreme temperatures.

8/9/2018 7:19 PM

38 Signs that are a continuation of the brand should be avoided. 8/9/2018 7:02 PM

39 Color and size need to be compatible with the surroundings and with the overall character of the
neighborhood that it is sited in.

8/9/2018 6:43 PM

40 I'm not crazy about the signs with the very large print. 8/9/2018 5:02 PM

41 They are fine as long as they are kept clean and in good condition. 8/9/2018 4:10 PM

42 Adds some dimension/detail-I like it! 8/9/2018 4:03 PM

43 Too.big too city like 8/9/2018 3:48 PM

44 Generally good, as long as content is appropriate 8/9/2018 3:29 PM

45 No 8/9/2018 3:26 PM

46 Awning signs do not reflect a quality community. There is no reason to allow a mix of awning and
individual lighted signs.

8/9/2018 3:23 PM

47 Prefer those with no text on the awning itself. 8/9/2018 3:20 PM

48 If the business wants any of the above designs, it should be their choice. 8/9/2018 11:18 AM

49 Some of the signs provide character to the building and the business. Some of the signs are tacky,
too large, and look out of context.

8/2/2018 8:11 AM

50 Lettering and spacing should be sized correctly for a proportional fit on the awning 8/2/2018 7:48 AM

51 na 8/1/2018 9:07 PM

52 Consider durability and building context 8/1/2018 5:07 PM
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3.54% 7

8.59% 17

6.06% 12

26.26% 52

55.56% 110

Q11 Is the banner sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 198 Skipped: 63

TOTAL 198

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I think signs like this look nice but they would need to be made of a material that would hold up, so
they continue to look nice.

8/12/2018 4:31 AM

2 The cables interfere with the sign, so perhaps not the best placement. 8/11/2018 8:20 PM

3 The yellow and red color scheme is known for its visual "kick", however too many yellow and red
signs in one location tend to blind the viewers and create visual hash. Limits on density should be
considered.

8/10/2018 7:24 PM

4 Also maintenance - keep from fraying in wind 8/10/2018 7:26 AM

5 Not really noticeable -- looks temporary/event oriented 8/9/2018 10:06 PM

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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Q12 Is the banner sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?
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Q13 Is the banner sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
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Q14 Is the banner sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?
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5: Appropriate for Westminster
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Q15 Is the banner sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?
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Q16 Do you have any additional comments to add for Banner Signs?
Answered: 36 Skipped: 225

# RESPONSES DATE

1 12 and 13 were very hard to read 8/25/2018 2:28 PM

2 Banner signs depend upon the context--as referenced earlier. 8/24/2018 4:23 PM

3 A large banner sign's appropriateness may be enhanced if it is temporary. The large elvis sign is
unattractive but important in it's context. A sign of that size would seem okay if it is there for a
limited time period.

8/23/2018 4:33 PM

4 No 8/23/2018 12:47 PM

5 no 8/20/2018 4:54 PM

6 again--size matters. Too big is obtrusive 8/17/2018 10:01 PM

7 If they are on private property and are not inappropriate, I am not objecting 8/17/2018 8:56 PM

8 no 8/17/2018 4:39 PM

9 good in downtown 8/17/2018 1:32 PM

10 No 8/16/2018 6:46 PM

11 Banner signs also are easily dammaged by wind and weather. They seem temporary. 8/16/2018 4:56 PM

12 Westminster has many different types of neighborhoods and these may work for some, but not
others. These look to be more of a downtown type sign, not something you would see on most
streets.

8/12/2018 4:31 AM

13 They tend to look cheap and can be hard to read. They are also not very durable and fade more
quickly than other sign materials.

8/11/2018 9:17 PM

14 Elvis signs are always appropriate! 8/11/2018 7:28 PM

15 should be moderately sized and in 1 piece. 8/11/2018 3:45 PM

16 Legibility should be considered. In the example where the banner advertised "Haircuts", trying to
read it was difficult and distracting

8/10/2018 7:24 PM

17 Maximum size of banner and number of banners per size of building should be specified. The
distance extending from a wall or pole should be regulated depending on height above ground,
type of supporting structure, and obscurring visibility to adjacent things. I would worry about wind
damage to and from these types of signs.

8/10/2018 5:15 PM

18 You need to drive around and look at these type of banners that have been up for a few years and
see how bad they look

8/10/2018 5:01 PM

19 Fabric Banner signs may not hold up with our weather, hail, etc and begin to seem more worn
sooner

8/10/2018 4:47 PM

20 Banner signs should be high enough not to interfere with walking. They should also be secured so
they don't come loose.

8/10/2018 12:10 PM

21 I think a banner the size of the Elvis banner, if it were done in very bright/neon colors, would be an
eyesore

8/10/2018 10:32 AM

22 Not wild about these -- they look temporary; not certain of materials -- fading/weather-torn/seem to
be subject to becoming tattered

8/9/2018 10:06 PM

23 These can all easily catch in the wind, except 14. If they get damaged by high wind, they'll either
be useless or fall apart & cause hazards.

8/9/2018 9:48 PM

24 Nice as long as banners are not dirty, faded or torn. 8/9/2018 9:47 PM

25 Size matters. The size of an entire multi-story building is really no different than a billboard. Too
huge for Westminster!

8/9/2018 7:31 PM
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26 These are less likely to be damaged by hail and are more easily replaced when they fade or are
otherwise damaged.

8/9/2018 7:21 PM

27 Size matters. The Elvis example is no different from a billboard in my opinion. 8/9/2018 6:47 PM

28 Banner signs blocking views of someone other than the owner/user of the sign need to be
considered.

8/9/2018 5:08 PM

29 If the sign is temporary, the Elvis sign is okay. 8/9/2018 5:03 PM

30 Banners on side of buildings like the one on the garage are tacky 8/9/2018 4:11 PM

31 Best if attached to the business they are advertising 8/9/2018 3:32 PM

32 No 8/9/2018 3:27 PM

33 If a business wants any of the designs above, they should have the right to do it. 8/9/2018 11:19 AM

34 Code should specifiy secure fastening / mounting, and also address wear/tear/condition (no
torn/tattered banners)

8/2/2018 7:50 AM

35 The last image shown was inappropriate because of design 8/2/2018 7:42 AM

36 Prohibit banners that obscure architectural features 8/1/2018 5:08 PM
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Q17 Is the canopy sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
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Q22 Do you have any additional comments to add for Canopy Signs?
Answered: 26 Skipped: 235

# RESPONSES DATE

1 16 seemed to out there 8/25/2018 2:30 PM

2 The advertising context is crucial for its appropriateness. 8/24/2018 4:24 PM

3 I don't 'like' the office depot sign but it is likely helpful for wayfinding in the context shown. 8/23/2018 4:34 PM

4 no 8/23/2018 12:48 PM

5 no 8/20/2018 4:55 PM

6 size matters--not too big 8/17/2018 10:02 PM

7 All are on private businesses to point to their location, I think they are fine. 8/17/2018 8:57 PM

8 no 8/17/2018 4:41 PM

9 No 8/16/2018 6:50 PM

10 I don't like the canopy that extends over the sidewalk to the street (Office Depot). 8/16/2018 4:58 PM

11 In general, if the canopy is not specifically build for a sign, and its size is proportionate to the
canopy face (and perhaps wall dimensions), these are appropriate.

8/10/2018 5:19 PM

12 Canopy signs should also be large enough to provide shade and/or protection from the elements.
Otherwise they are primarily useless.

8/10/2018 12:17 PM

13 They convey permanence -- sturdy; easy to discern. 8/9/2018 10:07 PM

14 17, 20 & 21 can get caught in high winds, may fall apart & cause hazards. 8/9/2018 9:50 PM

15 Practical considerations - the bigger the canopy sign, the more likely for damage and wear - and
unless maintained meticulously, these signs will make Westminster look worn down - signs you
walk below are more noticible!

8/9/2018 7:33 PM

16 I'm not sure about #20's durability. 8/9/2018 7:23 PM

17 The lettering on signs should be large enough to be able to see from a distance. It is distracting
when one is drivinng and you have to look more than once to find a business because the font is
too small or difficult to read.

8/9/2018 5:21 PM

18 The printing is too large on the first sign. The second is fine as long as is's for a corner location. 8/9/2018 5:08 PM

19 The picture in 21 - if there is uniformity on all signs , then it is Ok 8/9/2018 4:06 PM

20 any sign on a business property is appropriate 8/9/2018 4:04 PM

21 No 8/9/2018 3:28 PM

22 If the business likes the above signs, they should be able to utilize any of those designs. 8/9/2018 11:20 AM

23 Most of theses signs would look better attached directly to the building. the first sign seems too
large and might be look better if it were smaller.

8/2/2018 8:15 AM

24 Size / proportion are important 8/2/2018 7:51 AM

25 The last sign was not designed well 8/2/2018 7:43 AM

26 Building design is more important than the sign itself 8/1/2018 5:10 PM
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Q23 Is the directory sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?
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Q27 Is the directory sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
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Q28 Do you have any additional comments to add for Directory Signs?
Answered: 33 Skipped: 228

# RESPONSES DATE

1 no 8/25/2018 2:31 PM

2 keep it classy 8/24/2018 10:21 PM

3 Again, the context within which the signage is proposed is crucial to its appropriateness. 8/24/2018 4:27 PM

4 I dislike the look of signs like number 24 but they may be helpful for wayfinding. 8/23/2018 4:37 PM

5 no 8/23/2018 12:49 PM

6 no 8/20/2018 4:55 PM

7 #24 I'm just supposed to evaluate the physical structure, which I don't like anyway. Really dislike
#24. I find this style very confusing,probably because the fonts are all different,different colors, not
alphabetical & not parallel to the road. You can't take it all in/find the business you're looking for,
when driving by

8/18/2018 9:06 PM

8 They all seem OK to me. 8/17/2018 9:09 PM

9 no 8/17/2018 4:42 PM

10 No 8/16/2018 6:53 PM

11 The directory sign for Broomfield Corners is ugly and very common in our area. It looks like all of
the retailers are temporary and the sign is easy to change because so many retailers come and
go.

8/16/2018 5:00 PM

12 Materials make a big difference as do colors. 8/16/2018 12:48 PM

13 I think different types are appropriate in different areas of the city. If things are made to match the
surroundings of the area of town, it looks nicer and adds character to the town

8/12/2018 4:35 AM

14 Please limit the number of tenant identification signs to the current 6. Signs will more tend to be
unreadable, especially if they use smaller letters.

8/11/2018 9:22 PM

15 should be big, and clear. some of these are too small and decorative for business visibilty 8/11/2018 3:47 PM

16 These are all helpful and appropriate in size and style. 8/10/2018 5:21 PM

17 I find directory signs can be distracting as they often have too many names and information to be
comprehended easily when traveling down the road. Consequently they can become a traffic
hazard

8/10/2018 12:17 PM

18 The view of the first sign is obscured by the tree; it's either a bad place for the sign or a bad place
for the tree

8/10/2018 10:35 AM

19 These signs can become too lengthy and are hard to discern when dealing with traffic -- fine to
confirm the location of a business, but I look past them -- they just add to the visual confusion.

8/9/2018 10:10 PM

20 23 This sign is too close to foliage that will grow & obscure it. 8/9/2018 9:52 PM

21 Does the legal directive include mandatory maintenance of signs? Directory signs that aren’t kept
current, or have lights out or are damaged really affect one’s impression of the entire area

8/9/2018 7:36 PM

22 #23 doesn't look like anything else in Westminster but I like the sign type. #26 would not be useful
if it's supposed to be used as identification from the street. It's too small.

8/9/2018 7:25 PM

23 The context in which all of these signs are used, I believe, are appropriate for Westminster. 8/9/2018 6:27 PM

24 On sign 23, the sign is fine, but tree in front of it makes it difficult to read. 8/9/2018 6:20 PM

25 Most of these signs are too small to read from a distance and distracting if you are trying to find
something while driving.

8/9/2018 5:23 PM
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26 Consider the safety aspect of drivers looking through a directory sign that is too crowded and might
divert their attention away from the road, traffic, pedestrians, etc.

8/9/2018 5:03 PM

27 Should ideally be easy to read from a distance 8/9/2018 3:35 PM

28 the sign and number one may be inappropriate if it impedes my view of oncoming traffic. 8/9/2018 3:33 PM

29 All of timbres directory signs are a great idea, if the business seems necessary and likes it. 8/9/2018 11:21 AM

30 directory signs should be appropriately scaled for context 8/2/2018 9:03 AM

31 Directory signs are okay depending on their placement with the property. They should be internal
to the site and only used outside of the direct entrance if the property is large and confusing to
navigate.

8/2/2018 8:17 AM

32 For stand-alone signs, a substantial base (rather than a pole base) is much more palatable 8/2/2018 7:54 AM

33 Need to be folded into broader structural categories and items of information requirements 8/1/2018 5:11 PM
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Q34 Do you have any additional comments to add for Electronic Message
Board Signs?

Answered: 50 Skipped: 211

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Not a fan of electronic signs because they are not aesthetically pleasing and are a distraction to
drivers. However, if done appropriately, it could be okay.

8/29/2018 11:31 AM

2 30 is too busy and could cause traffic problems 8/25/2018 2:32 PM

3 Westminster is Not Las Vegas 8/24/2018 10:22 PM

4 These are ugly and distracting 8/23/2018 7:28 PM

5 I strongly dislike eletronic message board signs for anything other than traffic or public service
notices. I find them distracting when driving and think they require attention not unlike texting to
understand. I also find several that are near and along I-25 to be so bright at night that they
interfere with being able to see well while driving. The most distracting electronic signs I havev
seen in the area are on 104th just west of I-25 and along I-25 from 104th south towards Denver.

8/23/2018 4:40 PM

6 I am not fond of Electronic Message Board Signs because they can be very distracting, especially
if driving. I have driven by churches and schools that have these signs and I find them dangerous
when driving.

8/23/2018 4:25 PM

7 no 8/23/2018 12:50 PM

8 I am trying to evaluate solely on the physical structure. I strongly dislike electronic signs where the
message is always changing.

8/18/2018 9:10 PM

9 These are lokely appropriate but I think they are tacky, not what I want for Westminster 8/18/2018 2:36 PM

10 big and loud--most of these are too much! 8/17/2018 10:03 PM

11 Especially if you're driving they are rather distracting 8/17/2018 9:11 PM

12 no 8/17/2018 4:43 PM

13 I don’t like electronic signs. I find them distracting, which makes driving in areas with electronic
signs more of a risk.

8/17/2018 2:26 AM

14 No 8/16/2018 6:56 PM

15 Electronic billboards are obnoxious because they are too bright and distracting to cars driving by
(expically at night). The graphics displayed are often amaturish because the staff creating the
content for the board aren't design professionals.

8/16/2018 5:03 PM

16 Must be very high quality 8/16/2018 12:49 PM

17 Need more context on electronic signs. I'm okay with these in downtown Westy, but not city wide. 8/14/2018 10:47 AM

18 Appropriate for certain businesses (Broomfield Center for example). 8/12/2018 4:36 AM

19 These are a blight on the streetscape and cheapen the looks of cities where they are allowed.
Keep Westminster beautiful and don’t allow these.

8/11/2018 9:24 PM

20 Electronic signs are too distracting while driving. 8/11/2018 7:34 PM

21 These designs are too bright. 8/10/2018 9:06 PM

22 Many digital signs become distracting and hard to read in bad weather. A "crawler" is the worst
culprit for distraction - a message should be sent in packets and not hold the viewer hostage while
a slowly drawn out message unfolds.

8/10/2018 7:28 PM

23 My concern for sign 30 is that moving signs with words can be distracting for drivers. 8/10/2018 7:10 PM

24 It is too hard to control (provide rules for ) this type of sign beyond resonable sizing and proportion
to the mountng location. All electronic signs should have a maximum lumen/sq ft emited light rule,
and be required to be dimmed to about 60% of that maximum from dusk to sunrise.

8/10/2018 5:27 PM
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25 Electronic message boards could be inappropriate if they are too bright 8/10/2018 12:50 PM

26 i think the messages should be "up" long enough to be read at least twice, otherwise i find them a
major distraction.

8/10/2018 12:19 PM

27 Lighted signs have to be high and muted enough to prevent glare into oncoming drivers' eyes 8/10/2018 10:37 AM

28 Really do not like electronic message boards -- if the message flows it takes one's attention from
the road in order to ready then entire message. The flashing, moving message and graphics
added, if any, are visually distracting -- great for NYC -- not Westminster!

8/9/2018 10:13 PM

29 Signs with moving or changing text or images distract drivers. Signs that wrap around corners
aren't effective.

8/9/2018 9:54 PM

30 Electronic signs are good if the info changes slowly and it can be dimmed at night for easy reading
(like Unser on 36/I270/I25) but can be awful and useless like that super bright Denver Mart sign on
I25.

8/9/2018 9:48 PM

31 Some are incredibly bright and I’ve had my vision affected by several along I-25 at night. Also -
moving words on signage is very distracting to drivers.

8/9/2018 7:39 PM

32 Westminster doesn't have these types of signs in general. There are few areas of the city in which
it's likely that neighbors would appreciate such bright signs.

8/9/2018 7:26 PM

33 I am NOT a fan of large message boards especially those which don’t automatically dim with the
natural light. They create glare and visual clutter especially at night.

8/9/2018 6:55 PM

34 Number 29 is totally inappropriate for Westminster. The others might be okay if they are sized
right and if they are in perfect working condition; i.e., no lights burned out, no outdated info, not
flashing like a casino, etc.

8/9/2018 6:35 PM

35 Electronic signs are frequently over-bright and distracting, especially while driving. Additionally,
they are high in power useage.

8/9/2018 6:22 PM

36 Again, font is too small 8/9/2018 5:24 PM

37 Video displays on message boards can be distracting to safe navigation, etc. Please regulate fast
motion, quick and repetitive changes in contrast like flashing, bright intensity particularly in the
dark.

8/9/2018 5:19 PM

38 These types of message board signs aren’t safe because they take attention of drivers away from
the road. The signs that scroll through a message rather than show the entire message at once
are particularly concerning.

8/9/2018 5:05 PM

39 Electronic signs that replicate the behavior of traditional signs seem appropriate, but electronic
signs that use the electronics to capture additional attention (for example through motion or
brightness) seem inappropriate.

8/9/2018 4:42 PM

40 Bright light that change can be a problem or trigger for migraines or seizures. 8/9/2018 4:14 PM

41 The sign similar to 30 or 31 is a distraction for driving 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

42 This isn't New York 8/9/2018 4:08 PM

43 Too city like 8/9/2018 3:50 PM

44 distracting and dangerous, especially at night 8/9/2018 3:42 PM

45 Preferably only to the extent that consumers desire to see changing messages 8/9/2018 3:37 PM

46 If the business wants to utilize this kind of messaging, they should be allowed to do so. 8/9/2018 11:22 AM

47 Inappropriate as content cannot be regulated 8/2/2018 9:03 AM

48 EMB should only be placed within certain entertainment districts 8/2/2018 8:19 AM

49 EMCs should generally be stand alone signs, although limited applications for scrolling marquee
(wall) signs may be appropriate in some applications

8/2/2018 7:57 AM

50 The current restrictions should be liberalized with standards for illumination intensity and design 8/1/2018 5:12 PM
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Q40 Do you have any additional comments to add for Illuminated Signs?
Answered: 33 Skipped: 228

# RESPONSES DATE

1 37 maybe a little to bright and distracting 8/25/2018 2:33 PM

2 Represent the community appropriately, please 8/24/2018 10:24 PM

3 Illuminated signs can be very helpful for wayfinding at night and I have found some to be important
in areas that are not well lit. However, I woudl like the city to consider keeping lighting to a
thoughtful minimum as promoted by programs such as "save our night skies" and "saving our
stars."

8/23/2018 4:44 PM

4 They can be helpful at night to find your destination, but they are not appropriate if they intrude on
the residents in the neighborhood.

8/23/2018 4:27 PM

5 no 8/23/2018 12:50 PM

6 As long as they are not too distracting. 8/17/2018 9:12 PM

7 no 8/17/2018 4:44 PM

8 Subtle, understated, avoid neon and garish colors and color combinations 8/17/2018 2:29 AM

9 No 8/16/2018 6:58 PM

10 I like neon (or led) as long as it's not too animated and distracting. 8/16/2018 5:04 PM

11 Depends... electronic signs are especially helpful at night (and for folks that need a back lit sign).
Would need more context on this and how it will be executed.

8/14/2018 10:49 AM

12 In my opinion a brightly lit sign doesn’t look as nice 8/12/2018 4:39 AM

13 What is wrong with the current sign code which generally requires that freestanding signs be on
lower scale monument signs? Please don’t allow tacky larger freestanding signs.

8/11/2018 9:26 PM

14 Gaudy 8/11/2018 7:35 PM

15 Depends upon the neighborhood - bright lights only in commercial areas 8/11/2018 3:28 PM

16 Size limitations are required. External illumination should not direct light at unwanted areas
(someone's house or in the eyes of drivers, for instance).

8/10/2018 5:29 PM

17 Illuminated signs could be inappropriate for Westminster if they are too bright. 8/10/2018 12:52 PM

18 Not a big fan of looking across the city at night and seeing neon 8/10/2018 10:39 AM

19 No 8/9/2018 10:13 PM

20 37's color is hard on eyes at night. If 39 blinks, it is inappropriate. If it doesn't, it might be okay but
doesn't fit with current standard imo. 38 just looks obnoxious.

8/9/2018 9:57 PM

21 Avoid those that blink. Be sure lights are maintained appropriately (no missing bulbs/letters/words) 8/9/2018 9:49 PM

22 On buildings is fine, as long as they aren’t too glaringly bright. Free-standing illuminated signs of
over a certain height should belong to truck stops or along highways - but not in city shopping
centers.

8/9/2018 7:41 PM

23 #39 is questionable because Westminster doesn't have much large neon signage and it conveys a
retro feel that isn't found many places in the city.

8/9/2018 7:27 PM

24 Once again, size matters and so does the brightness of the sign relative to its surroundings. 8/9/2018 6:57 PM

25 The first sign has very subtle lighting, the King Soopers sign is a bit large but I guess we're all
used to King Soopers signs, and the rest a gaudy.

8/9/2018 6:38 PM

26 verticle sign is too hard to read 8/9/2018 5:25 PM

27 Strongly illuminated signs can interfere with or impair the vision of drivers, particularly in the dark. 8/9/2018 5:06 PM
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28 If the sign emits light, there should be some limit on the brightness to minimize light pollution. 8/9/2018 4:46 PM

29 It's hard to complain about "loud" illuminated signs because if they're not noticeable at night, from
a fast-moving car, they don't work.

8/9/2018 3:26 PM

30 If the business would like to utilize any of the above illumination techniques, they should be
allowed to.

8/9/2018 11:23 AM

31 N/A 8/2/2018 7:58 AM

32 I love neon but design standards would be needed to wrangle the use 8/2/2018 7:45 AM

33 External illumination is preferred but internal illumination should be allowed subject to standards 8/1/2018 5:13 PM
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Q46 Do you have any additional comments to add for Marquee Signs?
Answered: 30 Skipped: 231

# RESPONSES DATE

1 no 8/25/2018 2:34 PM

2 All New signs should have standards & restrictions 8/24/2018 10:26 PM

3 Context is crucial to this sign's appropriateness. 8/24/2018 4:32 PM

4 I would consider the signs in 44, 44 and 45 to be appropriate only in a context of a 'historic' or local
'cultural' icon. I think there should be rules about preservation of historic signs of that type but I
woudl not like to see new signs of that type in the area.

8/23/2018 4:46 PM

5 Marquee signs should fit into the surroundings and not be a allowed in some settings. 8/23/2018 4:29 PM

6 no 8/23/2018 12:51 PM

7 Depends on the business they are highlighting. 8/17/2018 9:13 PM

8 no 8/17/2018 4:45 PM

9 No 8/16/2018 7:02 PM

10 Surprised myself liking the Sporting Goods sign - signs like that, if designed well, are pretty cool 8/16/2018 12:50 PM

11 Marquee signs add character to areas and should be allowed. 8/14/2018 10:55 AM

12 These types of signs presents a type of artistic flare and history. I'm okay with this. 8/14/2018 10:50 AM

13 Size & scale should not be too in your face! 8/11/2018 7:37 PM

14 marquee signs should have good lighting 8/11/2018 3:51 PM

15 I like Nostalgia 8/11/2018 11:10 AM

16 Needs size and proportionality rules. 8/10/2018 5:31 PM

17 I appreciate preserving signs as part of preserving historic storefronts for that 'old town' look. But
the 2nd one strikes me like graffiti; something added later that doesn't look good

8/10/2018 10:43 AM

18 Must be maintained to high standards 8/10/2018 7:31 AM

19 Love the vintage feel! 8/9/2018 10:14 PM

20 45 might get damaged by wind, causing hazards. The paint would have to be redone every few
years so it looks like new, not ravaged by time.

8/9/2018 9:59 PM

21 Avoid missing or misused letters/characters 8/9/2018 9:50 PM

22 Height and brightness matter - in neighborhoods they should be lower and less bright 8/9/2018 7:42 PM

23 Signs 43-45 convey a retro feel that isn't found in many places in Westminster. 8/9/2018 7:29 PM

24 41 and 42 are nice in the context in which they are used, 43 is too large for us, 44 and 45 are old
style and both look unkempt.

8/9/2018 6:43 PM

25 White lettering is hard to read 8/9/2018 5:26 PM

26 Watch out for flashing causing distractions and impacting safety. 8/9/2018 5:22 PM

27 Marquee signs should be used by anyone who wants too. 8/9/2018 11:24 AM

28 N/A 8/2/2018 7:59 AM

29 I love iconic marquee signs, but location plays a big part in their affectiveness 8/2/2018 7:46 AM

30 The building design should be a higher consideration than the sign itself 8/1/2018 5:15 PM
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Q52 Do you have any additional comments to add for Monument Signs?
Answered: 27 Skipped: 234

# RESPONSES DATE

1 #49 is displeasing to the eye and too monstrous. 8/29/2018 11:35 AM

2 no 8/25/2018 2:35 PM

3 Other than Logo, neutral & tasteful color please 8/24/2018 10:28 PM

4 Essential to the context is will other enterprises occupying the same geography have opportunity
to participate on this style of signage?

8/24/2018 4:35 PM

5 I can see that my opinions are all over the place but particularly in this context. I think such signs
can be helpful for wayfinding but I woudl prefer to see some uniformity of design.

8/23/2018 4:48 PM

6 no 8/23/2018 12:52 PM

7 The sign shouldn't be bigger than the need to identify the business 8/17/2018 9:15 PM

8 no 8/17/2018 4:46 PM

9 No 8/16/2018 7:04 PM

10 The signs with the messages created with individual plastic letters seem cheap and unattractive. 8/16/2018 5:06 PM

11 sign litter 8/11/2018 7:38 PM

12 Please raise the height restrictions on monument signs 8/11/2018 4:18 PM

13 Not a fan of the marquee style where letters are accessible and can be easily messed with or
stolen to display inappropriate info.

8/10/2018 7:41 PM

14 Setback requirements are necessary with this type of sign so that dirver sight lines are not
adversely affected for traffic safety rules. Size restrictions sould be in place, especially height
rules. You showed no electronic signs in this category, I wonder why. However, I would say that
electronic, brightly lit signs of this type are the most inappropriate.

8/10/2018 5:36 PM

15 Great if simple and logos are prominent -- easy to spot and access quickly. Not wild about the sign
promoting prices -- cluttered. Now: the Blizzard flavor is necessary.

8/9/2018 10:17 PM

16 49 is in disrepair, might sustain wind damage & cause hazards. 8/9/2018 10:00 PM

17 Avoid missing/ misused letters or characters 8/9/2018 9:51 PM

18 Again, maintenance requirements are essential in these types of signs, as I repaired damage
really affects the impression of the area

8/9/2018 7:44 PM

19 #51 is kind of shoddy looking but it is not out of character with other signs in the city. 8/9/2018 7:29 PM

20 Signs 47, 50 and 51could be okay but only if the city is getting paid a large sum from the
advertiser. 48 is too big for what it's advertising and 49 is ugly and unkempt but if it's a different
color and the advertisers are willing pay for it, I guess it could be okay.

8/9/2018 6:48 PM

21 font in some of these is too narrow- difficult to read, some signs are too busy. Short, readable is
better.

8/9/2018 5:28 PM

22 Care needs to be taken to not obstruct views of those who don't own/use the sign. Additionally, if
the sign are blocking entrances or exits into or out of a roadway, the sign size should be restricted
so as to allow for safe entrances and exits.

8/9/2018 5:24 PM

23 Monument signs are great if the business desires to utilize any of these examples. 8/9/2018 11:25 AM

24 A lot of these signs look like their for individual business and do not combine names onto one sign.
This could become very cluttered.

8/2/2018 8:23 AM

25 Prefer solid base that meets the bottom of the sign face 8/2/2018 8:01 AM

26 Monument signs need appropriate designt o be affective 8/2/2018 7:48 AM
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27 Consider design and compatibility with buildings onsite 8/1/2018 5:15 PM
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Q58 Do you have any additional comments to add for Mural Signs?
Answered: 41 Skipped: 220

# RESPONSES DATE

1 More public art please! 8/29/2018 11:36 AM

2 55 is just too much 8/25/2018 2:36 PM

3 Nothing outlandish please- it's Distracting 8/24/2018 10:29 PM

4 Context, context, context! 8/24/2018 4:36 PM

5 Mostly looks like graffiti 8/23/2018 7:31 PM

6 I do not object to murals as art to beautify or make a statement about an area. I do not have a
great appreciation for mural signs used to identify businesses. These types of signs seem to
deteriorate quickly and become eyesores.

8/23/2018 4:52 PM

7 I am not a fan of mural signs. 8/23/2018 4:31 PM

8 no 8/23/2018 12:53 PM

9 like to see mor of this. 8/20/2018 4:58 PM

10 I love the pop and art vibe of mural signs 8/18/2018 2:39 PM

11 I love wall art even if its advertising, it really dresses up the street. 8/17/2018 9:16 PM

12 no 8/17/2018 4:47 PM

13 No 8/16/2018 7:06 PM

14 These signs are very artistic and unique. 8/16/2018 5:07 PM

15 Love the artistic flare with these murals. I'm 100 percent okay with this around the city. We,
frankly, need more.

8/14/2018 10:51 AM

16 These are appropriate in a downtown area or other area with art culture 8/12/2018 4:41 AM

17 "My God" 8/11/2018 7:39 PM

18 westminster should utilize local artists for more public art and murals 8/11/2018 3:52 PM

19 Location dependent - can change character of neighborhood 8/11/2018 3:31 PM

20 I do not like murals 8/11/2018 11:13 AM

21 Context matters, however I really do LIKE the creativity some of those display! 8/10/2018 7:31 PM

22 Street Art (aka mural signs) are becoming more common -- just look at RiNo in Denver! If it is 'art' it
should be allowed in specified places. If it is grafitti (tagging) it should be outlawed everywhere.
However the key to making this work is to encourage it in designated areas (where the majority of
owners are in favor of it) and exclude it in other areas. It should not be allowed, for example, on
your next door neighbor's garage door. I don't think rules should stifle someone's creativity, but
there is a difference on where such creative expressions fit the neighboring standards. Then too, if
it is infact ART -- street art, outdoor art, etc., is has a place. If it is purely a sign with commercial,
business, or informational information, I think that is innappropriate for Westminster today.

8/10/2018 5:47 PM

23 i would much rather see mural signs than graffiti so if they help, go for it 8/10/2018 12:24 PM

24 These would be great for the 'artsy' section of our city, and I hope that section can be revitalized
enough to have buildings like these

8/10/2018 10:46 AM

25 Who decides between trash graffiti and true art? Who determines the quality? Could end up
having painted walls everywhere, even ugly inappropriate paintings.

8/10/2018 7:34 AM

26 Nice! Arty; convey business flavor and i.d. very creatively. Easy to remember and locate. 8/9/2018 10:18 PM

27 55 looks like it has vehicles in the parking lot painted to match. Those spaces are now unusable by
the public: it's too much.

8/9/2018 10:02 PM
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28 Maybe in the art district but not for general Westminster 8/9/2018 9:52 PM

29 No thank you to murals! 8/9/2018 7:52 PM

30 As advertising they are inappropriate. As signs to delineate a business, they’re more appropriate,
but can’t look like billboards. As art, anything goes.

8/9/2018 7:46 PM

31 #53 and 54 could work in the art area of Westminster but not elsewhere. 8/9/2018 7:31 PM

32 I love the idea of the murals but if they get "graffitied", that would be totally unacceptable and
Westminster would have to control the content as well.

8/9/2018 6:50 PM

33 Murals add to the culture and beauty of our city. 8/9/2018 5:08 PM

34 Mural signs generally seem appropriate as long as content is not offensive and maintained in good
condition.

8/9/2018 4:54 PM

35 I love colorful artwork on walls-seems to be the trendy thing now 8/9/2018 4:13 PM

36 More art than ad 8/9/2018 3:40 PM

37 Murals are not signs! They're art, and they're usually wonderful, as these examples demonstrate. 8/9/2018 3:29 PM

38 We need more murals in Westminster, take away any limits in these. 8/9/2018 11:25 AM

39 Love the randomness of the mural to add a "splash of color." I think it's important to define the
edges of the mural, visually speaking.

8/2/2018 8:03 AM

40 Murals are a great space filler and can bring life to an area if done right 8/2/2018 7:49 AM

41 Allow on side and rear elevations, with limits on front elevations 8/1/2018 5:17 PM
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Q64 Do you have any additional comments to add for Pole/Billboard
Signs?

Answered: 39 Skipped: 222

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Most of these are way to large for Westminster. Billboards are unnecessary and, in my opinion,
send a industrial message that is unlike Westminster.

8/29/2018 11:39 AM

2 59 is just too big for most of Westminster 8/25/2018 2:38 PM

3 figure out how to regulate tasteful signs - city covenants? 8/24/2018 10:32 PM

4 Large scale billboard signs such as 59 and 63 seem to be larger than necessary for Westminster. I
would only allow signs such as 61 when they are historic or of cultural significance for an area;
otherwise, and for new billboard signs, I woudl prefer to see some unifiormity of design. The
Texaco sign borders on appearing to be larger than necessary in our community since most area
speed limits do not require that one see a sign from very far away. It is generally neutral but I think
it could be incorprated in to a possible uniform design style for the city.

8/23/2018 4:57 PM

5 I think before approving Pole/ Billboard signs the powers that be have to carefully consider where it
will be placed.

8/23/2018 4:33 PM

6 no 8/23/2018 12:54 PM

7 Business signs do not need to be bigger than is necessary to identify the establishment 8/17/2018 9:18 PM

8 no 8/17/2018 4:48 PM

9 Do not like overly large signs 8/17/2018 2:33 AM

10 No 8/16/2018 7:08 PM

11 These are old-fashoned and ugly. It's like they are meant to be noticed by passing traffic from a
great distance.

8/16/2018 5:08 PM

12 Generally, these don't belong in Westminster 8/16/2018 12:52 PM

13 Large billboard signs should be limited to major roadways. 8/15/2018 12:02 PM

14 Tall signs are easier to see from a distance, making the business easier to find, especially when
near an interstate highway.

8/11/2018 8:26 PM

15 OK for strip malls! 8/11/2018 7:41 PM

16 Don't care for those signs 8/11/2018 11:14 AM

17 Basic rectangle design appropriate only off highways. 8/10/2018 7:42 PM

18 Some areas of Westminster should NOT display Billboards. We have a number of panoramic and
strikng vistas and viewing points. A clear line of sight to the beauty of the mountains and foothills is
a selling point for what makes our community so attractive!!

8/10/2018 7:34 PM

19 Billboard signs have a long history, and have been rarely addressed by rules, it appears. Besides
overall size rules that depend on location, the appropriate/inappropriate mix has more to do about
what the sign is blocking or obscuring that what it does as a sign. Setbacks are required (sixe
dependent), open space encompassing the sign, and "by neighborhood" rules should be in place.
In an urban context, most billboard signs are inappropriate and that applies to most of
Westminster.

8/10/2018 6:01 PM

20 I am not a fan of big billboard signs. To me, they are for attracting interstate highway travelers 8/10/2018 10:49 AM

21 Size makes a difference. Big enough to help someone locate a business, but not so big that the
entire purpose is advertising - see me - buy me.

8/10/2018 7:36 AM

22 Appropriate when serving to i.d. the business location -- not just a random billboard. 8/9/2018 10:20 PM
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23 62 is showing signs of wear; if it's kept cleaner & maintained, it's ok. 59's type is totally
unacceptable.

8/9/2018 10:06 PM

24 Do not allow empty or damaged pole signs to remain standing like those on Federal around 92nd. 8/9/2018 9:54 PM

25 SIZE matters. So does brightness. 8/9/2018 7:47 PM

26 In general, these signs are kind of shoddy looking and don't increase the city's image. 8/9/2018 7:32 PM

27 Don't use video boards with billboards. Billboards should avoid blocking views for others (think
mountains, etc.)

8/9/2018 7:30 PM

28 Number 60 is nicely done. The others are all too high for our city. 8/9/2018 6:52 PM

29 I don't like the electronic ones where the ad changes. I find them distracting, especially while
driving.

8/9/2018 6:24 PM

30 Some of these are just ugly. 8/9/2018 5:30 PM

31 These are unattractive, particularly when there are too many in an area. 8/9/2018 5:09 PM

32 The size of pole signs should be limited in height & size in most residential/retail areas. 8/9/2018 4:58 PM

33 These kind of signs are awfully big 8/9/2018 4:14 PM

34 I've lived in no-billboards cities twice, and it really adds to the quality of life. 8/9/2018 3:31 PM

35 If pole signs work for the location and business, let them use it. 8/9/2018 11:26 AM

36 The promenade has pole signs that have signs and some that just have art. The picture is
misleading.

8/2/2018 9:06 AM

37 The only place we should allow pole signs are tall signs for highway-adjacent applications--and
even there, we must be cognizant of what is around the sign area (e.g., don't want to tower over
someone's back yard)

8/2/2018 8:06 AM

38 Pole signs and billboard signs do not fit the design elements of Westminster 8/2/2018 7:50 AM

39 Depends on context 8/1/2018 5:18 PM
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Q70 Do you have any additional comments to add for Projecting Signs?
Answered: 29 Skipped: 232

# RESPONSES DATE

1 no 8/25/2018 2:38 PM

2 Westminster is not a resort destination - stress community 8/24/2018 10:33 PM

3 The projecting signs that I am less opposed to have less lighting than the ones I find to be likely
inappropriate. I think such signs can add character to an area. While lighting would be needed at
night, I would prefer minimal lighting or an non-illumiated projecting sign, unless the sign had
historic or cultural importance to a neighborhood.

8/23/2018 5:00 PM

4 no 8/23/2018 12:55 PM

5 Cute, artistic signs add to the environment. 8/17/2018 9:19 PM

6 no 8/17/2018 4:49 PM

7 No 8/16/2018 7:10 PM

8 These signs are unique, attractive, and they look expensive. Classy! 8/16/2018 5:09 PM

9 These could all work in Westminster, but some are better than others. 8/16/2018 12:53 PM

10 OK 8/11/2018 7:43 PM

11 Difficult to distinguish the difference from some other types. 8/11/2018 3:32 PM

12 Easier to see 8/11/2018 11:15 AM

13 The projection distance needs to be defined in relationship to the building size, proximity to
streets, walkways, trees, streetlights, etc. need to be defined. Proportionality to building or wall
size should be a consideration.

8/10/2018 6:01 PM

14 i think projecting signs should be subtle 8/10/2018 12:26 PM

15 Depends on the amount of light, as previously mentioned 8/10/2018 10:50 AM

16 Must be well designed and attractive to the eye. Helpful to locate a place as you are driving down
the street.

8/10/2018 7:37 AM

17 All examples great, 8/9/2018 10:21 PM

18 High winds can cause damage to signs, resulting in hazards. 8/9/2018 10:06 PM

19 Creativity allows a business to stand out and be noticed 8/9/2018 9:55 PM

20 Size is important - and again, maintenance requirements 8/9/2018 7:48 PM

21 These are generally classy looking, although they can look pretty retro. 8/9/2018 7:33 PM

22 Numbers 66 and 68 are too large. 8/9/2018 6:54 PM

23 They’re nice 8/9/2018 4:16 PM

24 Projecting signs are often charming, as these examples show. 8/9/2018 3:32 PM

25 Projecting signs are beautiful and should absolutely be utilized by anyone desiring to do so. 8/9/2018 11:27 AM

26 Context of where they are going 8/2/2018 9:07 AM

27 N/A 8/2/2018 8:07 AM

28 The first image had an appropriate design and structure but I did not like the removable lettering
message board

8/2/2018 7:51 AM

29 Allow in any urban context 8/1/2018 5:18 PM
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Q76 Do you have any additional comments to add for Roof Signs?
Answered: 27 Skipped: 234

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Regulate the aesthetic appearance of our city 8/24/2018 10:35 PM

2 The roof signs that I find inappropriate are very large--74 is a billboard, which seems totally
inappropriate for Westminster. I object to 75 due to size and the lighting. I understand that lighting
is important for night visibility but I am interested in preserving night skies and so would like
brightness to be regulated. 72 seems to e larger than necessary for our area. 71 is unattractive
and reminds me that I would like to see some level of uniformity required of signage.

8/23/2018 5:05 PM

3 no 8/23/2018 12:56 PM

4 Gauche, over the top signs add noting to the local decor 8/17/2018 9:20 PM

5 no 8/17/2018 4:50 PM

6 No 8/16/2018 7:12 PM

7 No billboards please! 8/16/2018 5:10 PM

8 I don’t think these have the right character for the city 8/12/2018 4:44 AM

9 Limits on density for this type of sign should be considered. Too many becomes a visual jumble
and blocks the natural view.

8/10/2018 7:37 PM

10 Those not truly on the roof should be lumped into other categories -- #72 (marquee), #73 & #75
(wall signs). All signs mounted on the roof or eave edge are inappropriate for Westminister.

8/10/2018 6:01 PM

11 roof signs should be limited in size 8/10/2018 12:27 PM

12 I'm not in favor of signs that add height to a building, obscuring the skyline view 8/10/2018 10:52 AM

13 How can you not look at these signs without looking at 'readability' as that is what signs are all
about

8/10/2018 8:52 AM

14 Please stay away from the appearance of big road signs like billboards. 8/10/2018 7:39 AM

15 No 8/9/2018 10:22 PM

16 72, 73, 75 look sturdy enough to withstand high winds & remain intact. 74's type is totally
unacceptable.

8/9/2018 10:07 PM

17 Do they have to be so HUGE? 8/9/2018 7:49 PM

18 Billboards on top of roofs are probably not appropriate. 8/9/2018 7:32 PM

19 72 is too big even for a "superstore". 74 is a billboard and is too old style. 75 is a little too large and
has too many different styled words

8/9/2018 6:59 PM

20 Billboards make the area seem run down 8/9/2018 4:17 PM

21 Should refer to the business in the building 8/9/2018 3:42 PM

22 I think roof signs are VERY hard to do well, and the Springhill Suites example isn't really a roof
sign, which is why I like it best.

8/9/2018 3:33 PM

23 #74 is flat out ugly. Should not be utilized. 8/9/2018 11:28 AM

24 Some of these are already allowed under code. May be necessary to explain that to people now. 8/2/2018 9:09 AM

25 Do not like "above roof line," but okay if backed by wall or parapet 8/2/2018 8:09 AM

26 Roof signs are difficult to allow AND achieve an appropriate design. 8/2/2018 7:52 AM

27 Allowance depends more on design than context 8/1/2018 5:19 PM
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Q82 Do you have any additional comments to add for Sculptural Signs?
Answered: 26 Skipped: 235

# RESPONSES DATE

1 nothing obnoxious Or TRENDY, please 8/24/2018 10:36 PM

2 Unless they are of historic or cultural significance for a particular area, I am not in favor of most
sculpted signs. However, the smaller, simpler signs such as 81 and 79 are less objectional to me.
The 'park' sign, 78, is just dated.

8/23/2018 5:08 PM

3 no 8/23/2018 12:57 PM

4 Small cute signs are great, overbearing, in your face and over the top are just gauche and
Westmisnter is too small for them.

8/17/2018 9:22 PM

5 no 8/17/2018 4:51 PM

6 No 8/16/2018 7:14 PM

7 Some of the examples are ugly and very specific to the business. They can be interesting though. 8/16/2018 5:12 PM

8 Where these are placed is as important as their design. 8/16/2018 12:55 PM

9 Size? 8/11/2018 7:45 PM

10 Not big and gawdy 8/11/2018 11:17 AM

11 Couldn't we put that nose sculpture on City Hall and NOT provide an explanation? 8/10/2018 7:38 PM

12 Mostly just ugly. No accounting for taste. 8/10/2018 6:03 PM

13 I like whimsical and artsy, but I downgraded signs due to size 8/10/2018 10:54 AM

14 If a name of a business can be displayed in a large one dimensional sign, I would prefer that type
of advertising.

8/10/2018 7:41 AM

15 80: Signs with text that wraps around corners are distracting to drivers. 79 may not be sturdy
enough to stay intact in high winds.

8/9/2018 10:08 PM

16 Would be nice to see more 8/9/2018 9:57 PM

17 Size, space it projects and where it is located should all be considered. Maybe approval on a case
by case basis?

8/9/2018 7:50 PM

18 Please preserve views of folks that are not the sign owner/user. 8/9/2018 7:33 PM

19 Number 78-neon signs went out of style long time ago. 80 and 81 are too large. 8/9/2018 7:02 PM

20 Non-traditional signs (murals, projecting, sculptural, etc) add character. 8/9/2018 5:02 PM

21 Should refer to the business in the building 8/9/2018 3:43 PM

22 Some of these could be put in the Projecting Signs category. 8/9/2018 3:35 PM

23 Who defines "sculptural"? 8/2/2018 9:10 AM

24 Scale is important--sign should "fit" in a given space without overpowering it 8/2/2018 8:11 AM

25 I love sculptural signs. They not only advertise but are memorable. 8/2/2018 7:53 AM

26 Encourage 8/1/2018 5:20 PM
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Q88 Do you have any additional comments to add for
Temporary/Portable/Sandwich Boards Signs?

Answered: 32 Skipped: 229

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Stay clear of Cheap-looking signs (no "Food Truck nite") 8/24/2018 10:38 PM

2 Signs of this type that that are historic or culturally significant would likely be appropriate (I can
imagine 85 possibly being of that type). I think it is important that such signs only be used where
they do not obstruct traffic. I like to see daily specials on sandwich chalk boards at eateries;
however the use of 83, along the roadway seems inappropriate. 84 is awful but could perhaps be
permitted a few days before a special event but would have to be taken down immediately after
the event. 87 is problematic. It is obviously temporary but it is unattractive and seems mostly
inappropriate to me. The use of flags such as number 86 can be okay in some contexts but the
context shown seems inappropriate because of the large overhead sign nearby. I have appreciated
flags at some locations where the entry to the business area dose not have a directory. I think they
can be helpful in some contexts and just clutter in other contexts. I would not want to be tasked
with writing the regulattions.

8/23/2018 5:20 PM

3 no 8/23/2018 12:58 PM

4 Temporary signs should be allowed as both directional and informational and for a limited time. 8/17/2018 9:24 PM

5 no 8/17/2018 4:52 PM

6 No 8/16/2018 7:17 PM

7 I hope you can crack down on temporary signs around our city. 8/16/2018 5:13 PM

8 I like sandwich boards as long as they don't block a walkway - the give a great sense of place 8/16/2018 12:56 PM

9 The first example could have been moved over a bit further from the sidewalk. The second
example looked sloppy and could have been placed more neatly and, perhaps with a little more
spaced out.

8/11/2018 8:29 PM

10 They get in the way when walking past, litter! 8/11/2018 7:47 PM

11 Temporary often stay beyond their time, blow around, look cheap. 8/11/2018 3:34 PM

12 Need to be time limits and location limits. Should not block traffic views (corners, too close to
sidewalks etc...), not impede foot traffic.

8/10/2018 7:46 PM

13 Timeliness matters along with weather considerations. Temporary signage can't blow into the stree
and become a traffic hazard, and "wire signage" (especially including electioneering materials)
must be picked up after a stated due-date..

8/10/2018 7:42 PM

14 Must be on private property(owned by the sign placer), not sidewalks, roadways, parks, street and
road easements (curbs), or driveways.

8/10/2018 6:06 PM

15 These temporary signs and billboards are often placed on the public right of way and sometimes
more than a dozen

8/10/2018 5:10 PM

16 can not block sideways and/or entrances and exits of buildings 8/10/2018 12:29 PM

17 These are all things that can blow over in the wind and hurt somebody or become trash 8/10/2018 10:56 AM

18 Maintenance, plus removal of temporary signs either at night or once the event is over. 8/10/2018 7:42 AM

19 Rarely pay attention to them while driving. Fine when walking down street or up to a business
when used to promote details of an event, menu, clever saying. Pretty much ignore the waving flag
things -- too many around anymore.

8/9/2018 10:24 PM

20 These can all easily be blown over/down by high winds, causing hazards. 8/9/2018 10:09 PM

21 These tend to be over-used and create a littered appearance at busy intersections but is suppose
the provide some value at a low cost

8/9/2018 9:59 PM
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22 Can “temporary” be defined with the amount of time it is allowed to be displayed? A month, only
during open hours, only to advertise special events, etc

8/9/2018 7:52 PM

23 These aren't ideal but they are likely necessary on occasion and should be allowed with
restrictions, perhaps.

8/9/2018 7:35 PM

24 Temporary is temporary. If you are putting out the same sign repeatedly in the same place, that's
not temporary. Yard signs and similar are probably best for specific purpose or season (like
elections) then need to be taken down. The campaign advocated for should be some responsibility
for their removal/disposal.

8/9/2018 7:35 PM

25 IMO, temporary signs should have dates on them and only be standing for a very short while.
Some of these can be "take in at night" so to speak but they would not be considered temporary.

8/9/2018 7:06 PM

26 The signs should be placed in locations that do not impede walkways or prevent access for those
with disabilities

8/9/2018 6:28 PM

27 My main complaints with temp signs are having multiple (either same sign or different signs) in the
same area.

8/9/2018 5:05 PM

28 Westminster is windy. Portable signs should be heavy. 8/9/2018 3:47 PM

29 No feather signs. Gross!! They are usually left up as a permanent sign. Need more enforcement if
these are allowed.

8/2/2018 9:11 AM

30 Should not block ADA/Pedestrian/Cyclist/Vehicle travel lanes 8/2/2018 8:13 AM

31 I like sandwich board signs, but the top image was hard to choose because of the context shown.
Should we also show projection signs that are projected on the sidewalk?

8/2/2018 7:55 AM

32 Limit number, spacing and vary by context 8/1/2018 5:21 PM
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2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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2.34% 4

2.34% 4

6.43% 11

24.56% 42

64.33% 110

Q92 Is the under canopy sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate
for Westminster?

Answered: 171 Skipped: 90

TOTAL 171

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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5.85% 10

9.94% 17

13.45% 23

22.81% 39

47.95% 82

Q93 Is the under canopy sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate
for Westminster?

Answered: 171 Skipped: 90

TOTAL 171

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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Q94 Do you have any additional comments to add for Under Canopy
Signs?

Answered: 15 Skipped: 246

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No 'Screaming" signs - regulate Size & Color 8/24/2018 10:40 PM

2 I do not object to this type of sign. 91 with so many signs however would only be appropriate in
some areas.

8/23/2018 5:22 PM

3 no 8/23/2018 12:58 PM

4 Signs that show us what is where and those tastefully done should be allowed, big overpowering
signs aren't very tasteful.

8/17/2018 9:25 PM

5 no 8/17/2018 4:53 PM

6 No 8/16/2018 7:19 PM

7 These aren't very attractive and really don't help the business much. I don't know why a business
would want this.

8/16/2018 5:14 PM

8 Overall size and proportionality are key considerations, as well as overhead clearances must be
specified.

8/10/2018 6:08 PM

9 The last one looks like it could fall down, and lighting looks low-quality 8/10/2018 10:58 AM

10 Anything that can be caught by high winds can cause hazards. 8/9/2018 10:10 PM

11 91-Too many signs, too big, too close together. 93-too big. 8/9/2018 8:26 PM

12 These are nice. They stand out and make it easy to see the business. 8/9/2018 7:36 PM

13 Scale is important--must ensure not over- or under-sized. Also, must ensure adequate (and
comfortable) clearance for persons walking underneath

8/2/2018 8:15 AM

14 Under canopy signs are great when incldued in a walking environment. The last sign did not have
the best design. maybe I shouldn't have chosen that one.

8/2/2018 7:56 AM

15 These are nearly always appropriate - of course, with clearance requirements 8/1/2018 5:22 PM
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8.72% 15

12.21% 21

16.28% 28

30.23% 52

32.56% 56

Q95 Is the wall sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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0.58% 1

1.75% 3

11.11% 19

27.49% 47

59.06% 101

Q96 Is the wall sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 171 Skipped: 90

TOTAL 171

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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1.74% 3

4.07% 7

7.56% 13

28.49% 49

58.14% 100

Q97 Is the wall sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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6.98% 12

14.53% 25

10.47% 18

26.74% 46

41.28% 71

Q98 Is the wall sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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0.58% 1

0.58% 1

1.74% 3

20.93% 36

76.16% 131

Q99 Is the wall sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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Q100 Do you have any additional comments to add for Wall Signs?
Answered: 16 Skipped: 245

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Avoid Tacky-looking signs - size & color 8/24/2018 10:42 PM

2 The appropriateness of wall signs depends upon their size and context. Once again, I woudl
stretch my idea of appropriate for historic or cultural significance and also for how the look blends
with the neighborhood. I generally think 98 is too large but it is tasteful, not garish and unobtrusive
and so may fit in some neighborhoods. I am less fond of 96 evne though it is not garish or
obtrusive; it woudl depend upon context. I don't find 97 appealing but it's not garish or obtrusive. 95
is just ugly and looks like it is the best you would find in a declining neighborhood.

8/23/2018 5:27 PM

3 no 8/23/2018 12:59 PM

4 All could be OK depending on presentation. 8/17/2018 9:26 PM

5 no 8/17/2018 4:54 PM

6 No 8/16/2018 7:20 PM

7 should not cover windows/doors 8/11/2018 3:56 PM

8 Some limitations on color brightness and color combinations along with print size may be
beneficial.

8/10/2018 7:44 PM

9 Who will determine if the permanent painting on a large brick wall is of quality workmanship and
appropriate? Don’t walls to look like graffiti that is ugly and trashy.

8/10/2018 7:45 AM

10 97 might trap wind behind it, making it unstable & hazardous. 8/9/2018 10:11 PM

11 95-too big for the windows below it and too flat against the wall. 8/9/2018 8:29 PM

12 Size needs to be appropriate to the wall location 8/9/2018 7:53 PM

13 Preferably simple 8/9/2018 3:48 PM

14 Scale in relation to wall space is critical; should compliment wall design 8/2/2018 8:17 AM

15 The first two signs were bad design. 8/2/2018 7:57 AM

16 Consider building context and encourage creativity 8/1/2018 5:23 PM
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0.58% 1

0.00% 0

0.58% 1

13.37% 23

85.47% 147

Q101 Is the window sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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13.45% 23

14.04% 24

14.04% 24

18.71% 32

39.77% 68

Q102 Is the window sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 171 Skipped: 90

TOTAL 171

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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2.33% 4

7.56% 13

12.79% 22

27.33% 47

50.00% 86

Q103 Is the window sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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4.07% 7

7.56% 13

13.95% 24

18.02% 31

56.40% 97

Q104 Is the window sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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3.49% 6

2.33% 4

11.05% 19

16.86% 29

66.28% 114

Q105 Is the window sign shown above appropriate or inappropriate for
Westminster?

Answered: 172 Skipped: 89

TOTAL 172

1:
Inappropriat...

2: Likely
inappropriat...

3: Neutral

4: Likely
appropriate,...

5: Appropriate
for Westminster

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

1: Inappropriate for Westminster

2: Likely inappropriate but may be appropriate depending on context

3: Neutral

4: Likely appropriate, but depends on the context

5: Appropriate for Westminster
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Q106 Do you have any additional comments to add for Window Signs?
Answered: 20 Skipped: 241

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Limit distracting/confusing signs - Keep it Simple 8/24/2018 10:43 PM

2 shouldn't cover view through door into store or out 8/23/2018 6:01 PM

3 Window signs should not obscure the entire window as 102 and 103 do. 104 and 105 are a bit
large for the windows they are on but they are neatly rendered.

8/23/2018 5:29 PM

4 no 8/23/2018 1:00 PM

5 If its on a private window it should be allowed. 8/17/2018 9:28 PM

6 no 8/17/2018 4:55 PM

7 No 8/16/2018 7:22 PM

8 I don't like the temporary window painting that some business do that changes frequently. Any
window sign sould be permanent.

8/16/2018 5:15 PM

9 # 103, 104 and 105 had no picture to look at. Most window signs are fine if painted on the glass.
Might have to think about illuminated window signs, as they could be problematic.

8/10/2018 6:11 PM

10 Window signs should still allow you to see inside the building easily 8/10/2018 12:32 PM

11 102 is too long & space in the middle is too wide. 8/9/2018 10:11 PM

12 101, 104 and 105 are tastefully done; 102 is awful; 103 doesn't go with the rest of the window. 8/9/2018 8:32 PM

13 Again, some of these aren't ideal but in some contexts, like #105, they work ok and don't put an
undue burden on the business.

8/9/2018 7:38 PM

14 Sized sign relative to building is concern with first image. 8/9/2018 5:08 PM

15 Window signs are great. 8/9/2018 3:39 PM

16 There should be a size limit. Some of these are too big. 8/9/2018 3:35 PM

17 Maybe we needed more variety. One with lots of window clutter. The liquor store clutter kind! 8/2/2018 9:14 AM

18 Very hard to enforce--can be put up and taken down so easily. A percentage coverage is a good
approach--but will only come into play for enforcement

8/2/2018 8:19 AM

19 The old addage for window signs is percentage covered, but we shouldn't restrict creativity. 8/2/2018 7:58 AM

20 Limit percent of window covered by window signs and perhaps the number 8/1/2018 5:25 PM
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# SIGN REGULATION: CURRENT CODE: CHAMBER DRAFT: CITY DRAFT #3: CITY DRAFT #4: SUPPORT OF VPS? AVG. ALLOWANCE:

1
Monument Sign Area for 

10+ Acre Properties:
100 sq ft 200 sq ft 100 sq ft 150 sq ft Yes (3.9/5) 145.83 sq ft

2

Monument Sign Area for 

Properties less than 10 

Acres, but greater than 2 

Acres:

60 sq ft 100 sq ft 60 sq ft 100 sq ft Yes (3.9/5) 105.50 sq ft

3
Monument Sign Area for 

2-or-less Acre Properties:
32 sq ft 60 sq ft 32 sq ft 60 sq ft Yes (3.9/5) 37.20 sq ft

4

Monument Sign Height 

(Signs over 60 sq ft in 

area):

25 ft 25 ft 25 ft 25 ft N/A 29.00 ft

5

Monument Sign Height 

(Signs over 32 sq ft in 

area, up to 60 sq ft in 

area):

8 ft

All signs less than or 

equal to 60 sq ft in area: 

8 ft

8 ft 8 ft N/A 16.20 ft

6

Monument Sign Height 

(Signs less than 32 sq ft in 

area):

6 ft

All signs less than or 

equal to 60 sq ft in area: 

8 ft

6 ft 6 ft N/A 10.57 ft

7

Monument Signs, 

Number Allowed, 10+ 

Acre Properties:

1 per frontage; up to two 

frontages

Monument Signs, 

Number Allowed, 2+ Acre 

Properties: 1 per frontage 

up to two, or two on 

same frontage

1 per frontage (no limit to 

number of frontages)

1 per frontage (no limit to 

number of frontages)
N/A 1.60 signs allowed

8

Monument Signs, 

Number Allowed, Under 

10 Acre Properties:

1 allowed, in total

Monument Signs, 

Number Allowed, Under 

2 Acre Properties: 1 

allowed, in total

1 per frontage (limited to 

two frontages)

1 per frontage (limited to 

two frontages)
N/A 1.20 signs allowed

9

Monument Signs, 

Number of Tenants 

Allowed:

6 10 8 No Limit N/A N/A

10

ODP plan in place: 

Additional Allowances for 

Monument Signs:

Non-Retail Business / 

Office / Industrial / 

Technical Parks Only

Retail OR Non-Retail 

Business / Office / 

Industrial / Technical 

Parks

Applies to any 

development (outside a 

SPD) of 3 acres or more

Applies to any 

development (outside a 

SPD) of 3 acres or more

N/A N/A

11
Area Allowance for Menu 

Boards:
40 sq ft 80 sq ft

240 sq ft (Incidental Sign; 

see below)

240 sq ft (Incidental Sign; 

see Menu Board below)
Yes (4.1/5) N/A

12
Height Allowance for 

Menu Boards: 
6 ft 8 ft

7 ft (Incidental Sign; see 

below)

8 ft (Incidental Sign; see 

Menu Board below)
Yes (4.1/5) N/A

13
Gasoline Pricing Signs 

(Monument):

Allows internal scrolling 

mechanisms; no LED; two 

changes per 24 hours

LED and EMC signs 

permitted; no limitation 

on changes per day

Mechanical or LED Okay; 

may change once per 

hour*

Treat as EMC, (see below) Yes (4.1/5) N/A

14

Monument Sign Area for 

10+ Acre Institutional 

Users:

100 sq ft 200 sq ft Yes (4.1/5) N/A

15

Monument Sign Area for 

Institutional Users less 

than 10 Acres, but greater 

than 2 Acres:

60 sq ft 100 sq ft Yes (4.1/5) N/A

16

Monument Sign Area for 

2-or-less Acre 

Institutional Users:

32 sq ft 60 sq ft Yes (4.1/5) N/A

17

Max Institutional 

Monument Height (Signs 

over 60 sq ft in area):

25 ft 25 ft Yes (4.1/5) N/A

18

Max Institutional 

Monument Height (Signs 

over 32 sq ft in area, up to 

60 sq ft in area):

8 ft

All signs less than or 

equal to 60 sq ft in area: 

8 ft

Yes (4.1/5) N/A

19

Max Institutional 

Monument Height (Signs 

less than 32 sq ft in area):

6 ft

All signs less than or 

equal to 60 sq ft in area: 

8 ft

Yes (4.1/5) N/A

20
Electronic Message 

Centers (EMCs):

Allowed only to 

Institutional Users; no 

more than 33% or 30 

square ft of total sign 

area, whichever is less.  

Rate of change restricted 

to once every 30 minutes.

Allowed to all users; 

regulated only as a 

monument sign (area, 

height, etc.).  Additional 

standards introduced for 

rate of change (5 

seconds), transition, 

brightness (0.3 fc above 

ambient), areas not 

permitted for use (e.g., 

"Historic Areas")

Allowed in SPDs only; 

(existing are 

grandfathered).  Rate of 

change is 8 seconds, 

transitions must be sans 

animation, brightness 

(0.3 fc above ambient), 

and other rules very 

similar to Chamber Draft

Allowed on Monument 

Signs (up to 40% of total 

sign area) in all 

commerical areas; 

(Allowed on wall signs 

only in commerical areas 

where monument signs 

are not allowed).  Rate of 

change is 8 seconds, 

transitions must be sans 

animation, other rules 

very similar to Chamber 

Draft

No (2.66/5)

43.33% of total 

Monutment Sign Area 

may be EMC

SIGN CODE COMPARISON:
(Comparing Current City Sign Code, Chamber of Commerce Draft, Last Two City Sign Code Drafts, VPS Results, and Benchmark Locality Allowances)

The "Institutional User" 

category regulates signs 

by use / message, which 

is not content neutral, as 

required by Reed v. 

Gilbert .  Monument 

signs for "Institutional 

Users" are handled 

simply as monument 

signs as they would be 

for any other type of user.

The "Institutional User" 

category regulates signs 

by use / message, which 

is not content neutral, as 

required by Reed v. 

Gilbert .  Monument 

signs for "Institutional 

Users" are handled 

simply as monument 

signs as they would be 

for any other type of user.
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# SIGN REGULATION: CURRENT CODE: CHAMBER DRAFT: CITY DRAFT #3: CITY DRAFT #4: SUPPORT OF VPS? AVG. ALLOWANCE:

21
Wall Sign Maximum 

Area:
300 sq ft 400 sq ft 300 sq ft

400 sq ft                          

Also, a new tiered system 

allows for more signage 

on larger building fronts.

Yes (4.2/5) 225 sq ft

22
Wall Sign Maximum 

Quantity:

1 per frontage; up to three 

frontages

1 per frontage; up to four 

frontages

1 per frontage; up to four 

frontages

1 per frontage; up to four 

frontages
Yes (4.2/5) 1.67 signs per frontage

23
Gasoline Pricing Signs 

(Wall):

Allows internal scrolling 

mechanisms; no LED; two 

changes per 24 hours

LED and EMC signs 

permitted; no limitation 

on changes per day

LED Okay; may change 

once per hour*

Treated as EMC, (see 

above)
N/A N/A

24 Other: N/A

Possible additional 

changes wanted for 

"Legislative Intent," 

"Variances," and 

"Enforcement," with 

specific changes not 

identified / requested.

Much of the language 

throughout the new sign 

code draft has been 

reworked to provide 

clarity, and to remove 

contradictory or 

confusing passages 

Much of the language 

throughout the new sign 

code draft has been 

reworked to provide 

clarity, and to remove 

contradictory or 

confusing passages 

N/A N/A

25 Post Signs: N/A N/A New Allowance New Allowance N/A

26 Sandwich Boards: Not Permitted N/A New Allowance New Allowance Yes (3.1/5) N/A

27 Subdivision Signs: 1 permitted N/A 2 permitted 2 permitted Yes (3.6/5) N/A

28 Awning Signs: SPD Areas Only N/A

Permitted in all but low 

intensity residential 

zones

Permitted in all but low 

intensity residential 

zones

Yes (4.1/5) N/A

29 Canopy Signs: SPD Areas Only N/A

Permitted in all but low 

intensity residential 

zones

Permitted in all but low 

intensity residential 

zones

Yes (4.0/5) N/A

30 Marquee Signs: SPD Areas Only N/A

Permitted in all but low 

intensity residential 

zones

Permitted in all but low 

intensity residential 

zones

Yes (3.8/5) N/A

31 Projecting Signs: Permitted N/A

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Yes (3.9/5) N/A

32 Window Signs: Permitted N/A

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Yes (4.1/5) N/A

33 Roof Signs: Not Permitted N/A SPD Areas Only SPD Areas Only Yes (3.6/5) N/A

34 Skyline Signs:
Permitted as Building ID 

Signs
N/A

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Yes (4.5/5) N/A

35 Flags: Permitted N/A

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

Permitted; additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

N/A N/A

36 Menu Boards: Permitted N/A Yes (4.1/5) N/A

37
Directional / 

Informational Signs:
Permitted N/A Yes (4.1/5) N/A

38
Retail Area Directory 

Sign:
Permitted N/A Yes (4.1/5) N/A

39 Home Occupation Signs: Permitted N/A N/A N/A

40
Off-site Commercial 

Development Signs:
Permitted N/A N/A N/A

41
Temporary Project 

Identification Signs:
Permitted N/A Yes (3.0/5) N/A

42 Temporary Outside Signs: Permitted N/A Yes (3.0/5) N/A

43
Signs in the Public Right 

of Way (ROW):

Not Permitted except for 

Government Signs
N/A

New Allowances / 

Permitting Process

New Allowances / 

Permitting Process
N/A N/A

N/A = Not Applicable or Not Addressed Compiled by David German and Sean McCartney, 13 August 2020; Revised 15 September 2020

NOTES:

1) Draft 3 was the form of the Sign Code when discussed with City Council at the October 21, 2019 Study Session

2) Draft 4 is the proposed final version of the Sign Code.  The shades of green indicate whether proposed changes that meet or exceed Chamber of Commerce

requested changes. Light Green: No change proposed; Medium Green: Change(s) proposed; Dark Green: Change(s) proposed that meet or exceed requests.

3) VPS Rating Scale: 1 = Not Appropriate for Westminster, 2 = Somewhat Inappropriate, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Somewhat appropriate, 5 = Appropriate for Westminster

4) The Average Column provides the average maximum code allowances for Arvada, Boulder, Broomfield, Centennial, Denver, Lakewood, and Thornton.

All of these Sign Types 

are defined by use / 

message under current 

code, which is not 

content neutral, as 

required by Reed v. 

Gilbert .  All sign types are 

now condensed into new 

category, "Incidental 

Signs," with additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided

All of these Sign Types 

are defined by use / 

message under current 

code, which is not 

content neutral, as 

required by Reed v. 

Gilbert .  All sign types are 

now condensed into new 

category, "Incidental 

Signs," with additional 

clarity and allowances 

provided
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Chapter 11 Sign Regulations 
  

11-11-1 Title. 
This Chapter shall be known and may be cited as the “Westminster Sign Code” or “Sign 
Code.” 

11-11-2 Purpose, Intent and Findings.   
Purpose.  The purpose of this Chapter is to: 

• Accommodate the rights of private entities to freedom of speech, 
• Recognize the business community's need for effective, individualized identity and public 

awareness, 
• Regulate and reduce what otherwise might be confusing and objectionable clutter, 
• Determine placement consistent with traffic safety by reducing traffic hazards caused by 

distractions to motorists and impairment of sight lines, 
• Protect property values by facilitating the harmony between residential and commercial 

uses, 
• Incorporate new technologies for sign design and display, 
• Complement the character of the comprehensive plan land use designations, zoning 

districts, and specific plan areas, 
• Preserve the residential character of residential neighborhoods, 
• Reduce administrative burdens, 
• Avoid the creation of nonconformities, 
• Facilitate the implementation of the City’s Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Districts,  

adopted Specific Plans, and 
• Preserve, protect and promote the public health, safety and general welfare.  

 
Findings:  The City finds that the type, dimensions, setbacks, and physical design of signs 
permitted by this Chapter protect the City’s interests in traffic safety, community character, and 
aesthetics, while allowing for adequate visibility, legibility, and pedestrian or motorist 
recognition and comprehension. The City finds and determines that the standards set out in this 
Chapter were developed after a public process in which the design and dimensional standards 
were tested against industry criteria, past experience in administering sign standards, and 
community input as to the appropriate characteristics of signs in the City’s various 
neighborhoods and business areas. 
 
(A) Generally. This Chapter regulates the type, dimensions, design and other 

characteristics of signs throughout the City.   
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(B) Content Neutral.  This Chapter regulates only the sign structure and physical 
parameters, and not the sign’s content.  

 

11-11-3 Authority. 
This title is enacted pursuant to the home rule provisions of Article XX of the Colorado 
Constitution and the authority and powers contained in the City Charter of the City of 
Westminster, including, but not limited to, Chapters II, IV and XI(V). 

11-11-4 Applicability. 
(A) Generally 

(1) This Chapter applies to any sign within the corporate limits of the City of 
Westminster, Colorado. 

(2) It is unlawful for any person to erect, operate, or otherwise use any sign 
that is prohibited by this Chapter. 

(3) It is unlawful for any person to erect, operate, or otherwise use any sign at 
a time, place, or manner that is prohibited by this Chapter. 

(4) If a Specific Plan provision is inconsistent with a provision of this Chapter, 
the Specific Plan provision controls. 

(B) Exemptions.  This Chapter does not apply to: 
(1) Signs located entirely within the interior of a building or structure and not 

visible from outside of the building, except as otherwise provided below. 
(2) In order to promote traffic and public safety, any public notice or warning 

posted or required by valid and applicable federal, state, or local law, 
regulation, or ordinance, including street addresses. Street addresses not 
exceeding four square feet in area are not counted toward the sign 
allocation for wall signs. 

(3) A sign carried or worn by a person. 
(4) A sign affixed to a vehicle, except as provided in Section 11-11-5(G), 

W.M.C. 
(5) Public signs. 

(C) Message Neutrality 
(1) Despite any other provision of this Chapter, no sign is subject to any 

limitation based on the content of its message. 
(2) Any sign authorized in this Chapter may contain any non-commercial 

copy in lieu of any other copy. 
(D) Planned Unit Developments (PUDs) 
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(1) A sign within a PUD is subject to the requirements of any approved 
Official Development Plan (ODP) applicable to the PUD, and any 
requirements of this Chapter that are not inconsistent with the ODP 
requirements. 

(2) To the extent that an ODP is silent about the type, area, height, design 
features, or other sign requirements, this Chapter applies. 

(E) Specific Plan Districts (SPDs) 
(1) A sign within an SPD is subject to the requirements of any approved 

Specific Plan applicable to the SPD, and any requirements of this Chapter 
that are not inconsistent with the Specific Plan requirements. 

(2) To the extent that a Specific Plan is silent about the type, area, height, 
design features, or other sign requirements, this Chapter applies. 

11-11-5 Prohibited Signs 
The following types of signs are prohibited in the City of Westminster: 
(A) Signs Not Enumerated. Any sign not specifically permitted by this Chapter. 
(B) Signs in Right-of-Way. Any sign on or over any public property. This 

prohibition does not include public signs, such as traffic control signs or 
hazard/warning signs. 

(C) Animation or Movement. Includes: 
(1) Signs with visible moving, revolving, or rotating parts or visible 

mechanical movement, or any description or other apparent visible 
movement achieved by electrical, electronic or mechanical means.  This 
prohibition does not apply to marquees in the Downtown and Station 
Area. 

(2) Signs that are animated with lights or illuminations that flash, move, 
rotate, scintillate, blink, flicker, vary in intensity, vary in color, or use 
intermittent electrical pulsations. 

(D) Attention-Getting Devices. This includes wind signs (including feather signs, 
pennants, streamers, and balloons), strings of light bulbs (except as provided in 
11-11-7(D), W.M.C.), or any inflatable object or material (except as provided for 
temporary signs as provided in 11-11-11(B), W.M.C.). 

(E) Imitations of Official Government Protective or Warning Signs. Any sign that 
is a copy of, or that for any reason is likely to be confused with any government 
approved official signs, such as those signs approved and shown in the Uniform 
Traffic Code. 
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(F) Obstruction of Building Features. Any sign that obstructs any window, door, 
fire escape, stairway, ladder, or opening intended to provide light, air, ingress, or 
egress for any building, as required by law. 

(G) Vehicle Signs. 
(1) Any sign displayed on a vehicle or trailer that is used primarily to display 

the sign is prohibited. Signs are permitted on a vehicle if: 
(a) The vehicle at no time remains in one visible place for more than 24 

consecutive hours; 
(b) The vehicle is actually and primarily used by its owner or another 

as a means of transportation of people or goods or for delivery of 
services (i.e. tow truck); and 

(c) The vehicle displays current registration and is insured to operate 
on public streets in the State of Colorado.  

(H) Billboards.   
(I) Pole Signs. 
(J) Snipe Signs. 
(K) Light Trespass. Any sign that causes any direct glare into or upon any 

residential building or premises, other than the building or premises to which 
the sign is attached. 

(L) Abandoned Signs. A sign, including its structure, that is no longer used. A sign 
is no longer used if: (1) the business the sign advertises has closed; or (2) the 
property on which the sign is located is vacant or unoccupied for at least 90 
consecutive days; or (3) no legal owner of the sign can be found.  An abandoned 
sign is declared a public nuisance and is considered an illegal sign. This 
provision does not apply to permanent signs accessory to businesses that are 
open only on a seasonal basis if there is clear intent to continue operation of the 
business. This does not apply to public signs. 

11-11-6 General Requirements 
(A) Construction.  Signs and sign structures shall comply with the Building Code 

(Title 11, Chapter 9, W.M.C.).  Building permits may be required even if sign 
permits are not required. 

(B) Maintenance. 
(1) Signs shall be properly maintained as provided in Section 8-1-8, W.M.C., 

and shall: 
(a) Be of sound structural quality, 
(b) Be maintained in good repair, 
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(c) Painted, where applicable (galvanized metals, aluminum and 
stainless steel portions of signs need not be painted), and 

(d) Have a clean and neat appearance. 
(2) The property owner or sign owner shall not allow any portion of any sign 

structure or sign face to become insecure or otherwise unsafe. 
(3) The property owner or sign owner shall maintain all surfaces of the sign 

structure free of peeling paint and torn paper. 
(4) All sign structures shall be free of broken or bent elements.  
(5) The Building Official or Planning Manager may order a sign to be 

removed if it is not maintained as described and/or becomes a public 
safety hazard or nuisance. 

(C) Intersection Sight Distance.  Signs erected within vehicular sight triangles or 
vehicular safe line of sight, as defined in XX, shall comply with the City standard 
specifications for design and construction. No sign shall be erected or maintained 
that obstructs the vision of motorists, as determined by the City's traffic engineer. 
A sign that obstructs the vision of motorist may be abated as a nuisance as set 
forth in Title VIII, Chapter 4, W.M.C. 
 Reference: City of Westminster Standards and Specifications For The Design And 

Construction Of Public Improvements  
(D) Architectural Features.  Signs shall not obscure window or door openings, other 

open areas within a building facade, or architectural features such as arches, 
columns, eaves, cornices, moldings, dormers, pediments, or ornamental 
materials such as metal, glass or woodwork, except for: 
(1) Window signs, to the extent permitted by this Code (see Section 11-11-

10(E), W.M.C.), and  
(2) Signs located on the drip-flap portion of an awning, canopy or marquee, 

or an under-canopy sign, to the extent permitted by Section 11-11-10(C), 
W.M.C. 

11-11-7 Illuminated and Digital Signs 
(A) Illuminated Signs.   

(1) Applicability.  This section applies to any illuminated sign.  An 
“illuminated sign” means any sign that incorporates illumination on or in 
the sign, or that directs illumination toward or over all or part of the sign, 
or that is created by the projection of illuminations onto a surface (such as 
a building wall).  Types of illumination include: 
(a) Digital Signs.  See subsection (B) below. 
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(b) External Illumination: A sign that is illuminated by an external 
light source. 

Figure 11-7-1 External Illumination 

 
Examples of external illumination:  

   

 

 
(c) Halo Lit:  Illumination created by concealing the light source 

behind three-dimensional opaque letters, numbers, or other 
characters of a sign, resulting in the nightime perception of a halo 
around the silhouette of each character. This is also referred to as 
"reverse channel" or "reverse lit" illumination.  A halo lit sign is not 
considered an internally illuminated sign. 
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Figure 11-7-2 Halo Lit Illumination 

 
 

Examples of halo lighting: 

 
 

  

 

(d) Internal Illumination: Illumination created by a light source 
internal to the sign, transparent or translucent material from a light 
source within the sign structure or panel, or exposed lighting 
located on the same plane as the sign face. 

 

   

 

Figure 11-7-3 Internal Illumination 

(e) Neon: A source of light supplied by a glass tube that is filled with 
neon gas, argon, mercury or other inert gas that produces 
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ultraviolet light, and bent to form letters, symbols, or other shapes. 
Neon includes all tubular light sources that employ a charged gas 
to illuminate a tube that glows, similar gas-activated tubular light 
systems that emit colors, and other tubular light sources (including 
fiber optics) that are used to form letters and shapes. 

 

  

 

 
Figure 11-11-7-4 Neon 

(2) Where Permitted.  The standards for individual sign types in Sections 11-
11-9 (Freestanding Signs), 11-11-10 (Attached Signs), 11-11-11 (Incidental 
and Miscellaneous Signs), and 11-11-11(B) (Incidental and Temporary 
Signs), W.M.C., indicate whether changeable copy or illumination is 
allowed, and the type of illumination allowed (internal illumination, 
external illumination, halo lit, or digital). 

(3) Animation.  Illumination shall not include animation, moving video, or 
flashing, scrolling, intermittent, moving lights, rotating beams or flashing 
beacon lights.    

(4) Electrical Code.  Illuminated signs shall comply with all applicable 
provisions of the City’s Electrical Code. 

(5) Hours of Operation.  Illuminated signs in or within 250 feet of a 
residential area shall shut off between the hours of 2:00 AM and 6:00 AM. 
An illuminated sign subject to this provision shall include an automatic 
shut off mechanism to ensure that the sign is not illuminated during this 
time period.  This provision does not apply to the Downtown SPD or 
Westminster Station. 

(B) Digital Signs.  Digital signs shall conform to the following standards: 
(1) Applicability.  This section applies to any digital sign.  A “digital sign” 

means any sign that displays digital copy, including any illuminated sign 
on which the illumination is not kept stationary or constant in intensity 
and color when the sign is in use, including any light emitting diode 
(LED) or digital panel, and which varies in color or intensity. In the sign 
industry, digital signs are also referred to as dynamic signs, changeable 
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electronic variable message signs (CEVMS), electronic message centers 
(EMCs), etc. 

 
Figure 11-7-5 Digital Signs 

 
Examples of digital signs: 

   

 

 
(2) Where Permitted. Digital signs are permitted only in the Office/Transition 

(OTC), Commercial (COM), Mixed Use (MSP), and Employment (ERD) 
land use categories (refer to 11-11-8(C), W.M.C.). 

(3) Hold Time. Each message on the sign must be displayed for at least eight 
seconds duration. Message changes shall be completed instantaneously 
and shall be imperceptible. Transition effects are prohibited. 

(4) Digital Copy. Digital signs shall contain static messages only changed 
only through dissolve or fade transitions, and shall not have movement or 
the appearance or optical illusion of movement during the static display 
period of any part of the sign. A static message shall not include any 
flashing or the varying of light intensity, and the message shall not scroll.  
The change of message using dissolve or fade transition shall not exceed 
one (1) second of time between each message displayed on the sign. 

(5) Brightness 
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(a) The intensity of the light source for a digital sign shall not produce 
glare, the effect of which constitutes a traffic hazard or is otherwise 
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare.  

(b) Digital signs shall not operate at brightness levels of more than 0.3 
footcandles above ambient light as measured using a foot candle 
(Lux) meter at a preset distance depending on sign area, measured 
as follows: 

 
Table 11-7-1 Footcandle Measurement Distance 

Area of Sign (sf) Measurement Distance (feet) 
10 32 
15 39 
20 45 
25 50 
30 55 
35 59 
40 63 
45 67 
50 71 
55 74 
60 77 
65 81 
70 84 
75 87 
80 89 
85 92 
90 95 
95 97 
100 100 

 
For signs with an area in square feet other than those specifically 
listed in the table above (i.e., 12 sf, 400 sf, etc.), the measurement 
distance is calculated with the following formula: The square root 
of the product of the sign area multiplied by one-hundred (100). 
 
Example using a 12 square foot sign:  
Measurement Distance = √(12 Sq. Ft. x 100)  = 34.6 
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(c) Prior to the issuance of a sign permit, the applicant shall provide 
written certification from the sign manufacturer that the light 
intensity has been factory pre-set not to exceed 0.3 foot candles 
above ambient light and that the intensity level is protected from 
end-user manipulation by password-protected software or other 
method as deemed appropriate by the Planning Manager. 

(6) Light Sensing Device.  Each digital sign must have a light sensing device 
that will adjust the brightness as ambient light conditions change.  

(7) Technology. The technology currently being deployed for digital 
billboards is LED (light emitting diode), but there may be alternate, 
preferred and superior technology available in the future. Any other 
technology that complies with the performance standards for digital signs, 
including the maximum brightness levels as stated above, is permitted.  

(8) Automatic Shutoff. A digital sign must: 
(a) A digital sign shall have automatic dimmer software or solar 

sensors to control brightness for nighttime viewing and variations 
in daytime ambient light.  

(b) Include systems and monitoring to either turn the display off, show 
"full black" on the display, or include a default mechanism that 
freezes the sign in one position if a malfunction occurs, and 

(c) Be designed so that a catastrophic power surge will cause the sign 
to go dark or to deploy the maximum brightness limitations, and 

(d) Automatically adjust the intensity of its display according to 
natural ambient light conditions. 

(9) Resolution.  Digital sign faces shall have a pixel pitch of no more than 16 
millimeters.  “Pixel pitch” means a measurement of the resolution of a 
digital display, in terms of the distance (generally in millimeters) between 
the center of a light-emitting diode (LED) cluster (pixel) and the center of 
the next LED pixel.  Lower pixel pitch measurements indicate higher 
display resolution. 

(10) Owner Responsibilities.  The sign owner shall provide the Planning 
Manager the phone number and email address of a person who is 
available to be contacted at any time and who is able to turn off the 
electronic sign promptly after a malfunction occurs. 

(11) Maintenance.  The light modules on digital billboards shall be repaired or 
replaced if they become broken, burned-out or substantially dimmed.   

(12) Nonconformities.  All existing digital signs that contain an electronic 
changeable copy module which does not comply with the provisions of 
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this subsection shall be made to conform within 180 days of the effective 
date of this ordinance. 

(C) Neon 
(1) Neon is considered internal illumination for purposes of Sections 11-11-9 

through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C. 
(2) Fluorescent tubular lighting, which generates a white light, is not 

considered neon, and such exposed fluorescent light sources are not 
permitted. 

(3) Neon may be shaped to form objects or letters, or it may outline portions 
of a sign. 

(4) Neon letters or characters may appear as a freestanding object, mounted 
directly on a wall surface, mounted on a panel, or contained in open 
channel letters. 

(5) Neon or other tubular lighting may not be used to outline architectural 
features of locally designated historic buildings or any building in a 
designated landmark or district as defined in Section 11-13-2, W.M.C. 

(D) String Lights. 
(1) String lights are allowed: 

(a) In the Westminster Station and Downtown Westminster Specific 
Plan Districts, or 

(b) As an accent element for porches, patios, or similar architectural 
elements. 

(2) String lights are not counted toward the maximum sign area allocation in 
Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C. 

(3) String lights must be clearly shown and approved on an ODP. 

11-11-8 Sign Types and Area Allocation 
(A) Purpose and Findings.    

(1) Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B)11-11-11, W.M.C. establish standards 
and overall allowances for signs by number and area for three (3) major 
sign categories: 
(a) Freestanding signs, 
(b) Attached signs, and 
(c) Miscellaneous and incidental signs.   

(2) This system provides flexibility for persons and businesses who display 
signs, avoids sign distinctions that depend on a sign’s message, and 
minimizes potential traffic hazards and clutter.  
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(3) Because this Chapter does not regulate sign content, applicants and 
property owners may allocate signs by message type (for example, onsite 
advertising, directional, and opinion messages) in any manner within the 
sign quantity and area limits established in this Chapter. 

(B) Generally.  Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C. . establish standards 
for individual sign types, including:  
(1) An initial paragraph that defines 

the sign type, and 
(2) Images that illustrate the sign types, 

and 
(3) A table summarizing the sign 

standards, including: 
(a) Whether the sign type is 

permitted in the designated 
areas (see subsection C, 
below). 

(b) Whether a sign permit is 
required. 

(c) The maximum permitted 
number of signs of the 
designated category, which 
may be based on: 
(i) Number per street 

frontage, or 
(ii) Number per each 

business or institution 
(occupying a multi- 
tenant building) 
which has its own 
ground floor entryway or storefront, or 

(iii) Number per single-tenant building or multi-tenant building 
with a single entry, or 

(iv) The total number of that sign type on a single lot or parcel. 
(d) Maximum sign dimensions, which may include: 

(i) Sign area,  
(ii) Height, 
(iii) Location, 
(iv) Property line setback, or 

Figure 11-8-1 Summary of Sign Standards 
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(v) Spacing in relation to other signs. 
(e) Design characteristics, including whether the following design 

features are allowed or required: 
(i) Digital, 
(ii) Illumination, internal, 
(iii) Illumination, external, 
(iv) Illumination, halo lit, 
(v) Channel letters, 
(vi) Changeable copy, or 
(vii) Animation. 

(C) Categories.  Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C. regulate sign 
characteristics by common zoning districts or comprehensive plan land use 
designations (referred to herein as “areas”). The City currently regulates use, 
setbacks, building dimensions, and site and building design by land use 
designations in the Comprehensive Plan (applied at the time of PDP/ODP 
approval) and zoning districts (established in Chapter 4 of this Title) and 
designated on the Zoning Map (see Section 11-4-2, W.M.C.). Many of these land 
use designations and zoning districts have common characteristics for purposes 
of sign regulations, and are collapsed into common categories for purposes of 
applying this Chapter’s sign regulations. If the Comprehensive Plan land use 
designation and the zoning designation on a given parcel are misaligned or 
contradicting, the Comprehensive Plan category shall govern, except for SPD.  
These land use categories are as follows:  
(1) Residential Low Intensity (RLI) refers to Comprehensive Plan land use 

designations O1, R1, R-2.5, R-3.5, and R-5 and zoning districts O1, RE, R1, 
RA, R2, and R5.   

(2) Residential Medium Intensity (RMI) refers to Comprehensive Plan land 
use designations R-8, R-12, R-18, R-36, and TMUND-R and zoning district 
R3 and R4. 

(3) Office/Transition (OTC) means Comprehensive Plan land use 
designations Mixed Use, Urban Commercial, Neighborhood Commercial, 
Neighborhood Office, and TMUND-M and zoning districts T1 and B1. 

(4) Commercial (COM) means Comprehensive Plan land use designations 
Retail Commercial, Service Commercial, Regional Commercial, 
Community Commercial, Corridor Overlay, and zoning districts T1 and 
B1. 
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(5) Mixed Use (MSP) means Comprehensive Plan land use designation 
Mixed- Use Center, the Downtown Specific Plan (D), and Westminster 
Station Area Specific Plan (WS) unless otherwise indicated.    

(6) Employment (ERD) means Comprehensive Plan land use designation 
Office, Office R&D Low Intensity, Office R&D High Intensity, Medical, 
and Public/Quasi- Public. 

(7) Industrial (IFA) means Comprehensive Plan land use designation Flex / 
Light Industrial and Airport Overlay, and zoning district M1. 

(8) PUD shall use the closest comparable Comprehensive Plan land use 
designation for land uses designated on the PDP and ODP. 
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11-11-9 Freestanding Signs 
(A) Monument Signs 

 
Definition.  A “monument sign” is a freestanding sign whose sign face is 
attached to a base or structural frame with a width and thickness of at least two-
thirds (2/3) the width of the widest part of the sign face. 
 
Figure 11-9-1 Monument Signs 

 
Examples of monument signs: 
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Table 11-9-1 Monument Sign Standards 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
 ↓ Requirements   Categories → RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? NR NR Yes Yes Yes* Yes Yes 
2 Permit required? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Number per frontage (max.)        
 < 10 acres (per frontage) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 > 10 acres (per frontage, up to 2 frontages) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 Number per development with 
multiple frontages (max.) 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

 Dimensions               
 Sign area (max.-sf)           
5 < 2 acres (development or lot) 32 60 60 60 60 60 60 
6 2-10 acres 32 100 100 100 100 100 100 
7 > 10 acres 32 150 150 150 150 150 150 
 Height (max.-feet, based on sign area)           

8 < 32 sf 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
9 32-60 sf 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 
10 > 60 sf 6 25 25 25 25 25 25 
 Location               
 Front Property Line Setback (min.-feet)               
11 < 8' height or < 60 sf 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
12 > 8' height or > 60 sf 25 15 25 15 15 15 25 
 Design Characteristics               

13 Digital (max. percent of sign area) 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 
14 Illumination, Internal NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
15 Illumination, External  NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
16 Illumination, Halo Lit NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
17 Channel Letters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
18 Animated No No No No No No No 
 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign type 
or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR = the 
sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not apply. 
Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLI = Residential Low Intensity, RMI = Residential 
Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed Use, 
ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
*  Not permitted in the Downtown Specific Plan (D), and Westminster Station Area Specific 
Plan (WS) areas. 
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(1) Base Materials.  The materials of the base of a monument sign shall be 

either masonry, stone or similar building material that is compatible with 
the primary exterior materials used in the principal building. 

(2) Residential Setback.  No monument sign over eight (8) feet in height is 
permitted within 175 feet of any residential district boundary or 
residential development. 

(3) Multiple-Faced Signs.  If a monument sign is a multiple-faced sign, the 
sign area is based only on one side (see Section 11-11-16(B)(3)(b), W.M.C.). 
The copy and composition may be the same on both sides or may be 
different.  

(4) Planned Unit Developments (PUDs).  An ODP may authorize additional 
monument signs and modify or increase the sign area, height, location, or 
design characteristics of monument signs subject to the ODP.   Monument 
signs in all other ODPs shall comply with requirements of this Chapter.  
This subsection supersedes Section 11-11-4(D)(1), W.M.C. but does not 
supersede Section 11-11-4(D)(2), W.M.C.   
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(B) Post Signs 
 
Definition. A “post sign” is a freestanding sign that projects perpendicular from 
a structure, or that is suspended from or mounted between one or more posts 
constructed of wood, masonry, iron, or similar materials. 

 
Figure 11-9-2 Post Signs 
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Table 11-9-2 Post Sign Standards 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
 ↓ Requirements   Categories → RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? (where a post sign is 
permitted, the frontage of each 
property/development may only have 
a monument sign or a post sign and 
not both) 

NR Yes Yes No No No No 

2 Permit required? Yes Yes Yes -- -- -- -- 
3 Number per lot frontage (max.) 1 1 1 -- -- -- -- 
4 Number for lots with multiple 

frontages (max.) 
-- -- 2 -- 

-- 
-- -- 

 Dimensions               
5 Sign area (max.-sf) 12 12 32 -- -- -- -- 
6 Height (max.-feet) 6 6 8 -- -- -- -- 
 Location               
7 Front Property Line Setback (min.-

feet) 
5 5 5 -- -- -- -- 

 Design Characteristics               
8 Digital No No No -- -- -- -- 
9 Illumination, Internal NR NR No -- -- -- -- 
10 Illumination, External  NR NR Yes -- -- -- -- 
11 Illumination, Halo Lit NR NR Yes -- -- -- -- 
12 Channel Letters NR NR Yes -- -- -- -- 
13 Animated No No No -- -- -- -- 

 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign type 
or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR = the 
sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not apply. Z = 
as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning District or Specific 
Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low Intensity, RMI = 
Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed 
Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.     
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(C) Sandwich Board 
 

Sandwich Board: A “sandwich board” is a portable sign that is ordinarily in the 
shape of an "A" with back-to-back sign faces, an easel, or a similar configuration.  
[Note: sandwich boards require a sticker pursuant to Section 11-11-13(G), W.M.C.] 
 
Figure 11-9-3 Sandwich Boards 

 
Examples of sandwich boards: 
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Table 11-9-3 Sandwich Board Standards 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)  
 Requirements           Categories  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? No No No Yes Yes No No 
2 Permit required? -- -- -- Yes Yes -- -- 
3 Number per street frontage -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 Number per each business or institution 

(occupying a multi-tenant building) which 
has its own ground floor entryway or 
storefront (max.) 

-- -- -- 1 1 -- -- 

5 Number-total per single-tenant building 
or multi-tenant building with a single 
entry (max.) 

-- -- -- 1 1 -- -- 

6 Number-total (max.) -- -- -- 1 1 -- --  
Dimensions               

7 Sign area (max.-sf) -- -- -- 6 6 -- -- 
8 Sign width (max.-inches) -- -- -- 30” 30” -- -- 
9 Height (max.-feet) -- -- -- 3’ 3’ -- --  

Location               
10 Sidewalk Clearance (min.-feet) -- -- -- 5 5 -- -- 
11 Spacing between signs (min.-feet, subject to 

subsection (3) below)) 
-- -- -- 25 25 -- -- 

 
Design Characteristics               

12 Digital -- -- -- No No -- -- 
13 Illumination, Internal -- -- -- No No -- -- 
14 Illumination, External  -- -- -- No No -- -- 
15 Illumination, Halo Lit -- -- -- No No -- -- 
16 Channel Letters -- -- -- No No -- -- 
17 Animated -- -- -- No No -- -- 
18 Changeable Copy -- -- -- Yes Yes -- -- 

 
Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign type 
or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR = the 
sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not apply. Z = 
as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning District or Specific 
Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low Intensity, RMI = 
Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed 
Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
 

(1) Sandwich Boards are not permitted in planter beds. 
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(2) Sandwich Boards are allowed only where a building is within a build-to 
line or maximum setback, or where a front façade that includes an 
entryway open to the general public during normal business hours is 
within 10 feet of the edge of a public sidewalk. 

(3) Sandwich Boards shall leave a minimum, unobstructed sidewalk 
clearance as provided above or as otherwise required by the ADA and 
City fire lane requirements, whichever is greater. 

(4) Sandwich Boards shall be anchored to the ground in a manner sufficient 
to withstand wind loads established by the Building Code.  However, 
Sandwich Board shall have no permanent attachments to the sidewalk. 

(5) Sandwich Boards shall be composed of wood, medium-density 
fiberboard, metal (iron or steel) frames, or other materials with equivalent 
weight and density.  The sign face may include a chalkboard.  Sandwich 
Boards shall not be composed of plastic or similar materials. 
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(D) Subdivision Entry 
 

Definition: A “subdivision entry sign” is a monument sign located along the 
entry to a subdivision from a collector or arterial street. 
 
Figure 11-9-4 Subdivision Entry Signs 
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Table 11-9-4 Standards for Subdivision Entry Signs 

  Requirements           Categories  RLI RMI 
1 Permitted? Yes 
2 Permit required? Yes 
3 Number (per entrance up to the max. total sign 

area in row 5, below) 
Up to 2 per arterial or collector 
street 

4 Number-total (max.) -- --  
Dimensions     

5 Sign area (max-sf) 40 sf total per entrance 
6 Height (max-feet) 7’  

Location*     
7 Setback (min-feet) 

All signs shall be located outside of existing or 
future utilities and any required sight triangle. 

• 3’ from the back of curb* 

 
Design Characteristics     

11 Digital No 
12 Illumination, Internal No 
13 Illumination, External  Yes 
14 Illumination, Halo Lit Yes 
15 Channel Letters Yes 
16 Animated No 

 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning 
District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low 
Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial 
, MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
 
* Note: subdivision entry signs are not allowed in the public right-of-way (see Section 11-11-
5(B), W.M.C.).  The City may allow subdivision entry signs within easements and/or in right-
of-way that is sold or transferred to a private property owner, subject to the caveat that no sight 
triangle conflicts are created.  
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11-11-10 Attached Signs 
(A) Generally 

(1) Location.  The highest point of an attached sign shall not project above the 
roof line of a structure. This section does not apply to permitted roof 
signs.  

(2) Clearance 
(a) Attached signs shall not extend more than 5 feet from any building 

wall or beyond the outer edge of a sidewalk, whichever is greater. 
These signs may not extend into/over any portion of the public 
right-of-way (other than a sidewalk or alley) or an elevated 
electrical line. 

(b) The minimum required vertical clearance for an awning sign, 
canopy sign, over canopy sign, under canopy sign, or projecting 
sign is at least eight (8) feet above any sidewalk and fourteen (14) 
feet above any alley surface where vehicles may pass below. 

(B) Wall Signs 
 

Definition: A “wall sign” is a sign (other than a projecting sign, roof sign, 
skyline sign, or window sign) that (1) is fastened to or painted on the wall of a 
building or other structure so that the wall becomes the supporting structure for, 
or forms the background surface of, the sign; and (2) extends less than 18 inches 
from a building surface. 
 
Figure 11-10-1 Wall Signs 

 
Examples of wall signs: 
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Table 11-10-1 Wall Sign Standards 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)  
↓ Requirements      Category 
→ RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit required? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Number per building elevation 

(max.) 
-- 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 Number per occupant (occupying a 
multi-tenant building) which has its 
own ground floor entryway or 
storefront (max.) 

-- 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Number-per single- or multi-
occupant building with a single 
entry, located on the front facade 
(max.) 

-- 

1 2 2 2 2 2 

6 Number-total per building (max., not 
including tenants with ground floor 
entries) 

1 4 4 4 4 4 4 

  Dimensions               
7 Sign area (max.sf)           
 

Signs applied to a panel or box           
 

Min. allowance (or sf allowance below, 
whichever is greater) 

-- -- 30 30 30 30 30 
 

Percent of wall area (see 11-11-
16(B)(4))  

-- -- 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 
 

Max. allowance per building or 
occupant space (sf) 2 2 150 150 

150, 
100 for D, 

WS 
150 150 

 
Channel letters or signs painted on 
the wall surface          

 
Min. allowance (or sf allowance below, 
whichever is greater) 

-- -- 30 30 30 30 30 
 

Percent of wall area (see 11-11-
16(B)(4))  -- -- 25% 25% 20% 25% 25% 

 
Max. allowance per building or 
occupant space (sf) 

       

   Wall area up to 3,000 sf 4 20 300 300 150 200 300 
   Wall area over 3,000 sf  4 20 400 400 150 400 400 
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 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)  
↓ Requirements      Category 
→ RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

8 Length (max., % of frontage of building, 
storefront or occupant space) -- -- 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 

  Location               
9 Property Line Setback (min.-feet) Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 

10 Spacing between other signs (min.-
feet) 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

  Design Characteristics               
11 Digital 

No No No No 
D, WS 
only No No 

12 Illumination, Internal No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
13 Illumination, External  No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
14 Illumination, Halo Lit NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
15 Channel Letters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
16 Changeable copy No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
17 Painting (see standards below) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
18 Animated No No No No No No No 

 

Rules of Interpretation:  Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning 
District or Specific Plan.  D refers to the Downtown SPD, and W refers to the 
Westminster Station SPD.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low 
Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial 
, MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.     
Note: wall signs cannot obscure architectural features (see 11-11-6(D)). 
 

(1) Additional Allocations.  
(a) The area and number allocation for projecting signs (see subsection 

(D), below) must fall within the allocation for wall signs. The area 
and number allocation for awning, over- and under- canopy and 
marquee signs, roof signs, skyline signs, and window signs in this 
section are in addition to the allocation for wall signs. 

(b) A tenant occupying a space at the end of a multi-tenant building 
may have up to three (3) signs, with no more than two (2) signs on 
any building elevation. 

(2) Height/Location.  The highest point of a wall sign shall comply with 
subsection (A)(2) above, and: 
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Table 11-11-10-2 Wall Sign Height/Location 

Building Stories / Design Height/Location 
One story See subsection (A)(2 ) above. 

Multi-story building 
with tenants on the 

ground floor only 

A wall sign shall not be located above the 
window sill line of the second floor. This 
does not include skyline signs. 

Multi-story building 
with tenants on the 

ground floor and floor(s) 
above 

Wall sign shall be located on the same 
floor as the occupant, and shall not be 
located above the window sill line of the 
floor above the occupant. Wall signs are 
not allowed for occupants on the second 
(2nd) story and above. This does not 
include skyline signs. 

Glass Curtain Wall 
systems 

Signs allowed only on the ground floor. 
This does not include skyline signs. 

Abutting residential 
zone district or property 

Wall signs may not be located on the rear 
of buildings that directly abut a 
residential zone district or property, with 
no intervening public right-of-way 

(3) Painted Wall Signs.  Wall signs may be created by applying paint to the 
building surface.  A painted wall sign shall not cover windows. 

 
(C) Awning / Over or Under-Canopy / Marquee Signs 
 

Definitions: 
 

An “awning sign” is any sign painted, printed, attached, or otherwise applied to 
any facet or support structure of an awning.  An “awning” means an 
architectural projection that provides weather protection, identity or decoration, 
and is partially or wholly supported by the building to which it is attached. An 
awning is comprised of a lightweight frame structure over which a covering is 
attached. (Source: International Building Code 2015) 
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Figure 11-10-2 Awning Signs 

 
Examples of awning signs: 
 

 
 

  

 

 

A “canopy sign” is a sign attached to the surface of a canopy.  A “canopy” 
means a permanent structure or architectural projection of rigid construction 
over which a covering is attached that provides weather protection, identity or 
decoration. A canopy may be structurally independent (a “detached canopy”) or 
supported by attachment to a building on one or more sides (an “attached 
canopy”).  (Source: International Building Code, 2015) 
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Figure 11-10-3 Canopy Signs 

 
Examples of canopy signs: 

   

 

 

A “marquee sign” is a sign attached to the fascia of marquee.  A “marquee” 
means a canopy that has a top surface which is sloped less than 25 degrees from 
the horizontal and is located less than 10 feet (3.05 m) from operable openings 
above or adjacent to the level of the marquee.  (Source: International Building Code, 
2015) 
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Figure 11-10-4 Marquee Signs 

 
Examples of marquee signs: 

  

  

 

An “over-canopy sign” is a sign on the top of a roof overhang of a covered porch 
or walkway. 
 
Figure 11-10-5 Over-Canopy Signs 

 
Examples of over-canopy signs: 
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An “under-canopy sign” is a sign suspended from the underside of a canopy, 
awning, ceiling, marquee, roof overhang, a covered porch, or walkway. 
 
Figure 11-10-6 Under-Canopy Signs 

 
Examples of under-canopy signs: 

   

 

 
(Illustrations of standards begin on next page) 
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Figure 11-10-7 Illustrations of standards for Table 11-10-3 

 
Canopy Sign 

 
Over Canopy Sign 

 
Under Canopy Sign 
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Table 11-10-3 Standards for Awning, Canopy, Marquee, Over- and Under-Canopy Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

  Requirements           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 
1 Permitted? NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit required? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Number per street frontage -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 Number per each tenant or occupant 

which has its own ground floor 
entryway or storefront (max.) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Number-total per single-tenant 
building or multi-tenant building 
with a single entry (max.) 

1 1 3 2 3 3 3 

6 Number-total (max.) -- -- -- -- -- -- --  
Dimensions 

       

7 Sign area (max.- sf) 60 60 100 150 100 150 150 
8 Height (max.-feet, awning, canopy; 

under-canopy is limited by vertical 
clearance) 

2 2 2 6 2 6 6 

 Height (max.-feet, marquee) 3 3 3 5 5 3 3  
Location 

       

9 Property Line Setback (min.-feet) Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 
10 Spacing between other signs (min.-

feet) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

 
Design Characteristics 

       

11 Digital No No No* No* No No* No* 
12 Illumination, Internal No No No No Yes No No 
13 Illumination, External  No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
14 Illumination, Halo Lit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
15 Channel Letters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
16 Changeable copy No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
17 Animated No No No No Yes No No 

 

Rules of Interpretation:  Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning 
District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low 
Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial 
, MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.     
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* A detached canopy may use internal scrolling or magnetic mechanisms, but may not 
contain a light emitting diode (LED), and may not change its message more often than 
twice in a 24-hour period. 
 
 
 

(D) Projecting Signs 
 
Definition: A “projecting sign” is a sign supported by, and with any part 
extending at least eighteen (18) inches from, a building wall.  
 
Figure 11-10-8 Projecting Signs 

 
Examples of projecting signs: 
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Table 11-10-4 Projecting Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

 
 Requirements           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit required? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Number per street frontage for 

buildings or tenants with more than 
one entrance (max.) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 Number per each business or 
institution (occupying a multi-
tenant building) which has its own 
ground floor entryway or storefront 
(max.) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

5 Number-total per single-tenant 
building or a multi-tenant building 
with a single entry (max.) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

6 Number-total (max.) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
  Dimensions 

       

7 Sign area (max.- sf)        
 signs above the first floor plate 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 
 signs between 8 ft and first floor 

plate 
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

8 Vertical dimension (max.-feet) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
  Location 

       

9 Property Line Setback (min.-feet) C C C C C C C 
10 Spacing between other signs (min.-

feet) 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

  Design Characteristics 
       

11 Digital No No No No D, WS 
only 

No No 

12 Illumination, Internal No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
13 Illumination, External  No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
14 Illumination, Halo Lit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
15 Channel Letters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
16 Changeable copy No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
17 Animated No No No No No No No 

 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
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= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. C = see clearance regulations (subsection (A), above).  Categories (see Section 11-
11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= 
Office/Transition, COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.  
 
No part of a projecting sign is permitted above the top of the second floor plate.  
   
 

(E) Window Signs 
 

A “window sign” is a sign posted, painted, placed, or affixed to the inside of a 
window and inside a building, but clearly visible from outside the building.  
Signs placed on the exterior of a window are not permitted. This includes any 
sign that is mounted within three (3) feet of a window and oriented to the 
window in a manner that is visible from the outside of the building or wraps or 
film that reduce the transparency of the window.  For purposes of this definition, 
a curtain wall or window wall is not considered a window. 
Figure 11-10-9 Window Signs 

 
Examples of window signs: 
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Table 11-10-5 Standards for Window Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
  Requirements           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit required? No No No No No No No 
3 Number per street frontage (max.) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
4 Number-total (max.) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

  Dimensions 
       

5 Sign area (max. % of glass within a 
Mullion and Transom, or the Frame if the 
Window is not divided into separate Lights) 

30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 

6 Height (max.-feet) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
  Location 

       

7 Property Line Setback (min.-feet) Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 
8 Spacing between other signs (min.-feet) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
8 Design Characteristics 

       

9 Digital No No No No No No No 
10 Illumination, Internal  No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
11 Illumination, External  No No No No No No No 
12 Illumination, Halo Lit No No No No No No No 
13 Channel Letters No No No No No No No 
14 Changeable copy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
15 Animated No No No No No No No 

 
Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning 
District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low 
Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial 
, MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.  /Transition, COM=Commercial , 
MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
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(F) Roof Signs 
 

Definition: A “roof sign” is a sign that is mounted on the roof of a building, or 
that is wholly or partially dependent upon the building for support, and that 
projects above the highest point of a building with a flat roof, the eave-line of a 
building with a gambrel, gable, or hip roof, or the deck-line of a building with a 
mansard roof. 
 
Figure 11-10-10 Roof Signs 

 
Examples of roof signs: 
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Table 11-10-6 Standards for Roof Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
  Standard           Area  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? 
No No No No 

Yes*  
 No No 

2 Permit required? -- -- -- -- Yes -- - 
3 Number per building -- -- -- -- 1 -- -- 

  Dimensions               
4 Sign area (max. per sign, sf)        

 Buildings 1-2 stories -- -- -- -- 120 -- -- 
 3 or more stories -- -- -- -- 240 -- -- 

5 Height (max.-feet, measured from the 
lowest to the highest part of the Sign)        

 Buildings 1-2 stories -- -- -- -- 4 -- -- 
 3 or more stories -- -- -- -- 8 -- -- 

  Location               
6 Property Line Setback (min.-feet) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

  Design Characteristics               
7 Digital -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
8 Illumination, Internal -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
9 Illumination, External  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

10 Illumination, Halo Lit -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
11 Channel Letters -- -- -- -- R -- -- 
12 Changeable copy -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
18 Animated -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

 
Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted (* = SPD only); 
No = the sign type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is 
required; NR = the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the 
standard does not apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable 
ODP, Zoning District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLI = 
Residential Low Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, 
COM=Commercial, MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
 

(1) A building may include either a roof sign or a skyline line subject to this 
subsection, but not both. 

(2) Roof signs shall not extend above: 
(a) Eight (8) feet above the top of a flat roof, or 
(b) The top of a mansard roof, or 
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(c) The top ridge of a gable, hip, cone, gambrel, or shed roof; or 
(d) The top ridge of any other sloped roof. 

(3) Roof signs must be designed to withstand wind loads established by the 
Building Code. 

(4) Channel letters shall not be mounted on panels. 
 

   
Figure 11-10-11 Roof Sign Placement 
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(G) Skyline Signs 
 
Skyline Sign: A sign that is placed above the windows of the highest floor of a 
building that is at least three (3) stories or 36 feet in height. Skyline signs may not 
project above the roofline of the building. 
 
Figure 11-10-12 Skyline Signs 

 
Examples of skyline signs: 
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***
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Table 11-10-7 Standards for Skyline Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 
          
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? (only if the 
building does not include a 
roof sign) 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

2 Permit required? -- Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Number per street frontage -- 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 Number-total -- 2 2 2 2 2 2 

  Dimensions               
5 Sign area (max.-sf) -- 80 120 120 240 300 200 
6 Vertical dimension (max.-

feet) 
-- 5 5 6 6 6 6 

 Additional vertical extent for 
each story above three (feet) 

-- 1 1 1 1 1 1 

  Location               
7 Property Line Setback (min.-

feet) 
-- Z Z Z Z Z Z 

  Design Characteristics               
8 Digital -- No No No No No No 
9 Illumination, Internal -- No No No Yes Yes Yes 

10 Illumination, External  -- No No No Yes Yes Yes 
11 Illumination, Halo Lit -- No No No Yes Yes Yes 
12 Channel Letters -- R R R R R R 
13 Changeable copy -- No No No No No No 
14 Animated  No No No No No No 

 
Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning 
District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low 
Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial, 
MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
 
A building may include either a roof sign or a skyline line subject to this subsection, but 
not both. 
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11-11-11 Incidental and Miscellaneous Signs 
(A) Flags 

 
Definition: A “flag” is a piece of fabric or other flexible material, with distinctive 
colors and patterns, customarily mounted on a pole or similar freestanding 
structure, or on a pole mounted on a building. 
 
Figure 11-11-1 Flags 

 
Examples of flags: 
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Table 11-11-1 Standards for Flags 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)  
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit required? No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Number per lot (max.) 1 1 3 1 3 3 3  

Dimensions               
4 Sign area (max.-sf) 24 24 40 60 60 60 60 
5 Height of pole (max.-feet) 25’ 25’ 30’ 35’ 35’ 35’ 35’  

Location               
6 Property Line Setback (front / side-

rear; min.-feet) 
10’/3’ 10’/3’ 5’ 5’ -- 5’ 5’ 

7 Spacing between other signs and 
between flag poles (min.-feet) 

10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 
 

Design Characteristics               
8 Digital No No No No No No No 
9 Illumination, Internal No No No No No No No 
10 Illumination, External  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
11 Illumination, Halo Lit No No No No No No No 
12 Channel Letters No No No No No No No 
13 Changeable copy No No No No No No No 
14 Animated No No No No No No No 

 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Z = as established for the principal building by the applicable ODP, Zoning 
District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low 
Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial, 
MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.     
 

(B) Incidental and Temporary Signs 
 

Definition: An “Incidental Sign” is a sign with copy located on a rigid panel and 
mounted on a pole or a wall or similar structure, with or without a structural frame, 
that is normally incidental to the allowed use of the property, but can contain any 
message or content.  An incidental sign does not include an attention getting device or 
other prohibited sign.  Temporary signs are considered a form of incidental sign.  [Note: 
examples of customary uses for incidental signs include banners (see subsection 11-11-11(C), 
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W.M.C. below for banners), directional signs, real estate signs, non- commercial opinion signs, 
menu boards, garage sale signs, holiday decorations, property or tenant identification names or 
numbers, names of occupants, signs on mailboxes or newspaper tubes, signs posted on private 
property relating to circulation or private parking, political signs or signs warning the public 
against trespassing or danger from animals.  This paragraph is provided to clarify the 
regulations and does not limit the content of incidental signs.] 
 
Figure 11-11-2 Incidental Signs 

 
Examples of incidental signs: 
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Table 11-11-2 Standards for Incidental Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

 
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit (and sticker(1)) required 

for temporary signs? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3 Permit required for other 
incidental signs? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

4 Number-total per lot (max.) 4 4 2 -- -- -- -- 
  Dimensions               

5 Sign area, cumulative (max.- 
sf)  

       

 Temporary Freestanding 
Signs 20 50 65 65 65 65 65 

 Temporary Wall Mounted 
Signs (or 10% of building façad, 
whichever is less) 

15 15 40 40 40 40 40 

 Permanent Freestanding 
Signs 

       

   10-15 feet from property line 20 20 6 6 6 6 6 
 > 15 feet from property line 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 
 Permanent Wall Mounted 

Signs (or 10% of building façade, 
whichever is less) 

15 15 80 80 80 80 80 

6 Height (max.-feet) 4 4 7 7 7 7 7 
  Location               

7 Property Line Setback for 
freestanding signs (min.-feet) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

8 Spacing between other 
Freestanding Signs (min.-feet) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

8 Design Characteristics               
9 Digital No No No No No No No 

10 Illumination, Internal No No No Yes Yes No No 
11 Illumination, External  No No No Yes Yes No No 
12 Illumination, Halo Lit No No No No No No No 
13 Channel Letters No No No No No No No 
14 Changeable copy No No No Yes Yes No No 
15 Animated No No No No No No No 
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Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply (or no maximum for row 4). Z = as established for the principal building by the 
applicable ODP, Zoning District or Specific Plan.  Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII 
= Residential Low Intensity, RMI = Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, 
COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
 

(1) Sticker Required for Temporary Signs.  Temporary signs require a 
sticker pursuant to Section 11-11-13(G), W.M.C. 

(2) Display Period for Temporary Signs.  A temporary sign may be erected 
for the following maximum continuous time periods: 
(a) Freestanding Signs Mounted with Standard Wire Stakes or T-Posts: 30 

days three times during a calendar year. 
(b) Freestanding Signs Mounted with Metal or Wood Frames, or Mounting 

Methods of Similar Durability, or Wall Signs:  90 days over one 
calendar year, or 40 days three times during a calendar year. 
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(C) Banners 
 
Definition: A sign made of fabric, cloth, bunting, plastic, paper, or any other non-rigid 
material with no enclosing framework.  This definition does not include flags, pennants 
or streamers. 
 

 
Figure 11-11-3 Banners 

  
 
Table 11-11-3 Standards for Banners 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

 
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Permit (and sticker) required 

for banners? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3 Number-total per street 
frontage per lot or per tenant 
for multi-tenant lot (max.) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

  Dimensions               
4 Sign area (max.- sf; counted toward the cumulative sign area allowance for incidental 

signs in subsection 11-11-11(B), W.M.C., above*)) 
 Freestanding Banners 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
 Wall Mounted Banners (“wall-mounted” means affixed flush to the wall of the building 

façade; banners shall not be attached to trees or landscaping) 
 Buildings < 25,000 sf 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 

Examples of Banners 
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 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

 
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

 Buildings 25,000-100,000 sf 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 
 Buildings > 100,000 sf 240 240 240 240 240 240 240  

Design Characteristics               
5 Illumination, Internal No No No No No No No 
6 Illumination, External  No No No No No No No 

 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low Intensity, RMI = 
Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed 
Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.   
 
* Banners may exceed the incidental and temporary sign allocation up to the maximum sign 
area allocation above, but sign area used for banners is counted toward the maximum 
cumulative sign area for incidental and temporary signs.   
 

(1) Sticker Required for Banners.  Banners require a sticker pursuant to 
Section 11-11-13(G), W.M.C. 

(2) Display Period for Banners.  A banner may be erected up to 60 
consecutive or non-consecutive days during any calendar year.  

 
(D) Internal Signs 
 
Definition: A sign that is oriented to a street or drive that is internal to: 
 
• a subdivision, or  
• a development that is subject to an ODP.    
 
[Note: Examples include signs in interior areas of shopping centers, mixed-use centers, business 
parks, or structures, stadiums, and similar recreational areas.] 
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Figure 11-11-4 Internal Signs 

 
 
Table 11-11-4 Standards for Internal Signs 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

 
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

1 Permitted? NR NR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Site Area (min-acres) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
3 Number-per 300 lineal feet of 

streets or internal drives 
(max.)* 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

  Dimensions               
4 Sign area (max.-sf)* 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
5 Height (max.-feet) 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

 Location        
6 Property Line Setback  

(min.-feet, measured from 
property line at perimeter of 
subdivision or development) 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

 
Design Characteristics               

7 Digital No No No No No No No 
8 Illumination, Internal No No No No No No No 
9 Illumination, External  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

10 Illumination, Halo Lit No No No No No No No 
11 Channel Letters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Examples of Internal Signs 
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 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) 

 
 Standard           Category  RLI RMI OTC COM MSP ERD IFA 

12 Changeable copy No No No No No No No 
13 Animated No No No No No No No 

 

Rules of Interpretation: Yes = the sign type or characteristic is permitted; No = the sign 
type or characteristic is not permitted; R = the sign type or characteristic is required; NR 
= the sign type is permitted for non-residential uses only; “—“ the standard does not 
apply. Categories (see Section 11-11-8(C)): RLII = Residential Low Intensity, RMI = 
Residential Medium Intensity, OTC= Office/Transition, COM=Commercial , MSP=Mixed 
Use, ERD=Employment, IFA=Industrial.  “Site area” means the minimum continuous area 
of a subdivision or an ODP, measured from its exterior boundaries. 
 
* Neither the number or area of internal signs is counted toward the cumulative sign 
area allowance for incidental signs in subsection 11-11-11(B), W.M.C., above. 
 
 

11-11-12 Historic Signs 
(A) Applicability. A property owner may apply to designate a sign as an Historic 

Landmark pursuant to Chapter 13 of this Title. 
(B) Designation. Landmark designation for any sign shall occur as provided in 

Chapter 13 of this Title, and as follows: 
(1) The City shall not designate a sign as a landmark without the property 

owner’s consent, and 
(2) The Historic Landmark Board shall refer the application to the Parks, 

Recreation, Libraries and Open Space Advisory Board for its review and 
concurrence. 

(C) Effect of Designation.  A sign designated as a landmark: 
(1) Shall comply with all applicable requirements of Chapter 13 of this Title 

and any criteria adopted by the Historic Landmark Board, and 
(2) May exceed the area or height established by Sections 11-11-9 through 11-

11-11(B), W.M.C., or include any design features otherwise prohibited by 
those sections, and is considered a conforming sign. 

(3) If the sign is altered or destroyed, it loses its designation, and must come 
into full compliance with this sign code. 
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11-11-13 Administration 
(A) Sign Permits 

(1) Applicability. Except as otherwise provided by Sections 11-11-9 through 
11-11-11(B), W.M.C., it is unlawful for the owner, manager, or occupant of 
any property located within the City to erect, maintain, or permit the 
erection or maintenance of any sign on the property without first 
obtaining a sign permit.   
 
Note: Applicants may also seek alternative compliance or a variance from the 
requirements of this Code, and Section 11-11-14 may require a master sign plan.  
Table 11-13-1 (Summary of Alternative Compliance, Variances, and Master Sign 
Plans)summarizes these actions: 

 
Table 11-13-1 Summary of Alternative Compliance, Variances, and Master Sign Plans 

 Alternative Compliance Variance Master Sign Plan 
Intent Provide flexibility in 

compliance, and improve 
sign creativity and design. 

Provide relief from 
practical difficulties 
or unnecessary 
hardships. 

Provide a unified 
design program for 
signs in a 
development. 

Eligibility Any standard, but does 
not apply to incidental or 
prohibited signs, or to 
PUD or master sign plans. 

Applicant must meet 
the hardship and 
unique circumstances 
criteria, found in 
WMC 2-2-8. 

Minimum three acres 
located outside the 
Downtown or 
Westminster Station 
SPDs 

Where allowed All districts and land use 
designations (citywide) 

All districts and land 
use designations 
(citywide) 

All districts and land 
use designations 
(citywide) 

What is 
approved 

Modification of standards Modification of 
standards 

Design standards for 
signs in the 
development 

Decision maker Planning Manager Planning 
Commission (> 20%*) 
or Planning Manager 
(< 20%*) 

Planning Manager or 
Planning 
Commission as part 
of ODP/ODP 
Amendment 

* Deviation from standard. 
 

(2) Procedure.   
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(a) An application for a sign permit shall be filed with the Community 
Development Department and must contain the following 
information, unless waived by the Planning Manager.  
(i) An elevation of the proposed sign, drawn to scale, showing 

the sign that is proposed to be erected and the proposed 
copy. 

(ii) The color, finish, and construction materials of the sign and 
sign structure. 

(iii) A plot plan showing the location of the sign on the property. 
If the sign is to be attached to the face of the building, the 
facade shall also show the outline of the building, we want 
doors, windows, and architectural features shown for 
review. 

(iv) All measurements including area, total number of signs 
requested, table outlining existing signs to remain and sign 
heights, locations of all signs on the property.  

(v) An engineer’s stamp for any freestanding sign exceeding six 
(6) feet in height.  

(b) An application for a sign permit shall be accompanied by the 
appropriate fee as required in Subsection 11-9-3(E), W.M.C. 

(c) City staff shall issue a sign permit if they find that the sign 
conforms to this Chapter and the Building Code, and any 
applicable ODP. If the application is denied, the Planning Manager, 
or designee, shall inform the applicant of the reason for denial.  

(d) Any person installing, structurally altering or relocating a sign for 
which a permit has been issued shall notify the City upon 
completion of the work. The City may require a final inspection, 
including an electrical inspection. 

(B) Altering or Moving Existing Signs.  A new permit is required prior to moving 
an existing sign from one location to another or altering a sign in any manner, 
other than for normal maintenance. An alteration to an existing sign that requires 
a new permit includes, but is not limited to, height, size, shape, construction 
material, or lighting  or change in copy.  

(C) Signs in Planned Unit Developments. See Sections 11-11-4(D). 
(D) Alternative Compliance.  Alternative compliance allows for administrative 

approval of modifications to these regulations in a way that provides equivalent 
public benefits. 
(1) Applicability.  
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(a) The Planning Manager may review new signs and modify any sign 
standard (including but not limited to sign area, setbacks, lighting, 
and/or height modifications). 

(b) Alternative Compliance review is not available for: 
(i) Incidental Signs (Section (B), W.M.C.), or 
(ii) Prohibited Signs (Section 11-11-5, W.M.C.), or 
(iii) An overall sign program for a PUD (Subsection (C) above), 

or 
(iv) Master Sign Plans (Section 11-11-14, W.M.C.). 

(2) Criteria.  In considering a request for alternative compliance with the Sign 
Code, the Planning Manager shall determine that: 
(a) The modification implements alternative or innovative practices 

that provide equivalent benefits to the public, and 
(b) The modification does not modify a dimensional requirement (sign 

location, area, height, or number) by more than 20%, and 
(c) There is a need to compensate for practical difficulties, hardships, 

or unusual aspects of the site that affect the sign’s visibility from 
locations off the site.  These criteria are met if: 
(i) the site has exceptional narrowness, shallowness, or shape, 

or exceptional topographic conditions or physical features 
uniquely affecting the site, and 

(ii) the applicant cannot feasibly provide an alternative location, 
design or sign type that provides reasonable visibility for the 
message or advertisement from locations off the site, and 

(d) The proposed sign generally aligns with the requirements of this 
Chapter and helps further design objectives for the applicable 
Comprehensive Plan land use designation or zone district, and 

(e) The proposed sign is not detrimental to any abutting properties, 
and 

(f) The proposed sign does not pose a threat to public health, safety, or 
welfare. 

(E) Variances.  
(1) Applicability.  An applicant proposing to modify the requirements of this 

Chapter for a sign is subject to the following thresholds, approval 
jurisdiction and procedures: 
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(A) (B) (C) 
Threshold Approving Agency Process 

< 20% deviation from standard Planning Manager Subsection (D) above 
> 20% deviation from standard Planning Commission Section 2-2-8, W.M.C. 

 
(2) Criteria.  In considering a request for a variance to the Sign Code, the 

Planning Commission or Planning Manager shall determine that:  
(a) There are special circumstances or conditions, such as the existence 

of buildings, topography, vegetation, sign structures, or other 
matters on adjacent lots or within the adjacent public right-of-way 
that would substantially restrict the effectiveness of the sign in 
question. However, those circumstances or conditions must be 
peculiar to the particular entity to which the applicant desires to 
draw attention, not apply generally to all entities in the applicable 
Comprehensive Plan land use designation or zone district, and are 
not hardships created by the property owner. 

(b) The variance, if authorized, will weaken neither the general 
purpose of the Sign Code nor the Comprehensive Plan policies or 
zoning regulations prescribed for the land use designation or 
zoning district in which the sign is located. 

(c) The variance, if authorized, will not alter the essential character of 
the land use designation or zoning district in which the sign is 
located. 

(d) The variance, if authorized, will not substantially or permanently 
injure the appropriate use of abutting conforming property. 

(e) The variance would not authorize a type of sign that is not 
otherwise permitted by this Code. 

(F) Enforcement.  
(1) Violation. It is unlawful for any person to violate any of the provisions of 

this chapter. 
(2) Public Nuisance. Any violation of the provisions of this chapter is 

declared to be a public nuisance. 
(3) Abatement. The City may abate public nuisances according to the 

provisions of Title VIII, Chapter 4, W.M.C.  
(4) Summary Abatement.  Summary abatement procedures (Subsection 8-4- 

4(A), W.M.C.) may be followed for the following reasons:  
(a) Any sign whose condition or placement is found by the Code 

Enforcement Officer to constitute an imminent danger of serious 
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injury to persons or property, including, but not limited to, danger 
of collapse or blocking views of streets, alleys, driveways, or other 
entrances and exits from public ways. 

(b) The sign is placed unlawfully in the public right-of-way. Those 
signs may be immediately removed and destroyed without notice 
or liability.  

(5) Penalties.  Any person found guilty of violating any of provision of this 
Chapter shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine or imprisonment, or 
both, pursuant to Section 1-8-1, W.M.C. Each day that a violation 
continues to exist is a separate and distinct violation. 

(G) Stickers.   Temporary signs, incidental signs, and banners shall display an 
official sticker.   Stickers must be affixed to the approved sign in a location that is 
visible from the right-of- way. Stickers must remain affixed and visible for the 
entire period during which the sign is permitted.  The absence of an official 
sticker, or an expired sticker, is prima facie evidence that the sign is displayed in 
violation of this Chapter. 

11-11-14 Master Sign Plans 
(A) Applicability.   

(1) This section applies to any development or redevelopment of at least three 
(3) acres. 

(2) This section does not apply to the Downtown or Westminster Station 
SPDs.   

(B) Master Sign Plan.  
(1) The master sign plan shall include an overall sign program with 

performance standards to be included in the ODP that address design, 
lighting, color, materials, and type and method of construction to insure 
that all signs within the development are designed in a harmonious, 
consistent, and compatible manner. 

(2) The master sign plan shall be included in a required ODP. 
(C) Criteria.  The master sign plan shall comply with the following:  

(1) The master sign plan shall comply with all applicable requirements of this 
Chapter. 

(2) All signs shall be appropriately related in form, proportion, scale, color, 
materials, surface treatment, overall sign size and the size and style of 
lettering to the function and architectural character of the building or 
premise on which they will be displayed; and  
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(3) All signs shall be placed in a logical location in relation to the overall 
composition of the building's façade, as determined by the Planning 
Manager; and 

(4) All signs shall use consistent mounting, and coordinate mounting location 
with the architectural features of the principal buildings on the site. 

11-11-15 Lawful Nonconforming Signs.  
Any legal, nonconforming sign that exists prior to the adoption or amendment of this 
Code may be continued, subject to the following provisions: 
(A) No nonconforming sign shall be enlarged or altered in such a manner as to 

increase its nonconformity. However, any sign may be altered to decrease its 
nonconformity. 

(B) If any sign or nonconforming portion of a sign is destroyed by any means or 
removed for any reason, voluntary or otherwise, to an extent of more than 50 
percent of its replacement cost at the time of removal or destruction, it shall not 
be reconstructed or reassembled except in conformity with this Chapter. 

(C) If a nonconforming sign is moved from its location for any reason, it shall 
conform to the provisions of the Comprehensive Plan land use designation and 
zoning district that it is moved to. 

(D) Any digital sign lawfully established before the effect date of this Code may 
continue to operate, subject to the requirements of Section 11-11-7(B), W.M.C. 

11-11-16 Definitions, Measurement and Rules of Interpretation  
(A) General Rules of Interpretation 

(1) This Title establishes minimum requirements adopted for the promotion 
of the public health, safety, and welfare. 

(2) When a requirement of this Chapter varies from another provision of this 
Title, any other duly adopted City ordinance, or any duly promulgated 
rule or regulation of the City, the more restrictive, or that imposing the 
higher standards, applies. 

(3) Any action or approval authorized in this Chapter to be taken by an 
official may be taken by that official’s designee. 

(4) When used in this Chapter, the phrase "used for" includes "arranged for," 
"designed for," "intended for," "maintained for," and "occupied for." 

(5) The term “include” means “including, but not limited to” unless 
otherwise provided. 

(6) Purpose statements are incorporated in some sections to include a 
statement of the City’s intent in adopting regulations, establish legislative 
findings of the facts supporting the provisions, and/or to explain how the 
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section works for the typical reader. Purpose statements are not 
requirements but may support the City’s actions in interpreting and 
applying the requirements. 

(7) Any reference to a statute, provision of the Westminster Municipal Code, 
other laws or regulations, reference documents, technical manuals, or 
other documents refer to the most recent versions of those documents, 
including any amendments or updates to the statute, Westminster 
Municipal Code, law, regulation, or other document. 

(8) The following elements of this Chapter are provided for explanatory 
purposes and for the convenience of the reader.  They are not binding, and 
do not supersede any mandatory standards and procedures: 
(a) This Chapter includes graphics (such as drawings, diagrams, 

photographs, and images) to help the reader understand the text. If 
there is a conflict between a graphic and the text, the text applies. 

(b) Where a provision includes explanatory material or examples in 
italics, those provisions are for the reader’s convenience and do not 
supersede the text or requirements that it explains. 

(B) Measurement.  The following rules are used to determine sign area:  
(1) Cabinet, Panel or Raceway.  For signs that are included within a cabinet, 

panel or raceway, the sign area is the area of the smallest rectangle that 
encloses all of the copy and the extreme limits of the sign cabinet or edges 
of a cabinet, panel or raceway.  

 
Figure 11-16-1 Area of Sign with Cabinet, Panel or Raceway 

(2) Individual Elements.  For signs that are composed of individual letters, 
symbols, pictographics or other artistic elements, such as channel letters, 
the sign area is the sum total of planar surface area of the smallest 
rectangle enclosing each individual sign component, including voids 
interior to the letters or components. The “planar surface” refers to the 
horizontal plane facing the public right-of- way, and excludes any three-
dimensional elements that are perpendicular to the public right-of-way. 

 
Figure 11-16-2 Area of Signs with Individual Elements 
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(3) Freestanding Signs 
(a) Single Face.  For a sign with one sign face, sign area is computed as 

provided in subsections (1) and (2) above. The sign area includes 
any panel or material forming an integral part of the background of 
the display against which it is placed.  The sign area does not 
include structural supports for freestanding signs allowed in 
Section 11-11-9, W.M.C., but does include structural supports for 
incidental signs. 

 

 
Figure 11-16-3 Area of Freestanding Signs 

(b) Multiple Faces.  For all multiple- faced freestanding signs, the area 
is determined by measuring one face of the sign only (see 
subsection (3)(a) above). When at least two identical sign faces are 
placed back to back, so that both faces cannot be viewed at the 
same time from any point along a public right-of-way, public 
property or private property other than the lot on which the sign is 
located, and when those sign faces are part of the same sign 
structure and are no more than forty-two (42) inches apart, the sign 
area is computed by measuring one of the faces and the sign 
structure is considered a single sign.  If the sign faces are more than 
42 inches apart, each sign face is considered a separate sign. 
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Figure 11-16-4 Multiple-Faced Signs 

(4) Attached Signs 
(a) Wall Area.  Where sign size is prescribed as a percent of wall area, 

the “wall area” is a continuous portion of a building facade, as 
viewed by a person approaching the building from the public right-
of-way, consisting of a plane surface (see Figure 11-16-5, below). 
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Figure 11-16-5 Wall Sign Area 

To determine the maximum square footage of sign area that is permitted 
for all signs that are considered collectively, a simple rectangle (trapezoid 
for a sloped building), or set of rectangles or trapezoids, is drawn around 
the ground level of the building. The intent is to base the maximum 
permitted sign area on the proportion of the first-floor facade, to assure 
that the sign area is in proportion to pedestrians in the public way. This 
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section illustrates how to establish the facade area calculation boundary.  
Five scenarios are illustrated. 
 
A. Rectangular facade: In this scenario, a conventional storefront faces the 
street. The wall area is a simple rectangle drawn around the first floor. It 
extends the full width of the building, and extends from the street level 
vertically to the interior ceiling line of the first floor level and horizontally 
between exterior walls of a detached building or the party walls of an 
attached storefront.  
 
B. Cylindrical building: This scenario involves a cylindrical building. 
There is no apparent demarcation of the first floor, and the fenestration 
framing system does not correspond to floor levels. The wall area is a 
simple rectangle is drawn parallel to the front property line and to a 
height of 20 feet.  
 
C. Multifaceted building: A “prismatic” building design includes a 
variety of wall planes at varying angles.  If there is a demarcation of the 
first floor, the wall area is a simple rectangle is drawn around the first 
floor.  If not, the wall area is a simple rectangle drawn parallel to the front 
property line and to a height of 20 feet. 
 
D. Corner building: A corner building has a facade facing the two streets.  
The wall area is two simple rectangles that extend out to the corner of the 
property, to define the two planes.  The attached sign percentage is 
calculated separately for each rectangle. 
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Figure 11-16-6 Wall Sign Area for Corner Building 

E. Corner building with an angled corner: Description: A corner building 
has facades facing both streets, and a “clipped” corner, with varying 
facets. The wall area is two simple rectangles that extend out to the corner 
of the property, to define the two planes.  The attached sign percentage is 
calculated separately for each rectangle. 

 
Figure 11-16-7 Wall Sign Area for Corner Building with Angled Corner 
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F. Sloped lot: In this scenario, a storefront faces the street and there is a 
discernable slope. The wall area is a trapezoid is drawn around the first 
floor. It extends the full width of the building, and extends from the street 
level vertically to the interior ceiling line of the first floor level and 
horizontally between exterior walls of a detached building or the party 
walls of an attached storefront. 
 

 
Figure 11-16-8 Wall Sign Area for Building on Sloped Lot 

(b) Attached Sign Size and Number of Signs 
(i) For an attached sign which is framed, outlined, painted or 

otherwise prepared and intended to provide a background 
for a sign display, the area and dimensions include the entire 
background or frame (see subsection (B)(1) above). 

(ii) The area of an attached sign comprised of individual letters, 
figures or elements on a wall or similar surface of the 
building or structure with no distinct mounting surface 
(other than the wall) is calculated as provided in subsection 
(B)(2) above.  

(iii) A distinct cluster of individual letters, figures or elements is 
considered a single sign for purposes of determining the 
number of attached signs per facade (see Section 11-11-10, 
W.M.C.) for each wall. 

(iv) When separate elements are organized to form a single sign, 
but are separated by open space, the sign area and 
dimensions are calculated by determining the rectangle that 
encompasses all of the display area, including the space 
between different elements. 

(v) Text on a multi-sided marquee counts as  one (1) sign, and is 
subject to total sign area calculations in this subsection.   

(vi) The sign area does not include any supporting framework, 
bracing, or decorative fence or wall when the fence or wall 
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otherwise meets zoning regulations and is clearly incidental 
to the display itself. 

(vii) Projecting signs with multiple faces are subject to the 
measurement standards established in subsection (3)(b), 
above. 

 
Figure 11-16-9 Determining Number of Attached Signs 

(5) Height 
(a) Freestanding Signs.  The height of a freestanding sign is measured 

from the base of the sign or supportive structure at its point of 
attachment to the ground, to the highest point of the sign. A 
freestanding sign on an artificial base, including a graded earth 
berm or mound, is measured from the average finished grade at the 
base of the berm. 
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Figure 11-16-10 Freestanding Sign Height 

(b) Attached Sign.  The height of an attached sign is the vertical 
distance between the lowest and the highest point of the sign, 
including any framework or other embellishments. 

(c) Clearance.  Clearance for detached and projecting signs is 
measured as the vertical distance between finished grade and the 
lowest point of the sign, including any framework or other 
embellishments.  

 
Figure 11-16-11 Vertical Clearance 

(C) Boundaries.   The boundaries of all Comprehensive Plan land use designations, 
zoning districts, and Specific Plans (including the Downtown Westminster and 
Westminster Station Specific Area Plan) are as defined in Section 11-4-2, W.M.C. 

(D) Definitions.  The following words, terms and phrases have the following 
meaning when used in this Chapter, unless the context clearly indicates 
otherwise: 

Abut or Abutting: Having a common border, or separated from a common 
border by a street, alley, right-of-way, service lane, stream or easement. 

Abandoned Sign: See Section 11-11-5(L), W.M.C.  
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Animated: Any sign or part of a sign that changes physical position or light 
intensity by any movement, rotation, strobing, illumination or other means, or 
that gives the visual impression or illusion of movement, rotation, illumination 
or rotation.  An animated sign may not be a Digital Sign. 

Attached Sign.  A sign that is attached to a building (including a building 
component, such as a column, marquee or canopy) and that uses the building as 
its primary support. 

Attention Getting Device: A sign, device, or ornamentation designed for the 
purpose of attracting attention or promotion, except as otherwise expressly 
permitted in this Chapter. Attention getting devices include feather signs, 
inflatable signs, temporary pole signs, pennants, streamers, balloons, and similar 
devices. 

Awning:  See Section 11-11-10(C). [That section states: “[A]n architectural projection 
that provides weather protection, identity or decoration, and is partially or wholly 
supported by the building to which it is attached. An awning is comprised of a 
lightweight frame structure over which a covering is attached. (Source: International 
Building Code 2015)”] 

Awning Sign: See Section 11-11-10(C), W.M.C. [That section states: “Any sign 
painted, printed, attached, or otherwise applied to any facet or support structure of an 
awning.] 

Awning, Internally Illuminated: Any awning lit by means of a light source that 
is within an awning that is constructed from any, but not limited to, translucent 
or opaque material. 

Banner: See Section 11-11-11(C), W.M.C.  [That section states: “A sign made of fabric, 
cloth, bunting, plastic, paper, or any other non-rigid material with no enclosing 
framework.  This definition does not include flags, pennants or streamers.”] 

Billboard: A freestanding sign or sign structure upon which copy is placed on a 
poster or panel and mounted on a pole or metal structure, typically as follows: 
(1) wood posts or pole supports with dimensional lumber as the secondary 
support (A-frame) with a wood or metal catwalk and a single display panel, (2) 
steel A-frame constructed with angle iron or steel supports with metal framing, 
catwalk, and a single display panel, (3) multi-mast structure constructed with 
steel poles, I-beam or equivalent as primary support, with a catwalk, and a single 
display panel, or (4) monopole structure constructed with tubular steel support, 
tubular steel framing, metal catwalk and a single display panel with a concrete 
foundation.   [Reference: for a detailed description and graphics of billboard structures, 
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see North Carolina Department of Revenue, Billboard Structures Valuation Guide 
(2020), at https://www.ncdor.gov/documents/2020-billboard-structures-valuation-guide] 

Building Code: The City’s building code adopted pursuant to Title 11, Chapter 9, 
W.M.C. 

Building Elevation: The view of any building or other structure from any one of 
its sides. 

Canopy: See Section 11-11-10(C).  [That section states: “[a] ‘canopy’ means a 
permanent structure or architectural projection of rigid construction over which a 
covering is attached that provides weather protection, identity or decoration. A canopy 
may be structurally independent (a “detached canopy”) or supported by attachment to a 
building on one or more sides (an “attached canopy”).  (Source: International Building 
Code, 2015)”] 

Canopy, Detached:  A canopy that is structurally independent of a building (see 
“Canopy”). 

 
Figure 11-16-12 Example of Detached Canopy 

Canopy Sign: See Section 11-11-10(C). [That section states: “[a] ‘canopy sign’ is a 
sign attached to the surface of a canopy.”] 

Channel Letter: A fabricated or formed three-dimensional letter, number, logo or 
symbol. 
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Figure 11-16-13 Channel Letters 

Examples 
of channel 

letters: 

  
Changeable Copy: Copy that can be changed or rearranged without altering the 
Sign Face or Sign Structure, excluding Digital Copy. 

Character: Any letter, number, symbol, picture, or logo.  

Commercial Copy:  Any sign text, logo, or other representation that, directory or 
indirectly, names, advertises, or calls attention to a business, product, service, or 
other commercial activity. 

Community Development Director: The Director of the Community 
Development Department, or his/her designee. 

Coping: The cap at the top of a wall, installed for decoration or for protection 
from weather elements. 

Copy: Any words, letters, numbers, figures, designs or other symbolic 
representations incorporated into a sign. 

Curtain Wall: A non-load bearing exterior wall cladding that is hung on the 
exterior of a building, usually spanning from floor to floor. 
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Figure 11-16-14 Curtain Wall 

Digital Copy: Static images that are controlled by electronic communications 
that allow the images to be turned on or off intermittently. 

Digital Sign: See Section 11-11-7(B)(1), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a]ny sign 
that displays Digital Copy, including any illuminated sign on which the illumination is 
not kept stationary or constant in intensity and color when the sign is in use, including 
any light emitting diode (LED) or digital panel, and which varies in color or intensity. In 
the sign industry, digital signs are also referred to as dynamic signs, changeable 
electronic variable message signs (CEVMS), electronic message centers (EMCs), etc.”] 

Double-Faced Sign: A sign with two faces of equal area, placed back-to-back. 

Eave: The projecting lower edges of a roof overhanging the wall of a building. 

Embellishment: An addition to the sign structure on which a continuation of the 
copy is placed.  Standard bases and standard trim are not considered 
embellishments.  An embellishment is considered part of the sign area. 

Exposed Neon: A neon sign in which the neon tubes are not enclosed by an 
opaque covering. 

Façade: The exterior wall of a building exposed to public view or a wall viewed 
by persons not within the building. 

Fascia: The horizontal plain just below the roof or coping, and above the wall or 
supports. 
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Feather Sign: A sign made of flexible material in the shape of a feather, quill, sail, 
blade or teardrop, and mounted on a solid or flexible pole or cord. These are 
sometimes referred to as “quill signs” or “sail banners.” 

 

  

Flag: See Section 11-11-11(A), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] ‘flag’ is a piece of 
fabric or other flexible material, with distinctive colors and patterns, customarily 
mounted on a pole or similar freestanding structure or a pole mounted on a building.”] 

Floor Plate: the surface of a façade extending from the bottom floor to the floor 
above it or, if there is no floor above, to the top of the exterior wall plane.   

Frame: The surround of a Window, consisting of a beam, trim, or border. 

Footcandle: A measure of illumination on a surface that is one foot from a 
uniform source of light of one candle and equal to one lumen per square foot. 

Freestanding Sign. A single or double-faced sign placed upon or supported by 
the ground independent of any other structure, such as a monument sign. 

Front Setback: The required distance from that side of a lot abutting on a street 
or way ordinarily regarded as the front of the lot, and a sign. 

Halo Lit: See Section 11-11-7(A)(1)(c), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[i]llumination 
created by concealing the light source behind three-dimensional opaque letters, numbers, 
or other characters of a sign, resulting in the nighttime perception of a halo around the 
silhouette of each character. This is also referred to as "reverse channel" or "reverse lit" 
illumination.  A halo lit sign is not considered an internally illuminated sign.”] 

Figure 11-16-15 Feather Signs 
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Illegal Sign: A sign that does not meet the requirements of this Code and that 
has not received legal nonconforming status. 

Illuminated Awning: Any awning lighted by or exposed to artificial lighting, 
either by lights on or in the awning, or directed toward the awning. 

Illumination: An artificial light source incorporated internally or externally to 
emanate light from, or direct light to, a surface. Light sources may include 
exposed tubing, electrical bulbs, fluorescent lights, neon tubes, light emitting 
diodes (LED), liquid crystal displays, or other artificial sources of light. 

Illumination, External: See Section 11-11-7(A)(1), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] 
sign that is illuminated by an external light source.”] 

Illumination, Internal: See Section 11-11-7(A)(1)(c), W.M.C.  [That section states: 
“[i]llumination created by a light source internal to the sign, transparent or translucent 
material from a light source within the sign structure or panel, or exposed lighting on the 
sign face.”] 

Illuminated Sign: Any sign that incorporates illumination on or in the sign, or 
that directs illumination toward or over all or part of the sign, or that is created 
by the projection of illumination onto a surface (such as a building wall). 

Incidental Sign: See Section 11-11-11(B), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a]n 
‘Incidental Sign’ is a sign with copy located on a panel and mounted on a pole or a wall 
or similar structure, with or without a structural frame, that is normally incidental to the 
allowed use of the property, but can contain any message or content.”] 

Light: For purposes of defining a window, the aperture through which daylight 
may pass, such as a pane of glass. Lights are surrounded by mullions or 
transoms. 

Maintenance: The cleaning, painting, repair, or replacement of worn or defective 
parts of a sign in a manner that does not alter in any way the approved signage. 

Marquee:  See Section 11-11-10(C), W.M.C. [That section states: “[a] ‘marquee’ 
means a canopy that has a top surface which is sloped less than 25 degrees from the 
horizontal and is located less than 10 feet (3.05 m) from operable openings above or 
adjacent to the level of the marquee.  (Source: International Building Code, 2015)”] 

Marquee Sign: See Section 11-11-10(C), W.M.C. [That section states: “[a] ‘marquee 
sign’ is a sign attached to the fascia of marquee.”] 

Monument Sign: See Section 11-11-9, W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] ‘monument 
sign’ is a freestanding sign whose sign face is attached to a base or structural frame with 
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a width and thickness of at least two-thirds (2/3) the width of the widest part of the sign 
face.”] 

Mullion: Vertical posts between the lights of a window. 

Nit: A unit of illuminative brightness equal to one candle per square meter, 
measured perpendicular to the rays of the source. 

Neon: See Section 11-11-7(A)(1)(e), W.M.C. [That section states: “[a] source of light 
supplied by a glass tube that is filled with neon gas, argon, mercury or other inert gas 
that produces ultraviolet light, and bent to form letters, symbols, or other shapes. Neon 
includes all tubular light sources that employ a charged gas to illuminate a tube that 
glows, similar gas-activated tubular light systems that emit colors, and other tubular 
light sources (including fiber optics) that are used to form letters and shapes.”] 

Non-Commercial Copy: Any copy other than commercial copy. 

Nonconforming Sign: Any sign that does not conform to one or more applicable 
provisions of this Code, but that was lawfully erected and maintained, or 
approved in an official development plan, prior to the applicable provision or 
provisions. 

Oriented or Oriented To: a sign is “oriented” to a location (such as a street) if it 
faces and is directed to, and is intended to be read from, that location. 

Owner: A person recorded as such on official records. The owner of property on 
which a sign is located is presumed to be the owner of the sign, unless facts to 
the contrary are officially recorded or otherwise brought to the attention of the 
City. 

Over-Canopy Sign: See Section 11-11-10(C).  [That section states: “[a]n ‘over-canopy 
sign’ is a sign on the top of a roof overhang of a covered porch or walkway.”] 

Painted Sign: Paint that is applied directly on a building wall to create a sign. 

Panel: A plate, backing material,  or other delineating surface that contains copy 
within a sign structure. 

Pennant: A sign made of flexible materials that typically features a series of 
geometric shapes (e.g., triangles), suspended from one or two corenrs fastened to 
a string, which is secured or tethered so as to allow movement and used as an 
attention-getting form of media. 
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Figure 11-16-16 Pennants 

Planning Manager: the member of the Department of Community Development 
charged with administering the Comprehensive Plan and its implementation, 
and who serves as the chief zoning official, and manager of the Planning 
Division.  “Planning Manager” includes the Planning Manager’s designee.   

Pole Sign: A freestanding sign that is supported by a pole, is not attached to a 
building, and where the bottom edge of the sign face is located at least three (3) 
feet above the average finished grade at the base of the sign. A “pole sign” does 
not include a flag mounted on a flagpole, where permitted by this Chapter. 

Portable Sign: Any sign designed to be moved easily and not permanently 
affixed to the ground, a structure, or a building. 

Post Sign:  See Section 11-11-9(B), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] ‘post sign’ is a 
freestanding sign that projects perpendicular from a structure, or that is suspended from 
or¬ mounted between one or more posts constructed of wood, masonry, iron, or similar 
materials.”] 

Premises: A lot or parcel, and includes other parcels that are part of a master sign 
plan included as part of an ODP. For use in this section, “premises” does not 
include: (1) easements, or (2) adjacent parcels except as provided above. 

Projecting Sign: See Section 11-11-10(D), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] 
‘projecting sign’ is a sign supported by, and with any part extending at least eighteen 
(18) inches from, a building wall.”] 

Property Line: The boundary of any lot, parcel, or tract as platted or described in 
the conveyance of the property to the owner. “Property Line” does not include 
the streets or alleys upon which the lot, parcel, or tract abuts. 

Property Line Setback: The required distance from any property line and a sign. 
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Public Property: Any property, real or personal, owned, leased or licensed by the 
City, county, state or federal government, including public rights-of-way, and for 
which the right to possess and control such property has not been legally 
surrendered, granted, licensed, or conveyed to a private person or entity. 

Public Sign:  A sign erected by any governmental entity in conjunction with the 
conduct of any governmental program, operation or activity, including, but not 
limited to, federal, state, county, and City governments, and school and 
recreation districts. 

Residential Area: Any Area designated as Residential Low Intensity (RLI) 
(Comprehensive Plan land use designations O1, R1, R-2.5, R-3.5, and R-5 and 
zoning districts O1, RE, R1, RA, R2, and R5), Residential Medium Intensity (RMI) 
(Comprehensive Plan land use designations R-8, R-12, R-18, R-36, and TMUND-
R and zoning district R3 and R4), or otherwise designated for residential use in 
an ODP. 

Right-of-way: The land within the public sphere which may be used by 
pedestrian or vehicular traffic. 

Roof: The outside top covering of occupiable space in any building or structure. 

Roof Sign: See Section 11-11-10(E), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] ‘roof sign’ is a 
sign that is mounted on the roof of a building, or that is wholly or partially dependent 
upon the building for support, and that projects above the highest point of a building 
with a flat roof, the eave-line of a building with a gambrel, gable, or hip roof, or the deck-
line of a building with a mansard roof.”] 

Roofline: The eave or fascia of any wall plane. 

Sandwich Board: See Section 11-11-9, W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] ‘sandwich 
board’ is a portable sign that is ordinarily in the shape of an "A" with back to back sign 
faces, an easel, or a similar configuration.”] 

Sign: Any object, device, flag, display, structure, or part thereof, situated 
outdoors or indoors, that is used to advertise, identify, display, direct, or attract 
attention to an object, person, institution, organization, business, product, 
service, event, or location by any means, including, but not limited to, words, 
letters, figures, designs, symbols, fixtures, colors, illumination, or projected 
images. A “sign” includes the sign structure. 

Sign Area: The entire sign face, including the advertising surface and any 
framing, trim, or molding, but not including the supporting structure. The sign 
area shall be measured as a rectangle, encompassing the largest horizontal width 
and largest vertical height. 
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Sign Copy: The graphic content of a sign in either permanent or removable 
words, letters, figures, designs, symbols, fixtures, colors, illumination, or 
projected images. 

Sign Face: The area or display surface used for the graphic message. 

Sign Permit: A permit authorizing the erection or maintenance of a sign 
pursuant to Section 11-11-12(A), W.M.C. 

Sign Structure: Any combination of materials to form a construction for the 
purpose of attaching, fixing, or otherwise supporting a sign, whether installed 
on, above, or below the surface of the land, a building, or any other solid surface. 

Sign Height: The vertical distance measured from the highest point of a sign to 
the lowest grade beneath the sign. 

Skyline Sign: See Section 11-11-10(G), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] sign that is 
placed above the windows of the highest floor of a building consisting of at least three (3) 
stories or 36 feet in height.”] 

Snipe Sign. A sign illegally attached to a utility pole or utility box, or affixed to a 
public sign. 

Streamer: An attention-getting device consisting of two or more balloons, 
ribbons, reflectors, fringes or similar objects strung together on a common line, 
pole, or sign structure, or attached to one or more products offered for sale. 

 
Figure 11-16-17 Streamers 

String Light: A lighting fixture that is composed of electrical wiring encased in 
plastic with sockets for bulb placement. 

Subdivision Entry Sign: See Section 11-11-9, W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] 
‘subdivision entry sign’ is a monument sign located along the entry to a subdivision from 
a collector or arterial street.”] 
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Temporary Sign: A sign that is: 

• constructed of either rigid or non-rigid material, and  
• physically attached to, or freestanding on, the ground or any structure, 

and  
• designed or intended to be attached or freestanding impermanently for a 

limited time 

Tenant Space: That portion of a façade attached to interior space that is occupied 
by one occupant that has a ground floor entry that provides public or customer 
access to the occupant.  An “occupant” includes one tenant, owner or business. 

TMUND: An area designated as a Traditional Mixed Use Neighborhood 
Development in the Comprehensive Plan. 

TMUND-M: That portion of a TMUND designated in the Comprehensive Plan 
or an ODP as a mixed use village center or a mixed use commercial district. 

TMUND-R: That portion of a TMUND designated in the Comprehensive Plan or 
an ODP as neighborhood general or neighborhood edge. 

Transom: A horizontal element framed across a window. 

Under Canopy Sign: See Section 11-11-10(C), W.M.C.   [That section states: “[a]n 
‘under-canopy sign’ is a sign suspended from the underside of a canopy, awning, ceiling, 
marquee, roof overhang, a covered porch, or walkway.”] 

Wall Sign: See Section 11-11-10(B), W.M.C.  [That section states: “[a] ‘wall sign’ is a 
sign (other than a projecting sign, roof sign, skyline sign, or window sign) that (1) is 
fastened to or painted on the wall of a building or other structure so that the wall becomes 
the supporting structure for, or forms the background surface of, the sign; and (2) does 
not extend more than 18 inches from a building surface.”] 

Warning Sign: Any temporary or permanent sign used for warning or informing 
the public of any hazardous, dangerous or unsafe condition at any public or 
private property. 

Wind Sign: An attention-getting device with or without copy, or a series of 
devices such as streamers, balloons, feather signs, and pennants with or without 
copy, fastened in such a manner as to move in the wind. 

Window: An opening constructed in a wall and which admits light or air to an 
enclosure, is framed and spanned with glass, and which may be mounted to 
permit opening and closing. 

Window Sign: See Section 11-11-10(E), W.M.C. [That section states: “[a] “window 
sign” is a sign posted, painted, placed, or affixed to a window and inside a building, but 
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clearly visible from outside the building. This includes any sign that is mounted within 
three (3) feet of a window and oriented to the window in a manner that is visible from the 
outside of the building or wraps or film that reduce the transparency of the window.  For 
purposes of this definition, a curtain wall or window wall is not considered a window.”] 

Window Wall: A non-load-bearing fenestration system provided in combination 
assemblies and composite units, including transparent vision panels and/or 
opaque glass or metal panels, which span from the top of a floor slab to the 
underside of the next higher floor slab. 

(E) Acronyms.  The following acronyms have the following meanings for purposes 
of this Title, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise: 

 
Table 11-16-1 Acronyms 

‘ or ft feet 
C.R.S.  Colorado Revised Statutes 
COM Commercial category (Section 11-11-8(C)) 

D Downtown SPD 
ERD Employment category (Section 11-11-8(C)) 
IFA Industrial category (Section 11-11-8(C)) 

Max. Maximum; indicates that the value prescribed is the maximum 
allowed 

Min. Minimum; indicates that the value prescribed is the minimum 
required 

MSP Mixed Use category (Section 11-11-8(C)) 
sf Square feet 

ODP: Official Development Plan 
OTC Office/Transition category (Section 11-11-8(C)) 
PDP: Preliminary Development Plan 
PUD Planned Unit Development 

RLI Residential Low Intensity category (Section 11-11-8(C))  
RMI Residential Medium category (Section 11-11-8(C)) 
SPD Specific Plan District 

SSDP Site-Specific Development Plan 
USC United States Code 

W.M.C.  Westminster Municipal Code 
WS Westminster Station SPD 
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	11-11-1 Title.
	11-11-2 Purpose, Intent and Findings.
	(A) Generally. This Chapter regulates the type, dimensions, design and other characteristics of signs throughout the City.
	(B) Content Neutral.  This Chapter regulates only the sign structure and physical parameters, and not the sign’s content.

	11-11-3 Authority.
	11-11-4 Applicability.
	(A) Generally
	(1) This Chapter applies to any sign within the corporate limits of the City of Westminster, Colorado.
	(2) It is unlawful for any person to erect, operate, or otherwise use any sign that is prohibited by this Chapter.
	(3) It is unlawful for any person to erect, operate, or otherwise use any sign at a time, place, or manner that is prohibited by this Chapter.
	(4) If a Specific Plan provision is inconsistent with a provision of this Chapter, the Specific Plan provision controls.

	(B) Exemptions.  This Chapter does not apply to:
	(1) Signs located entirely within the interior of a building or structure and not visible from outside of the building, except as otherwise provided below.
	(2) In order to promote traffic and public safety, any public notice or warning posted or required by valid and applicable federal, state, or local law, regulation, or ordinance, including street addresses. Street addresses not exceeding four square f...
	(3) A sign carried or worn by a person.
	(4) A sign affixed to a vehicle, except as provided in Section 11-11-5(G), W.M.C.
	(5) Public signs.

	(C) Message Neutrality
	(1) Despite any other provision of this Chapter, no sign is subject to any limitation based on the content of its message.
	(2) Any sign authorized in this Chapter may contain any non-commercial copy in lieu of any other copy.

	(D) Planned Unit Developments (PUDs)
	(1) A sign within a PUD is subject to the requirements of any approved Official Development Plan (ODP) applicable to the PUD, and any requirements of this Chapter that are not inconsistent with the ODP requirements.
	(2) To the extent that an ODP is silent about the type, area, height, design features, or other sign requirements, this Chapter applies.

	(E) Specific Plan Districts (SPDs)
	(1) A sign within an SPD is subject to the requirements of any approved Specific Plan applicable to the SPD, and any requirements of this Chapter that are not inconsistent with the Specific Plan requirements.
	(2) To the extent that a Specific Plan is silent about the type, area, height, design features, or other sign requirements, this Chapter applies.


	11-11-5 Prohibited Signs
	(A) Signs Not Enumerated. Any sign not specifically permitted by this Chapter.
	(B) Signs in Right-of-Way. Any sign on or over any public property. This prohibition does not include public signs, such as traffic control signs or hazard/warning signs.
	(C) Animation or Movement. Includes:
	(1) Signs with visible moving, revolving, or rotating parts or visible mechanical movement, or any description or other apparent visible movement achieved by electrical, electronic or mechanical means.  This prohibition does not apply to marquees in t...
	(2) Signs that are animated with lights or illuminations that flash, move, rotate, scintillate, blink, flicker, vary in intensity, vary in color, or use intermittent electrical pulsations.

	(D) Attention-Getting Devices. This includes wind signs (including feather signs, pennants, streamers, and balloons), strings of light bulbs (except as provided in 11-11-7(D), W.M.C.), or any inflatable object or material (except as provided for tempo...
	(E) Imitations of Official Government Protective or Warning Signs. Any sign that is a copy of, or that for any reason is likely to be confused with any government approved official signs, such as those signs approved and shown in the Uniform Traffic C...
	(F) Obstruction of Building Features. Any sign that obstructs any window, door, fire escape, stairway, ladder, or opening intended to provide light, air, ingress, or egress for any building, as required by law.
	(G) Vehicle Signs.
	(1) Any sign displayed on a vehicle or trailer that is used primarily to display the sign is prohibited. Signs are permitted on a vehicle if:
	(a) The vehicle at no time remains in one visible place for more than 24 consecutive hours;
	(b) The vehicle is actually and primarily used by its owner or another as a means of transportation of people or goods or for delivery of services (i.e. tow truck); and
	(c) The vehicle displays current registration and is insured to operate on public streets in the State of Colorado.


	(H) Billboards.
	(I) Pole Signs.
	(J) Snipe Signs.
	(K) Light Trespass. Any sign that causes any direct glare into or upon any residential building or premises, other than the building or premises to which the sign is attached.
	(L) Abandoned Signs. A sign, including its structure, that is no longer used. A sign is no longer used if: (1) the business the sign advertises has closed; or (2) the property on which the sign is located is vacant or unoccupied for at least 90 consec...

	11-11-6 General Requirements
	(A) Construction.  Signs and sign structures shall comply with the Building Code (Title 11, Chapter 9, W.M.C.).  Building permits may be required even if sign permits are not required.
	(B) Maintenance.
	(1) Signs shall be properly maintained as provided in Section 8-1-8, W.M.C., and shall:
	(a) Be of sound structural quality,
	(b) Be maintained in good repair,
	(c) Painted, where applicable (galvanized metals, aluminum and stainless steel portions of signs need not be painted), and
	(d) Have a clean and neat appearance.

	(2) The property owner or sign owner shall not allow any portion of any sign structure or sign face to become insecure or otherwise unsafe.
	(3) The property owner or sign owner shall maintain all surfaces of the sign structure free of peeling paint and torn paper.
	(4) All sign structures shall be free of broken or bent elements.
	(5) The Building Official or Planning Manager may order a sign to be removed if it is not maintained as described and/or becomes a public safety hazard or nuisance.

	(C) Intersection Sight Distance.  Signs erected within vehicular sight triangles or vehicular safe line of sight, as defined in XX, shall comply with the City standard specifications for design and construction. No sign shall be erected or maintained ...
	(D) Architectural Features.  Signs shall not obscure window or door openings, other open areas within a building facade, or architectural features such as arches, columns, eaves, cornices, moldings, dormers, pediments, or ornamental materials such as ...
	(1) Window signs, to the extent permitted by this Code (see Section 11-11-10(E), W.M.C.), and
	(2) Signs located on the drip-flap portion of an awning, canopy or marquee, or an under-canopy sign, to the extent permitted by Section 11-11-10(C), W.M.C.


	11-11-7 Illuminated and Digital Signs
	(A) Illuminated Signs.
	(1) Applicability.  This section applies to any illuminated sign.  An “illuminated sign” means any sign that incorporates illumination on or in the sign, or that directs illumination toward or over all or part of the sign, or that is created by the pr...
	(a) Digital Signs.  See subsection (B) below.
	(b) External Illumination: A sign that is illuminated by an external light source.
	(c) Halo Lit:  Illumination created by concealing the light source behind three-dimensional opaque letters, numbers, or other characters of a sign, resulting in the nightime perception of a halo around the silhouette of each character. This is also re...
	(d) Internal Illumination: Illumination created by a light source internal to the sign, transparent or translucent material from a light source within the sign structure or panel, or exposed lighting located on the same plane as the sign face.
	(e) Neon: A source of light supplied by a glass tube that is filled with neon gas, argon, mercury or other inert gas that produces ultraviolet light, and bent to form letters, symbols, or other shapes. Neon includes all tubular light sources that empl...

	(2) Where Permitted.  The standards for individual sign types in Sections 11-11-9 (Freestanding Signs), 11-11-10 (Attached Signs), 11-11-11 (Incidental and Miscellaneous Signs), and 11-11-11(B) (Incidental and Temporary Signs), W.M.C., indicate whethe...
	(3) Animation.  Illumination shall not include animation, moving video, or flashing, scrolling, intermittent, moving lights, rotating beams or flashing beacon lights.
	(4) Electrical Code.  Illuminated signs shall comply with all applicable provisions of the City’s Electrical Code.
	(5) Hours of Operation.  Illuminated signs in or within 250 feet of a residential area shall shut off between the hours of 2:00 AM and 6:00 AM. An illuminated sign subject to this provision shall include an automatic shut off mechanism to ensure that ...

	(B) Digital Signs.  Digital signs shall conform to the following standards:
	(1) Applicability.  This section applies to any digital sign.  A “digital sign” means any sign that displays digital copy, including any illuminated sign on which the illumination is not kept stationary or constant in intensity and color when the sign...
	(2) Where Permitted. Digital signs are permitted only in the Office/Transition (OTC), Commercial (COM), Mixed Use (MSP), and Employment (ERD) land use categories (refer to 11-11-8(C), W.M.C.).
	(3) Hold Time. Each message on the sign must be displayed for at least eight seconds duration. Message changes shall be completed instantaneously and shall be imperceptible. Transition effects are prohibited.
	(4) Digital Copy. Digital signs shall contain static messages only changed only through dissolve or fade transitions, and shall not have movement or the appearance or optical illusion of movement during the static display period of any part of the sig...
	(5) Brightness
	(a) The intensity of the light source for a digital sign shall not produce glare, the effect of which constitutes a traffic hazard or is otherwise detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare.
	(b) Digital signs shall not operate at brightness levels of more than 0.3 footcandles above ambient light as measured using a foot candle (Lux) meter at a preset distance depending on sign area, measured as follows:
	(c) Prior to the issuance of a sign permit, the applicant shall provide written certification from the sign manufacturer that the light intensity has been factory pre-set not to exceed 0.3 foot candles above ambient light and that the intensity level ...

	(6) Light Sensing Device.  Each digital sign must have a light sensing device that will adjust the brightness as ambient light conditions change.
	(7) Technology. The technology currently being deployed for digital billboards is LED (light emitting diode), but there may be alternate, preferred and superior technology available in the future. Any other technology that complies with the performanc...
	(8) Automatic Shutoff. A digital sign must:
	(a) A digital sign shall have automatic dimmer software or solar sensors to control brightness for nighttime viewing and variations in daytime ambient light.
	(b) Include systems and monitoring to either turn the display off, show "full black" on the display, or include a default mechanism that freezes the sign in one position if a malfunction occurs, and
	(c) Be designed so that a catastrophic power surge will cause the sign to go dark or to deploy the maximum brightness limitations, and
	(d) Automatically adjust the intensity of its display according to natural ambient light conditions.

	(9) Resolution.  Digital sign faces shall have a pixel pitch of no more than 16 millimeters.  “Pixel pitch” means a measurement of the resolution of a digital display, in terms of the distance (generally in millimeters) between the center of a light-e...
	(10) Owner Responsibilities.  The sign owner shall provide the Planning Manager the phone number and email address of a person who is available to be contacted at any time and who is able to turn off the electronic sign promptly after a malfunction oc...
	(11) Maintenance.  The light modules on digital billboards shall be repaired or replaced if they become broken, burned-out or substantially dimmed.
	(12) Nonconformities.  All existing digital signs that contain an electronic changeable copy module which does not comply with the provisions of this subsection shall be made to conform within 180 days of the effective date of this ordinance.

	(C) Neon
	(1) Neon is considered internal illumination for purposes of Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C.
	(2) Fluorescent tubular lighting, which generates a white light, is not considered neon, and such exposed fluorescent light sources are not permitted.
	(3) Neon may be shaped to form objects or letters, or it may outline portions of a sign.
	(4) Neon letters or characters may appear as a freestanding object, mounted directly on a wall surface, mounted on a panel, or contained in open channel letters.
	(5) Neon or other tubular lighting may not be used to outline architectural features of locally designated historic buildings or any building in a designated landmark or district as defined in Section 11-13-2, W.M.C.

	(D) String Lights.
	(1) String lights are allowed:
	(a) In the Westminster Station and Downtown Westminster Specific Plan Districts, or
	(b) As an accent element for porches, patios, or similar architectural elements.

	(2) String lights are not counted toward the maximum sign area allocation in Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C.
	(3) String lights must be clearly shown and approved on an ODP.


	11-11-8 Sign Types and Area Allocation
	(A) Purpose and Findings.
	(1) Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B)11-11-11, W.M.C. establish standards and overall allowances for signs by number and area for three (3) major sign categories:
	(a) Freestanding signs,
	(b) Attached signs, and
	(c) Miscellaneous and incidental signs.

	(2) This system provides flexibility for persons and businesses who display signs, avoids sign distinctions that depend on a sign’s message, and minimizes potential traffic hazards and clutter.
	(3) Because this Chapter does not regulate sign content, applicants and property owners may allocate signs by message type (for example, onsite advertising, directional, and opinion messages) in any manner within the sign quantity and area limits esta...

	(B) Generally.  Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C. . establish standards for individual sign types, including:
	(1) An initial paragraph that defines the sign type, and
	(2) Images that illustrate the sign types, and
	(3) A table summarizing the sign standards, including:
	(a) Whether the sign type is permitted in the designated areas (see subsection C, below).
	(b) Whether a sign permit is required.
	(c) The maximum permitted number of signs of the designated category, which may be based on:
	(i) Number per street frontage, or
	(ii) Number per each business or institution (occupying a multi- tenant building) which has its own ground floor entryway or storefront, or
	(iii) Number per single-tenant building or multi-tenant building with a single entry, or
	(iv) The total number of that sign type on a single lot or parcel.

	(d) Maximum sign dimensions, which may include:
	(i) Sign area,
	(ii) Height,
	(iii) Location,
	(iv) Property line setback, or
	(v) Spacing in relation to other signs.

	(e) Design characteristics, including whether the following design features are allowed or required:
	(i) Digital,
	(ii) Illumination, internal,
	(iii) Illumination, external,
	(iv) Illumination, halo lit,
	(v) Channel letters,
	(vi) Changeable copy, or
	(vii) Animation.



	(C) Categories.  Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C. regulate sign characteristics by common zoning districts or comprehensive plan land use designations (referred to herein as “areas”). The City currently regulates use, setbacks, building di...
	(1) Residential Low Intensity (RLI) refers to Comprehensive Plan land use designations O1, R1, R-2.5, R-3.5, and R-5 and zoning districts O1, RE, R1, RA, R2, and R5.
	(2) Residential Medium Intensity (RMI) refers to Comprehensive Plan land use designations R-8, R-12, R-18, R-36, and TMUND-R and zoning district R3 and R4.
	(3) Office/Transition (OTC) means Comprehensive Plan land use designations Mixed Use, Urban Commercial, Neighborhood Commercial, Neighborhood Office, and TMUND-M and zoning districts T1 and B1.
	(4) Commercial (COM) means Comprehensive Plan land use designations Retail Commercial, Service Commercial, Regional Commercial, Community Commercial, Corridor Overlay, and zoning districts T1 and B1.
	(5) Mixed Use (MSP) means Comprehensive Plan land use designation Mixed- Use Center, the Downtown Specific Plan (D), and Westminster Station Area Specific Plan (WS) unless otherwise indicated.
	(6) Employment (ERD) means Comprehensive Plan land use designation Office, Office R&D Low Intensity, Office R&D High Intensity, Medical, and Public/Quasi- Public.
	(7) Industrial (IFA) means Comprehensive Plan land use designation Flex / Light Industrial and Airport Overlay, and zoning district M1.
	(8) PUD shall use the closest comparable Comprehensive Plan land use designation for land uses designated on the PDP and ODP.


	11-11-9 Freestanding Signs
	(A) Monument Signs
	(1) Base Materials.  The materials of the base of a monument sign shall be either masonry, stone or similar building material that is compatible with the primary exterior materials used in the principal building.
	(2) Residential Setback.  No monument sign over eight (8) feet in height is permitted within 175 feet of any residential district boundary or residential development.
	(3) Multiple-Faced Signs.  If a monument sign is a multiple-faced sign, the sign area is based only on one side (see Section 11-11-16(B)(3)(b), W.M.C.). The copy and composition may be the same on both sides or may be different.
	(4) Planned Unit Developments (PUDs).  An ODP may authorize additional monument signs and modify or increase the sign area, height, location, or design characteristics of monument signs subject to the ODP.   Monument signs in all other ODPs shall comp...

	(B) Post Signs
	(C) Sandwich Board
	(1) Sandwich Boards are not permitted in planter beds.
	(2) Sandwich Boards are allowed only where a building is within a build-to line or maximum setback, or where a front façade that includes an entryway open to the general public during normal business hours is within 10 feet of the edge of a public sid...
	(3) Sandwich Boards shall leave a minimum, unobstructed sidewalk clearance as provided above or as otherwise required by the ADA and City fire lane requirements, whichever is greater.
	(4) Sandwich Boards shall be anchored to the ground in a manner sufficient to withstand wind loads established by the Building Code.  However, Sandwich Board shall have no permanent attachments to the sidewalk.
	(5) Sandwich Boards shall be composed of wood, medium-density fiberboard, metal (iron or steel) frames, or other materials with equivalent weight and density.  The sign face may include a chalkboard.  Sandwich Boards shall not be composed of plastic o...

	(D) Subdivision Entry

	11-11-10 Attached Signs
	(A) Generally
	(1) Location.  The highest point of an attached sign shall not project above the roof line of a structure. This section does not apply to permitted roof signs.
	(2) Clearance
	(a) Attached signs shall not extend more than 5 feet from any building wall or beyond the outer edge of a sidewalk, whichever is greater. These signs may not extend into/over any portion of the public right-of-way (other than a sidewalk or alley) or a...
	(b) The minimum required vertical clearance for an awning sign, canopy sign, over canopy sign, under canopy sign, or projecting sign is at least eight (8) feet above any sidewalk and fourteen (14) feet above any alley surface where vehicles may pass b...


	(B) Wall Signs
	(1) Additional Allocations.
	(a) The area and number allocation for projecting signs (see subsection (D), below) must fall within the allocation for wall signs. The area and number allocation for awning, over- and under- canopy and marquee signs, roof signs, skyline signs, and wi...
	(b) A tenant occupying a space at the end of a multi-tenant building may have up to three (3) signs, with no more than two (2) signs on any building elevation.

	(2) Height/Location.  The highest point of a wall sign shall comply with subsection (A)(2) above, and:
	(3) Painted Wall Signs.  Wall signs may be created by applying paint to the building surface.  A painted wall sign shall not cover windows.

	(C) Awning / Over or Under-Canopy / Marquee Signs
	(D) Projecting Signs
	(E) Window Signs
	(F) Roof Signs
	(1) A building may include either a roof sign or a skyline line subject to this subsection, but not both.
	(2) Roof signs shall not extend above:
	(a) Eight (8) feet above the top of a flat roof, or
	(b) The top of a mansard roof, or
	(c) The top ridge of a gable, hip, cone, gambrel, or shed roof; or
	(d) The top ridge of any other sloped roof.

	(3) Roof signs must be designed to withstand wind loads established by the Building Code.
	(4) Channel letters shall not be mounted on panels.

	(G) Skyline Signs

	11-11-11 Incidental and Miscellaneous Signs
	(A) Flags
	(B) Incidental and Temporary Signs
	(1) Sticker Required for Temporary Signs.  Temporary signs require a sticker pursuant to Section 11-11-13(G), W.M.C.
	(2) Display Period for Temporary Signs.  A temporary sign may be erected for the following maximum continuous time periods:
	(a) Freestanding Signs Mounted with Standard Wire Stakes or T-Posts: 30 days three times during a calendar year.
	(b) Freestanding Signs Mounted with Metal or Wood Frames, or Mounting Methods of Similar Durability, or Wall Signs:  90 days over one calendar year, or 40 days three times during a calendar year.


	(C) Banners
	(1) Sticker Required for Banners.  Banners require a sticker pursuant to Section 11-11-13(G), W.M.C.
	(2) Display Period for Banners.  A banner may be erected up to 60 consecutive or non-consecutive days during any calendar year.

	(D) Internal Signs

	11-11-12 Historic Signs
	(A) Applicability. A property owner may apply to designate a sign as an Historic Landmark pursuant to Chapter 13 of this Title.
	(B) Designation. Landmark designation for any sign shall occur as provided in Chapter 13 of this Title, and as follows:
	(1) The City shall not designate a sign as a landmark without the property owner’s consent, and
	(2) The Historic Landmark Board shall refer the application to the Parks, Recreation, Libraries and Open Space Advisory Board for its review and concurrence.

	(C) Effect of Designation.  A sign designated as a landmark:
	(1) Shall comply with all applicable requirements of Chapter 13 of this Title and any criteria adopted by the Historic Landmark Board, and
	(2) May exceed the area or height established by Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C., or include any design features otherwise prohibited by those sections, and is considered a conforming sign.
	(3) If the sign is altered or destroyed, it loses its designation, and must come into full compliance with this sign code.


	11-11-13 Administration
	(A) Sign Permits
	(1) Applicability. Except as otherwise provided by Sections 11-11-9 through 11-11-11(B), W.M.C., it is unlawful for the owner, manager, or occupant of any property located within the City to erect, maintain, or permit the erection or maintenance of an...
	Note: Applicants may also seek alternative compliance or a variance from the requirements of this Code, and Section 11-11-14 may require a master sign plan.  Table 11-13-1 (Summary of Alternative Compliance, Variances, and Master Sign Plans)summarizes...
	(2) Procedure.
	(a) An application for a sign permit shall be filed with the Community Development Department and must contain the following information, unless waived by the Planning Manager.
	(i) An elevation of the proposed sign, drawn to scale, showing the sign that is proposed to be erected and the proposed copy.
	(ii) The color, finish, and construction materials of the sign and sign structure.
	(iii) A plot plan showing the location of the sign on the property. If the sign is to be attached to the face of the building, the facade shall also show the outline of the building, we want doors, windows, and architectural features shown for review.
	(iv) All measurements including area, total number of signs requested, table outlining existing signs to remain and sign heights, locations of all signs on the property.
	(v) An engineer’s stamp for any freestanding sign exceeding six (6) feet in height.

	(b) An application for a sign permit shall be accompanied by the appropriate fee as required in Subsection 11-9-3(E), W.M.C.
	(c) City staff shall issue a sign permit if they find that the sign conforms to this Chapter and the Building Code, and any applicable ODP. If the application is denied, the Planning Manager, or designee, shall inform the applicant of the reason for d...
	(d) Any person installing, structurally altering or relocating a sign for which a permit has been issued shall notify the City upon completion of the work. The City may require a final inspection, including an electrical inspection.


	(B) Altering or Moving Existing Signs.  A new permit is required prior to moving an existing sign from one location to another or altering a sign in any manner, other than for normal maintenance. An alteration to an existing sign that requires a new p...
	(C) Signs in Planned Unit Developments. See Sections 11-11-4(D).
	(D) Alternative Compliance.  Alternative compliance allows for administrative approval of modifications to these regulations in a way that provides equivalent public benefits.
	(1) Applicability.
	(a) The Planning Manager may review new signs and modify any sign standard (including but not limited to sign area, setbacks, lighting, and/or height modifications).
	(b) Alternative Compliance review is not available for:
	(i) Incidental Signs (Section (B), W.M.C.), or
	(ii) Prohibited Signs (Section 11-11-5, W.M.C.), or
	(iii) An overall sign program for a PUD (Subsection (C) above), or
	(iv) Master Sign Plans (Section 11-11-14, W.M.C.).


	(2) Criteria.  In considering a request for alternative compliance with the Sign Code, the Planning Manager shall determine that:
	(a) The modification implements alternative or innovative practices that provide equivalent benefits to the public, and
	(b) The modification does not modify a dimensional requirement (sign location, area, height, or number) by more than 20%, and
	(c) There is a need to compensate for practical difficulties, hardships, or unusual aspects of the site that affect the sign’s visibility from locations off the site.  These criteria are met if:
	(i) the site has exceptional narrowness, shallowness, or shape, or exceptional topographic conditions or physical features uniquely affecting the site, and
	(ii) the applicant cannot feasibly provide an alternative location, design or sign type that provides reasonable visibility for the message or advertisement from locations off the site, and

	(d) The proposed sign generally aligns with the requirements of this Chapter and helps further design objectives for the applicable Comprehensive Plan land use designation or zone district, and
	(e) The proposed sign is not detrimental to any abutting properties, and
	(f) The proposed sign does not pose a threat to public health, safety, or welfare.


	(E) Variances.
	(1) Applicability.  An applicant proposing to modify the requirements of this Chapter for a sign is subject to the following thresholds, approval jurisdiction and procedures:
	(2) Criteria.  In considering a request for a variance to the Sign Code, the Planning Commission or Planning Manager shall determine that:
	(a) There are special circumstances or conditions, such as the existence of buildings, topography, vegetation, sign structures, or other matters on adjacent lots or within the adjacent public right-of-way that would substantially restrict the effectiv...
	(b) The variance, if authorized, will weaken neither the general purpose of the Sign Code nor the Comprehensive Plan policies or zoning regulations prescribed for the land use designation or zoning district in which the sign is located.
	(c) The variance, if authorized, will not alter the essential character of the land use designation or zoning district in which the sign is located.
	(d) The variance, if authorized, will not substantially or permanently injure the appropriate use of abutting conforming property.
	(e) The variance would not authorize a type of sign that is not otherwise permitted by this Code.


	(F) Enforcement.
	(1) Violation. It is unlawful for any person to violate any of the provisions of this chapter.
	(2) Public Nuisance. Any violation of the provisions of this chapter is declared to be a public nuisance.
	(3) Abatement. The City may abate public nuisances according to the provisions of Title VIII, Chapter 4, W.M.C.
	(4) Summary Abatement.  Summary abatement procedures (Subsection 8-4- 4(A), W.M.C.) may be followed for the following reasons:
	(a) Any sign whose condition or placement is found by the Code Enforcement Officer to constitute an imminent danger of serious injury to persons or property, including, but not limited to, danger of collapse or blocking views of streets, alleys, drive...
	(b) The sign is placed unlawfully in the public right-of-way. Those signs may be immediately removed and destroyed without notice or liability.

	(5) Penalties.  Any person found guilty of violating any of provision of this Chapter shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine or imprisonment, or both, pursuant to Section 1-8-1, W.M.C. Each day that a violation continues to exist is a separate ...

	(G) Stickers.   Temporary signs, incidental signs, and banners shall display an official sticker.   Stickers must be affixed to the approved sign in a location that is visible from the right-of- way. Stickers must remain affixed and visible for the en...

	11-11-14 Master Sign Plans
	(A) Applicability.
	(1) This section applies to any development or redevelopment of at least three (3) acres.
	(2) This section does not apply to the Downtown or Westminster Station SPDs.

	(B) Master Sign Plan.
	(1) The master sign plan shall include an overall sign program with performance standards to be included in the ODP that address design, lighting, color, materials, and type and method of construction to insure that all signs within the development ar...
	(2) The master sign plan shall be included in a required ODP.

	(C) Criteria.  The master sign plan shall comply with the following:
	(1) The master sign plan shall comply with all applicable requirements of this Chapter.
	(2) All signs shall be appropriately related in form, proportion, scale, color, materials, surface treatment, overall sign size and the size and style of lettering to the function and architectural character of the building or premise on which they wi...
	(3) All signs shall be placed in a logical location in relation to the overall composition of the building's façade, as determined by the Planning Manager; and
	(4) All signs shall use consistent mounting, and coordinate mounting location with the architectural features of the principal buildings on the site.


	11-11-15 Lawful Nonconforming Signs.
	(A) No nonconforming sign shall be enlarged or altered in such a manner as to increase its nonconformity. However, any sign may be altered to decrease its nonconformity.
	(B) If any sign or nonconforming portion of a sign is destroyed by any means or removed for any reason, voluntary or otherwise, to an extent of more than 50 percent of its replacement cost at the time of removal or destruction, it shall not be reconst...
	(C) If a nonconforming sign is moved from its location for any reason, it shall conform to the provisions of the Comprehensive Plan land use designation and zoning district that it is moved to.
	(D) Any digital sign lawfully established before the effect date of this Code may continue to operate, subject to the requirements of Section 11-11-7(B), W.M.C.

	11-11-16 Definitions, Measurement and Rules of Interpretation
	(A) General Rules of Interpretation
	(1) This Title establishes minimum requirements adopted for the promotion of the public health, safety, and welfare.
	(2) When a requirement of this Chapter varies from another provision of this Title, any other duly adopted City ordinance, or any duly promulgated rule or regulation of the City, the more restrictive, or that imposing the higher standards, applies.
	(3) Any action or approval authorized in this Chapter to be taken by an official may be taken by that official’s designee.
	(4) When used in this Chapter, the phrase "used for" includes "arranged for," "designed for," "intended for," "maintained for," and "occupied for."
	(5) The term “include” means “including, but not limited to” unless otherwise provided.
	(6) Purpose statements are incorporated in some sections to include a statement of the City’s intent in adopting regulations, establish legislative findings of the facts supporting the provisions, and/or to explain how the section works for the typica...
	(7) Any reference to a statute, provision of the Westminster Municipal Code, other laws or regulations, reference documents, technical manuals, or other documents refer to the most recent versions of those documents, including any amendments or update...
	(8) The following elements of this Chapter are provided for explanatory purposes and for the convenience of the reader.  They are not binding, and do not supersede any mandatory standards and procedures:
	(a) This Chapter includes graphics (such as drawings, diagrams, photographs, and images) to help the reader understand the text. If there is a conflict between a graphic and the text, the text applies.
	(b) Where a provision includes explanatory material or examples in italics, those provisions are for the reader’s convenience and do not supersede the text or requirements that it explains.


	(B) Measurement.  The following rules are used to determine sign area:
	(1) Cabinet, Panel or Raceway.  For signs that are included within a cabinet, panel or raceway, the sign area is the area of the smallest rectangle that encloses all of the copy and the extreme limits of the sign cabinet or edges of a cabinet, panel o...
	(2) Individual Elements.  For signs that are composed of individual letters, symbols, pictographics or other artistic elements, such as channel letters, the sign area is the sum total of planar surface area of the smallest rectangle enclosing each ind...
	(3) Freestanding Signs
	(a) Single Face.  For a sign with one sign face, sign area is computed as provided in subsections (1) and (2) above. The sign area includes any panel or material forming an integral part of the background of the display against which it is placed.  Th...
	(b) Multiple Faces.  For all multiple- faced freestanding signs, the area is determined by measuring one face of the sign only (see subsection (3)(a) above). When at least two identical sign faces are placed back to back, so that both faces cannot be ...

	(4) Attached Signs
	(a) Wall Area.  Where sign size is prescribed as a percent of wall area, the “wall area” is a continuous portion of a building facade, as viewed by a person approaching the building from the public right-of-way, consisting of a plane surface (see Figu...
	(b) Attached Sign Size and Number of Signs
	(i) For an attached sign which is framed, outlined, painted or otherwise prepared and intended to provide a background for a sign display, the area and dimensions include the entire background or frame (see subsection (B)(1) above).
	(ii) The area of an attached sign comprised of individual letters, figures or elements on a wall or similar surface of the building or structure with no distinct mounting surface (other than the wall) is calculated as provided in subsection (B)(2) abo...
	(iii) A distinct cluster of individual letters, figures or elements is considered a single sign for purposes of determining the number of attached signs per facade (see Section 11-11-10, W.M.C.) for each wall.
	(iv) When separate elements are organized to form a single sign, but are separated by open space, the sign area and dimensions are calculated by determining the rectangle that encompasses all of the display area, including the space between different ...
	(v) Text on a multi-sided marquee counts as  one (1) sign, and is subject to total sign area calculations in this subsection.
	(vi) The sign area does not include any supporting framework, bracing, or decorative fence or wall when the fence or wall otherwise meets zoning regulations and is clearly incidental to the display itself.
	(vii) Projecting signs with multiple faces are subject to the measurement standards established in subsection (3)(b), above.


	(5) Height
	(a) Freestanding Signs.  The height of a freestanding sign is measured from the base of the sign or supportive structure at its point of attachment to the ground, to the highest point of the sign. A freestanding sign on an artificial base, including a...
	(b) Attached Sign.  The height of an attached sign is the vertical distance between the lowest and the highest point of the sign, including any framework or other embellishments.
	(c) Clearance.  Clearance for detached and projecting signs is measured as the vertical distance between finished grade and the lowest point of the sign, including any framework or other embellishments.


	(C) Boundaries.   The boundaries of all Comprehensive Plan land use designations, zoning districts, and Specific Plans (including the Downtown Westminster and Westminster Station Specific Area Plan) are as defined in Section 11-4-2, W.M.C.
	(D) Definitions.  The following words, terms and phrases have the following meaning when used in this Chapter, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
	(E) Acronyms.  The following acronyms have the following meanings for purposes of this Title, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:



